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ABSTRACT

My thesis is that the remarkable success of this novel lies in the 

universal appeal of its underlying theme of the individual's search for 

security and in its integration of the elements of epic, fable, 

pastoral ana myth. Part One deals with the publishing history of the 

novel. The first chapter relates it to its date of composition and the 

author's critique ot the 1960's. The process of the novel's composition 

is described with reference to the holograph. This provides evidence 

of the spontaneity of its invention and the revisions necessary to 

shape the original oral tale into a novel. Chapter Two deals with the 

vicissitudes of its progress to publication and its critical reception 

in England in 1972. Chapter Three examines American publication where 

the novel moved into adult readership and where an intensive 

promotional campaign launched It into being a phenomenal international 

bestseller.

In Part Two the thesis turns to a wider discussion of the book's theme 

and literary context beginning in Chapter Four with an examination of 

tne theme of authority and the ideal society contrasted with three 

dystopias. Chapter Five considers the quest theme and Adams's use of

classical models. Chapter Six discusses the traditional beast fable

and Adams's place in the genre of anthropomorphic fantasy. Chapter 

Seven examines the novel's double view of the pastoral where the 

countryside is seen both as Arcadian refuge and as territory to be 

colonised. owned and defended, which is currently ecologically

threatened. The novel's use of animal heroes made a contribution to, 

and continues to foster, the growing 'animal rights' movement,

Chapter Eight discusses the novel's connections with the archetypes of 

myth and folktale, its use of Campbell's pattern cf the monomyth, the



emergence of the theme of fertility and the search for control in the

ogre-father figure of Woundwort.

Finally the thesis deals with the novel's inner purpose: the

integration of the individual within himself, with his community and 

with the archetypal or transcendental world.
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INTRODUCTION

Watership Down is an important twentieth century text, a publishing and 

literary phenomenon which merits examination. Initially rejected by 

publishers, it emerged in 1972 in a modest first edition of 2,500 

copies. It has grown since then, in a freakish publishing history, to 

become one of the most famous, one or the most lucrative and one of the 

biggest international bestsellers ever written.

The detailed references to the evidence will emerge in the thesis, but

in outline the facts of its success are these. In 1974 Avon booxs paid

the, then, highest price ever of 800,000 dollars for the paperback 

rights. The first print run of this edition was said to be five 

million. In 1975 its author, Richard Adams, was awarded a golden rabbit 

by Penguin books for being the first living British author to have sold 

over a million copies of a work of fiction. He was not only the first, 

he was the fastest; they were sold in twenty months. In 1985 the novel 

appeared in Penguin's Top Six list in The Times and second only to

Animal Farm with the figure of five million sales, beating The

Canterbury Tales and the Odyssey. It appeared on The Sunday Times

bestseller list eighty six times and was thirty two times or The 

New York Times's list. There are eighteen foreign translations 

available on the market including Japanese, Hebrew, Thai, Turkish and 

Serbo-Croat. The novel is still selling in many editions in hardback, 

paperback and illustrated editions in English and throughout the world 

eighteen years after publication. If the current home sales are now

reaching the six million mark, sales in foreign tongues might possibly 

double this figure. American sales can generally be reckoned to treble 

the sales figures of successful English novels; if this is so we might 

arrive at a fairly conservative total of thirty-six million sold. It
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would be reasonable to suppose that-each copy bought has had more than 

one reader; the total readership therefore might well be multiplied up 

to the hundred million mark, making .it potentially one of the most 

influential books ever written. It has been said, although it could 

not be proved, that Watership Down has sold more copies than any new 

book published this century.

How this happened can be charted chronologically, but the reasons for 

this book's international success deserve examination. Initially, the 

timing of the novel's publication in England coincided with a national 

mood of reaction away from the counter-culture of the Sixties. 

Adams's story expressed nostalgia for childhood, pastoral life and the 

romantic sense of community experienced in the war years. His rabbit 

myth revived this lost sense pf" joint effort in a common purpose 

and appeared to heai and integrate the divisions that had grown up in 

peacetime by its focus on a small band fighting to protect its 

territory and way of life. Not only Adams, but society in general, 

longed for conservatism and conservation. The narrative was seen to 

offer the reassurance of past security, even though it projected a past 

that was an imaginary construct of the sustaining myths of pastoral 

life and 'Victorian values.’ This novel fitted the needs of the moment 

exactly. At the same time, paradoxically, it embodied many of the 

central tenets of the counter-culture, for instance, the turning 

towards inner space; the need for spirituality as a reaction against 

the materialist values of society and modern technology. These ideas 

clearly chime with Adams's depiction of the transcendental and the 

pastoral. Another development of the ethos of counter-culture was the 

desire to live in small individual groups called communes. The value 

of a small community of four or five members, working together, each 

contributing a particular skill, has much in common with the small



interdependent band in Watership Down, who, like the communes, have 

left home, searched for a squat, or slept rough. Similarly, Adams's 

group do not work; they are a leisured class whose chief concerns are 

the business of feeding and fending off enemies. They live in a 

peaceful, cooperative, small, rural community with a simple archaic 

structure. The novel therefore possessed a cross-cultural appeal to 

apparently opposed readerships: the counter-culture and the middle-

class conservative reader.

The success of the novel on publication in 1972 was due to the 

particular social and cultural climate of the time. The middle-class 

critics, publishers, parents and teachers, in their concern to control 

forces which seemed to disrupt society and threaten stability, were 

relieved to find a book that expressed the central values they wished 

to enshrine. On the other hand, young people in England and America 

made it a campus cult, wearing badges saying ’Take me to Watership 

Down'.d) Each reader responded according to his own ideology or 

psychology.

The social history of the time explains the initial success, but does 

not explain the book's continued appeal eighteen years after 

publication and its popularity in other cultures. It has (according to 

Henry Sotheran Ltd) been translated into 20 different tongues at some 

time since 1972, in countries as diverse in culture as Czechoslovakia, 

Finland, Italy, Brazil, Portugal and R u s s i a . T h e  book has been most 

successful in Italy, where they shoot songoirds. It has been 

translated into Hebrew for a Jewisfr readership which is in the main 

oriented towards urban rather than country pursuits. Why should a 

novel whose protagonists are rabbits set against an English background 

have such widespread international sales?



This thesis proposes to address the question of an apparently universal 

appeal which appears to transcend cultural and national boundaries, and 

lie in elementary associations common to all men; the need for the 

security conferred by authority being predominant. In its combination 

of epic, fable, pastoral and myth the novel utilizes the power inherent 

in each, drawing together archetypal elements of fiction into a new 

dynamic.

The use of animal protagonists enables the story to cross international 

and cultural barriers. Animals receive more sympathetic consideration

than human characters. Free, in translation, of sociolinguistic class

markers, so evident to FInglish speakers, the reader is free to 

interpret or project his own ideology as on a blank canvas. Animals 

can be whatever we want them to be - they travel internationally 

classless and culture free.

The author structures his narrative on the basic pattern of Joseph 

Campbell's monomyth of the hero,1̂  This pattern is based on a

comparative study of world myths, which demonstrate that there is an 

organisation of themes and motifs common to them all. This is made 

possible by the existence of the archetypal, essential forms drawn from 

the collective unconscious. The popularity of the book in many 

translations points to the power of myth to universalise a text.. 

Whatever ignorance of the language and the culture within which it 

originated may be, a myth is still felt as myth by any reader in the 

world. ’Its substance does not lie in its style, its original music, 

or its syntax but in the story which it tells.' ̂  It is these 

connections with the collective unconscious which finally enable 

Watership Down to cross the divides of generation, race and culture and 

to teach the lessons of personal integration of the self and the 

individual within his community.
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PART ONE

CHAPTER ONE: THE CONCEPTION AND COMPOSITION OF WATERSHIP DOWN 

SECTION I: THE FUNCTIONS OF FANTASY

Richard Adams constructed the alternative world of his fantasy 

Water snip Down1^  out of the disillusionment he felt with the 

permissive society of the 1960's. This is not to say that the novel 

represents a conscious compulsion to create a consolatory worid. It 

was written as an unconscious search for order and security, in 

response to the author’s anxieties. 'Fantasy in literature deals 

... blatantly and repeatedly with unconscious material

Other writers of fantasy have done the same thine. Tolktln suddenly 

wrote the first line of The Hobbit ’In a hole in the ground there 

lived a Hcbb.it.’l :,) as a compensatory activity to ease the grind 

of marking examination scripts. Beatrix Potter escaped from an 

oppressive and circumscribed family life to write The Tale of Peter 

Rabb i t ) and Lewis Carroll combined his desire for little girls and

his reaction away from the logical world of mathematics in A1ice in

Wonderland.* 5) It is an escape into absurdity and equally 

upremeditatea, 'I sent my heroine straight down the rabbit hole to 

begin with, without the least idea what was to happen afterwards.’(6) 

Kenneth Grahams exorcised his fears of proletarian revolution and

established the values of the River Bank in The Wind in the

Wi 1 lows ■■ ̂ ) These fantasies, together with Watership Down, represent in 

tneir use of characters that go underground, both a descent into the 

unconscious and a quest for security into the womblike warmth and 

darkness of earth. Adams sublimates personal fears and creates a 

compensatory secondary world where private and public fears are 

assuaged.

1



The most important factor in any consideration of Watership Down is the 

timing of its composition. This is precisely dated by the author on 

the last page of the first hand-written draft of the novel: 'Begun at

Canonbury in September 1966 and finished there, November 1967 , 5 1 it 

is a novel produced within and determined by its social, political and 

historical context. -

This timing is significant because in the 1950's what came to be 

called 'the permissive society' was at its height. 'It was a new wind 

of essentially youthful hostility to every kind of established 

convention and traditional authority, a wind of moral freedom and 

rebellion.’ The year which immediately preceded the writing of the 

novel, 1965, saw a revolutionary cult of youth focused on that summer, 

when London, where Adams lived and worked, was seen as 'the most 

swinging city in the world.' ' The nation seemed possessed of a 

collective fantasy primarily attracted to images of youth, a youth for 

the first time with financial power, sexually free, classless, and 

allowed to be individual rather than to conform to previous patterns of 

behaviour. In the early 1960’s young people were trapped in an age- 

graded society and were relatively power less. J7 The suddenness of 

the change, especially the new sexual freedom, frightened older
cm

convential citizens, because it seemed to threaten the moral fibre ofx.
society. It was anathema to Adams, who through upbringing, class, 

education, army and Civil Service experience was naturally opposed to 

such thinking, accustomed to deference to age, with a need for order, 

stability and security; where tradition, authority, marriage and the 

family, the values of community and team spirit constituted an 

essential framework.

After trie enormous publishing success of the novel, Adams made his 

views on the 'permissive’ society known with some vehemence. Locking



back on this period he said in interview: 'The scheme of things was

cracking up. There was no respect for elders, there were student 

riots, sit-ins, people weren't punished, there was VD, the divorce rate 

was rising, crime, no authority left in the land.'^2)

Again, in response to a journalist who asked whether he was a survivor 

of a fast disappearing type of Englishman, and questioned on his

political beliefs, Adams replied that although a socialist before and 

after the war, he became more conservative, morally conservative, as

the Sixties advanced:

I think it's highly undesirable that a country should 
part company with traditional moral values and that 
things like the family as the basic social unit or
Parliament as the sovereign power should be just thrown 
out of the window, and I think there's pretty fair 
agreement, certainly among people of my own generation, 
that this has gone a great deal too far. and that 
something should be done. (

These right wing views expressed by Adams after publication were

certainly part of his ideological apparatus when writing the book. His 

opinions are not overtly stated as naked propaganda but the political 

views and social values of the author inform every aspect of the work, 

whether they are consciously or unconsciously stated. The book is a 

counterblast to the counterculture of the Sixties and is informed 

throughout with a concern for authority and order. The political 

.interpretation of the text, in the broadest sense, must take priority 

and be 'the absolute horizon of all reading and all 

interpretations.'^  ̂

This interpretation is strenuously denied by the author, who insists on 

the surface narrative alone as significant, devoid of socio-political 

meaning. Repeatedly he has stated that the book is just a story about 

rabbits, a cliffhanger, 'just a story told to my .little girls on the

3



way to Stratford.'(15) The American magazine Time commented on the 

author's promotional tour in 1974 - 'He was deeply distressed recently 

when an enterprising American journalist with a tape recorder spent two

hours trying to convince hira that his book is really a political 

parable. ' f-

The conversion of the oral tale on which Watership Down is based into 

the lengthier and much more carefully constructed and self conscious 

artefact that was the written novel was not made in an ideological 

vacuum. The social values and cultural assumptions of the author are 

so natural a part of his thinking as to be invisible to him and indeed 

to many of his readers, who may also only intuit them unconsciously. 

The author himself may be unaware of the ideology he is transmitting. 

As Peter Green remarks penetratingly of Kenneth Grahame's equally

vehement denial of 'second meaning’ in The Wind in the Willows,

'Conscious allegorising is almost invariably disastrous; and in 

Grahame’s case, as we have seen, extremely powerful motives existed for 

driving down unpleasant truths into the subconscious mind.’^ ^  

Grahame understood this process himself. The selection of events, 

characters, background, everything that is involved in writing a novel, 

must expose the beliefs and attitude of the author. In a memorable 

comparison which evokes the idea of exposure and dirty washing he 

describes how an author gives himself away to the reader:

V'ou must please remember that a theme, a thesis, a 
subject, is in most cases a little more than a sort of 
clothes-line, on which one pegs a string of ideas, 
quotations, allusions, and so on, one's mental 
undergarments, of ail shapes and sizes, some possibly 
fairly new, but mostly rather old and patched: and they 
dance and sway in the breeze, and flap and flutter, 
or hang limp and lifeless; and some are ordinary 
enough, and some are of a rather private and intimate 
shape, and rather give the owner away, and show up his 
or her peculiarities. And owing to the invisible 
clothes-line they seem to have some connection and 
continuity.

4



Orwell maintains that ’propaganda 'in some form or another lurks in 

every book, that every work of art has a meaning and a purpose - a 

political, social and religious purpose - that our aesthetic judgments 

are always coloured by our prejudices and beliefs.*(19) There can be 

no doubt that the fantasy world of Watership Down represents a reaction 

awa> from the unsatisfactory disorder of the Sixties during which it 

was written. The work is both escape and consolation. Fantasy is an 

implicit criticism of one’s present circumstances. It realizes the 

desire for what is absent and gratifies unsatisfied longings, ’It is a 

literature of desire, which seeks that which is experienced as absence 

and l o s s . ’ (20) Adams sought, out of what he saw as 3 social chaos, to 

restore moral and cultural touchstones to a generation that he believed 

had been robbed of them. He constructed an alternative world where the 

essential principle was order which would bring with it the restoration 

of security. 'The only thing you can do if you are trapped in a 

reflection is to invert the image.*(21)

Adams writes his novel at the precise moment, in the autumn of 1966, 

when the social revolution had just peaked. The dreams were beginning 

to fade and the pendulum of reaction to swing the other way. Many 

circumstances and events led tc this happening at this time, but for 

many people, including Adams, feelings crystallised around the Moors 

Murder ^2) trial which occupied four months of that year. It was a 

horrifying instance of decadence and sexual licence, the most 

outrageous crime of the century and a moral lesson as to where self- 

indulgence and lack of restraint might lead. It aroused strong 

desires in ordinary people to control, punish and prohibit. Above all 

it showed the dark shadow side of the dream of the Sixties. The social 

and political scene led to regular attacks in leading articles and 

speeches on decadence and the 'English Sickness’. Lord Radcliffe in

5



The Spectator wrote an editorial ’The Dissolving Society’(23) and the 

country was seen to face a 'major crisis in leadership’ .f The

forces of order and tradition began to mass in opposition. By the time

the novel was published, in December 1972, a disillusioned readership

was ready for it.
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CHAPTER ONE
SECTION II: THE ORIGINAL TALE AND ITS CONVERSION INTO THE NOVEL

The inner purpose of the novel is related to the timing of its 

production in the 1960’s, and this is essential to an understanding of 

the ideological roots which nourish the story and shape its ethos. 

But first there had to be a tale, a washing line as it were, on which 

could be pegged out the opinions, lessons, attitudes, quotations and 

references that went to make up the author’s view of the world, a 

narrative tnrough which he could vent his dislike of a permissive and 

unregulated society. Another set of factors was the immediate trigger 

for the original oral tale which preceded the written novel. These 

could be collected simply under the umbrella of the term: fatherhood. 

The author placed the utmost importance on this role, approaching it 

with passionate seriousness. It was imperative that the finished novel 

should affirm his beliefs and pass on his cultural touchstones to his 

children. It had to be both a literary training ground and an enduring 

monument to his paternity.

The novel that became Watership Down had its origins in an oral tale

told to Adams's daughters to while away the monotony of a long car
-£

journey undertaken to see Judi Dench in Twelth Night at Stratford, one
A

day in July, 1966. Adams has toid the circumstances of this 

composition many times all over the world, almost always in exactly the 

same words. This quotation summarises all the accounts:

I just improvised the story off the top of my head as 
we went along the motorway. _ It outlasted the Stratford 
trip for which it was designed and had to be continued 
on car journeys to school. I told the children many 
stories in those days but ’Hazel and Fiver' , the tale 
of the rabbits was the only one they suggested I write 
down
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The author has always emphasised -the spontaneous and unpremeditated 

nature of this story telling. When asked by Phillip Vine where the 

story came from, Adams replied 'Out of my head'.1-̂ ' Again, on Adams's 

American promotional tour, the favourite question of interviewers and 

audiences was 'Why rabbits, Mr Adams?’ ̂  To this he has never had a 

reply except that they were the animal protagonists that came into his 

head.

This spontaneous, unconscious creative imagination is treated by Adams 

as something outside his control which absolves him from discussing 

meaning. ’1 didn't choose rabbits anymore than one chooses what one is 

going to dream about.’14' He knew while at Bradfield College that he 

had a facility for the orai tale, when he found some popularity telling 

stories in the dormitory to his school fellows, and he revived this old 

skill when telling his daughters traditional tales and the stories of 

his own invention. This accomplishment is a feature of Watership Down, 

notably in the storytelling competition in Cowslip's warren, and in 

Adams's later work, where characters frequently tell stories to each 

other within the main narrative. Adams sees the function of the 

storyteller as universal and timeless: 'People have been doing it since 

time immemorial. And it's a wonderful, thing to have people hanging on 

your every word ... You feel the power in your fingertips as you build 

up the tension.'^

The improvised oral tale was called Hazel .and Fiver and followed the 

bare outline of the plor of the finished novel. It began with Fiver's 

vision of the destruction of the warren which triggers the quest for a 

new home. It contained the search for females to ensure its future and 

the battle for survival with a neighbouring warren. It was an unlikely 

tale for daughters of eight and six years old, focusing as it did on a



group of male comrades concerned with military strategy, the retention 

of territory by force and the acquisition of breeding does - war and 

sex, in short. The action was more brisk and soldierly than the 

written version. Bigwig was killed off in the final battle and the 

hutch rabbits were abducted by force. Humour was a more significant 

component. A comic rabbit, Bluebell, played a more pronounced role and 

Hazel’s band pretended to be Chinese when visiting Efrafa. This 

allowed Oriental gestures and accent in the oral narration to entertain 

Adams’s daughters.^

Hazel and Fiver was considered by Adams's children to be too good to 

lose. Juliet insisted that, he write it down.

I resisted, saying how difficult it was, how long it
would take ... but then a couple of months later 1 was
reading them a book. It was dismal and I said, 'This
is terrible, I could write better mvself.' And the 
freezing voice of my elder daughter, weary of urging me 
to write the rabbit story down, said: 'Well, I wish you 
would. ' (7)

The original tale lasted the journey to Stratford and the following 

fortnight of journeys to school so it was of reasonable length. As 

Juliet has said since of the dedication 'To Juliet and Rosamund, 

remembering the road to Stratford', 'Nobody is ever going to know how 

long that damn’ road was.’'91 The conversion of the tale into the 

written novel extended it further still, The novel began, as did the 

oral tale, with the Greek quotation from ^ajnemnon, Cassandra’s vision 

of blood. 'It. was’ said Adams 'the first thing that came into my 

head';<)' when he began his story of the rabbits. Fiver’s vision 

begins the novel as it did the oral tale, launching the rabbit 

protagonists as epic heroes and placing them at a stroke worlds away 

from the ’cuddly bunny’ image of previous rabbits in children’s
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literature. He approached the written version in a serious spirit, 

determined that it should be a 'proper' novel:

I thought that if I am going to write a novel for my
daughters it’s going to be a real proper novel. That
is to say, it may be about rabbits but it's going to 
abide by all the rules of a proper English novel.
There would be no writing down to children.•

It was also important that although the. novel would be about rabbits it 

would not be sentimental in its treatment of them.

I was very anxious that it shouldn't be sentimental. 1
mean the whole idea of writing the book for children
was that I wanted to write a novel which would treat
the child as a potential adult. There would be no 
talking down to the child, no condescension, no 
patronage at all. The book would be difficult to read,
it wouLd be long, it would contain difficult passages
like the moonlight passage .. and the last, chapter,

As he began to write Adams discovered that he had to make changes, and 

that it was possibie and necessary to make additions. The original 

story of the rabbits leaving the warren, the journey across country, 

the arrival at Watership Down, the search for females, the journey to 

the strange warren, the final attack and Hazel's loosing of the dog 

were all in the oral version and were retained. But in making his 

story into 'a proper novel' the author realised that he had to 

formulate his principles in relation to the antbropomorphisation of his 

rabbits in a more clear and consistent fashion. In his original story 

the rabbits did things that no rabbit could do. They had bows and 

arrows, for example, and they built a bridge across a river, The 

embassy to Efrafa pretended to be Chinese rabbits who didn't understand 

the ordinary rabbit language.1̂ ' Adams realised that this wouldn’t do 

for his written version. He decided to adopt Kipling's illusion 

formula for anthropomorphic fantasy, which was ’to attribute to his 

animal characters human thougnts, human powers of converse, even human
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values (e.g. loyalty) but never to make them do anything of which real 

animals would actually be physically incapable. ’

This would also allow for Adams’s rabbits to be as close as possible to

the ’real' rabbit in behaviour. His rabbits would be:

... real and resourceful wild creatures intent on 
survival in a hostile world. Throughout the book they 
are concerned with nothing but the affairs of real 
rabbits, ie food, survival and mating.

In the oral tale the male rabbits abducted the does from Efrafa. This 

was changed because it was not consistent with the more considerate and 

democratic ideas of the protagonists as the written version progressed. 

As the idea of ’a proper novel’ developed in the author’s mind, he 

found that the oral tale had to be changed if it were to be converted

into written fiction. The written form demanded a greater degree of

planning and consistency, It could also carry a greater load of 

description and a more detailed creation of character and background. 

The lengthy descriptions of the countryside were substantial additions, 

full of details of flowers, animals and terrain. There was also the 

incorporation of information about the behaviour and biology of 

rabbits, the result of research undertaken after the book was begun. 

This was material vital to the imaginative reconstruction of the 

'rabbits’ eye' view, and gives the reader the feeling of entering a 

hitherto unknown world. There was also the opportunity for a more 

complete and consistent treatment, of character. Hazel must act in a 

way consonant with his character as developed in the novel, of a kindly 

and democratic leader, and he cannot consider deceitful abduction. 

Action must be consonant with character,

Adams's daughters still retained some ’editorial control’ over the 

written version. Every night he read to them what he had written the



evening before, and they tnaoe suggestions. Juliet reminded her father 
that Bluebell, a character in the oral cale, had been omitted. He uas

restored, and this explains Bluebell's late entrance in the story.

They also insisted that no rabbit should die and Adams agreed, although

he had intended Bigwig to perish in his fight with Woundwort, as a

conscious echo of the sacrifice of Elzevir Block, who gives his life to

save John Trenchard in Moonfleet.

Bigwig was also modelled on a wartime companion of Adams, a Captain in 

250 Company Airborne Forces, called Paddy Kavanagh. The author refers 

to this officer as a brave, even daredevil comrade, who died defending 

his men at Arnhem. Adams confesses in his autobiography that the group 

of officers to which Adams belonged when he was a parachutist in the 

Second World War provide the original source for Hazel's band:

... they provided the idea for Hazel and his rabbits in
Watership Down. By this I do not mean that each of
Hazel's rabbits corresponds to a particular officer in 
'250 Company. Certainly the idea of the wandering 
endangered and inter-dependent band, individually 
different yet mutually reliant, came from my experience 
of the Company, but out of all of us, I think, there 
were only two direct parallels. Hazel is John Gifford 
and Bigwig is Paddy Kavanagh. (*&)

Gifford is described by Adams as unassuming, an excellent organiser who 

got the best out of his men and who was brave in the most self-effacing 

way. He could be good company and yet still maintain a degree of 

reserve that commanded respect. It is easy to see him as the pattern 

for Hazel. Adams’s experiences as a member of the Fed Berets is looked 

back on as the time of life when he was most happy, 'I have never been 

more proud, fulfilled or happy before or since.'(1?) He writes of the 

British Airborne Forces in the same heroic, epic terms in which he 

writes his rabbit story:



We are, in cold truth, and with no hyperbole of ray 
making, approaching great excellence and splendour, 
common 3s sunrise, greater than Alexander and his 
hosts, more glorious tragic and terrible than Troy or
Byzantium; the fury and the mire of human veins.

Epigraphs were added in typescriot and these were approved by Adams’s 

daughter, Juliet, as ’fun' because 'you can't imagine how they're going 

to fit in with what's going to happen’. The interpolated stories were 

also additions to the original story, one of them; 'Rowsby Woof and the 

Fairy Wogdog' was Adaius's revenge on a composer of children’s violin 

pieces. His daughter, Rosamond, was in tears over her violin praci 

and Adams invented the story, a coarsely humorous tale in which Rowsby

Woof is a credulous and contemptible fool, to cheer her up.

Adams also keeps his promise to his daughters with Hazel's departure at 

the end of the book. Although the reader guesses that it is a death, 

it is described in the most gentfe and indirect fashion, in terms of a 

translation into another life and- leaving the outworn body behind. 

Adams has described it as 'a kind of apotheosis. ’ ̂ When his

children asked what happened to Hazel he said ’Well, I’m not going to 

tell you any lies, there'3 nothing sentimental about this book, we've 

ail got to die sooner or later. We'll give him what Pallas Athene 

promised Odysseus. She promised him "the gentlest death that may be", 

but Homer never tells us what the death wa3.’'~r-'

The children found it hard to grasp that the point at which their

father stopped was the end until he wrote some more. Oral invention

has no such stops, Rosamond wouia beg for a little more and her father

had to say ’I can't because there isn’t any.'-2D

There is evidence for a tradition of te.liing rabbit stories in Adams's 

family. His sister remembers their grandfather telling the storv of
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’The little rabbit who lived on Ham Hill*.(22) Adams says that he 'had 

his father very much in mind’ when writing the book. but. this may be 

because his father inculcated in him a love of nature and the 

particular background in which the story is set. The oral story which 

became the novel under its original title.. Hazel and Fiyer, is very 

much a testament to Adams's own father, as though a repavment of the 

debt of gratitude to his kindly father would be made in writing as 

father to his own daughters. The name of the chief character endorses 

this. Robert Gilmore interviewed Adams in New Zealand on 16th January 

1976 and asked whv the male rabbit in Watership Down is called Hazel.

It's because my father's Christian name was one of 
those dual-sex names - like Hilary. My father's name
was Evelyn, which means hazel nut. Get it? My father, 
who was a country doctor, figures in the book under his 
real name, Dr Adams. He very assiduously and gently 
introduced me to nature. I've written him into the 
book - there’s a lot of him in there - as a posthumous 
act of gratitude,{̂

Adams has the freedom to move in his written version to a more 

conscious literary style and a wider readership than his daughters. An 

examination of the holograph shows a progression in the level of 

difficulty in the dialogue, an excising of childish terms and a 

growing authority in the writer. The novel was given a wider frame of 

reference by the addition of epigraphs to each chapter, often two to 

each chapter, drawn from Greek, French and Russian writers, military 

history, the Bible, as well as English literature. The freedom in 

writing to expand, to give authorial comment and information in asides, 

was seized upon. The author, as writer, has a more total control than 

he has orally:

When you are talking to people who are actually sitting 
on your knee, you are obviously much more informal and 
cosy. You allow interruptions and you may even let the 
story wander off on lines that they ask for. But when
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you are writing a novel, you have got to have a certain 
air of authority. You are writing for an unknown
audience, ̂ 4)

To please that wider audience the original story, although perhaps 

little changed in outline, received substantial additions to give 

authority, dignity and status to the written form. The rabbit 

mythology and interpolated stories, epigraphs, authorial interventions, 

lengthy natural description of the Berkshire/Hampshire countryside 

were added to give verisimilitude and to impress a wider readership:

I put in all I could about the flowers, trees, rivers 
and downland I have come to know. Nothing is more 
important than the realitr structure of a fantasy. 
There must be something real for the fantasy to be 
grounded on, or it will get sloppy. So we have the 
real river in The Wind in the Willows: the real Dorset 
coast in Moonfleet; and the real gardens and 
inhabitants of Renishaw in Edith Sitwell’s bucolic 
poetry of fantasy. In Watership Down the rabbits are 
almost an excuse for writing about the Hampshire Downs. 
But the downs help to make the rabbits more credible, I 
hope, for they are real as the rabbi is are 
not, quite.*251
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CHAPTER ONE

SECTION III: THE HOLOGRAPH

Acams is unusual in writing out this, and subsequent novels, in

lcnghand. He wrote slowly, scorning a typewriter. ’I C3n’t understand 

how anyone can write good English any other way. How else can a writer 

edit, prune and polish?'^) He would have his supper, watch the news, 

and then write until two or three o'clock in the morning. 'Writing is 

like stoking a furnace. After you’ve been working for three hours it’s 

a shame to put it out.’*2;

He wrote in ink with a fountain pen, taking fifteen months in all, 

beginning in September 1966 and finishing in November 1967. The novel 

was written entirely in per. and ink, although some revisions and 

revised pages are in ballpoint and, rarely, pencil usually inked over.

He then took six months to revise this final draft. ’I was like a

jeweller tap-tap-tapping until I had it right.’  ̂ This method of work 

makes the surviving holograph of considerable interest since the first 

draft, later revisions, cancellations and amendments survive together

on the page and give clear evidence of the process of composition. 

There are some changes from holograph to typescript, but references to 

the published version shows that these must have been few and

relatively unimportant, with only one ma.ior addition towards the end

of the novel. The typescript appears to have been lost in the

publishing process as did the original proof which may have been 

’collected' as Kaye Webb put it.(̂  In any case it must have supplied 

little in the way of illustration of the author’s composition process. 

rhe manuscript shows many additions and deletions in the first seven 

chapters to bring the beginning into line with the finished novel, and 

throughout provides invaluable evidence of the author's method of 

working.
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This original autograph manuscript; of Watership Down was missing for 

some years, apparently lost in the author's move from England to the 

Isle of Man, a move made necessary for tax reasons after his great 

financial success with the book. However, in 1982 Henry Sotheran Ltd, 

the bookseller in Piccadilly, organised an exhibition of Adams's work 

to celebrate the tenth anniversary of publication.^ When the 

exhibition was being arranged, another search for the original

manuscript was made. Adams had by this time returned to live in

England in Whitchurch, Hampshire. The manuscript had not been seen 

since his move from London in the mid-1970's, and since it was needed

for the centrepiece of the exhibition, a reward of £1,000 was to have

been offered for its recovery. This proved unnecessary. 'An exhaustive

search turned it ud in a battered suitcase in a lumber room' says the

Sotheran Catalogue for the exhibition.-^

it is important to remember that the novel, begun in 1966 when the 

author was forty-six, represented his first attempt at novel writing. 

3y the time he reached the position of Assistant Secretary, which he 

held when he wrote Watership Down, he had spent twenty-five years 

drafting minutes for Ministers, letters to the public, and constructing 

legal documents such as the Clean Air Bill. This led to the habit of 

drafting, of improving and refining a first draft. Nothing was written 

once, typed, and sent out immediately, except perhaps the most routine 

of letters which would be sent out by the staff lower in the hierarchy. 

Accuracy was essential, and the meaning of each document or minute had 

to be clear without any ambiguity which could provide an excuse for 

argument. Since the aim was to persuade the reader of the good sense 

of the writer, a smooth style was essential. Adams has referred to 

this training: 'And you try writing something they'll all sign. You’ll

find that’s writing all right! A well-written piece of work is like a
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pretty giri - one starts with a bias in favour. I had to be

economical and felicitous. I’m very grateful to the Civil Service.’^

In order to achieve a smooth persuasive flow he would revise his 

drafts many times, he had also a perfectionist concern for correctness 

in his English and was determined to follow to the letter the rules of 

usage laid down by Fowler and other authorities. He would, moreover, 

revise and correct the work of his subordinates with the same care to 

the point of pedantry.

An elegant flow of correct English and the outline of a story were at

Adams's command when he began to write, but he had had no experience of

the other requirements of a novelist. He had to learn the technique of 

written narration which involves dialogue, interior monologue, a

consideration of the stance of the narrator to his fictional world, 

narrative pace and a structural framework. He also had to find out 

something about real rabbits.

The holograph shows his planned and initially naive plunge into written 

fiction.''0 He began with the foolscap sneets he was used to in the 

Civil Service, held together with an orange tag with metal toggles, 

and began as he would a Civil Service draft. He confirms that there 

never was a synopsis or planned sequence of chapters. ’I just sat down 

and wrote if, he answers with surprise if asked about his 

preparation.(^  This is supported by an examination of the holograph. 

It has no title. The first page of foolscap nas Chapter I written in 

the unlined space at the top of the page, underlined in ink, as is 

the title ’The Notice board’ immediately underneath. Both of these are 

in paler ink and show that, the Chapter numbering and heading came after 

rather than preceded the composition of the chapter. The spontaneity 

of Adams's imagination is shown by his invention of Dandelion's first
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story about El-ahrairah.(11) It is a. natural development of the action 

and thought up on the spur of the moment. From this springs not only 

this particular story but the idea of a rabbit mythology and the use of 

interpolated stories, none of which existed in the oral tale. ’The 

whole idea of El-ahrairah didn’t come to me until the actual moment 

vhen they stopped in the wood and^Hazel calls upon Dandelion for a 

story. And it suddenly occurred to

Because Adams had a clear overall picture of the story from his oral 

version, hut kept his approach flexible and not planned ahead to a set 

cesign, he could use ideas as they occurred to him. The idea of a

rabbit god and an interpolated rabbit story is used and then grasped as

a technique that can be used again to flesh out the world cf rabbit 

rcythology and culture, to vary the pace and the tone of the novel, to 

intensify and foreshadow. Adams has commented:

1 thought what a good idea it would be to have stories 
interpolated in the text. It's the other way round
from Pickwick Papers. Pickwick Papers is a very comic
novel, and a lot of the stories that are intevDolated
are rather frightening, the story of the Queer Client, 
for instance. Well, this is the other way round, it 
seemed to me that it was a rather intense and 
frightening story for children and it would be rather a 
good idea to interpolate some comic relief. But in 
fact of the five El-ahrairah stories, four are very 
comic, or I like to think so. ^  ̂

The interpolated stories are self-contained, with a strong element of 

folk--tale. They echo and foreshadow events in the main Dlot. 'The 

story of Rowsby Woof’, for instance prepares us for the gullibility of 

dogs and the possibility of their manipulation by clever rabbits, a 

foreshadowing of Hazel's ruse with the Nuthanger labrador which saves 

the warren. The story of the Black Rabbit, a frightening and sombre 

story, parallels Bigwig's journey into Efrafa with El-ahrairah’s 

bargain with death. Perhaps, more importantly, the five interpolated
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stories, spread regularly through the novei, provide a vital internal 

framework, a structure within a structure, which helps to hold together 

and integrate more firmly a lengthy novel which might have otherwise 

been a looser narrative. They also provide a means of slackening the 

thread of narrative tension when required, and with each succeeding 

tale, a power arises from the repeated use of the same format, like 

the device of incremental repetition in a child's story, which gives 

the pleasure of familiarity and reassurance.

Chapter divisions are also varied during the writing of the first draft 

and are the subject, of later revisions. The decision to separate

the chapters 'You Can’t Imagine It Unless You’ve Been There', ’The 

Great River' and 'Ani Last* from the chapters that came before them was 

taken for a variety of reasons. The first, 'You Can’t Imagine It 

Unless You've Been There', is marked off from ’Fiver Beyond' because 

this latter chapter then ended on the exciting discovery that Hazel was 

alive., and this is maximised by the chapter ending at this point. The 

other two chapters are created in response to a feeling for the overall 

form of the novel either consciously or unconsciously present in the 

author. There is a pattern of a build up of short chapter lengths at 

the beginning of the novel. In the first ten chapters there is no 

chapter longer than eight pages, and half are five pages or under in 

length. Similarly, there is a matching diminuendo of short chapter 

lengths of winding down in the last ten chapters.

The central chapters are all longer, eighteen of them reaching double 

figures in pages although none exceed nineteen pages in length. There 

appears to be an invisible limit of twenty pages. 'The Great River' 

chapter division is made because the extension of the previous chapter 

'Across the Iron Road' would have made a chapter of twenty pages long,



which would have made it the longest in the hook. This would not have 

matched its importance in the plot, r.or was it necessary because it 

does not narrate any one indivisible i n c i d e n t ■ 'The Great River' 

thus inserted fits into the general pattern of chapter lengths for 

the central section. The chapter 'A n d Last * is created in response to 

the need for the slow wind-down of short chapters that concludes the. 

novel, which completes the symmetrical shape of the structure as a 

whole. It has also the justification of a time gap. It takes place in 

mid-October and has a strong sense of an ending, giving a retrospective 

view of the novel. Present achievement and security of the warren is 

contrasted with past danger, thus marking it off in subject matter from 

the previous description of action.

The remaining thirty-five chapter numbers and headings show, from the 

ink changes and ballpoint additions, that titles to chapters were 

increasingly written in ballpoint at some later stage than first 

writing, as though the main feature or ingredient of the chapter was 

selected after writing rather than before. One title 'Hospitality* is 

written for Chapter XV in holograph (in later references appearing as

H.) but crossed out and ’Like Trees in Movember’ substituted. 

'Hospitality' is then placed as the title for the previous chapter. 

Most of the titles are in ballpoint, as though they were inserted in 

one operation after the first draft. The title for the novel itself, 

Hazel and Fiver, was not thought of till after completion of the typing 

of the holograph.

The decision to break the novel into four parts was made 

retrospectively. Part I is not indicated on the first page, although 

the divisions for 'End of Part I' and 'End of Part II* are given in 

darker ink and squeezed into unplanned spaces on page



Similarly the division for Part III is a ballpoint addition, as is Part 

IV, this last being the only one to be given a title, 'Hazel-Rah'. 

The other titles were presumably added ac a later stage to the 

typescript, as were the epigraphs. The idea of epigraphs evidently 

occurred to Adams when he came to Chapter XXXVI H., where he places the 

beginning of what was to be the epigraph to this chapter in the 

published text, 'Dame Hickory’, and crosses it out.

The only further chapter difference between holograph and published 

text is the telescoping of a slow moving Chapter V H. , 'Down the 

Fields' and Chapter VI H., 'In the Woods' into one chapter 'In the 

Woods'. This seems to have been done in the interest of increasing 

narrative pace.

The formal structure of the novel, that is the chapter divisions and 

four parts, grew cut of the demands of the subject matter in an 

interaction of technique and material, in response to a conscious or 

unconscious feeling for form, and to accommodate the inspiration of the

moment.

The four part division shows a feeling for an overall structure that 

had to be applied even more retrospectively. The length of chapters 

shows an underlying feeling for beginning, middle and end, a 

symmetrical rise, climax and fall inherent from the start, The four 

parts seem to argue against this. The four part structure was finally 

titled in the published text 'The Journey', ’On Watership Down’, 

'Efrafa1 and 'Hazel-Rah'. They represent the quest for a home, the 

finding of it, the description of Efrafa and Bigwig's experiences 

there, the defence of it and the emergence of Hazel as leader, accepted 

even by Bigwig. Only the last cf these is marked in the holograph. 

The four part structure represents a later shaping of the material,
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necessitated by the recognition of the theme of leadership. With this 

in mind some reshaping of the material was necessary to provide a

proper focus. The author returned to the holograph to work out how to

delay Hazel's acceptance as leader until the climax of the novel, and

to give this last part the title of 'Hazel-Rah1. This necessitated

several revisions.

The second reason for structural alterations was the late intervention 

of Kehaar in Part II and General Woundwort in Part III. The creation 

of Woundwort particularly, who (like Kehaar) did not exist in the oral 

version, stretches the central section until the original design is 

distorted. Kehaar was created because Adams Felt the plot was 

beginning to flag. The new character was a kind of ’magic helper' to 

the rabbits and his dialogue gave humour and variety. Woundwort was 

also incorporated late to add interest and excitement, but gains in 

stature to become a centre of interest the equal of Hazel and Bigwig 

together, since he is both cunning and strong. Like Moriarty in the 

Sherlock Holmes stories, Woundwort exercises a fascination for the 

author that forbids his death. ̂  ̂  The character of Woundwort, 

unpremeditated in the oral version and in the first half of the book, 

is presented with such force and power and presents such a necessary 

element of opposition and villainy to the ’good' rabbits that it is 

difficult to realise that he was not planned from the beginning. It 

illustrates the flexibility of Adams's approach and the spontaneity of 

his imagination, that Woundwort can be incorporated so readily. He 

arises from the unconscious as a natural force and, in order to contain 

him, the original three part structure has to be changed.
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CHAPTER ONE

SECTION 3V; RETROSPECTIVE CHANGES AFTER COMPLETION OF FIRST DRAFT

A novel requires very different treatment from an oral picaresque tale. 

It needs narrative pace, consistency of character development: and a 

sense of theme. The first of these - narrative pace - was the reason 

behind a large number of erasures in the opening chapters of the 

novel. When the holograph is compared with the published text a 

number of erasures and changes car. be seen. All Adams’s novels feature 

slow starts, and Rex Collings, the first publisher of the novel, 

commented on this and urged erasures to speed up the plot.

Adams evidently returns to his manuscript to plan them. Several 

references to the slow erratic movements of grazing rabbits are 

removed. The holograph has the rabbits seeing the notice board and 

then ignoring it ’in the inconsequential Way of wild a n i m a l s (J> The 

natural behaviour is here sacrificed in favour of plot movement. 

Another later reference to ’leisurely feeding for 2 or 3 hours' is also 

removed.  ̂̂

The most lengthy erasure in the interest of narrative pace may be seen 

by comparing holograph and published text.^ Chapter V, ’Down the

Fields’ virtually disappears. Four pages of the original text are 

removed, and Chapter VI is written marginally at the bottom of p.22 H, 

together with the title ’In the Woods'. This chapter then corresponds 

with the published text chapter ’In the Woods.*•*i- An examination of 

the erased passage shows that the chapter begins with a slow moving 

passage from the viewpoint of Blackberry whose importance in the novel 

does not warrant the reader’s attention at this point. The. viewpoint 

most advanced in the novel is that of Hazel, next Fiver, followed by 

Bigwig and Woundwort. An extended passage of Blackberry's thoughts at
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this stage, when the character and consciousness of Hazel is being 

established above all, strikes oddly. As his thoughts only reiterate 

past action and give his reasons for joining the runaways, there is no 

advance in the story. It is jettisoned in the published text. 

Similarly, a passage where Hazel plans his campaign is erased and the 

chapter 'In the Woods' begins with the action itself. 'It was getting 

towards moonset when they left the fields and entered the woods.' This 

shows an obvious gain in momentum. Adams learns his craft as he writes 

the novel and can see for himself that in 'a cl iffhanger about rabbits' 

action is paramount.

Another group of revisions, frequent in the earlier part of the novel, 

is concerned with the development of character. Adams says that he 

revised the first forty pages extensively with this in view:

Every writer has to rewrite his first forty pages, 
because by the time he reaches the end of his story he 
knows his characters so much better. He goes back
automatically to the beginning and rewrites. He knows 
that they would have acted differently and wouldn’t 
have done this or that.'^1

A study of the holograph bears out this statement. The appearance and 

dialogue of Hazel and Fiver show signs of considerable revision in the 

early states of the novel up to and beyond the first forty pages. In 

the first chapter Hazel is described: 'He was big and strong, just full 

grown, a bold fel low, a match for almost any buck in the warren. '(6) 

This is erased with pencil. This statement does not accord with our 

later knowledge of Hazel. He is not big and strong. He envies those 

who are. His ordinariness physical]v and mentally is stressed in many 

places. He relies on the strength of others, and feels 'a kind of wry 

envy’f'') of Bigwig's size and unthinking courage. The final 

published version described Hazei: 'He looked as though he knew how to
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take care of himself. There was a shrewd buoyant air about him.'(8) 

This description is consonant with the future presentations of his 

character - quiet but shrewdly confident.

Presentation of character and the identification of theme were 

difficult for the author to develop and identify. He was indeed 

fortunate to have the advice of his friend and colleague, Hal Summers. 

Adams acknowledges his gratitude to Summers for the help he gave him, 

along with another friend, Reg Sones, who both 'read the book before 

publication and made valuable suggestions.'^' As well as remarking 

on the theme of leadership. Summers made the point that character 

should emerge indirectly from speech and action not through overt 

description. ‘ 1 0 ' Adams took the lesson to heart. He went through the 

holograph removing such passages.

One that most attracted Summers's attention was an inventory of Hazel’s 

gifts as a leader. ^ ' It seemed to him an example of what a novelist 

should not do. Adams removed most of Hazel's overt reflections on his 

position, but retained the ideas as an unstated structure or sub-text, 

from which action and dialogue could spring more convincingly.

Similarly, the presentation cf Fiver received amendment throughout the 

novel. In manuscript there is greater emphasis on Hazel’s reliance on 

Fiver's intuition. This is reduced and allowed to emerge naturally 

from the action.^2) Fiver’s extra-sensory perception is referred to 

more frequently in holograph, sometimes overtly by Fiver himself and 

these references are erased. *' ^ The idea of communication with the

other world is done more delicately by reference to the probable

experience of Silverweed than by direct assertion of either Fiver or 

other characters. The presentation of Fiver is also reshaped to

release more slowly his gradual and dangerous journey towards the
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shadowy other world, a progression J;hat cannot be made too quickly or 

dramatic tension is lost. A major addition of fifty-five lines is made 

to extend and highlight Fiver’s role of 'seer' rabbit. In the inserted 

passage his supernatural abilities are given heroic status when he puts 

Vervain to flight, virtually with a look.I^

Summers's comments on the theme of leadership led to some

restructuring, and the presentation of the character of Hazel undergoes 

other changes between holograph and published text.

There are many cancellations in order to present Hazel’s growth into 

authority as a gradual development, and to show that it resulted from 

popular acclaim rather than a seizure of power. Again, this is best 

shown in action rather than described. Many passages of internal 

commentary which show Hazel meditating how best to gain and keep

control are erased and very early on in the holograph revisions with 

this in mind are evident. (15)

Another group of revisions removes Blackberry as a contender for power. 

Adams decides that the main rival for leadership must be Bigwig, since 

the novel cannot have too many competing viewpoints or contenders for 

the central focus. With leadership acknowledged as the theme, this may 

be better highlighted by concentrating on Bigwig as the only possible 

alternative and by delaying his recognition of Hazel as leader until 

the end of the novel - where it comes with climactic force. Adams 

places a late insertion to stress and lengthen this rivalry. It is a 

retrospective addition, after his recognition that the theme of

leadership is present in the novel, and can only be placed after the

novel is written. The passage occurs when the rabbits acknowledge 

Hazel as ’Hazel-rah' (Chief Rabbit). Bigwig sneers:
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'Hazel-rah' interrupted Bigwig. ’Chief Rabbit? Frith 
in a wasps’ nest. The day I call you Chief Rabbit,
Hazel, that'll be the day, that will. I'll stop 
fighting that day."

It did indeed prove a momentous day - and a momentous 
speech as well: But it lay in a future that none could
forsee, and for the moment all that poor Hazel could do 
was to turn aside with the disappointed feeling that, 
after all, his part in the crossing of the heather had 
not really been a very important cne.^°'

The author is pleased with this addition. ’It makes the reader wait 

for Bigwig’s acknowledgement of Hazel's leadership until the end of the 

novel, and it is fraught with dramatic irony, in its original sense in 

Greek t r a g e d y ^ 7' Bigwig proudlv calls Hazel Chief Rabbit when 

facing Woundwort in the final battle.^-1®' The addition also validates 

the new four part structure by delaying Bigwig's acceptance of Hazel as 

leader until the final chapters of the novel, justifying the last 

part’s title, ’Hazel-rah’.

This manipulation of the plot could only take place after the first 

draft was completed. The insertion of the. episode of Bigwig’s refusal 

to acknowledge Hazel as leader 'sets up' the reader’s anticipation of 

his ultimate acceptance. Hazel is not given the final accolade by 

Bigwig until the confrontation with Woundwort. This occurs at the 

climax of the novel's action, and both endorses Hazel as leader and 

confounds Woundwort. Just as the slow growth of Hazel’s acceptance as 

leader gives the narrative point and suspense, sc does the reshaping of 

Fiver's presentation. Fiver's long trance and return are added to 

coincide with the climax of the action, and, as with Hazel, previous 

events are tailored to lead up to thi3 high point. The major erasures 

and additions give the novel narrative grip. The emendations to make 

action and dialogue guides to character also create a more active, 

purposeful narrative.
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CHAPTER ONE: SECTION IV

1. H., p.4.

2. ibid., p.39.

3. ibid., p.19, p.22.

4. Matership Down, p.34.
5. Interview II, p.2, Appendix 2.

6. H., p. 2.

7• Watership Down, p.430.

8. ibid., p.16.

9. In the acknowledgements, p.i of the published book. Henry Forbes
Summers was an Under-Secretarv at the Department of the Environment. 
He was a colleague of Adams and a published poet. Adams uses a 
quotation from a poem by Summers, 'Hinterland', as one of two 
epigraphs to Chapter XXXVII in the first hardback edition (deleted 
in later editions).

10. Interview II, pp.1-2, Appendix 2.

11. H., pp.168-169.

'Hazel possessed this quality in the highest degree. It 
was his great value as a leader that he lived in the present,
had a direct simplicity in taking the things that came and
nearly always knew he wanted to do. Less intuitive than 
Fiver, less hefty than Bigwig and less clever than 
Blackberry, he could nevertheless go some of the way with 
each of them. He knew very well what Holly felt when he said 
that someone else could do his worrying for the time being.
He knew that the role was his. He did not covet it. He 
accepted it. He knew too that- no one else wanted to accept 
it. Despite his extraordinary brain, Blackberry did not feel 
that the other rabbits were in his keeping. Neither did 
Bigwig, for all his courage and strength. In his heart 
Bigwig knew that he over-simplified. What courage could 
accomplish, Bigwig would achieve: it was a great deal: but
there he stopped. Hazel's leadership, like Robin Hood's, was 
enigmatic. One of his comrades might be able to knock him 
over and another to out-match his wits, but in some curious 
way he was independent of them as they were not of him. That 
this was so was largely due to his own independence of great 
wit and strength and of worries about the past or the future.
He did what had to be done and it came naturally. He did 
not mind whether ideas came from himself or from some other 
rabbit, as long 3s they worked.’
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12. H., p.5 is an example: 'Hazel who had learnt ever since they were very young rabbits to trust his brother’s curious
intuitions of danger and safety, reassured him patiently.'

13. ibid., p.12. Fiver comments directly on his psychic gifts:

'But suppose I had some other way of being told things: 
not smelling or hearing but something like them and just 
as reliable.'
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facing Vervain and uutting him to terrified flight with the phrase 
'I am sorry for your death.'

15. Examples of this internal commentary are found in H
pp.13, 14, 39. The last is an erased passage of fourteen lines. 
These will be discussed in Chapter Four.

16. Watership Down, p.68. This does not appear in the relevant 
p.67, H.

17. Interview II, p.2, Appendix 2.

18. Watership Down, p.4 54.
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CHAPTER ONE

SECTION V: REVISIONS TO ACHIEVE ACCURACY AND ELEGANCE

Adams was determined that his novel would be accurate in its 

description of rabbit behaviour. There is a group of revisions which 

occur early in the novel, necessitating three passages of rewriting and 

three interpolated pages, which arise from his concern for 

authenticity. Realising that he knew little of the actual facts of

rabbit life and behaviour he bought Ronald Lockley's The Private Life

of the Rabbit . L o c k l e y ' s  book was published two years before and

was based on his own research which revealed much hitherto unknown 

information about rabbits. It is evident from the holograph that Adams 

did not read Lockley's book until he reached Chapter 23 (holograph) 

where the first unrevised reference appears. When he had read Lockiev, 

he realised that if he wished to portray the life of the rabbit

accurately, some emendations must be made to the earlier part of the 

novel. He discovered from Lockley that burrow digging is usually done 

by pregnant does in order to shelter their litters. To accommodate

this information he rewrites three passages and pins the substitutions 

to the h o l o g r a p h . T h e  first emendation is a substitution for a

statement by Hazel on the placing of a new warren:

‘Once we start digging we don't want to stop and go 
elsewhere’, he said 'Let’s have a good look round the 
edge of the copse and take a little time to decide.
This is going to be a new warren I hope, and last s
long time.'

This is revised to '"There's no need for us to try serious digging", he

said "All right for does but not for us   we'd better have one or

two short holes ....

This is further revised in the published version with the addition

'"Still, we’d better make one or two scrapes.'” ̂
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The revision was necessary because of Adams's concern for accuracy. A 

young buck, he discovered from Lock.ley, may, as a piece of courting 

display dig 'little scrapes’ '■*) but the mated buck 'is an idle 

character when it comes to burrowing, at most, he scratches 

perfunctorily for a short time as if to enlarge the new warren for his 

convenience or perhaps merely for exercise. But he rarely spends more 

than a few minutes at this task.’ 1:0 Adams therefore cannot have his 

band of bucks contemplating the digging of a new warren, as though this 

were part of a normal day’s work. The emendation plays down the effort 

needed, now there is no 'serious digging', just a few 'bolt-holes' or 

scrapes with the clear understanding that 'it's all right for dees’ 

i.e. females, but not for males.

The second revision was even more necessary. The original version 

(H. 73.) showed the strongest workers digging, Bigwig, Buckthorn and

Dandelion. Adams emphasises the vigour and activity of these bucks. 

They quickly dig themselves out of sight. The earth is 'flung out. of 

the holes with great thrusts of their back legs'. In the emendation, 

this manly strength is curbed. Now 'serious digging' is beneath bucks, 

relegated as the activity of pregnant does motivated to find a safe 

underground home for their litter. The bucks now 'scratch out "holes" 

of a sort.’^l Three holes are made in a 'lackadaisical and 

intermittent way’, in the published text 'light-hearted and 

intermittent way' and the work is neither vigorous nor quick, it takes 

all morning.

A further lengthy revision, of three pages of foolscap, making five 

sides of writing in ailf7), was needed when the rabbits arrive on 

Watership Down and are faced with the prospect of digging the new 

permanent warren. The two cancelled sheets are left loose in the



holograph (old pages 139/140, .141/342) so that it Is possible to see

why such a lengthy revision was necessary.

Again, this is because Adams has his male rabbits contemplating digging 

a new warren without the required recoil from such feminine activity. 

The establishment of a new warren is seen without argument as a 

necessity. In the first version, the ground is surveyed and agreement

is reached as to its position. In the revised version Hazel and

Blackberry agree that a new warren must be dug, but the idea is now 

resisted by the conservative, chauvinistic Hazel, who says: '"You

can't expect a bunch of bucks to dig. They might make a scrape or two

like that day after we came over the heather - but they won’t do more

than that.'" (8)

Blackberry is convinced that the ways of bucks can end must, be changed: 

'"You say buck rabbits don't dig. Nor they do. But they could if they 

wanted to. Suppose we had deep comfortable burrows to sleep in? To be 

out of bad weather and underground at night? Then we would be safe. 

And there's nothing to stop us having them except that buck rabbits 

won't dig. Not can’t, won't,'"

Hazel is persuaded, along with the other rabbits. This series of 

emendations, including this last lengthy one, was made because Adams 

realised that he had made his rabbits do something that they would not 

naturally do. He has then to make the burrow digging the subject of 

argument and the focus of concern. He must make the rabbits aware that 

this was an unnatural labour but forced on them bv circumstance, an 

adjustment of the natural ways if they are to survive. Without 

abandoning this element of the plot, Adams has to accommodate his newly 

learnt information about rabbit behaviour and he even turns it to moral 

effect. Although burrow digging is really beneath masculine dignity,
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when it becomes a matter of survival their early insouciance is 

abandoned. ’Serious* digging is seen as ’growth’, a response to a new 

situation with new ideas.

Adams's concern for accuracy does not, however, lead him to reflect the 

central position played by the doe in rabbit communities. Lockley 

points out that the warren is a matriarchy ( but to pursue this idea 

would have destroyed the narrative line of the oral tale, and the 

element of male camaraderie, an important ingredient for the author.

Finally, there are a group of emendations spread throughout the novel 

which are made to give the serious tone of a 'proper novel’. There is 

a progression in the level of difficulty of the language used in the 

first two chapters, where one feels Adams uneasily changing gear from 

oral nursery tale to adult novel. Simple language is removed and more 

adult expressions substituted. Fiver’s dialogue is frequently revised, 

because it is in his exchanges with his brother Hazel that a nursery 

flavour is most pronounced. In the first draft B'iver uses childishly 

inadequate phrases at intervals such as ’I’m afraid they're going to 

push me away again' (“ ) and 'please dontf't bully aa.'Cl*) ’The truth 

is you’re a silly show-off' survived to its first publication in

hardback and received critical comment, but the traces of the original 

oral tale told to Adams’s daughters were removed in stages, partly from 

the manuscript, more extensively in typescript, as the effort to write 

a more polished and literary style developed.

Most revisions are made in the interests of eiega.nce and precision. 

Every page shows an intense attention to word choice and the use of the 

correct and euphonious phrase. There are many instances of words and 

phrases repeatedly changed. Woundwort is described first as 'a power-
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mart bully't(14) dissatisfied with this because possibly of the childish 

connotations of 'bully', Adams tries out three variants at the top of 

the page, ’power-mad’, ’power-obsessed’ and 'power-ridden' before 

changing it to 'power-seeking tyrant', then to ’adventurer’, then 

fourthly to 'martinet' and finally to ’nothing but a tyrant’. Another 

example that may also stand as an illustration for many is 'Dirty 

little beasts bayed/barked/grow led/barked/yapped/barked Fiver'

where the verb is changed six times, although 'dirty little beasts', a 

deliberate echo of Rowsby Woof, is retained. On some occasions, after 

trying out several words, he plumps for the one he first thought of, 

as, for instance, he revised the following original draft: 'When Pipkin 

had finally planted in himself, like some sombre tree, the knowledge 

that Hazel would never return, he felt bewildered.’(*6) First the 

'finally' is removed - following his usual policy of removing adverbs 

whenever possible - and he then changes ’planted' to ’made firm’, then 

to ’planted’ again, ’made firm’ again and finally to 'rooted'. In the 

published text he reverts to his first choice, 'planted', and goes on 

to revise the ending of the sentence: ’... his bewilderment exceeded

his grief: and this bewilderment he saw on every side among his

companions.'(1?)

This is a good example of the extreme care given to the revision of 

the first draft and to his continuing revisions in typescript. When 

questioned about the number of times he returns to the original word 

after trying out others, Adams replied, ’Ah yes, but it’s only when 

I've crossed out the wrong word that I know the original’s the best 

word. And Beethoven did it all the time.'^®)

Words are frequently revised out. of a desire for accuracy: for

instance, the colour of Kehaar's wings is revised from 'long white
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wings' to 'pale grey’;(19) 'Stubbs may have seen the skeleton beneath 

the horse’s h i d e ; '<29) is emended to the more accurate 'may have 

envisaged the skeleton inside the horse’s hide’ and 'The great steep 

slope of Watership Down' is revised to 'the north-facing

escarpment.1(21)

There is also a search for an unusual vocabulary very much at variance 

with that normally found in books intended for children. The novel 

becomes taxing for readers of any age. 'Ductile', 'coruscated', 

'stridulated', 'undulant', 'susurration', 'multifoliate' and 

'hydrophanic' occur. A good example of his choice of more elaborate 

words in revision is his reworking of this sentence: 'The day was still 

and warm and long before ni-frith they were all drowsing in the humid

u n d e r g r o w t h . '(22) This becomes expanded to:

But soon the day grew so hot and silent that all 
activity was quenched. The faint breeze vanished. The 
sun drew up a torpid moisture from the watery thicket.
The smell of water-mint filled all the hydrophanic air.
The rabbits crept into the shade, under any cover that 
offered. Long before ni-frith all were drowsing in the 
undergrowth.!2d)

The sentence occurs in a passage which has been rewritten on a loose

page of foolscap inserted between pages 294 and 295 of the holograph,

which represents an expansion of ten lines on page 295 into twenty-

eight lines. Since this is not a heavily revised passage, and did not

have to be rewritten in order to make it easier for the typist to 

decipher, one must assume chat Adams rewrote it because he realised he 

had missed an opportunity to embellish a passage of natural 

cescription. He had developed and elaborated his style as he wrote, 

moving further and further away from the story told orally to his 

daughters. He becomes more self-consciously a ’writer’, rather than a 

story teller who is concerned only to communicate a tale. This
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passage, as rewritten, represents an effort to produce an effect, an 

impression of heat, stillness and humidity, where the skill in writing, 

the delight in practising a craft, overtakes the need to relate the 

next turn of the plot.

Adams’s search for unusual words extends to his invention of a Lapine 

vocabulary, 'hraka' for rabbit droppings for instance, also the suffix 

'-roo’ for small and '-rah' for chief. Rabbit names such as Hyzenthlay 

and Thethuthinnang reflect his care for rhe sound of words: they 

are imitations of the sort of sounds that might be made through 

protruding teeth like a rabbit's.

The revisions demonstrate Adams's concern to raise the level of the

novel in style and treatment to something above the general level of 

children's books. 'I wanted to write a novel which would treat the 

child as a potential a d u l t . I n  the same interview he goes on to 

say: 'Stylistically there are echoes of some other people like Proust,

who will mean some enjoyment when they (his daughters) are older. It 

was done quite deliberately to give the kias a leg up on Proust.’ 

'There are several passages giving a 'leg up' on Proust. The first and 

itost sustained comes at the beginning of Chapter IV: 'The Departure', 

•Describing the birds gathering before migration in September:^25) this 

was a later embellishment inserted in typescript as Adams continued to 

elevate the earlier chapters. The most intensively revised Proustian 

passage is that describing moonlight so heavily revised as to

necessitate the insertion of a rewritten page of f o o l s c a p . T h e

result is a self-conscious literary style, a pastiche after the fashion

of Proust in the careful choice of detail and image.

According to Adams, the novel was deliberately 'difficult to read, it 

would be long, it would contain difficult passages like the moonlight
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passage" (28) but this may well be an acceptance of the nature of the 

novel after completion, a justification of the level of difficulty to 

be found in it. Possibly there, is no such thing as a child's book, as 

Adaras stoutly maintains in many interviews. (29) Or perhaps he became 

absorbed in the shaping of his written tale into a conscious literary 

artifact. ’I thought of it as a Christmas pudding. Everything that 

could possibly be inserted had to go in - sugar, spice, raisins, plums, 

everything. I put in long parenthetic stories, an invented rabbit 

language, a map, chapter quotations - nothing that would enrich the 

mixture was m i s s i n g . As he wrote he moved away from the oral tale, 

and began to write to express consciously or unconsciously his own 

feelings and concerns. As Kenneth Grahame began with his bedtime story

Lo his son, continued in his letters To My Dearest Mouse , ^  the

written form moved awav from the listening audience. The Wind i n t h e  

Miilows took shape and form as the letters become instalments of a 

novel. (32) Watership Down took the same course, as a self-conscious 

literariness took over. As Adams’s daughter Juliet remarked when she 

read the published Watership Down, 'but this is very different from the 

original story, Daddy."*33)
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FOOTNOTES

CHATTER ONE; SECTION V

1. Rona 1 d Lock Iey, The Private Life of the Rabbi r., (London 1964). 
Lockley is a biologist and the book is an account of his research 
into the causes of myxomatosis. To this end he took over an 
estate in Pembrokeshire, Orielton, and set up enclosures where 
wild rabbits could be observed at pasture and below ground in an 
artificial warren system twenty-four hours a day.

2. Six lines of foolscap are attached to p 70 in holograph.
114 lines to p.70. 14 lines to p.73, and a further 4 lines
attached to the same page.

3. Watership Down, p.70.

4 . Lockley, p.133. Adams uses the same word 'scrapes' in his 
revision.

5. Lockley, pp.l35--13&.

6. Watership Down, p.72.

7 There are two loose pages in the holograph, written on both sides
numbered 139/140, 141/142. All four sides are crossed out with 
diagonals. These two sheets originally formed part of the 
holograph and they have been replaced by two revised sheets and 
one other, 143, making the next page numbering 143(a) because of 
this extra page.

8. Watership Down, p.139.

9. ibid., p.140.

10. Lockley, Plate 1 opposite p.64 is titled 'The doe is the centre of 
the rabbit community, a matriarchy.’

11. H., p.3.

12. ibid., PP. 6-7.

13. ibid. , p.212.

14. ibid. , p.411.

15. ibid., , p. 418.

16. ibid,, p.234,

17. Watership Down,

18. Interview II, p

19. H. , p.287.

20. ibid., p.171.
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21. ibid., p.129.

22. ibid., p.295.

23. Watership Down, p.303.

24. Interview I, p.5, Appendix 2.

25• Watership Down, pp.28-29.

26. ibid., pp.172-173. The effect of this is commented on in 
Chapter One.

27. H., p.171.

28. Interview I, p.5, Appendix 2.

29. Adams quotes Walter de la Mare as saying there was no such thing 
as a children's book. 'Some ingredients of Watership Down,' 
Children's Book Review. Autumn 1974, pp.92-95, p.92,

30. Pamela Marsh, 'What Children need: books as rich a s plum 
puddings', Christian Science Monitor, 7th November 1973, author's 
file.

31. Kenneth Grahams, My Dearest Mouse, edited by David Gooderson, 
(London 1988), p.64.

32. Grahame's son Alastair announced that he was 'Michael Robinson' 
and from 17th July 1907 the letters are addressed 'My dear 
Robinson' with no words of affection. Alastair was aware that as 
the oral tale took written shape he was no longer the focus as 
child audience, but that the letters were addressed to a public 
readership. Adams’s daughters were similarly aware, see eno of 
chapter.

33. Interview II. p.2, Appendix 2.
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CHAPTER TWO; ENGLISH PUBLICATION

SECTION I: PROGRESS TO PUBLICATION OF HAZEL AND FIVER

During the summer of 1969, Adams set about the task, of finding a 

publisher for his novel. As a yet unpublished author he was unaware of 

the idiosyncratic nature of publishers' lists or the conventions of the 

children's book market he was trying to enter. To his surprise he 

endured ten months of rejection. The novel was, as he has put it, 

’seven times a l e m o n ' a n d  Adams’s experiences at the hands of the 

publishers to whom it was sent, throw an informative light on the 

unwritten rules governing the choices of the editors of children’s 

fiction. Jenny Rees wrote of the novel, then called Hazel and Fiver, 

that it was ’ ... one of the freaks of twentieth century publishing. 

Four publishers turned it down, as aid three agents, and there will be 

many a red face at the knowledge that Adams has kept the fat file of 

letters.(2)

John Baker Publishers Limited were the first to receive the corrected 

revised typescript. This was a misplaced effort since they specialised 

almost exclusively in information books and said so. Next to receive 

it were Longman's Young Books. It arrived with a covering letter dated 

29 th July 1969, advancing its merits and pre-empting some of the 

criticisms it might attract.* Although the book was written

soecifically for a child audience Adams was aware that his novel evaded 

the category of what was generally reckoned to be 3 children’s book. 

He has repeatedly justified the level of difficulty of the book and 

attacked the idea of ’age range' in children's literature, calling it 

'threadbare tripe. It causes me to dance, spit, howl and yell.’^-

Unfortunately he was trying to get his book accepted by a very 

particular section of the publishing world, who saw themselves in
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charge of a very definite type of bcok, whose length, content and 

audience were bound to a set of rigid though unwritten rules.

Implicit in Adams's letter to Longman’s is his awareness of some of 

these rules. Children’s fiction was, is, distinguished by simplicity

ot language, lack of violent content and absence of reference to

sexuality and bodily functions. If animals appeared they were heavily

anthropomorphised. His letter opposes the idea of books which are 

’written down’ to children and cites Ernest Thompson Seton because ’he 

never talked down to the child reader end never attempted to disguise 

the terror and savagery of animal life.’ He rejected the image of the 

rabbit usually portrayed in children's fiction. His rabbits were to be 

’real and resourceful wild creatures intent on survival in a hostile 

world.' He did not think to defend the central subject matter of 

mating and breeding, nor the. references to passing hraka*̂  although 

these were unheard of in children's fiction at the time. Surprisingly, 

these aspects were never used as grounds for rejection by publishers.

With characteristic thoroughness he sent the relevant one inch ordnance 

survey map which was to support the story, set so convincingly in a 

real landscape, and a number of photographs of the terrain.

The four folders that contained the typescript stayed nearly two months 

with Longman's Young Books before a reply came, a rejection, from Mrs 

Penelope Reid. A criticism he did not anticipate, the length of the 

book, was the most overwhelming reason for its rejection. Adams was 

ignorant of one of the great unwritten rules of children's literature 

editors, that <48,000 words was the limit a child could take. Adams had 

written his story until it was finished, unaware that his market was so 

finely calculated. 'At a time when the commercially viable, length for 

a children’s book rareiy exceeds 48,000 words, one can see why
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publishers were chary of accepting a book more than three times as 

long.'f̂  Mrs Reid said: 'We cannot publish it in its present form

which must extend to 100,000 words,’ (an underestimate), *® 1 She 

understood that there was no question of abridgment from a conversation 

with Adams, who has always refused to cut one word from Hazel, and for 

Longmans to publish there would have-to be drastic cutting.

Nor was the length the only criticism. Sugaring the pill with praise 

for the unusual quality of the book: 'We ... are or. the whole impressed 

with the originality ot the basic concept of the story and the way it 

is written,' Mrs Reid not only suggested a complete, rewriting to 

create a much shorter version, but that it should be constructed along 

different lines so that the content of the book would be considerably- 

changed. Her first change concerned the elaboration of the natural 

background: "1 feel your elaborate framework unnecessary for the

reader.’ She suggested that this should go in order that the emphasis 

of the novel should be 'on the real essentials of life that are common 

to men and to animals ... the concern with food, territory, 

procreation, a satisfying way of life and a quiet old age.' This is a 

perceptive foreshadowing of the novel's appeal but it was a proposal 

which meant the loss of the minute and loving descriptions of the

countryside, the close observation of rabbit behaviour and the world 

seen from the rabbit viewpoint. Part of che vital essence of the novel 

would be lost, what an American reviewer was later to call ’The highly 

textured ankle-high perspective of the English c o u n t r y s i d e ^  

Jettisoned also would be the ordnance survey map, the set of fine,

landscape photographs and all the detail in which lies most of the

originality of the novel. The suggestion that he should concentrate on 

the protagonists of his tale stung Adams into his first denial of 

social or political meaning:
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I can't stress too strongly _£hat Watership Down is not 
a sociological fable or a political allegory. 1 
suggest to you that if Hazel and Bigwig and the others
were only meant to be symbols of something else, they
wouldn’t be so real as they are. I had no intentions
of this kind at all ... it’s meant to be a cl iffhanger
about rabbits and nothing more than that.^^')

There were also comments on the level of difficulty of the text, as

Adams had feared. Was Hazel really a book for adults, after all?

Finally Mrs Reid advised, 'your story should not be abridged ... but 

simply re-written and re-written simply,'

This was Adams's first encounter with the attitudes and prejudices of a 

juvenile editor. Convinced of the worth and integrity of his novel, he 

was outraged by these criticisms. Not only the very virtues of his 

work but also some of the central preoccupations of his life were being 

attacked. He realised for the first time the peculiarities of the 

market he was trying to enter. He had written his book out of a

mixture of emotions and motives - paternal feelings, love of the 

countryside, and of literature, and now here was this young woman, 

described later by Adams as 'pleasant enough in her way, but distinctly 

pert I thought in her way of dealing with a poor old gent like me,’1-'1-' 

who saw the book from a totally different standpoint. To her it was a 

commodity to seil to a very particular market, with its talk of 'age 

range', its demand for a standard length and a feeling for a particular 

formula. Adams had no 'formula' in mind, as other authors who

deliberately write best sellers might have. The book was written out 

of love and need, and he stopped writing when his story was done and 

for no other reason. It was not tailored to a 'market'. In another 

context Adams explained what Hazel meant to him: 'There are corners in 

one's life that one wants and needs spiritually, to keep free of 

rapacity. Hazel, for me, is such a corner. He is my children, the



Downs, the country, The Crooked Billet.'(12) This knowing young lady 

at Longman's interposed herself between him and his potential audience 

as an ’expert' in her field. Adams, angry at the misunderstanding of 

his aims and achievement replied to Mrs Reid, stating his case and 

refuting her arguments with force and dignity:

1 probably ought to explain that in my writing, I am 
not primarily interested in making money or supplying a 
consumer demand. I am principally concerned to try to 
produce things which are original, deeply imagined and 
well-written; and which have what one might term a 
certain esoteric authenticity of background.'*3)

As a yet unpublished author, one must admire Adams's belief in his work 

and fighting spirit in engaging battle with the established customs and 

conventions of the publishing world. Adams was unshakeable in his 

determination to retain the extensive natural descriptions, and from 

his spirited defence we can see that he wrote his novel with a very 

lively sense of the classic traditions of English literature.

Sarcastically he ended his letter by saying that since Mrs Reid had 

complained at the length of Hazel. she might like to read 'something

short and snappy’ he had written. This was The Ship's Cat, a story in 

verse for a child’s picture book and this would not give her too much 

trouble, 'you can read ic in ten minutes’. This too was rejected as 

'rot really up their street.' In the letter rejecting The Ship’s 

Cat Mrs Reid returned to the charge over Hazel. There had evidently 

been a lengthy interview, probably when Adams picked up the typescript

and both held to their opposing points of view. Much later, in

December 1972 when Hazel appeared as Watership Down, to ecstatic

reviews, Penelope Reid, alone of all those who rejected it, had the 

generosity to write to Adams and congratulate him (rather ruefully no 

doubt) on his success.
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After the rejection by Longmans, Adams tried his manuscript on The 

Bod ley Head, and here his experience was even worse. Without even the 

courtesy of an explanation, his book was rejected in a second-hand

verbal message, 'We wouldn't want it.’ 1̂6; Hurt by the manner of this

rejection, Adams cast around for some support. On 28th October, 1969, 

he wrote for advice to James Reeves, an author of children's books whom 

he admired. He described the novel that he had 'taker; a deal of pains 

... to write, a children's book with a bit of stature and dignity*. 

Reeves's reply was very illuminating to Adams on the nature of the 

children's publishing world. It strengthened his resolve and confirmed 

what he had already begun to suspect. Reeves described children's 

fiction editors from an author's point of view: ’ ... of all species

of editors, 'juvenile' editors are the most, capricious and choosy. 

They have no common standard. They are mostly women, mostly unmarried. 

Richard Hough of Hamish Hamilton is one of the few males in the

business. With such a subjective market, ail you can do is send it

around. ' ̂

Having suffered at the hands of two female editors Adams was immensely 

heartened to find a male author who could give him an overall 

perspective on his problem. He, a respectable and respected Assistant 

Secretary in his late forties, had-smarted at the criticisms of young 

Mrs Reid of Longman's, who had more, or less like a schoolmistress told 

him to go away and try again. He had also been wounded by the rudeness 

of the Bodley Head's rejection. Reeves seemed a male ally against a 

common female enemy, the monstrous regiment of women who seemed to run 

children's publishing.

In spite of being a male editor, however, Richard Hough of Hamish 

Hamilton eventually turned down Hazel, charmingly, sympathetically and 

gracefully, but it was still a rejection. His reason was that they
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could not really enter into the fantasy. 'You have obviously put a

huge amount of effort and imagination into Hazel and Fiver* but

‘equally the world you have created is one that you either enter and 

embrace or turn back unbelievingly at the frontier.1' ^  It was a 

polite letter, and the grounds for refusal were artfully chosen and 

difficult to disagree with. It was not Richard Hough's sole decision 

either; from his use of the second person plural pronoun, it is clear 

that others at Hamish Hamilton were involved in the decision.

Pertinacious as ever, Adams, as before, did not take no for an answer. 

When he called for his typescript on 2nd December 1969, he asked for an 

amplification of Hough’s views on Hazel. This had won further

consideration time at Longmans, and it worked again here. But in spite

of Adams's persistence, and a further two months'1 perusal, a final 

rejection letter came on 5th February 1970, again stressing that it was 

a corporate decision. 'The consensus of opinion has come down against 

making a publishing offer', and not entering into any specific

explanations for the rejection, so there was no toehold for further 

argument. Like wary, experienced wrestlers, Adams and the publishers 

were learning each other’s moves.

Adams had now unsuccessfully tried four publishers. He decided to 

change his tactics and approach authors' agents, beginning with John 

Johnson. They rejected itlls!̂ saying that though the book was highly 

original, they did not think 'it possible to tell a story which gives 

animals human characteristics - particularly talking - and 

simultaneously describe their authentic natural behaviour: the two

things are to my mind irreconcilable.' The book was also too long, and 

too detailed. The letter was brief, but clear as to reasons for 

rejection and firm in tone. Another agent, Ursula Winant, rejected the 

novel, but verbally; there is no letter on the author’s file.
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The next agent to receive the typescript was Curtis Brown Ltd and it 

passed to Elizabeth Stevens as the female arm of the juvenile 

department for reading and decision. She too reiected it, in a letter

dated 15th April, 1970, spelling out her reasons with brutal clarity.

First came the all too familiar criticisms of length but she also added 

a new objection, possible cost: ’ ... printing costs are very high, and 

a book of this length would have to sell at. well over thirty shillings 

and people aren’t prepared to pay that much for a children’s book'. 

She then moved to the familiar problem of age level. The book was so 

long and written in such difficult language that a child would have to 

be at least twelve to have the understanding or stamina to read it, and 

by then talking rabbits would be considered babyish.

More serious and discouraging were the rest of her criticisms which 

were devastating!y specific and unpalliated by any praise for the 

novel’s originality or any recognition of its merit whatsoever. The 

novel was ’too solemn and slow moving’, it needed ’a really gripping

plot,’ she disliked the name of Hazel and the invented rabbit language

was ’irritating.’ The book was ’ponderous’ and its author should study 

other writers such as Leon Garfield, Alan Garner and William Mayne. 

This letter with its brutally bold criticism and dogmatic dismissive 

tone was the most hurtful of the rejections Hazel and Fiver suffered. 

There was no praise or constructive criticism offered. This was however 

the last blast of the trumpet from the monstrous regiment. It is 

interesting that the most lengthy criticisms carae from women. Did 

feminist hackles rise at reading a novel where the chief function of 

the female was to breed, whose author could be a chauvinist? The tone 

of their letters is more extreme than those of the male publishers' or 

agents’ rejection letters.
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After this last rejection, Adants confessed himself 'a bit low, and 

seriously considering having it printed at my own expense. ’ (z(j ’ One

day in May, however, he noticed in The Spectator that a novel, a 

favourite of his, long out of print, was being reissued. It was Wood 

Magic bv Richard Jefferies, a conscious influence on Adams during the 

writing of Hazel and Fiver. ’It. wans out of print for 80 years - and 

although others by Richard Jefferies are still popular - I wondered who 

was sportsman enough to re-issue Wood Magic.’ The ’sportsman’ was

a small publisher, Rex Ceilings.-''"' He was particularly interested in 

books for boys and those of a particular type, contemporary versions of 

Kipling, Jefferies, Buchan, Westerman and Haggard. He disliked a great 

deal of modern children's fiction. 'I hate the sloppy, meatless 

stories of ponies and riding schools, and anaemic coy descriptions of 

ordinary everyday families.1 Callings had a sense of mission when

he became an independent publisher and could set up his own list of 

children's books;

It was, is, my belief that children, particularly 
boys, have been badly served by publishers since, the
end of the last war. Children's books have tended to
become ever more beautiful, the standard of 
illustrations ana their reproduction have [sic]
continued to improve; but the content grows more 
insipid and genteel, the effect of its worthiness and 
dullness is deadening. There is so little vulgarity, 
so little commonness, and blood, if it is ever spilt, 
which is seldom, is soon mopped up. ... so when I
launched my firm I had a vision of a list that would
contain books which boys would want to read for
enjoyment, books which would reflect not only the 
contemporary world but also the traditions on which
those things that I most admire and believe are 
founded. I started this list with reprints of Richard 
Jefferies' Wood Magic and Captain Marryat's The Mission 
- then the gods in their generosity sent me Richard
Adams, and 1 thought that I had found the author who 
would help me to achieve, far more quickly than I had 
ever dreamt, the establishment of such a l i s t . ^4)



Even allowing for a publisher's sjlf-interest Collings was, perhaps 

aoiong ail the publishers in London, the one uniquely fitted to value 

Adams's novel with its adventurous questing band of courageous rabbits. 

Adams has referred to him, since, as a 'typical middle-class, eccentric 

English publisher. ’ When Collings read the script he was

’Bewitched. Only once before in my life as a publisher had I known so 

certainly that the script I was reading was a work of genius. This 

really is an exciting, exhilarating and rare experience,'^26) 

Unfortunately, though he realised 3s he was reading that it was a novel

he considered to be a classic work along the lines of Kipling or

Buchan, set in the modern world yet exactly the type that in his mind’s 

eye he wished to publish, he had 'an overdraft and an uncomprehending 

bank manager.’

He felt he had a masterpiece and had not the money to launch it as it 

deserved to be launched. He realised, too, precisely why it had been

turned down seven times before he. read it. There were many factors

against its commercial success. In the first place it was too long - 

over 400 pages. New, long children's books were just not published 

any mere. It was about rabbits, 'fodder for comedians, or sex manuals 

for embarrassed parents.' It was about a small, specific area of 

England and which he thought would have little world-wide appeal and 

particularly not 'the huge publishing conglomerates with the mid- 

Atlantic outlook and capital.’

Perhaps, worst of all, it was not in the least like the current popular 

children’s literature. 'Children's book reviewers would loathe the 

script. There was blood and pain and shit in it.’ The animals were 

real, their behaviour natural. 'On paper little for it. But in fact 

it was, is , a glorious, marvellous book, beautifully written, humane.



What should books do? Snould they uplift, cleanse, entertain, enrich? 

The script did all these for me.' Collings’s idiosyncratic approach 

allowed him to see what others more hidebound and tied to current taste 

and custom had failed to see; a classic original work. As was his 

custom he tried the book out on children. 'I always have them read by 

the children of friends, to see what they think about them.' The 

children were 'enchanted, enraptured, clamouring for more.'

Ceilings read the typescript with flattering speed giving his verdict 

only three days later over a lunch at the Reform Club. Adams 

remembers:

I was determined to maintain my self-control, talking 
about everything except my book. And then just as I 
picked up my knife and fork to eat, he said, 'I .like 
your book very much, and I want to publish it'.(27)

Adams still preserves the black folder which holds his rejection 

letters and his spirited replies, and he has written on the back of the 

Curtis Brown letter, with the greatest satisfaction: 'Note. Towards the 

end of May 19/9, Hazel and Fiver was submitted to Rex Col lings. He 

accepted it in three days.'

The history of the book’s rejection illuminates the attitudes of the 

time in children's book publishing as nothing else can. It was an 

area, still is maybe, left to the women, sometimes young and 

inexperienced, obeying inherited preconceptions as to what would sell 

to children or their guardians. Col lings wrote in his TLS article what 

he thought was wrong with children's books, identifying them with, 'a 

dying bird ... now dead and rotten'-; acknowledging this to be a wildly 

exaggerated statement and yet necessarily exaggerated, 'because in the 

cosy claustrophobic world of children's books one has to shout in order
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tor one's words to penetrate the cotton wool.' He went further in 

precisely locating the source of the rottenness: women and ’lefties':

I would also maintain that part of the cause of the 
trouble is that there are too many women in children's 
books (the balance of the sexes, the ratio is wrong) 
and too many with attachments to the intellectual left, 
woolly minded do-gooders who have excised from their 
minds most links with reality. Death has been banished 
and p a m  explained away.

Oddly enough, the violent content of Watership Down and the references 

to blood, shit and harsh reality, the ingredients required by Col lings, 

were never questioned by those who rejected the book. The ladies who 

rejected it are more memorable than the men Decause they were unwise 

enough to articulate at length, in writing, their reasons for refusal. 

The men who turned it away were careful not to say precisely why they 

were doing so.

In their varying reactions to the book everyone was, finally, in the 

right. Editors were correct in their judgment of the book as being too 

long, too difficult for children and too adult in its concerns. As the 

American market realised, it was not a book for children but a book for 

everybody. The women editors who rejected the book were reacting 

instinctively against a book that excluded the female sex from the 

central stage.. All those who read it, the men and women who turned it 

down, were also scenting unconsciously its authoritarian stance (see 

Chapter Four). Publishers fall into the category so despised by 

Ceilings 'the intellectual left, woolly minded do-gooders who have 

excised from their minds most links with reality.' As a group, men and 

women in publishing circles tend to be gentle, liberal and anti

militaristic. Publisher's offices are not noted fcr system, discipline 

or order. The underlying ideology of Watership Down would have little 

appeal to publishing houses in the late Sixties and early Seventies.
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However their readership was, and showed itself to be, more 

conservative, more sympathetic to older values and attracted to a more 

settled and traditional way of life. The mood of rebellion, experiment 

and change of the Sixties could .not endure. A more traditional view 

was ready to reassert itself, and in this case the reading public was 

well ahead of the publishing firms.
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CHAPTER TWO

SECTION II: PUBLICATION, RECEPTION AND SALES OF WATERSHIP DOWN

Collings’s financial position was such that; he could afford to print 

initially only 2,500 copies,(U fewer than his usual print order for a 

children’s book. It was a big book for him to publish. Also Adams’s 

insistence on a map 'a proper ordnance survey map, with contours’ meant 

higher production costs.

There was a two year delay between acceptance and publication. First, 

there was a change of title. Collings thought Watership Down was a 

better title, and this replaced th<Toriginal Hazel and Five r . ^  On 

the back of the letter suggesting the change. Adams has written a note 

explaining the subsequent two year delay before publication. It reads: 

’The first proofs of Watership Down were not ready until December 1971. 

They were full of errors and it was decided to have a second proof. 

This was requested in late January 1971. Richard Adams and Reg Sones 

completed checking the second proof in late April 1972.' There seems a 

degree of testiness in this note, but there were other reasons for 

delays. Although the text of the novel was accepted in its entirety by 

Collings in May 1970, there were some revisions suggested before the 

proof stage. Those connected with narrative pace have already been 

discussed in Chapter One. The slow beginning was revised at Col Lings's 

suggestion. Collings also advised a reduction in the footnotes. There 

were twenty-six of these in the holograph which presumably survived 

in typescript. Collings advised that these should be omitted or 

reduced in the interests of simplifying the text. Sixteen footnotes 

were entirely omitted (see Appendix 1).

The general effect was to cut down the. Lapine vocabulary and to reduce 

the realistic framework that the author had worked out in such
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elaborate detail. An interesting omission from 'The Story of the 

King's Lettuce’-^ is a. footnote making clear that Rabscuttle makes the 

food 'bad' by urinating on it. Collings was delighted to find 'blood

and shit' in the book, but drew the line at urine. After the proofs

were corrected there were still areas where agreement with the author

had to be reached: they concerned the dust jacket design, the

production of the maps and the information about the content of the 

novel and about the author on front and back flaps.

Adams expressed dislike of the dust jacket, commenting on the apparent 

size of the rabbits vis-a-vis the noticeboard (particularly that Fiver 

is not differentiated as much smaller than Hazel). He also criticised 

ihe degree of anthropomorphism in the rabbits' 'postures and 

expressions’. His main criticism was with the passivity of the scene 

depicted, wanting his cliffhanger about rabbits 'to have something 

more dramatic and violent on the cover. The last word lay with the

publisher, however, and the dust cover remained. The cover came in for 

considerable criticism when published but not for any of the reasons 

advanced by Adams. The amateurishness of the design and the dull brown 

cover were selected for criticism. Selina Hastings called the jacket 

'deplorable'^ and Brian Aldertcn in a general attack on the book when 

it was selected for the Carnegie Medal said it had 'the most 

unprepossessing appearance. ^ > 'The dust jacket', as Adams sadly 

observed in a letter to Ian Coltart, a co-director of Rex Collings, 

'has come in for such universal and bitter condemnation on all sides 

that I have simply abandoned the field.

The inclusion of the map sparked off a major difference of opinion. 

Its retention was of peculiar significance to Adams, since, with the 

Greek, the epigraphs and the literary models that lay behind the



writing, it was part of the apparatus of a 'proper' novel. It 

represented an area of difficulty he saw as an absolute necessity. 

Collings’s first draft of a map was indignantly rejected by the author. 

The covering l e t t e r f r o m  Ian Coltart asking whether it was all 

right had the comment 'No. it iollv well isn't' written on it. The map 

was a single page, without contours, not a 'proper' map at all. The 

author won this battle. A cartographer of his selection was chosen, a 

Mrs Marilyn Hemmet of t.'ne Cartographical Division of the Department of 

the Environment. As he insisted, it was a fold cut section at the back 

of the book, with contours, colours and grid references for all four 

parts of the book, 14 in a l l . ^

The draft outline of the novel for the front flap came in for strong 

criticism because it stated that General Woundwort died. For this to 

be left ambiguous, Adams said he would 'die in the last ditch’. 

Since to say categorically that Woundwort died was a misrepresentation, 

Adams won his point. As to the back flap, Adams was insistent that he 

should approve this and wrote that he must be seen to be 'putting up 

the umbrella’ since it was a strict rule in the Civil Service that no 

senior officer should publish anything about himself unless it was 

approved by the Department. ̂ ' When he saw the draft he made the 

following four alterations. Collings had referred to Adams's literary 

precursors, other ‘scholarly and literary civil servants', listing 

Fepvs, Stephen,. Trollope, Humbert Wolfe and Arnold. Adams objected to 

the 'order of batting', 'It should be either alphabetical or 

chronological' , and also to the inclusion of Pepys on the grounds that 

'he was not an educated or refined man.' This betrays his class 

sensitivity but the implication that he thought himself educated and 

refined is somewhat softened by his question that the list should stand 

at all. 'It seems awfully arrogant and self-assuming, Rex. Are you
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sure it’s all right to say it?’ He, understanding the double entendre 

of 'his deep knowledge of country matters' rather better than Collings, 

changes it to 'his pleasure in country matters' commenting 'Hamlet was 

not referring to the countryside, Rex, but I'll assume there was no 

such stuff in your thoughts.' Another literary echo in the 'blurb* is 

the phrase 'in the populous city pent.' Selina H a s t i n g s  ̂ 2) found the 

blurb 'archly written', with its emphasis on quotation and references 

such as 'Richard Adams ... born, as Fuller would say, in Berkshire and 

bred in Worcester College in Oxford ...’ and his liking for beer 'in a 

decent pot-house'.

However, all objections were finally resolved, and the first, hardback 

edition appeared as a children’s book in November 1972 in time for the 

Christmas trade. Collings made sure that every important literary 

editor had a copy on his desk before publication.

Paperback publication was already assured before the first hardback 

appeared and before there was any opportunity to assess critical 

reaction. The paperback rights were offered to several publishing 

houses who rejected it on grounds of length. Collings went, in the 

summer of 1972, to his old employer, Penguin, where Kaye Webb, the 

Managing Director of Penguin Young Books, Puffin, read it in one 

weekend, was immediately convinced of its worth, and snapped it up. 

’It probably makes up for the number of good books I have turned down’, 

she says modestly. ’1 was almost shaking with excitement when I put it 

down. I knew it would be big as it’s such a fine and original 

story.'(13) In correspondence she has said 'I bought it because it was 

original, and because T thought his descriptions of the countryside 

were brilliant, the legends which he worked in fascinating, but mostly 

because the way the rabbits talked made me laugh. It seemed to me that
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that kind of pompous Civil Servant style of speaking was exactly rignt 

for rabbits.'(14)

It was decided in June 1972 that Puffin would suspend their normal one- 

volume short book policy and publish Watership Down in two volumes. 

This shows how rooted the idea of short book publishing was in 

children's fiction. For some time author and publisher struggled with 

the problem of where the division should come. The author suggested 

the end of Chapter XXVIII, and The Miles of Danger as title for Volume 

1 and The Desperate Lark for Volume II. In the event Puffin abandoned 

the idea of a split and decided to publish the novel complete in one 

volume, an unprecedentedly long book for them.

There were two major arguments before publication, one revolving 

around the map and another concerning the epigraphs. There was no

possibility of the insertion of an ordnance survey map in a Puffin but 

Adams fought again to have as close a copy as possible. Kaye Webb 

would not countenance detailed contour reference nor the retention of 

the grid system, recognising the difficulty of understanding it; 

’everybody in the office found it hard to read.'d^ Kaye Webb was 

also on the side of simplification of the epigraphs. She insisted that 

the Greek epigraph to Chapter I be translated and that the number of 

epigraphs be reduced. Fourteen epigraphs were removed in total.^6) 

Kaye Webb as an editor was interested in the wider dissemination of the 

book, whereas Adams was concerned to raaice it difficult and challenging 

to che reader; difficulty was an essential ingredient. 'I do not 

approve of children's books which encourage the little dears to think 

that everything ought to be made easily and readily assimilable.’^  ̂  

It was only Kaye Webb's powerful and authoritative standing as an 

editor and her determined character that won the day. 'She went on and
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on at me in a most forceful way' (18) he grumbled afterwards in a 

letter, still convinced, in particular, that the loss of the Greek was 

’dropping the thing down for tiny tots. ’ * ̂  The Puff in was published 

in July 1973, just nine months after hardback publication, with reduced 

epigraphs, two simplified maps, two small textual changes, and no 

Greek.f20)

The Ceilings’s hardback edition was given an ecstatic critical 

reception after its publication in late November. It happened to miss 

the Children's Christmas Supplements where large numbers of children's 

books have group reviews, and whether by accident or design, Collings's 

publication date turned out. to be one of the pieces of luck that 

characterise the novel's publishing history.

Perhaps it was really a stroke of clever publishing to 
rniss the mass round-ups where probably Watership Down 
would have been lucky to get a couple of inches, and 
even such praise as Miss Hastings’s 'This beautifully 
written and intensely moving story* would have been 
lost in the mish-mash of adjectives in the great group 
notices generated.(21)

The same article claimed that although the book largely escaped notice 

in November, its praise spread by word of mouth, setting up the notices 

in December and after, the converse of the usual procedure. However it 

happened, the unpretentious brown-covered book was acclaimed by the 

reviewers of all the most reputable newspapers, supplements and 

magazines. ’Stunning compulsive reading ... rich textured, minutely 

detailed, inventive. The world seen and known through animal eyes' 

The Sunday Times, 3rd December. 'I announce with trembling pleasure

the appearance of a great story. ... I predict Watership Down will

become a classic* - Edward Blishen, TES. ’Highly original'- Mirabel 

Cecil, The Times, 15th November. 'Best story about wild animals since 

Wind in the Willows'- Evening Standard, 8th December. *A beautifully
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written and intensely moving story, the work of an extraordinary 

imagination. it will become a classic of animal literature’ - Selina 

Hastings, The Daily Telegraph, 21st January 1973. ’An impressive, 

immensely readable story, held together over 400 pages by a powerful 

imagination that soon forbids disbeliei' - Nicholas Tucker, New 

Statesman, 22nd December. 'Watership Down has all the originality and 

depth so often lacking in children’s stories. There are no coy, 

nursery bunnies, but very real rabbits ..... a gripping escape story’ - 

TLS. ’Curiously compelling. A sort of rabbit Tolkien' - The

Tablet, 16th December. ’Mr Adams has created an entirely absorbing and 

original novel’ - Leon Garfield, The.Spectator. ’Authentic biological 

rabbit lore mingled with legends, poetry, literary reference and ideas’ 

Naomi Lewis, The Observer, 26th November 1972. ’A great children's 

book is always a. rarity, but this one deserves all the accolades it is 

currently receiving' - The Economist, 23rd December.

The book won the Carnegie Medal and the Guardian award for 1973.(220 

The judges deemed it 'an exceptional work, a true original.' In spite 

of these and the stunning reviews, the book sold slowly. Adams insists 

that the reviews have no connection with sales, and the sales of

Watership Down in the first half of 1973 certainly bear him out. On

the other hand, there were only 2,500 books to be sold. No matter how 

enthusiastic the readership, word of mouth recommendation and ecstatic 

reviews, there were no stacks of the book in any bookshop to buy.

Collings was taken aback by the sudden demand for the book in December 

and was unable to meet it. The author was frustrated to find friends, 

in London and elsewhere, unable to buy his book. 'The children's book 

section manager at Hatchards said to a friend of mine yesterday that he 

could have sold fifty copies of the book during the last three days if
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only he had had them - but he h a d n ’t - and yesterday evening mv 

publisher carried six copies round to Dillon's with his own hands. 

This morning at about a quarter to eleven, my secretary went in to buy 

one and obtained the penultimate copy of the six.’^-d The small first 

publishing has made the first edition rare and highly prized. The 

current price for it at Sotheran's -Booksellers is £300. Since it

was marketed as a children’s book it existed in its own closed world 

not only in specialised reviews but also only in those bookshops with 

children's sections. Bestsellers are not usually found there and 

neither they nor the publishers of children’s fiction are geared to 

sudden urgent demand.

In an article in The Spectator, Christopher Booker writing on the four 

most popular books of the seventies said of Watership Down, ’when it 

was first published in 1972 in was given a modest reception. The next 

year, after considerable trepidation and talk of extensive rewriting, 

Puffin put out a paperback edition. Within twelve months it had become 

one of the bestsellers of its a g e . ' ^5) these statements are

incorrect, even the last, because the book sold best in the next twelve 

months, 1975. The reception of the book was far from modest; the 

reviews merited the hackneyed terra ’rave'. The Puffin edition was 

bought without 'trepidation' and no talk of rewriting, merely the 

consideration of two volume publication. In 1974 the book was only 

beginning its climb to bestsellerdom.

The next factor in this climb was certainly its Puffin publication in 

July, 1973. A print run of 25,000 was ordered ^6) and it. provoked a 

second wave of critical acclaim. This time (no longer held down by 

short supply) there was the possibility of greatly increased sales. 

Moreover, the greater resources and flexibility of Penguin/Puffin
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publishing behind the book meant public demand could be gratified more 

swiftly. Reviews were 3gain lyrical. The Observer review said,

'Promptest paperback. An extraordinary book which first appeared late 

last year, twice as long as the usual novel, by an unknown author - and 

started to carry off all the top prizes.*1̂/) Isabel Gui.gly in The

Catholic Herald observed :The most distinguished Puffin for ages has 

lust appeared.’(28) With the Puffin publication the novel began to 

sell in great numbers. In its first year in Puffin, 1973, it so id

86,000 copies, in its second 528,000. It sold 145,000 copies in the 

month of October alone in 1974, Altogether it did £700,000 worth of 

f-etail business. ̂ 9) Richard. Boston noted In The Guardian, 6th August 

1976: 'Its enormous popular appeal began with the Puffin edition of

1973, where it topped the children’s paperback lists for months.’(30)

The next phase in the publishing history of Watership Down was its

publication in the adult, paperback book list of Penguin in December,

1974. Penguin were greatly encouraged in this decision by the American 

publishing experience. Kaye Webb bought the paperback rights, back in

the summer of 1972, for only, according to The Evening Standard.

£200.'-^' The Guardian of 6th August 1975 said that the rights ’went 

for a song, and not only the paperback rights, world rights,

everything. Gents that they are they later gave him back the US 

rights.*(-32) it is impossible to ascertain the truth of this, since 

the parties to the contract have preserved their confidentiality on the 

matter. However, in March 1974 the rights were sold to America where 

it was decided to market the book in the adult list. It was this

decision that made Penguin realise that the novel transcended the 

barriers of children’s fiction and they too decided to publish the book 

in the adult range in December 1974. The text was exactly the same as 

in Puffin, and the book was immediately launched into its greatest



burst of selling in Britain. Children’s books are a separate world and 

may have to sell steadily as classics for years to achieve bestseller 

status. Real commercial success of the blockbuster kind is reserved 

for adult fiction, as is the expensive promotional launch of a book. 

With its publication in Penguin the novel received a wider readership 

and another wave of critical acclaim. Paperbacks always reach a wider 

market because of their cheapness; the Puffin began at 50p as opposed 

to £3.50, and the Penguin was marketed originally at 60p. (Tn 1974, 

95p) In the case of Watership Down, its existence as a Puffin 

prevented many adults from either noticing it in a bookshop or made 

them embarrassed to be seen reading a children’s book about rabbits.

’ [The book] was exactly the same as the Puffin but presumably adults 

tc-it less self-conscious when caught reading it. ’*33)

Again, the novel received critical attention. ’Technically a 

cnildren’s book, but many will say it’s the best imaginative fiction of 

1973. After reading it you will never feel the same about 

rabbits. ’ {34) *l't was hailed as a classic when it was published at the 

end of last year. Adults will be struck by Adams's erudition, and the 

character development which rivals any novel.’f ̂ 5) Bernard Levin 

didn’t read it until August 1974 but took a central page of The Times 

to register his enthusiasm, and was surprised that he found it 

'fascinating ... Watership Down is an allegory and a particularly 

powerful and well-considered one. ... It can be read on both child and 

adult level ... a magical trick.*(36) Anne Scott James wrote a 

thoughtful piece the day after Penguin publication, observing that it 

had sold 600,000 copies in Puffin, and attempted to analvse the appeal 

of the novel. It satisfied modern longings for the security of firm 

leadership, she believed, and nostalgic yearning for the 

countryside.*37>
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Qr.ce in the Penguin adult range, the novel broke through into the 

'blockbuster' category of bestsellers. In April of 1975 Penguin

celebrated the millionth sale of the novel and advertised it on the 

cover as 'World No 1 Bestseller'. It also continued the Puffin 

edition, with an advertisement in The Bookseller with the same heading 

promising 'Major publicity campaign, including full point of sale, and 

merchandising material, coming soen; and making clear 'Make sure you 

have sufficient stock to meet the enormous demand - RE-ORDER NOW.'(38) 

The mounting media pressure had its effect. The novel first published 

two years previously - without publishing 'hype1 - was now given the 

full treatment. This was triggered, not only by the large sales in 

Puffin, but by the news from across the Atlantic that the American 

promotional campaign for the hardback Macmillan had been hugely 

successful, underwriting the use of the phrase 'World No 1 Bestseller.’ 

In April, Peter Crosvenor In The Daily Express observed 'Adams 

celebrated his .1,000,000 copy sold in paperback this month. In America 

the first print of the paperback this year, is an incredible 5,000,000 

copies.’(39) This news reinforced the sales in this country and 

convinced the English publishers even more that they had a winner. It

was reported on 6th August 1975 that 'Watership Down had broken every

record in Penguin Books. One and a. quarter million copies have been 

sold so far, more than any other work of fiction by a living Penguin 

author. '(40) js no -̂ the first writer to sell 1,000,000 in

paperback but he did it in record time. ’ In 1975, for practically

the whole year, the novel topped or was included in the bestselling 

lists published in The Sunday Times, Scotsman. The Oxford Mail, Western 

MaI1, Peterborough Evening Telegraph, Newsagent and Bookshop lists.

The most, extraordinary rise occurred in 1975. The_ Bookseller

pronounced it the fastest ever million copy seller in Penguin's
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history. (42) To mark the fact that Richard Adams was the first living 

British author to have sold over a million copies cf a work of fiction 

in Penguin with his first novel, the sales director of Penguin

presented him with a golden rabbit.^ 1

Watership Down continued to sell steadily throughout 1976, 1977 and

1978. instead of sales subsiding they received continual fresh 

impetus. At the end of 1976 a luxury 550 page boxed hardback version 

appeared with line and colour wash illustrations by John Lawrence 

published by the Kestrel division of Penguin, and this too immediately 

appeared on the bestselling lists, even at the price of £8.75. A sound 

recording of the book was made by the actor Roy Dotrice, appearing in 

December 1976, consisting of four records. Film rights had been soJd 

to Martin Rosen and he and eighty staff spent two vears creating a 

cartoon version of the story which was given a Royal Premiere on the 

19th October 1978. 200.000 drawings had been done to make the 105

minute film. Adams was not enamoured with it, judiciously withholding 

praise. However, the distinguished cast including Sir Ralph 

Richardson, John Hurt and Richard Briers, and a hit tune 'Bright Eyes' 

by Art Garfunkel, ensured that the novel met a new public and was 

ensured further commercial success. The Penguin bestseller was 

reissued to coincide with the film, using a stiii from the film on the 

cover (price 95p). ’Tie-ins’ as they are called, between films

and books are extremely lucrative. Sales of the original book can 

surge dramatically. Six reprintings of Watership Down were published 

in 1978, the highest number in any one year. Penguin also produced a 

picture book version of the film, with 250 colour stills from the film, 

and introduction and linking text by the author, reviewed as 

’captivating1, called The Watership Down Film Picture Book. This meant 

that Penguin had four versions of the book in publication, the Penguin,
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Puffin, Kestrel and Picture Book editions. Small wonder that sales 

increased rather than dropped. Penguin decreed the 12th October 1978 

as their tie-in date which would have national press and radio 

advertising and the radio syndication of a half-hour programme. Media 

'hype’ again reaped its reward; by the end of 1978 Watership Down had

made its 86th appearance on The Sunday Times bestseller l i s t . (̂ 5) jj-

continues to sell steadily.

Adams's agent confirms that between 1980-1984- the United Kingdom sales 

ran at £301,399, -^) and the public iending right returns for 1984 was 

nearing £1,000, this, twelve years after the book's publication, must 

confer 'classic' status. The 1987 Penguin edition bears on its cover 

the statement 'One of the great novels of the century.' This could be 

dismissed as a publisher’s exaggeration to stimulate sales were it not 

that this is the twenty-ninth edition of the book. The publishing 

phenomenon of the book’s selling power was illustrated by an article 

on Penguin Books in The Times in 1985^*^ which declared Watership Down 

second in the list of their all time bestsellers. It had sold 5 

million copies to date in Britain, second only to Animal Farm with 6.8

million, but ahead of The Canterbury Tales and the Odyssey.
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CHAPTER THE?EE: AMERICAN PUBLICATION 

SECTION 1: PROGRESS TO PUBLICATION

In the beginning of 1973, Macmillan New York began the process of 

acquiring the American publishing rights to Watership Down. On 16th 

January 1973^ Rex Coilings wrote to Adams with the news that 

Macmillan New York were interested in publishing the novel and that 

negotiations were proceeding. The American rights were evidently his 

to sell. Later in 1975 in The Guardian’s London L e t t e r M i c h a e l  

White reported that when Penguin had bought the rights to the book in 

1972 from Collings, they had bought, ’Paperback U. S. rights, world

rights, the lot, for a song. (Gents that they are, they later gave him 

back the U. S. rights).' Whatever the details, or sums involved, the 

American rights were sold to Macmillan by Rex Collings.

Adams was curious to know how Macmillan had heard of his book and 

pressed for details. He found to his delight that Mrs Susan Hirschman, 

then Vice President and Editor-in-Chief of the Children's Book 

Department of Macmillan, on holiday in London, had read the book and 

was ecstatic. Her opinion was relayed to Adams by Collings:

I can’t tell you with what utter joy I confirm my 
somewhat hysterical telephone conversation. 1 think
Watership Down is a spectacular book and for the last 
few days, while I have been reading it, I have found
myself wondering just exactly where and who I was ....
because the book seemed so very much more real than the 
other life I was living. As we said this morning on
the telephone, it is a book ... not a children's book 
or an adult book. Simply a book ... for people,^'

Susan Hirschman acquired the American publishing rights for an 

undisclosed bargain figure. This was, of course, before its

publication in Puffin and in adult Penguin and before its entry into 

the bestseller lists. The first 2,500 hardback copies printed by Rex



Collings had emerged only two months before, and the novel could hardly 

be called a bestseller. Although it had received high praise from 

reviewers and was in demand by word of mouth recommendation, the books 

were not in the bookshops or available in any quantity.

Macmillan bought the book for their juvenile trade list, knowing that 

Penguin were publishing it in Puffin that July. In spite of Susan 

Hirschman's initial reaction that it was a book neither for old nor 

young but 'for people' it was prepared for publication as a juvenile. 

Connie Clausen, who was the Marketing Manager for Adult Trade books at 

Macmillan from .1973 to 1974, saw the cover for the book on the desk of 

the Children's Book Marketing Manager at the time, Janet Schulman. The 

cover depicted a white rabbit, with pink eyes, sitting against a 

background of pink clover, and was most obviously designed to appeal to 

the child reader in the sentimental fashion of which its author would 

most disapprove. Connie Clausen, a woimin < rit and determination 

who had read the book and had been impressed by it, was horrified: 'But 

this isn’t about a bunny, it's about life and death. It’s an 

allegory. ’ ̂  To meet her criticisms the cover was changed to show a 

black rabbit (presumably to represent death) against a lavender 

background. Exasperated, she realised that the book was not going to 

have the presentation it deserved if published as a juvenile, but she 

could see the potential for adult readership very clearly. It was she 

who, the previous year, had promoted Jonathan Livingston Seagul1 ■r>' as 

an adult book and propelled it into bestseller status. She determined 

to raise Watership Down to the adult trade list, convinced that she 

could do the same thing again. Since she had been right before over 

Jonathan Livingston Seagull, Macmillan thought she might be right again 

and the decision was taken to publish it as an adult title. Connie 

Clausen immediately insisted on che raising of the print run from 7,500
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to 50,000 copies realising that ’it would reach far more people if we 

put it on the adult trade list.'(6)

Commercially, the decision to switch the book to the adult trade list, 

translated the book into another sphere. As in England, it is almost 

invariably in the adult, lists alone that a book can make enormous 

profits and break into the bestseller or ’blockbuster’ category. In 

America the potential adult readership is immense. This decision to 

publish as an adult title laid the basis of a fortune for Adams and his 

publishing associates. As James Ewing put it in The Nashville Banner:

That was the beginning of a chain reaction of good 
things that were to happen to Macmillan, Adams and 
various other individuals and enterprises that were 
smart enough to know a good thing when they saw it.^7^

The first in the chain reaction of 'good things’ was the sale of 

American paperback rights. Paperback publishers Avon and Popular 

Library competed. Macmillan had promised the rights to Peter Mayer, 

publisher and editor in chief at Avon, but before he could read the 

book, Pat O'Connor (who had read the Puffin) at Popular Library, put in 

a bid of 150,000 dollars. Macmillan, realising that they had a very 

valuable property,, made, according to Mayer, ’a demand on us which 

was quite extraordinary. It was 800,000 dollars or they wouldn’t 

sell it. I won’t tell you whether we paid lesE for it or more for it, 

because I really don't want to talk about money’. This was reported by 

Joyce Illig in the Book Business section of The Washlngton Post. ̂ ^ 

Elsewhere in the article the figure of 804,000 dollars was quoted as 

the sale price. Most newspapers on both sides of the Atlantic quoted 

this kind of figure, ̂  except for Women’s Wear Daily 1 ' who gave

the extraordinary sum of four million dollars. 'There just aren’t 

enough trees left in the world to publish a four million dollar
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paperback' sneered Leonore Fleischer in the Westside Literary

Review, ' ̂ c a l l i n g  Women 1 s Wear Qa.i 1 y a ’bottomless pit of trendy 

misinformation'. All were agreed, however, that the price paid was 

extraordinarily high and that it was the highest reprint advance ever 

paid for a first novel before, publication. Peter Mayer had previously 

bought the paperback rights for Jonathan Livingston Seagull, a highly 

popular and commercially successful book in the same anthropomorphic 

vein, also master-minded into the adult trade list by Connie Clausen at 

Macmillan. He too, trusted Connie Clausen’s commercial ’nose* and no 

doubt thought that there was a proved market for such a book. He has 

always been reported as placing the price 'above 800,000 dollars’ and 

adding for good measure that he thought it was worth it. ’We felt that 

it was one of the great privileges we've ever had, and we had to 

publish it. So we said o k a y . '

With this paperback right sale as a heartening endorsement of their 

purchase, Macmillan replanned their promotional campaign for Watership 

Down to make it the major one for the year. They had the advantage of 

knowing how the book had sold in England initially by word of mouth, 

with no advertising push behind it, and that it had attracted most 

enthusiastic reviews from respected critics. It was both popular and 

critically acclaimed - e rare combination. They took the decision to 

put their not inconsiderable money and expertise to work to make the 

novel Macmillan's most heavily advertised and publicised book of 1974. 

They revised the first print run to 75,000 copies and promised to

spend 130,000 dollars on advertising and promotion with the campaign 

'breaking in 15 key cities' on ,17th March - 'and this is an industry 

which rarely spends over 130 cents’ said Leonore Fleischer, adding 

'so we seem to have a publishing phenomenon aborning, a very expensive
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word of mouth book that is not only getting the Big Push but is also 

garnering critical raves.*

The novel Adams wrote for his daughters had become very big business 

indeed, when hard-headed, profit-minded paperback mass marketeers were 

prepared to pay unprecedented sums for it, and a large publishing

company was prepared to spend lavishly on a promotional campaign.

Watership Down was scheduled for American publication on 18th March

1974 and was heralded in the spring catalogues for that year. It was 

an unusual spring because of a shortage of paper tnat season. It had 

affected the sales of Alistair Cooke’s America, excellently reviewed 

and selling well, but bookshops cannot sell what they do not stock.

When America sold out, the shortage of paper meant a wait for more

copies and the book slid down the best-seller lists. Accordingly 

publishers had to shorten their print lists and hoped for better 

things in the autumn. Fiction for March, recommended by Larry 

Swindell in the Philadelphia Enquirer, was Bijou by David Madden, The 

Fan Club bv Irving Wallace and Watership Down as appearing to 

represent either the best or the most likely popular books for March, 

April and May, noting that Adams's novel was ’the same publisher's
/ 1 C \hoped for repeat success with Jonathan Livingston Seagull.’1 To 

appear in a smaller field was probably a stroke of luck for Adams.

Macmillan's efforts had to be concentrated on fewer books, since their 

spring list was shorter than usual, and the field from which the reader 

could choose was correspondingly smaller.

In-house ’enthusiasm' grew at Macmillan as they arranged their 

promotional campaign for the hardback edition. An intensive newspaper 

and magazine advertising campaign was organised with double-page 

spreads in respected papers such as The New York Times Book Review,
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announcing the arrival of a new classic. Connie Clausen decided to 

concentrate on the phrase 'an instaint classic' in advertising the book 

as the keynote of its appeal, knowing, as Lillian Friedman later 

observed, that it was this kind of endorsement that would sell to 

Americans. She also chose, for the cover Bewick^ 'Rabbit' woodcut, 

of a small rabbit running beneath a compass which gave the correct 

serious and artistically respectable connections, far removed from the 

'bunny' image. This was protected by copyright, and became a logo for 

the book, appearing as a bookmark and or all advertisements. Raymond 

Hagel, the President of Macmillan, despite his original 

reluctance, became infected with the general enthusiasm and designed a 

lavish publicity brochure for the novel himself. It contained a red 

booklet with Edmund Blishen's phrase 'I announce with trembling 

pleasure the appearance of a great story' emblaisoned across it, 

photographs of Adams alone, also with Juliet and Rosamond, a bookmark 

and biographical material about the -nuthor, There was also a selection 

of the. best English reviews, carefully chosen from the most prestigious 

sources. These included 'an authentic classic’, B.B.C.; 'impressive, 

.immensely readable', New Statesman; 'stunningly compulsive', The Sunday 

Times; 'an exceptional book, a true original', The Guardian; 

'marvellous' The Sunday Telegraph; 'a victory for freedom’, TLS and 

'deeply moving and vividly memorable’, in 'Letter from England1 in The 

Horn Book, the reputable American magazine which deals with children's 

literature. There were also, just in case praise for the book was an 

English eccentricity, 'First comments from the United States’ from 

highly respected American sources such as Buckminster Fuller, 'one of 

those great ones'; Bruno Bettelheim, 'the educational psychologist, 

'Delightful - I have not read in many years a more enjoyable book'; The 

Christian Science Monitor, ’ ... invites you into a shared secret, a



whole other-world complete with customs, history, legends and even 

language’; Publishers Weekly ’ ... lovely ... the raost refreshing and 

original fiction of the spring’, Isaac Bashevis Singer, ' ... charming 

and meaningful’; Lloyd Alexander, a genuine work of art, with all

the true ring of a classic ... the gift of a whole new vision.’ This 

was a cunning selection, where sometimes the person was named, if 

sufficiently famous, and sometimes the paper or periodical. Early, 

flattering American reviews were included in their entirety, 

underlining passages where the book was compared to The Lord of the 

Rings, The Wind in the Willows and Animal Farm. The booklet also 

featured .in large red type The Washington Post Book World’s Forecast: 

’... expected to be one of the major literary and commercial successes 

of 1974, and Publishers Weekly's comment on the curiosity aroused 

before publication, ’No forthcoming book has inspired more gossip and 

conjecture.' The final statement, in even larger black type, was 

perhaps the most convincing demonstration of their confidence in the 

book: *Watership Down will be our most heavily advertised and

publicised book of the year’, Macmillan - this last in red, 

appropriately perhaps. Ultimately it is the publisher who stakes

money on a book in the earnest hope that it will sell. For Macmillan

to say that they were, in effect, putting their money where their 

mouth was, proved the most powerful endorsement of the book to those 

who attended the launching of the novel. If Lillian Friedman was

right, that 'publishers make books best-sellers', then Watership Down 

was home and dry.

In conjunction with the intensive advertising campaign, the author was 

brought to the U.S. for a national promotional tour. Adams had met a 

leading executive of Macmillan in London with Rex Col lings to work out 

the details. However, when he arrived in New York on 1st March to
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begin the tour, there was a disagreement(17) about the terms of the

contract. Adams was advised by his literary agency in America, Harold 

Ober Associates, not to agree terras now put forward by Macmi 1 lan. He 

went to earth at the home of one of Oder's executives, Peter Shepherd, 

who lived in a 'brownstcne' in New York, and refused to answer the 

telephone, threatening to call off t-he tour and return to England. The 

publishers capitulated and the tour went ahead. Talk shows on local 

television were organised, beginning on the first Monday with the 

Cleveland breakfast television show 'Morning Exchange’ and the author 

travelled all over America appearing on local radio and television, at 

literary lunches, and giving interviews to the press. As the campaign 

reached its height, around the publication date of 18th March 1974, 

Norah Kerr of the Hackensack Record, New Jersey, wrote of the mounting 

excitement when the campaign was planned:

The fifth floor of the Macmillan Publishing Company on 
Third Avenue in Manhattan is awash in the glow 
attending a front-runner for the best-seller list. 
Secretaries, publicists and even editors scurry to 
answer calls, arrange dinner meetings with writers the 
Author wishes to know and hustle to pin down a barn
storming schedule of press parties and TV and radio 
talk shows. The excitement almost bounces off the 
walls in a self-congratulatory whisper: "We've got a
winner, we’ve got a winner, we've got a winner.’’d®)
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CHAPTER THREE

SECTION II: AMERICAN CRITICAL RECEPTION AND SALES

Such was the interest aroused by Macmillan New York's promotional 

campaign that it stimulated advance reviews. Some were inspired by the 

curiosity of critics on their own initiative but two, at least, were 

organised in advance by the publisher's Marketing Manager. Intrigued 

by the huge sum paid for the paperback rights and the size of 

Macmillan's campaign, reviewers fell over themselves to get their 

review published before publication date, the 13th March 1974. Unlike 

England, where reviews are orchestrated to appear on or near 

publication date, 'In America, by contrast, the gun is often flagrantly 

j u m p e d 1? Leonore Fleischer drily observed the competition in 

retrospect in her article ’Hare Krishna'; reviewers were

... panting to be the first to bring you the news of a 
new "instant" classic, a great book, a fantasy equal of 
The Wind in the Willows. Animal Farm and The Hobbit.
Eliot Fremont-Sraith hared over the finish line, 
winning by a whisker with Jtidson Hand hopping at his 
heels.

She was wrong; Hand was ahead bv a day, arid not entirely due to his own 

efforts. Connie Clausen, realising that her professional reputation 

was on the line with the publication of Watership Down as an adult 

title, decided to take some positive steps to bring it to the notice of 

the general American public, as opposed to the literati. The Sunday 

News is the kind of popular newspaper, full of illustrations, perhaps 

comparable to the English Mirror or Sun that appealed to the masses. 

It rarely published book reviews, never any for children's books: 

Connie Clausen resolved that were they to depart from their usual 

practice and review Watership Down, it would provoke a wider 

readership. She c o n f e s s e s ^ )  that after dispening a good deal of
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alcohol, she wrung a promise of a review from the Daily News. It duly 

appeared written by Judson Hand, using Clausen's phrase 'an instant 

classic’ in the first line, stressing that 'the novel is for just 

about everyone' and comparing it to Grahame, Kipling and Orwell. This 

review was reprinted and placed in Hagel’s brochure with these passages 

underlined. It was an important review because it stressed the wide

appeal of the book to all ages and classes, and its enduring qualities: 

’it’s the kind of book your great-great-grandchildren will probably 

discover and cherish.1

Triumphantly Susan Hirschman sent a copy of the review to Adams

explaining that it had appeared in the Sunday News , New York's Picture 

Newspaper, headed 'Watership Down, The Tale of a Trek', and that it 

was particularly important because this was one of New York's two daily 

papers (presumably the Sunday version) and the most, popular, 'This is 

the one the people read'. She was pleased her initial reaction to the 

book 'as a book for people’ was vindicated. Judson Hand's message to 

the people endorsed Hirschman's:

It's a novel for just about everyone. Kids can read it 
for plot and suspense. Adults will want to savour the 
flawless texture of its moods and atmosphere and puzzle 
over its many levels of meaning - psychological,
political and ecological ... .^

In order to cover the other end of the market, the 'quality' 

newspapers, Clausen persuaded The New York Times, who also had no plans 

to review what they saw as originally a children's book, to review the 

novel. This was published on 6th March 1974, again an early review, by 

Christopher Lehmann-Haupt.^ ' Unfortunately, it was not entirely 

complimentary, but that hardly mattered; a prestigious New York paper 

had given the book early notice.
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Judson Hand's review was preceded by an article in Women's Wear Daily 

based on an interview with Adams, in his ’small terraced house in 

Islington, London. ' ̂  The article provides interesting material on 

the author's background and home life but no analysis of the novel. 

Even earlier, Saturday Review-World, New York, 23rd February, carried 

a review titled 'Lapin (sic) Lore*. This was uncredited and

unfavourable. The reviewer claimed to have looked through a set of 

galleys but ’couldn’t get with it'. This superficial reading resulted 

in facetious, even rude comments. The book is described as 'loony', ’a 

piece of March madness’, reports that ’The little buggers have their 

own language’, and its author finally confesses that anthropomorphism 

is not for him: he suffers from allegory allergy.

Even this anonymous review was not the first, but was preceded by a 

student writer at the University of Wisconsin, Bill. Porter, who 

published a review on 19th February 1974, ’No Dumb Bunnies Here.’ 

This is the response of the average reader, rather than that of a

professional literary critic, but very important for that reason. The 

books approved of by sophisticated judgements are very rarely best

sellers. It can be assumed that Bill Porter was reading a copy

published in England or Canada. His opinion is favourable, 

enthusiastic even, although naively expressed, (he did not have the 

benefit of Macmillan's promotional campaign); but he does voice the 

response of the ordinary reader to whom the book was to appeal

enormously, rather than that of the sophisticated American critics. He 

goers through the stage of initial reiuctance felt by so many on 

beginning to read the book:

There was I, age 24, college senior, seated in the
University Library reading a book about rabbits ...
But che doubts didn’t linger long. Within a few pages
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I had been sucked in .. . I finished the book at 2.00 
a.m. with wife and dog long asleep by my side.^'

Hill Porter thought, as did many other readers, that it was ’an 

allegorv of great importance’, that ’if we ever figure it out we will 

ail benefit', that it would be a classic, in the mould of Tolkien. He 

prophesied great sales success. He“represented the first of the young 

people of America who subsequently made the book a campus best-seller. 

The New York Times later reported that Watership Down was the only hard 

cover book to appear as a best-seller on college campuses across the 

nation.(9)

The only reviewer to beat Porter in the matter of date-line was Pamela 

Marsh of The Christian Science Monitor, but she had to go to London to 

do it. Such was the advance interest that she had interviewed Richard 

Adams at the ena of 1973 and the resulting article appeared on 7th 

November 1973 titled ’What children need: books as rich as plum

pudding,1 She gives a full and reasonably accurate account of the 

genesis of the book and stresses Adams’s pride in fatherhood, his love 

for his daughters and the difficulties in finding a publisher. She 

reports that Adams said he deliberately enriched the book like a 

Christinas pudding:

Everything that could possibly be inserted had to go in 
- sugar, spice, raisins, plums, everything. I put in 
long parenthetic stories, an invented rabbit language, 
a map, chapter quotations.

The theme of the book, leadership, was discussed and a parallel drawn 

by Adams with Pilgrim’s Progress, ’a kind of rabbit's Pilgrim's 

Progress ... courage must be summoned, habits broken, luxury 

abandoned, unselfishness discovered.’ Pamela Marsh ends with the 

comment, ’His book has been honoured, it'a making children happy - and
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quite possibly good.' One is often impressed by Adams's ability to 

stress the aspect of the book most likeiy to appeal to his interviewer. 

After the U. S. publication date on 18th March, reviews came flooding 

in. Since the book was now in the adult list and its advance publicity 

on such an enormous scale, the serious and most respected literary 

critics devoted considerable space to it. The more high-powered the. 

critic and important the paper, in some cases, the greater and more 

trenchant the criticism. It must be remembered that the universal 

critical acclaim on the book's first hardback publication in England 

was for a children's book, and for the reviewers of children's books it 

was a rare gem indeed. Each critic had a sense of ’discovering’ a 

classic for him or herself. There was no promotional campaign to alert 

a perverse reaction, and the element of finding quality for oneself is 

an attractive one. Why, anyway, should a book given ecstatic praise in 

England be liked in America? It was, after all, a very English book, 

in its setting, the tone of i t 2 dialogue, and in its frame of 

literary reference, particularly in the epigraphs. It was no wonder

that Richard Gilman in the influential New York Times Book Review

began:

Faced with extraordinary praise given the book in 
England, one has to draw back some distance. Lacking 
the high wit and imaginative force of Alice in 
Wonderland or the triumphant (if occasionally purple) 
lyricism of The Wind in the Willows, the book seems to 
me a good deal less than the 'classic' - with the 
implication in the word of settled universal appeal - 
that British commentators have so reflexively 
proclaimed it.^^

Although Gilman allows that the book is a 'delightful and at times 

affecting one', he subjects the novel to the kind of sober, serious 

scrutiny it had not had before, testing and moderating the claims of 

English reviewers. He endorses the praise of passages of natural 

description but questions the use of Lapine ianguage:
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... the great writers of animal fiction let their 
characters unselfconsciously speak the author’s own 
language, and this is proper because the imaginative 
act is complete, once the literary decision has been 
made to allow the animals to speak in words; to let 
them use their own words, their own verbal language, is 
to tempt the pathetic fallacy beyond its acceptable 
limits. This may seem a small point, especially since 
the Lapine is a very minor element of the rhetoric, but 
I think it symptomatic of what is wrong with Watership 
Down, or rather what keeps it from being wholly right.

Adams’s tendency to step outside the narrative, with frequent passages 

of the detached observer or naturalist commenting on rabbit activities 

is criticised, To drop,

... anthropomorphic inverting to inform us, ’ideas 
of protection, fidelity, romantic love and so on ....
are of course unknown to rabbits.1 Remarks such as
these have the effect of somewhat undermining our 
commitment to the fiction .... To be reminded of
what we of course knew before we began reading the 
book, to be reminded really of the unhuman nature of 
rabbits, is to find it more difficult to accept a 
speech like this when it comes: 'That Vilthuril’s a 
beautiful doe. I'd like a chance to get to know her
better.' The point is that if you are going to
anthropomorphise you had better do it all the wav, 
relying on the pure inventedness of your tale, the same 
outrageous conceit which is at the back of the March 
Hare, Mowgli and Pooh, however differing their literary 
realities.

The book had not been exposed to this level of scrutiny before, and 

like all good criticism, there is justice in it. Gilman goes even 

further in seeing a subtle indecisiveness in Adams's belief in the 

truth of his fiction; hence his reinforcing his fiction with rabbit 

myths and language. Gilman challenges the theme, mostly iraolic.it, that 

the influence of man Is evil and made explicit in 'Men will never rest 

until they’ve spoiled the earth and destroyed the animals.’ This is an 

overstatement of the case, 'trying too hard' as Gilman savs. Is love 

of animals best served by depreciation of humans? This sort of

criticism is subjecting the novel to a kind of literary logic and
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demanding a consistency of philosophical framework that it fails 

utterly to meet. It breaks ’a cliffhanger about rabbits’ upon the 

wheel of literary criticism.

'L\M- m a g a z i n e ^2) devoted two columns to the book in an article headed 

’Rabbits Redux,! an oblique reference to the novel by John Upkike, and 

’;i characteristically racy style was more speedily and less 

pei cept ive1y dismiss1ve. The title Watership Down was ;dent i f ied as 

the code word for that territory known to Oxford dons and nannies: 

English whimsy country.' Although the reviewer brackets Adams with 

Carroll, Tolkien, Lear, A. A. Milne and Grahame, it is only to lump 

them together as antic British bestiary writers unlikely to impress 

American readers. Class snobbery is detected. The mouse drops aitches 

like, a cockney while the rabbits speak in an upper class fashion. 

American reviewers were remarkably sensitive to the question of accent 

and tone, first noted in the New York Times newspaper review, of

mystical profundities Time found little evidence, or political 

messages.

Another paper with a wide influence in America, The Washington 

Post '1̂  was perhaps the most cynical and damning of all:

Somewhere, between the footnotes, the maps and the • 
epigraphs a hefty, rude and portentous allegory is 
slouching toward the literary market, place ... the 
give away in these epigraphs by the way is in the fact 
that Walter de la Mare’s verse is ahead of Auden and 
the Old Testament and only two back on Shakespeare - 
English sentimental pastoral ism just will out in books 
like this.

The choice of epigraphs is seen as pretentious, a kind of 'showing- 

off; the audience for the novel is identified as adolescent, because 

adolescents want to lose themselves in the security of a fantasy, and 

since most of the population stay that way it would sell enormously, 

but in the end it fails to be ’the ULYSEES [sic] of children’s
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literature.* Ever, worse, the autsior of the review, Larry McMurtry 

found fault technically with the novel, 'the narrative jerky, and le3s

compelling than advertised*, the inserted stories supplied too

generously and the characterisation flat.

The New York Times in a review by Christopher Lehmann-Haupt (earlier 

than the Richard Gilman’s monthly book review already discussed), began 

and ended flippantly, ’Straight faces please, and nc tittering at the 

back’, anticipating a snigger at the protagonists in the book: but, 

with some reservations, called it ’marvellous’ and ’a miracle of

unsentimentality’. The criticisms did not have the profundity of

Gilman and were mainly technical. The story flagged half-way through, 

the allegory grew tedious and ’the descriptive prose a little 

wearisome.’ He was the first to note the English public schoolboy

dialogue, ’Well, I never did! That's a tall order isn't it?' and to

find class snobbery. His gorge rose at the lower class accents of 

mouse and seagull. It was not, he thought, as good as the astonishing 

advance notices had led nim to believe, but it was still an unusual 

book that he seriously recommended. He was an influential critic, and 

praise outweighed blame. He was taken to task for this by another

reviewer, in a less exalted newspaper in New Brunswick,’1 '̂ who

thought Mr Lehmann-Haupt ‘an oracle of literary and good sense’, 

impressed by his use of the adjective ’marvellous'. This critic 

disliked the extended descriptions, rejected comparisons with Carroll 

and Tolkien, and merely found it ’more an occasionally pleasant t.ale

extolling (like the Boy Scout manual) the virtues of generosity and

leadership than a "serious piece" of literature’. He suggested ’Ten 

Lashes with a Wet Carrot' for Lehmann-Haupt for misleading him and the 

review bore this title.
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However, in spite of some hostile reviews in powerful newspapers and 

periodicals, the overwhelming mass of critics was rhapsodic, echoing 

tne claim of Macmillan that Vlatership Down was a classic in the same 

league as Tolkien and Kenneth Grahame. Monica Dickens as guest 

reviewer in the Poston Even1 rig Globe on 27th March wrote, no doubt with 

a homesick feeling: ’The English countryside seen with the ground-level 

detail of a rabbit's eye ... This lovely, lovely novel will join those 

classics which preserve the simpler joys for us to escape to.'^®* The

Daily Pennsylvanian said, ’It is a stunning drama of depth and

vitality.' Newsweek: a remarkably sustained thrust of the

imagination ... I cannot imagine any sensible reader could come away 

from this novel unaffected and unchanged ... Adams provides us with a 

highly-textured ankle-high perspective on the English countryside'.^*®*

The Los Angeles Magazine in a lengthy, intelligently written and

enthusiastic review said, 'How can I induce you to read a long, finely 

written and intensely serious novel about rabbits ... an epic 

adventure tale, a veritable Lapine Aeneid, packed with political

allegory and social comment. ' (*̂ * The Los Angeles limes: ’a world

created with the sensory detail of Proust.’ In the Chicago Daily

News Miriam Perrone said: 'Great books are always magic - inexhaustible 

and powerful, Richard Adams's Watership Down is such a book.'*■*-**

Buffalo Evening News: 'How does he do it?' asked Charles A. Brady, and

answers his own question, ’By a Defoe-like exactitude of detail ... 

and it is at bottom, a story of r e s u r r e c t i o n . ’(22) In a syndicated

review, John Barkham on 12th March said, ’In its unique, offbeat genre,

Watership___ Down i s a great sustained picaresque adventure. Its

continuing success here is assured, ’ (2d* moreover the book was

infinitely superior to Jonathan Livingston Seagull, an automatic

comparison to t he previous year's bestseller, like the equally
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automatic comparisons with Tolkein and Grahams. Cosmopolitan magazine 

gushed: 'a marvel’,, ' d e l i c i o u s i t  was recommended by the Library 

Journal for young adults, "Intelligence + wit = a winner’ ̂ 5) an.j also 

by the School Library Journal, New York. The influential Horn

Book^7) called it an epic novel and praised its characterisation and 

creation of a rabbit mythology. From all over America, in ever 

widening circles from The New York Times Book Review in March of 1974 

to The Independent Florida Alligator on 6th February 1975, reviews and 

interview articles poured out, rivalling in adulation anything that 

English reviewers had said. Only here and there was there a discordant 

note, as in the Greensboro Daily News, where Charles Trueheart found 

the novel humourless and snobbish; 'the rabbits, instead of coming into 

their bushy-tailed own, are merely misshapen human androids': he

remarks that occasionally the author forgets that he is writing about 

rabbits, and instances an obiter dicta about Odysseus, 'Have we been 

deluding ourselves ail these centuries? Was Odysseus really a 

rabbit?'^®) But consistently, steadily, from all over America the 

reviews deserve the epithet 'rave', and people were urged to buy. Most 

reviewers stressed the compulsive readability of the novel. ’I 

experienced willing commitment to every page. I haven't had that 

feeling since I was ten and used to walk out of the library in St 

Louis, blinking in the sunlight, eyes still clinging to the glimpse of 

magic I'd discovered on a scarred oak shelf.'(29) '[Watership Down] is

a gracefully written, grandly conceived oda.ity ... Mr Adams is a 

superb story teller and nature* writer. ' ' ̂ 0) 'One reads on in these 

pages, not to find prophecy or wisdom, or xaoral (though all of these 

are surely present' but because the prose, the drama, the imaginative 

meld of the factual and the experiential will not allow us to 

stop. ' ' ; One critic, a Fred Waage, who reviewed the book as an
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ecological novel in a periodical published by Friends of the Earth 132) 

found himself ’irritably pulled from initial scorn,' through stages of

’literary response’ to ’real tears.'

To summarise critical reaction from such a flood of reviews is 

difficult. Perhaps two large advertisements inserted by Macmillan in

The New York Times might indicate more briefly the impact of the book

nationwide across America. Macmillan, naturally, chose phrases from 

various critics giving high praise, but they chose also according to 

the paper in which they appeared; in a country where there is such an 

avalanche of daily, weekly and monthly newsprint, they selected those 

which could be considered above all to be most popular, highly regarded 

and influential. The first advertisement was placed on 11th April 

1974 and it quoted short adulatory phrases from Newsweek, Business 

Week, The Denver Post, Los Angeles Times. New York Magazine, New York

Da.i1y News, Detroit _ F r e e _ Press, The Phi 1adelphia Sunday Bulletin,

Chicago Daily News, The Cleveland Plain Dealer, The New York Times Book 

Review , New York Sunday News, The Village Voice, San Francisco Sunday 

Examiner and Chronicle, The Providence Sunday Journal Leisure Weekly,

The New Yorker, Boston Evening Globe and the St Louis Post-Dispatch.

This is a list that neatly includes the popular, the highbrow, and the 

newspapers serving large metropolitan centres across America from East 

to West coasts. In their next advertisement on 8th July they repeated 

a smaller selection of these, but the message was plain. The novel 

had received critical acclaim from every journal that shaped public 

opinion in America.

A mass of joke headlines punning on the doings of rabbits and hares 

fixed the book in people’s minds: 'Hare today’ (̂ 3) ? 'Hare Krishna’( ̂  , 

'Rabbit Write?' Hops into Limelight * ̂ ̂  , 'Move Over hobbits: here corne
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the rabbits!'{36), 'The last hare-rah'(37) , 'Some not so cwasy 

wabbits'^k'. ’Rabbits Run'('^)f ’A Hare-Raising tale'^t), ‘Rabbits 

Redux'^l). It was impossible for the most careless reader not to 

connect the name Adams with rabbits. The American edition of Watership 

Down differed from the English publication in .its three page glossary 

of Lapine terms which made for rapid mastery of the rabbit vocabulary. 

Thus the Lapine language, which had been criticised by reviewers, came 

to be an outstanding identifying feature. It came to be the means by 

which one reader could communicate with another and share the 'secret' 

rabbit language. The Christian Science Monitor had noted the charm of 

' a shared secret ... even language. f Perhaps this entry into a new 

world is one of the essential ingredients of a bestseller. People 

developed a game of using the rabbit language to friends: 'Dear Lou-

roo, Frith in a hutch! But it was narn hearing from you - better than 

flayrah. Hrair thanks, ' I**)

Many critics employed Lapine in their reviews, often inaccurately, 

which again stamped this feature of the book on readers' minds: 'For 

Frith's sake ... go siif (sic) get in your hrududu before ni-frith so 

that you will h3ve Watership Down to read fu inl£ tonight.'^5 ' It 

would be wearisome to quote these at length, suffice it to say that 

'silflay', 'hrududu', ’elil’ and ’hraka’ are employed in many a review, 

and the author nailed as "Richard-roo Adams-rah.‘

Macmillan’s planned 'barnstorming' promotional campaign was an 

unexpected success. They discovered to their surprise that their 

author was totally unshy and articulate and took to the *bally-hoo’ of 

the publicity circus like a duck to water. Richard Adams arrived in 

the United States on 15th March to begin the round of 'shocking 

hucksterism' as he cheerfully called it: 'It’s been grand'. To the
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surprise and delight of all he met he was the epitome of the American 

idea of an Englishman, willingly posing for photographs, hailing a 

hackney on Fifth Avenue with a rolled umbrella, dressed in waistcoat, 

old school tie and bowler hat. Donna Standen, in The Philadelphia 

Evening Bulletin exclaimed with some justification about her delight at 

the creature, almost a fairy tale -_the American stereotyped figure of 

the Englishman:

he has the tongue of an Englishman, the look of 
an Englishman, and the attitudes of an Englishman. The 
crumpets and tea were missing, more’s the pity and you 
almost expect him to demand a pint of the [sic] best 
bi tter.

Sylvia Sachs of The Pittsburgh Press had noted: 'He is a delightful 

character out of ail the English novels you have read and all the 

English movies you have enjoyed ... he is in danger of becoming a cult 

figure. '(47) Although he looked so much the Englishman, his readiness 

to talk was untypical. This is recognised by Adams himself, ’I’m not 

reserved like so many of the English. I talk readily, freely and 

easily and because of this some regard me as strange. ’ Another

interviewer noted ’his charming, direct manner ... a kind of immediate 

friendliness some children exhibit.’ Another feature of the author 

was his consciousness of class and his position. His sense of ’being a 

man of letters * l- w a s  evident, and his position in English society. 

As a part of gentlemanly behaviour John F. Baker of Publishers Weekly 

noticed Adams was ’obsessively gallant to women’ at lunch at 

Macmillan’s executive dining room, ’The escorting publicity girl was 

swiftly disengaged of coat and all other impedimenta, doors were thrown 

open with ceremonial flourishes (the P. W. interviewer held at bay with 

a martial grip until the lady had safely passed through first) and 

chairs solicitously pulled out.’
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John F. Baker was also sharp enougi. to note the aggressive nature of 

the author, and his contradictory and unusual character. Given the 

subject matter of his novel an American reviewer was expecting

A gentle soul, rather misty-eyed about Nature, probably 
someone shy and retiring, for whom the bally hoo 
associated with bestsei lerdom on this side of the 
Atlantic would seem to be anathema. Nothing of the 
kind. He is in fact feisty, rather pugnacious, with a 
very keen sense of his own and his book’s value, 
extraordinarily talkative and utterly unsentimental - 
though at the same time subject to swift tears ...
Right from the start of the PW interview all these 
aspects of this remarkable personality were on view in 
dizzying rapid succession.-̂ 2)

Adams's open manner and readiness to talk to all comers made for a 

highly successful promotional campaign. He showed a facility for 

public speaking and for dealing patiently and cheerfully with the same 

repeated questions, {Why rabbits, Mr Adams?) and signed books with a 

w i i 1.

Macmillan could congratulate themselves on their Watership Down 

promotion. They had spent a lot of money, but their author had proved 

a winner and they stood to gain a great deal. The results of their 

campaign were swift and spectacular. On 7th March, Watership Down 

appeared in the New and Recommended section of the Bestseller list of

The New York Times. This was ten clear days before publication date.

Book Clubs represent a larger section of the bookbuying public in 

America than in Britain and Watership Down was selected by four clubs. 

The powerful Book of the Month Club, the largest club with a membership 

of over a million who represent the ’middle-class, middle-aged, mibdle- 

Aiaerica; the stodgy heart of the reading public’(53) chose the novel as 

.its leading title of two books, the Featured Alternative. It was also 

selected by Macmillan Book Clubs, Better Homes and Gardens and 

Psychology Book Club 3v 20th May Watership Down had topped the
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Bestseller List for six weeks and by 12th January 1975 it had been on 

the list for thirty-three weeks in all. It bad been given boosts by 

being advertised as vacation reading or 'beach book’ in the summer of 

1974, then at the end of the year it appeared again selected as a 

Christmas Book. If was chosen by Newsweek as one of the best books of 

the year . ' The New York Times Book Review chose it as one of the

’Seven Significant Books of 1974’ (̂ ; and it was on the list of 100 

Best Books compiled by the Philadelphia Enquirer.1̂ '1 It was reported 

to have sold a record 300,000 hardback copies during its first six 

weeks of American publication, a phenomenal figure.^®)

Macmillan's decision to make Watership Down its most heavily advertised 

and publicised book of the year, in conjunction with its intensive 

newspaper and magazine advertising campaign to use the author for a 

national promotional tour, was thoroughly vindicated. It seemed to 

justify the theory that publishers could make a book a bestseller if 

they pushed it hard enough. Lillian Friedman, the Vice President of 

the powerful Brentano's chain of book shops and in charge of book 

buying for the company’s thirty-one stores, looked back on Macmillan’s 

campaign in an article 'Making books on books', and stressed the 

importance of publishers' promotion campaigns, using Watership Down as 

an example. She stated emphatically:

It’s publishers who make books bestsellers. Macmillan 
did a brilliant job on Watership Down. This was a book 
on rabbits, which is not normally a subject that leads 
to bestsellers. But. the ads. said instantly ’This is a 
classic, something your children will love,' • ̂ ^

Peter Mayer's record bid of 800,000 dollars for the paperback rights 

also seemed to be vindicated. It was reported that a staggering five 

million print-run of the paperback of Watership Down was planned which 

ci ed by the Macmillan campaign.
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The news of the American publishing success rebounded back to influence 

sales in Britain, It was decided to publish Watership Down in the 

adult list in Penguin. It would then r e a c h  Doth the adult and 

children's markets. In its first year, 1973. the Puffin paperback sold

86.000 copies. In 1974, following the phenomenal American sales, 

English sales rose to 528,000 copies.-61)

The American publication of Watership Down illustrated two major

differences between the American and English book markets. Firstly, 

American publishers saw the novel as a product to be sold aggressively. 

The publication of the novel in England could not have been more 

different. It appeared in a small edition, from a small publisher 

with no promotional campaign. It was a critical success and satisfied 

readers spread the book's reputation by word of mouth. It sold better 

in Puffin, whose larger marketing organisation ensured good sales. But 

sales of ’blockbuster' proportions only came about after the aggressive 

selling techniques of Macmillan. These included a lavish advertising 

budget, a display of 'in-house' enthusiasm, and a publicised paperback 

auction which resulted in a record price. Advance reviews were 

stimulated, encouraging a competition between reviewers and the 

flouting of the publication date. Watership Down was a product given 

the boost of a powerful and efficient selling machine. No English 

publishers in 1972 thought of 'selling' in this style.

Secondly, the commercialism of American publication arose from the 

difference in sheer size between the two markets To appear on

British bestselling lists a book may have achieved a sale of 20,000 in 

hardcover. Watership Down did phenomenally well in 1973 to sell 40,000 

copies in Puffin in a month and a half-^2) whereas reported sales of

300.000 hardcover and ol a five million printing in paperback were
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reoorted for America. It is possible for a popular book to achieve 

huge sales in America, with its enormous market. Even so, these were 

phenomenal figures. Since the financial rewards are so high in 

America, the pressure to discover ana promote potential bestsellers is 

more intense. With the advantage of American-*style promotion Watership 

Down transcended its bestseller' status and leapt from 'supersei.ler’ to 

’blockbuster'; it became a number one international bestseller, a book 

that had made a million dollars.
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PART TWO 

INTRODUCTION

The commercial success of Watership Down may in part be due to a 

combination of the fortuitous nature of the timing of its publication 

and the effective advertising and marketing in America, but its initial 

appeal to critics and readers in the Puffin edition, its world-wide 

blockbusting sales in many translations, and the continuing level of 

s a l e s s u g g e s t  that one must look for explanations other than timing 

and good publicity. The novel must possess some universal attraction 

that crosses not only geographical divides but also those of generation 

and culture. The permissive society of the sixties, with .its heady 

sense of liberation at the apparent removal of class and age barriers 

and new sexual freedom, inspired excitement and fear at the same time. 

The intense longing for, and yet fear of, freedom is a universal 

constant.

If we take * freedom’ to mean first and foremost the 
responsibility of each individual to shape personal, 
occupational and social existence in a rational way, 
then it can be said that there is no greater fear than 
the creation of general f r e e d o m , ^ )

Freedom has its drawbacks; it entails the exercise of choice, the 

responsibility for decision-making, and the calculation of one's own 

personal boundaries of behaviour in relation to others. Personal 

safety may be at risk. This may depend on the mastery of others; 

ultimately it relies on laws that govern the behaviour of society so 

that property and the person are secure. These laws may restrict the 

freedom of individuals, but any slackening of these controls, whether 

moral or social, inspires insecurity and fear of chaos.
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It is this fear that the narrative ttf Watership Down addresses. its 

universal appeal is to the child that still lives in all of us* that 

emerges in times of danger, the frightened child who seeks the security 

provided by the past, bv regulation and control. This, and the 

following chapters, trace the importance of the ingredient of control 

and the security it provides. This is demonstrated firstly by an 

examination of the systems of regulation in several societies, with an 

emphasis on the mastery of others to achieve personal security. The 

balance between control and personal liberty is explored, also the 

problems of leadership and submission. Secondly, there is a 

consideration of the ways in which this theme is presented. Since a 

view of the world is inseparable from the way in which it is conceived 

and described, it is not surprising that the call for a previous secure 

state should be couched in the literary forms of the past. Since the 

novel is overwhelmingly an appeal to tradition, it is an amalgam of the 

most ancient narrative forms: epic, fable, pastoral and myth. The use 

of classical models reminds us of the simplicities of the heroic code; 

the choice of rabbit protagonists suggests the earth as burrow and 

refuge and makes available the resources of animal fable, alerting the 

reader to an encoded theme (again one of the earliest forms of 

narrative); the. emphasis on the Berkshire setting calls up the ancient 

literary form of pastoral, traditionally associated with conservatism, 

backed, as it is, by the stability of land; and lastly the mythic 

element in the novel is the most primitive of story forms. It embodies 

the collective unconscious, which voices archetypal themes relating to 

the security of the psyche and expresses the ultimate safeguard of 

ourselves, even beyond the grave - our own generative capacity.



FOOTNOTES

PART TWO: INTRODUCTION

1. Between 1980 and 1.984 sales of Watership Down, U.S.. U.K. and 
foreign, totalled 947,244 copies. The highest foreign sales were 
in Germany, 226,958, followed by Japan, 131,874 (published in two 
volumes} and Italy, 82,839 copies. Jacqueline Korn, letter 22nd 
October 1984.

In this context Adams has said: '"Tom Maschler [of the 
publishing house of Jonathan Gape] said to me that it was safe to 
say - although it could not be proved - that Watership Down sold 
more copies than any new book published this century." How many? 
"Off the clock. Nobody knows. It's been translated into twenty 
languages. I don't know." ’ Frank Delaney, ’What shall we do 
about Richard Adams?', Mail on Sunday, You Magazine. 26th August 
1985, p.20.

2. Wilhelm Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism, translated by 
Vincent R. Carfagno (London, 1975), p.337.
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CHAPTER FOURi.AUTHORITY

SECTION I: THE PATTERNS OF CONTROL IN COMMUNITIES

Adams's autobiography provides a vital key to an understanding of his 

conception of authority and its links with security. Schooldays at 

Bracf ield and army service were designed to foster attitudes of 

conformity within a highly developed svstem of regulations. The 

network of rules and obligations were irksome but provided comforting 

boundaries to behaviour. An equation was made between security and 

regulation. The ’square bashing’ at Aldershot was seen as ’a holiday, 

... physical obedience ... was all that was required.’d 1 When first 

posted to the First Airborne Division he looks forward to the prospect 

of the firm discipline of a crack corps, expecting it to be ’a prep and 

a support’. H e  is mistaken, as the Hazel/Gifford Commanding 

Officer exerts an unobtrusive brand of leadership. Adams’s army 

reminiscences demonstrate a continuing preoccupation with the qualities 

that make for command and subordination; how much discipline he, Adams, 

might exert. Not as much as was expected at Bradfield: ’Later, as a

young officer in 1941, with Hitler at the gates and all on the hazard, 

1 had to learn that British Other Ranks were not going to stand for the 

sort of discipline which had been the order of the day at 

Bracifieid.: Example seemed to work: being the first for injections,

the first up in the morning and working harder than anyone else. 

Security was conferred by routine, knowing one’s place in the pecking 

order; responding to commands, giving them; inspecting and being 

inspected. Safety was also afforded by esprit de corps and male 

comradeship. Like starlings 'you ... felt yourself to be a particle of 

the group. ’ ̂  Adams became one of a group of four officers and felt 

’more secure and more equal to the unforeseeable hazards of our 

impending journey on account of the four-square team we’d forraed, ’ *• ̂
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This group proved a strength against aggression and gave an enjoyable 

sense of comradeship which gave him 'almost ... the best time I ever 

had in the army.' ̂  This security of the group, of being stronger 

than one alone, survives in the portrayal of the four leading 

characters in the novel. The idea of a disciplined wandering band with 

a continuing contest for leadership within the the comradely group 

underlies Watership Down.

The novel is a fantasy about authority and the principle of order in 

communities. The foundation of order is the concept of leadership. 

From this the chain of hierarchy, systems of deference and the 

trappings of power flew as a natural consequence. The overt theme of 

leadership was recognised and acknowledged by the author when it was 

identified by the first reader of the holograph, a colleague at the 

Department of Environment, Hal Summers.  ̂^  Adams had not realised 

until then that this theme had unconsciously emerged, but accepted the 

remark as just and has continually referred since to leadership as its 

theme. 'It's really about leadership though someone had to point this 

out before I realised it. J wrote it intuitively.1^  Leadership 

implies elitism rather than equality, competition, the elimination of 

rivals, and the struggle for, and maintenance of, power. There are 

perhaps less palatable phrases for this. Hazel's band of rabbits 

represents a band of aristocrats or an officer class, who accept as a 

natural principle that there must be a commander and the narrative 

shows the process bv which this is achieved.

Adams is conscious of several streams of political theory: no one could 

pass through the history course at one of the older Universities ^  

without gaining a more than superficial knowledge of this subject. He 

never refers directly to any of the major texts or authors, but is
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clearly contrasting several patterns of government in his treatment of 

the different warrens. The 'approved warren* is that of Hazel which

demonstrates the tradition of English High Tory, derived from such 

writers as Burke. This tradition places the highest value on continuity 

and organic growth in the community. Leaders emerge, but they do so by 

promotion within the hierarchy. Adam’s rabbits appear to be a 

committee in constant session, where he tries to depict the leader as 

emerging gradually. He is conscious that leadership is to be earned 

and then repeatedly justified. The idea that there must be a leader 

and an inevitable hierarchy is unquestioned. It is accepted as 

commonsense, as natural as breathing, invisible and inescapable. It is 

achieved bv consent of the ruled.

Hazel’s warren constitutes a hegemony, a form of accepted domination 

towards which the tradition, social forms and cultural climate so 

carefully described or invented by the author naturally tend. Antonio 

Gramsci recognised that the idea of hegemonv assumes that a ruler or 

ruling class can only exist with the co-operation of the subordinate 

class, and that the ways of thinking of the dominant group are accepted 

as natural, invisibly present in the community in which they operate.

The structures of hegemony are accepted tacitly by entire societies:

... hegemony ... is truly total in society ... which is 
lived at such depth, which saturates the society to 
such an extent, and which as Gramsci put it, even 
constitutes the limit of commonsense for most people 
under its sway, that it corresponds to the reality of 
social experience ... if ideology were merely tne 
result of specific manipulation, or a kind of overt 
training, which might be simply ended or withdrawn, 
then the society would be very much easier to move and 
to change than in practice it ever has been or is. 
This notion of hegemony as deeply saturating the 
consciousness of society seems to be fundamental. And 
hegemony has the advantages of other notions of 
totality, that it at the same time emphasises the facts 
of domination.1°'
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The conscious theme of Watership Down is leadership and the emergence 

of Hazel as 'natural leader'. This is not done explicitly as in the 

first handwritten draft where Hazel nakedly schemes for power, but 

evolving, organically as a response to a series of events. That there 

must be order, a chief, is accepted on all sides. The discovery that 

Cowslip’s warren has no leader is staggering and this state presented 

as unnatural and extraordinary. Hazel is thrown by the fact that there 

is no Chief Rabbit, no head of state or figurehead with whom to liaise, 

which undermines the ceremonial and deference due to him as a visiting 

Chief Rabbit. There also is no one to issue orders about silflay - the 

soe.iaL fabric, one feels must crumble. But who decides about elil? 

And digging and sending out scouting parties and so on?'' In this 

context Adams has said ’If we are going to live together in a society

and have ail the privileges chat go with that, people will have to

forgo a certain amount of personal liberty. You can put this brutally 

really - that society will only hold together if the majority of people 

are prepared to do as they are toid.’^^)

This is the difficulty Adams faces in his depiction of a ’democratic' 

society. To maintain order the majoritv must do as they are told. 

This brutal truth cannot be stated but remains as the 'political

unconscious' of the novel. The mask of democracy is presented overtly 

in the narrative, but its covert thrust is towards individual power by 

will and/or force. Hazel's rise to the position of Chief Rabbit within 

nis group is not organic, nor accidental, nor entirely a matter of

democracy and common consent.

Macherey has said of the political dimensions of writing: ’The work has 

i'.s margins, an area of incompleteness from which we can observe its 

birth and its production.’ f It is fortunate that the first written



draft survives and the task oi ’tearing off the mask' (14) from the 

final published version is made much easier. We see the political

real!tv before the mask is in place.

In the holograph, before Adams responded to Summers’s advice to make 

Hazel's progress to leadership gradual ana by consensus. Hazel’s plans 

to lead are conscious and deliberate. 'If we get away from the warren, 

I’m not going to let Bigwig run everything, or whv bother to go?' 

remains in the published version as an expression of Hazel's reluctance 

to accept Bigwig as leader. The original written version goes

much further. A cancelled passage included the phrase, 'I mean to be 

in control', thought Hazel, 'I'm not going to be ordered about by 

Bigwig'. {*6) This does not fit the novelist's aim of showing Hazel 

developing with experience, tested by subsequent events and honed into 

leadership. It also does not fit with the idea of consensus, but is a 

self-conscious imposition of power. This seems one of the strains and 

'holes’ in the text, where the reader glimpses the underlying ideology 

of power as something to be seized, rather than granted to a liberal, 

easy going commander. 'I mean to control', exposes Hazel’s real 

intention, but it cannot be overtly stated if his 'gentle', liberal 

character is to be maintained. There is a suppression or 'split' 

between the overt democrat, and the covert dictator.

The conscious thrust of the text is towards a 'natural' leader, but the 

suppressed passages advocate strategies bv which power is gained and 

maintained. One such is, 'Hazel was about to congratulate Blackberry 

on bringing so many rabbits when he remembered once again that if he 

wanted to remain the leader he must keep his detachment.’(1 f ) This 

’detachment’ is again a contradiction of the democratic leader close to 

his followers and 'one of them’; it is rather the Platonic ideal of a
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leaaer who manages others in isolation. These contradictions seem to 

illustrate Pierre Maeherey's contention that when we find 'a sort of 

splitting in [any] work', this division is its unconscious.’^®^ 

Catherine Belsev explains this further. What a text is unable to say, 

constitutes ’the evidence of its reverse side, a contrary project 

threatening and undermining the conscious project.* Adams is

apparently advancing the democratic ethos, but another, more distant- 

despotic image of leadership is seen in holograph and survives 

intermittently in the published text. Adams has claimed several times 

that the model for Hazel was his war-time commander, John Gifford, an 

unassuming man who appeared to rule bv consent rather than enforcement 

or dominance of personality. (20) However, an army officer is part of a 

traditional hierarchy where status and deference are automatically 

accorded to rank. Adams’s problem is to show how Hazel can be made 

primus inter pares, and still be a ’nice chap’ without explicit cunning 

and manoeuvring. He achieves this by omitting some of these stages 

that exist in holograph. Here Hazel is seen as nakedly ambitious for 

power, calculating his chances, and consciously working at his 

powerbase relative to the physically strong Bigwig and intelligent 

Blackberry.(21) ir, typescript Blackberry disappears as one potential 

leader too many and the narrative concerns itself with the straight 

battle between Bigwig and Hazel. An entire chapter ’Down tne Fields’ 

is excised, which refers to Blackberry's leadership qualities in 

precipitating the departure from the warren by attacking Captain Holly 

and the guards,

Blackberry had really committed the whole party to 
leaving the warren; only Bigwig and Silver had been 
arrested, but he himself had attacked two members of 
the guard. ... once he had done this the only
course was flight. Rabbits do not imprison offenders.
There is only one punishment in a warren - death.
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It is Blackberry, too, who points out some of the more unworthy reasons 

for moving out, ’the chance of honour and advancement in a new 

warren.’1 1 This posits another motivation for leaving apart from

Fiver's vision, and one that will have an increasing attraction as the 

danger is left behind. Leadership is not a moral crusade, it is about 

winning and getting your own wav. The holograph reveals this naively, 

but it survives as an undertow in the final text and is continually 

either implicitly or explicitly posing a conflicting set of ideas. At 

the beginning of the chapter 'Hard Going’, Blackberry asks the all- 

important question, ’Who is Chief Rabbit, Hazel or Bigwig?' and Hazel 

replies in holograph 'I’m the Chief Rabbit and I know what I mean to 

do. But it's difficult to order Bigwig about ... . He's the strongest 

and he’s a trained Owsla officer ...’^4) Hazel's title is

acknowledged with the title 'Hazel-rah' by other rabbits, but not 

recognised by Bigwig until the climax of the novel when his 

acknowledgement gains force from Che delay. Hazel's leadership is 

demonstrably just when he shows courage in leading his comrades across 

the common, organising the Nuthanger expedition and in crossing the 

Enborne. He also shows initiative and opportunism in befriending the 

mouse and the seagull, believing they might be of some use. Perhaps 

the most imaginative feat of leadership is to go alone to Woundwort to 

suggest a federation of warrens. These undoubtedly ’heroic* qualities 

sit oddly with his conscious pleasure at being the accepted leader, 

although this is expressed overtly in holograph; 'I can’t help feeiing 

pleased and proud that they all look up to me' ■ and ’He looked round 

at their happy admiring e y e s . ' [/0)

This self satisfaction still emerges though more indirectly in the 

published text, which shows Hazel’s sensitivity to status and his 

conscious attempt to advance or enhance his reputation. His excursion
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to Nuthanger Farm is deliberately undertaken to show the others that 

'the Chief Rabbit was up to anything that they were up t o . ’^7) 'They1 

are the rabbits who have undertaken the dangerous mission to Efrafa for 

does and Hazel has not gone because of the eminence of his position as 

leader. It is accepted by all that he must not be risked 'You're 

needed here.' Hazel too recognises his own importance, he ‘had known 

already that they would not let him lead the embassy. Tt was a 

disappointment, but nevertheless he felt that tbev were right. The 

other warren would have little opinion of a Chief Rabbit who ran his 

own errands.’ Nor would Bluebell go since ’one funny joke at the 

expense of the Chief Rabbit might ruin e v e r y t h i n g . ’f28) seen,

correctly, as the means of deflating authority and therefore not to be 

risked. Hazel's awareness of his own importance and consequent 

necessary insulation from danger is an element contradictory to the 

heroic code and the courage a ieader should show, A leader should 

lead. In entering Cowslip's warren, out of haste and curiosity, he 

finds himself going first 'without making any decailed arrangements 

about the order in which they would go down'^'^; he places an easily 

spared rabbit, Pipkin, to protect his back. The authority of a Chief 

Rabbit is emphasised and must be maintained at all costs, 'if he loses 

it he won’t get it back in a hurry.’(30) When Woundwort is thwarted on 

the river bank, part of his authority floated away with the punt. He 

was left bewildered, ’tharn'^1' on the bank and therefore lost, face 

before his followers. The necessity to keep up the appearance of 

authority and to have the position of ieader constantly confirmed is a 

feature of the novel. Acorn tells Hazel he has wonderful 

judgement,' -21 and Hazel's pleasure is heightened because this is 

overheard by Strawberry. He even carried carrots, an unnatural act for 

a rabbit, in order to ’keep up his position as the resourceful leader 

of the newcomers.'^-'
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The theme of leadership leads to an examination of the patterns of

control in communities. The 'ideal' society is represented by 

Hazel’s wandering band and the qualities of a good community are first

established by negatives. It is contrasted with four types of society, 

eacn unsatisfactory in different ways.

The first dystopia to come under scrutiny is the Sandleford warren. 

This has a three tiered power structure. The lowest rank or working 

class is that of outsk.irter: ’ ... that is, the rank-and-file or

ordinary rabbits in their first year, who, lacking either aristocratic 

parentage or unusual size and strength, get sat on by their elders and 

live as best they can - often in the open - on the edge of the 

warren. ̂ ■ Adams is careful to subordinate the young in his fable 

whenever he can. Age and size are the degrees by which characters can 

rise. This relates to the dominant behaviour of real rabbits who must 

fight for territory and supremacy, but the use of terms like ’ rank-and- 

tile', ’ordinary’, ’aristocratic parentage* and 'sat upon by their 

elders', demonstrates an hierarchy that is a bierid of public school, 

army and an ancien regime that, consorts oddly with the animal world 

Hazel, we understand, has the stamp of a natural leader although an 

outskirter. He is marked for power; 'he had not the harassed look of 

most', and 'he looked as though he knew how to take care of himself. 

There was a shrewd buoyant air about him ... .*(35)

The next rung ir. the hierarchy is the Owsla, a prefect or officer 

class. These again qualify on grounds of age, strength, intelligence 

or some particular merit. The Sandleford warren is van ageist 

meritocracy, with strict rules. Cowslips are the privileged food ot 

the Owsla, and Fiver has to surrender his to Toadflax, who threatens

him like a bullying prefect: ’Cowslips are for Owsla - don't you know
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that? If you don't we can easily teach you.' Hazel resents this

control through physical threat - 'These are ray claws, so this is ray

cowslip' , 'these are my teeth, so this is my b u r r o w . ’1^ )  These

privileges related to age and skill, cowslips for Owsia and lettuce for

the Threarah, the Chief Rabbit of Sandleford, are echoes of the 

privilege system operating at Bradfieid. Adams's public school. He 

reports:

The place was run on a system of privileges which 
covered almost everv activity except for walking frora A 
to B in a straight line. The privileges were related 
to two things - the length of time you had been at the 
school, and whether you were a half-blood or a full- 
blood (i.e. colours for games, football, cricket, 
boxing . . .) . ̂ 7)

The Chief Rabbit of the Sandleford Warren, The Threarah, had ’won his 

position’, not only by strength but levei-headedness in crisis.{38) 

His merit awards him the leadership, and he is secure in his authority. 

He is treated with deference, addressed as ’Sir* and is socially 

distant, treating Hazel and Fiver with patronising, detached 

kindliness, so distant that he greets Hazel as Walnut. The warren is 

held together by privilege, nepotism, (Silver is promoted because he is 

a nephew of the Threarah), and the power of the Owsla to punish. The 

Threarah is in command because he always has been. He is aging, deaf - 

both physically and metaphorically and cannot respond to Fiver's 

vision. He reacts paternalistically, giving the soothing phrases of 

all uncomprehending governments to prophesied disaster: ’I shall think 

it over most carefully(39) Outskirters in his warren have a thin 

time, they are bullied, short of food and are an under-class easily 

recruited by Hazel to escape.
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The second dystopia is Cows]ip's warren, the Honeycomb, the first 

society to be met with by the journeying rabbits. It is here that the 

Sixties cult of youth appears to be specifically attacked. Adams’s 

description demonstrates the counter-culture in a warren who do not 

work because they have no need to hunt for food nor fight off enemies. 

They have ’dropped out’. The farmer leaves out ’flavrah' for them 

(princely food), luxury food for rabbits, lettuce and carrots, and 

shoots their enemies. They are classless and non-hierarchical, making 

their own decisions individually with no one giving orders, as in a 

commune. Cowslip has great size ana a detached manner vet he is not 

rhe chief. Strawberry is not even interested in Hazel's explanation of 

hie status. They have abandoned religion and show contempt for the old 

folk tales that transmitted it. 'Our stories and poems are mostly 

about our own lives here. ' -^) They make shapes on the wall of an old 

well, a picture of Sl-ahrairah made up of stones. Art has become 

abstract.

This is not seen as an artistic advance by our heroes, but as strange 

and unnatural for rabbirs. Hazel finds it incomprehensible. Similarly 

strange is that these rabbits smile, laugh and seem incapable of 

fighting. They are totally non-aggressive. In an attempt to inject 

some healthy competition into these laid-back flower children, dabbling 

in modern art, Hazel sets up a story-telling competition, but the 

strange rabbits' offering is a decadent world-weary poem rather than a 

robust tale of valour or rabbit cunning. Worst of all, Is the rabbit 

poet, Silverweed, an apt name for ’a mere youngster. In the Sandleford 

warren no rabbit of his age would be asked to tell a story, except 

perhaps to a few friends alone.' {41) Cowslip’s warren illustrates 

many of the new movements of the 1960's which brought new words to the 

language: 'counter-culture', ’alternative life-style', 'commune',
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' drop-out', 'do-your - own-thi rig', 'consumerism’, ’unstructured . 'There

were new icons, new legends, new heroes, new rituals and 

f e s t i v a l s I t  could also be held to represent the benefit, or

welfare society, living off the fat of the state. Certainly Adams

felt, along with people of his generation, estranged from now powerful 

youth, who were traditionally an inferior social class, excluded from 

responsible status in the central institutions of society 'segregated,

belittled and enfeebled’ legally and financially before 1 9 6 1 , but 

who now were prosperous and 'free', although without traditional

culture and morality. They were larger and healthier than previous

generations, thanks to better nutrition, just as Cowslip’s rabbits were 

fatter and sleeker. The Honeycomb rabbits are a living larder for the 

fanner. They have sacrificed free will for food but have the 

appearance of freedom. The hutch rabbits of Nuthanger Farm function as 

an immediate source for does but also illustrate the extreme of 

dependence, caged and fed as they are by humans. They enioy total

security, the quest for which is the major underlying theme of the 

novel, but without the excitement and danger of the wild they lack the 

capacity for decision making and, consequently, the joy of living.

The third community to be examined, the Efrafan warren, is in sharp 

contrast, a celebration of order a“nd discipline. It is a railitary- 

style warren run by General Woundwort, who has strengthened control by 

creating an extra layer in the hierarchy called the Owslafa, an inner 

Ccuncil of rabbits with special responsibilities. As was well 

understood by the Jesuits and the Roman Army, discipline is a product

of rank and the privileges that go with it. The resultant four-fold

hierarchy, with attendant privileges, meant that 'the aim of every 

rabbit is to get into the Owsla because of the privileges and the one 

aim of everyone in the Owsla is to get into the Council. The Council
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have the best of everything. ’ (4a ) In Efrafa, Adams has reproduced the

public school system more closely than in the Threarah's warren, where

the privilege system finds an echo. Adam's public school experience at 

Bradfield College between 1933 and 1938 underlies his description of 

Efrafa. It had. he says 'a regime which I am afraid I can only 

describe as Fascist,’ and which was run on a complicated and 

extensive system of privileges and punishments for their non-

observance.

Bradfield, is, in effect, Efrafa. The addition of the Owsiafa to make

a fourth rung in the Efrafan order not only intensifies the privilege 

system but corresponds to the hierarchical structure of a school. The 

Headmaster, like a General, is a dictator wielding total power. 

Beneath him in the power structure are the schoolmasters or Owsiafa, 

next the prefects corresponding to the Owsla. At the bottom of the 

heap are the schoolboys, equalling rank-and-file rabbits, who receive 

punishment and 3re beaten for trivial reasons, imprisoned as in a 

boarding school and disciplined for running awav.

'Discipline is a political anatomy of detail' as Michel Foucault has 

observed in his study of the mechanisms of control in Discipline and 

Punish.(461 Ali the essential techniques noted by Foucault are 

demonstrated in Efrafa. Firstly, there must be enclosure. The 

Efrafans are imprisoned. Woundwort would allow no rabbit to leave, and 

hunted down and forced to return any who did. 'It is a place where the 

holes are hidden and the Owsla have every rabbit in place under 

o r d e r s {47) Qnly a certain number of rabbits can appear above ground 

at any one time, and all signs of rabbit life are concealed. Even 

defecation is tightly controlled. No hraka must be passed except in 

special ditches where it is buried. Secondly, there must be
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partitioning of the rabbits to faci ljtate their control. They are 

divided into separate Marks, each of which has a captain in charge, and 

each captain has his own officers and sentries.

The runs and burrows of eacn Mark are not connected underground on the 

advice of old Snowdrop, deaf but old and experienced. The separation 

will ensure that disease or poison would not spread, but more 

importantly, ’Conspiracy would also spread less readily.'(48) 

Although infection from myxomatosis is a real threat, th£ opportunity 

for division is a powerful method of control. Foucault notes the same 

opportunity given oy the plague, quoting military archives of Vincennes 

where each family is isolated, 'First, a strict spatial partitioning; 

the closing of the town and its outlying districts, a prohibition to 

leave [sic] the town on pain of death; ... the division of the town 

into distinct quarters, each governed by an intendant.’ Each 

inhabitant is fixed in his place, ’segmented, immobile, frozen in 

space.’< 49)

A third method of control is the organisation and timing of activity. 

Each Mark has strictly controlled feeding times, which are changed 

regularly to give a snare of morning and evening silflay. Similarly a 

timetable is established for when and where hraka could be passed. 

Rhythms are established which change the rabbits. ’Most of them can’t 

do anything but what they’re told. They've never been out of Efrafa 

and never smelt an enemy’. * '

A fourth mechanism, total surveillance, is achieved by sentries always 

on guard at every hole, and the formation of the Wide Patrol which 

keeps strangers awav and rabbits in. As Woundwort’s system of 

repression was perfected he increased these patrols to Ujo or three at 

a time. The General himself would watch: 'A patrol leader, more than
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a mile from Efrafa, limping up a hedgerow in the rain, would come upon 

the General, squatting like a hare under a tussock of darnel, and find 

himself required then and there to report what he was doing or why he

was off his route.’ (51)

The concept of ’the watching eve' as all important to control, is

thoroughly understood by Woundwort. He chooses the ground for the 

Efrafan warren at a crossroads called the Crixa in order to command a 

four-way perspective. While the burrows are being dug on this four-wav 

pattern ’Woundwort watched over this with a tireless z e a l . ’(52) 

Instinctively Woundwort and the author have seized on a primary method 

of control, observation. No rabbit may leave without being seen by 

Woundwort or his representatives, the sentries, at the exits to the 

burrows. When Bigwig plans his escape from Efrafa he finds himself 

initially frustrated by the presence of Woundwort, like a spider at the 

centre of a web, sitting in the middle of the Crixa or crossroads:

He, (Woundwort) sat secure at the junction of all
paths, seeing clearly down each while he, Bigwig, 
ludicrous in his efforts to measure up to him as an 
enemy, clambered clumsily and ignorantly up through the
undergrowth, betraying himself with every movement.
(53)

Woundwort has set up, in his own body and through the sentries, an 

apparatus like Bentham’s Panopticon(54) a central tower from which 

everything may be observed and therefore controlled. This image of a 

building commanding a surrounding area is used as the epigraph to the 

Chapter 32, ’General Woundwort..’ The strong will of a commander is

compared to an obelisk ’towards which the principal streets of a town 

converge.' This all-seeing giant figure, towering in the centre and 

overlooking ail is conjured up in Bigwig’s dream 'And over all, as big 

as a horse in a field, aware of all that passed from one end of the
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world to the other, brooded the gigantic figure of General 

W o u n d w o r t (55) This dream becomes reality when Bigwig ciouc'hes 

blocking the trench in the final battle, and sees the dark shape of the 

General outlined above him, bloody and inescapable as in his dreams. 

Woundwort is the embodiment of authority in the novel. His power lies 

primarily in his size and ali-seeing abilities, like an image of all 

father authority invested with the supernatural ability of a Cod.

Woundwort's warren shows the discir>linary form at its most extreme, the 

model in which are concentrated all the coercive technologies of

behaviour. The most powerful deterrent to indiscipline is severe 

punishment, and the General relies ultimately on this for his 

authority. If hraka is not buried 'the General will stuff your tail 

down your throat ... . What I do is to set three or four of them to

dig a new trough in the ditch every day, as a punishment. You can

nearly aiways find someone to punish if you try hard enough.’(56) 

Multilation, death and imprisonment are the severest punishments. The 

bodies of the rabbits are marked both as discipline and punishment.

The rabbits are gashed or cut appropriate to the Mark to which they 

belong, Neck Mark, Right Flank Mark, Right Fore Mark and so on. Bigwig 

has a Mark gash inflicted on his left haunch. The wretched Blackavar 

has his ears ripped for attempting to escape. This is witnessed by the 

embassy - not only is this a punishment, but it also leaves the victim 

scarred, marked with his infamy. Blackavar has also to recite his 

crime to every Mark every day, make the 'amende honourable' as the

condemned man did at the doors of churches in past times, It is a

public punishment, made manifest and endlessly repeated. 'He tried to 

run away. Campion caught him and brought him back and the Council

ripped up his ears and said he had to be shown at every morning and

evening silflav, as an example to the others', explains one of the



Ouslaia, the inner Council of the 0w3la. This treatment marks the body 

ana the mind of Blackavar, he has to tell everybody who asks, like the 

Ancient Mariner, 'Every Mark should see how T have been punished as X 

deserve for my treachery in trying to leave the warren, '

This total submission of Blackavar’s will after pnysical and mental 

ill-treatment reminds one of totalitarian 'show trials' after 

'brainwashing’. Physical punishment is seen by Adams as a major 

factor, which, along with being continually watched over, contributes 

to the creation of Efrafa in Watership Down, and gives the author an 

exaggerated respect for order and authority. The beatings he endured 

at Bradfield remain fresh and painful memories. ’It is the literal 

truth that I have never known pain so severe as the beatings T received 

at school.'(^8)

Adam’s resentment ol the severe discipline meted out at Bradfield is 

evidenced by his detailed remembrance of it. The Efrafan section of 

the novel was the most easily written. 'It wrote itself’, he has 

said. f * Evidently Long-buried resentment was unleashed and burst out 

after long repression to reproduce the atmosphere of vigilance and 

opressior that marks the Efrafan community. Adams has referred to the 

effects of severe discipline in interview:

I learned to plav the discipline game, so its very 
difficult for me to substitute in my mind another
sort of mental furniture for that which was so
carefully put in. But on the other hand it left
me with a lot of resentment. Strict discipline I 
think tenas to leave life-long resentment in the 
m i nd. 1 60 ̂

This comment describes the complex effect of such discipline: we love 

’the mental furniture' and it cannot be eliminated. There are 

contradictory pulls between anger and acceptance. Alice Miller says:
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'We love with horror and hate with an inexplicable love, whatever caused 

us our greatest pain and difficulty.'(“1'

If she is correct in her assumptions that cruelty, whether mental, 

physical or both, is the norm in conventional child-rearing, 'a

universal psychological phenomenon,’(62) then this could be one of the

reasons for the popularity of Watership Down. It is possible that in

reading the novel, many people discovered within themselves the child 

they once were. Childhood fears of an all-powerful watching eye and 

the possibility of punishment would come to the surface again on 

reading the Efrafan section and could partly explain the unusually 

strong reactions to the book which helped to launch it into bestseller 

status. Readers found compulsive elements which helped them to re-

experience repressed and forgotten fears and act out their own unlived 

anger. The child who has been intimidated by strict discipline learns 

that obedience is the prudent course. Adams has remarked of his 

schooldays that he found: 'it's safest to obey; it's safest, to do what

you’re told; it’s safest to take no offence and not to answer back;

hority and take no chances.'(62' 

author’s equation of security with authority is further made clear in a 

footnote in the autograph manuscript where the name of 

Woundwort's warren ’Efrafa’ is translated as 'safety' and 'stillness' 

[see Appendix 1].
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CHAPTER FOUR:

SECTION II: KNOWLEDGE AND CONTROL

The Watership Down rabbits, both in their journeying and when settled 

in a community, have 3 clearly hiei nal structure. They have a

leader and a well-defined class system with discipline, deference and 

established rules of protocol. Sensitivity to status, a necessary 

ingredient in a firmly hierarchical society, is verv marked in the 

novel. The author reveals unequivocally his 'attitude towards status 

and its effect upon motivation and the sense of one's identity.'^^ 

Class is of peculiar importance t.o_Adams. He has always possessed a 

keen sense of the British class system and his precise position in it. 

The cult of classlessness which grew up in the 1960's did not appeal to 

him. Famous photographers and film stars boasted of working class 

backgrounds and it seemed at the time that the class structure of 

Britain was breaking up. He quotes in criticism of this apparent move:

Take but degree away, untune that, string

And, hark what discord follows.

He has many times described himself as upper middle class, an English 

gentleman by his birth, and by his education at Bradfield and Worcester 

College, Oxford. 'I'm certainly an old-fashioned member of the 

English upper middle-class. With this strong sensitivity to the

class system, Adams must trace an obvious hierarchy in his warrens. 

The classes in the warrens are seen as in English society, upper, 

middle and working; the leader, his officers, and ordinary rabbits. 

They rise by age, size, skill or 'aristocratic parentage’. However 

when Hazel's band leave Sandleford, all become translated into the 

officer class, even the puny Fiver and Pipkin. Another series of class 

divisions is then erected, stratified by accent or dialect. Hazel's
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grcup of rabbits which he comes to lead are white, middie-class and 

English. They are a privileged class, born to lead. Their 

conversation is a blend of public schoolboy, army officer and 

administrative Civil Servant; it is both correct and authoritative, 

falling naturally into the the commanding and instructive mode. It is 

a language of social control.^'4'

In contrast, the ’lower' classes in the novel are distinguished by 

accent. The humans who appear are stratified by dialect. Lucy, the 

men who put up the board, and the farm labourers at Nuthanger Farm 

speak broad Hampshire, Lucy is a country girl and we understand from 

her speech that she is working class, as is her father. ’"You can’t 

keep woild rabbit. ’N if ’e gets out ’e ’ll do ail manner of bloomin’ 

'arm," "But 'e's bad, dad. Cat’s bin at ’im.'” (6) All English

speakers know that missing the ’h ’ is a class marker as is losing the 

final ’gf. Doctor Adams on the other hand speaks standard English 

impeccably, referring to 'Mrs Cane’, ’(Not 'Your Mother’, thought

Lucy).’ '^ She knows that the doctor thinks of her as ’a proper farm

girl - a country girl’ and obliges with the correct rustic sounds. Her 

father is proud that she can talk intelligently to the doctor who is a 

cut above them. We are to understand that her innate intelligence 

enables her to surmount the class barrier: ’"She was a proper bright

kid - very likely goin’ to grammar school" thinks her father.’ ̂  The 

doctor has a car, pince-nez, fob watch, and a waistcoat. He has no

accent, uses correct English address forms and says that he will get 

Lucy back for ’dinner’, knowing that is what they call the midday meal,

he calls the rabbit a ’chap’ and icotes from Brer Rabbit. There is also

a hint of reproof to Lucy when he says that he must see Mrs Cane first; 

it is an indication of correct procedure. Farmers and labourers are 

rural working class but a country doctor is a gentleman. Peter
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Trudgill comments; 'The difference between classes in income and wealth 

is expressed in different types of consumption, education, manners, 

dress, taste, speech and so on.’

Other animals are seen as socially distinct from the rabbits, and 

yiven second language English, a field talk or rural dialect that Adams 

calls hedgerow, ’the very simple, limited lingua franca of the hedgerow 

and woodland. ' (9) The mouse, again, speaks a limited, broken form of 

English; 'No wait owl. But a what I like a say. You ’elp a 

mouse. * To which Hasel responds patronisingly, in like kind ’You

go now?' ’You think safe?' The gull Kehaar similarly is given the

English of a foreigner speaking with difficulty, though forcibly: 

’Damn de lot. Fight plenty ... Piss off.’’^' The limited English of 

these other species, with grammatical errors, and missing h's’, marks 

them as inferior and of another race. The mouse and Kehaar function as 

stereotypes of comic foreigners. in the passages where they appear 

there is a sense of the rabbits as British officers in France or Italy 

during the Second World War. They are secure in their military 

comradeship and superiority in language and find the ’wogs’ amusing, 

providing echoes of an imperial past where the natives spoke ’funny’ 

English.

An interesting reverse to the superiority of the rabbits on their home 

ground, and the peril of iosing face, is shown in a passage, describing 

the rabbits' sensations in a new place where they are unrecognised and 

the social markers of their own country no longer ensure respect. 

’Where they themselves are paltry fellows of no account. There is 

nothing that cuts you down to size like coming to some strange and 

marvellous place where no one even stops to notice that you stare about 

you.’{12)
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The novel Is not only about the hierarchy of rabbit societies, but the 

control of territory. The main narrative is about the rabbits'

colonisation of terrain, the finding of it and retaining of it by force 

against invaders. The epigraph to Chapter Three from Xenophon's 

Anabasis relates the main action to a military expedition, whose job is 

to claim territory and keep it by force.*13* The main thrust of the 

action is concerned with territorial control and its retention.

The iourney of the rabbits is traced in a line on a map and this

mapping is an important element of the book to Adams. He insisted that

a proper ordnance survey map with contours and grid references be

placed as a pull-out in the first edition and gave way with the

greatest reluctance when Kaye Webb insisted it was too expensive for

the paperback publication and substituted two much simplified maps. 

Mapping is a way of bringing land under control. It imposes pattern

and precision on the natural world.

Similarly the omniscient authorial eye disciplines the land and readers 

to his viewpoint, and connects with the watching eye of control, the 

discipline by observation in Efrafa. The author, like a camera, is 

always present, selecting and shading the subject in his viewfinder, 

with the filter of class always fitted, and from time to time

superimposing that of the man of letters, historian, or the naturalist.

By use of his rabbit protagonists and by shrinking the location of the

novel to a few square miles of Berkshire, Adams creates feelings of 

territorial conquest. The sight of the Test is as strange and new to

the rabbits as the Pacific to stout Cortez. The group of rabbits face

the strange countryside like a small band of colonists, bewildered bv

rivers, iron roads and Big Water. Their reactions are dictated by

their desire for refuge, protection from the elements and their
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enemies. The smail rabbit-eye perspective is suddenly shifted to that 

of the controlling intelligence of the author, introducing another 

element of order with reference to historical chronology: 'Although

they could not know it, the down was more lonely than it had been for 

hundreds of years. There were no sheep, and villagers from Kingsclere 

and Sydmonton no longer had any occasion to walk over the hills, either 

for business or pleasure.’ )

Another controlling perspective is provided by the gull, Kehaar, whose 

reconnaisance gives an aerial view of the territory, giving a god-like 

all-seeing eye to the rabbits, enabling them to see their enemies and 

attack them from the air. Kehaar’s view, similar to that enjoyed by 

helicopter or aircraft flight, confers further feelings of power over 

the landscape. The territory is further possessed by Kehaar’s flights.

Another instance of authority in the story is the powerful male 

dominance of the rabbits. Although the novel was written for Adams's 

daughters, the militaristic communities described do not reflect an 

image of feminine power with which the girls might have identified. 

The does exist as breeding machines. They follow the female sexual 

stereotype of passivity, ignorance, docility, virtue and 

ineffectiveness, while bucks (they are rarely called bucks) commandeer 

the qualities of aggression, force, intelligence, courage and 

effectiveness. The warren is a patriarchy and Adams is only concerned 

witn does as mating fodder to ensure the warren's future. They also 

provide an image of familv life to counter the permissive society he so 

disliked. We see the does at the end of the book primarily as mother 

figures tending their young and telling them stories. The does' main 

complaint in Efrafa is their inability to bear young and this is their 

reason for leaving. They supply sex to Efrafan officers on demand:
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’We’re not officers for nothing. ' (15,' There <s no reference to their 

own sexuality. Romantic attachments are impossible among rabbits we 

are told, 'ideas of protection, fidelity, romantic love and so on - are 

of course unknown to rabbits.’ ^ ^ } We do see, however, references to 

the needs of male rabbits for companionship, warmth, sex and in rugger 

song terms: 'Sitting with his rump in a chicory clump and longing for a 

nice plump doe.’^ ^  Wilhelm Feich has noted the same insistence on 

the asexuality of the wife as lying at the heart of the authoritarian 

family: 'Man’s authoritarian structure - this must be clearly

established - is basically produced by the embedding of sexual 

inhibitions and fear in the living substance of sexual impulses ^ ^ ^  

Adams’s statement ’Severe Discipline' gives evidence of this 

suppression at Bradfield, where looking at girlie magazines like 'La 

Vie Parisienne' was ruthlessly punished and where repressed sexuality 

found its outlet in the beatings dealt out by a master nicknamed 

Bungey and the atmosphere of excitement that was associated with 

spankings: 'the subject of bated-breatn jokes, little doggerel rhymes

and so on, rather taking the place of sex jokes among boys too young to 

know about the latter.'- 1 When sexual inhibition is inculcated,

sexuality finds other outlets which actively support an authoritarian 

structure, ^brutal sadism says Reich) and allows a militaristic society 

to flourish.

The father is the most important instrument of power politically 

because he represents authority within the family. The sexuality of 

children, adolescents and mothers must be denied. This is achieved by 

the elevation of the mother's role so that the tie between the mother 

and child prevents other relationships. When family ties appear to 

loosen, as during the 'permissive' era of the 1960's, then 'any
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dictatorial power always steps up its propaganda for ’’morality” and 

’’the strengthening of the bonds of marriage and the family.

The narrative voice that speaks through the novel is itself 

authoritative. Its authority flows from the author's consciousness of 

superiority of class, colour, age, nationality, education and above all 

that he is male. The novel falls into the category of men's stories or 

masculine romances distinguished in Rewriting English by Janet 

Batsleer, Tony Davies, Rebecca O'Rourke and Chris Weedon,^1' which 

can be traced back to the genre of The Faerie Queene which in its 

historical origins is didactic, aristocratic and predominantly 

masculine, whose aim is ’to fashion a gentleman or noble person in 

virtuous and gentle discipline.'^2) The novel was first published by 

Rex Collings because he saw it. as a boys’ adventure story, ’with blood 

and shit in it.' (23) Rex Ceilings was a small publisher who had 

begun a list of reprints oi specifically boys' books and he scented 

instantly the appeal of Watership Down in typescript, realising that 

it stood for traditional order and that it represented a masculine 

viewpoint.

I had a vision of a list that would contain books which 
boys would want to read for enjoyment, books which 
would reflect not only the contemporary world but also 
the traditions on which those things that I most admire 
and believe in are founded.^4)

Collings's prime concern was the masculinity of the work, both in its 

tone and in the substance of the action.

Hazel registers his heterosexuality early in the novel, a commonplace 

in this genre of masculine romance. '[Strawberry's] doe (Nildro-Hain) 

is a beautiful creature' he thinks, ‘ Perhaps there are some more like 

her in the w a r r e n . ’(25) He subsequently dreams of making her
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acquaintance and from time to time we are reminded of his gender. The 

appearance of a doe is never described however in the physical detail 

that all bucks are. Hazel, Fiver and Bigwig are described in terms of 

their character and toughness. Hazel '.looked as though he knew how to 

take care of himself.’ Bigwig is ’large, heavily-built.' This is a 

feature of male romance noted in Rewriting English where it is noted 

such detail anticipates the narrative in terras of the characteristics 

cf these protagonists and the author is measuring each male’s strength 

against another.

At each stage, through fine adjustments of comparison, 
contrast, rivalry and degrees of approval, the hero’s 
own definition as a man becomes sharper, without ever 
being explicitly presented as such.(2’°)

Men have to continually test their power against each other - men have 

to be men, over and over again. Women do not have this burden. Hence 

the action of Watership Down is a constant male competition for

leadership.

Being a man (note the more active, strenuous totality 
of the phrase) is an unceasing effort, a tense a 
vigilant posture of the wilL* ever on the alert against 
the terrible, the unthinkable humiliation of being 
unmasked, in an unguarded moment, as a cissy, a pansy
or a w e e d . (27}

’Authority is the traditional prerogative of the male and it is a 

prerogative exercised with patriarchal grandeur in the nineteenth 

c e n t u r y .’(28) Fred Ingiis has noted this quality in Adams's work, he 

is 'a manly man and none the worse for it.' (29) comments on the

moral thrust and erudition of the book as a masculine feature. The 

objectivity of the ncvei, its focus on external action, the subject 

matter of warfare, territorial gain and search for mates is presented 

from an exclusively male viewpoint. Even the shape of the sentences is



charged with sense and authority, rather than the feeling and 

sensibility that is associated with the female mode of expression. It 

is aggressive: 'Jobs must be tackled, objections overruled, problems

attacked, difficulties overcome and offensives must always be 

sei sed.’f ̂ ij) Anthony Burgess cannot take Jane Austen seriously because 

she lacks 'the strong male thrust, an almost, pedantic allusiveness, and 

a brutal, intellectual content.'^* Virginia Woolf discusses the 

typical male sentence in A Room of One’s Own noting the parallel and 

antithetical structure, the. fondness for abstract vocabulary and 

tendency to sententiousness*: all of which elements tend towards

the sensation of authority. Adams's description of moonlight is an 

example demonstrating these elements:

When we think of the downs, we think of the downs in 
daylight, as we think of a rabbit with its fur on.
Stubbs may have envisaged the skeleton inside the 
horse, but most of us do not: and we do not usually 
envisage the downs without any daylight, even when the 
light is not part of the down Itself as the hide is 
part of the horse itself. We take daylight for 
granted. But moonlight is another matter. It is 
inconstant. The full moon waxes and returns again.1 ^^

Admittedly it is an imitation of Proust. It is mellifluous, it is

beautifully written, but artificial and sententious. It has all the 

features of the authoritarian style but the rhetoric is hollow without 

a meaningful centre. The prolonged possession of real or illusory 

authority can lead, as Ellman says, to 'the habit of

pronouncement.'1 Unless there is something of real weight to say,

merely the formulae or garb of a sentence will not turn nonsense into

sense.

Not only does the novel deal with the question of authority, it is 

itself authoritative in style. The author was concerned that the work 

itself should have status and authority. He wished to keep up 'the
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dignity of the book' and ’the child was to be treated as a potential 

adult . . . when you are writing a novel you have got to have a certain 

air of authority.’(35) Adams uses a range of techniques to create this 

authoritative tone. Most noticeable is his concern to relate rabbit 

experience to human; to provide 'an examination of some fundamental 

aspect of the human condition.' (36) This leads him into a teacherly 

pedagogic style. He interrupts his narrative to explain and inform. 

Insights are stated, morals are drawn rather than allowed to emerge, 

knowledge is directly transmitted. References to his authority on 

rabbit life, Ronald Lock lev’s The Private Life of a Rabbit(37) dre 

cast in the nineteenth century sententious mode He begins Chapter 24: 

’Rabbits (says Hr Lockley) are like human beings in many ways'.(38) 

Natural history information is often directly stated in the manner of a 

text book: 'Kestrels seldom prey on anything bigger than a rat;'(39)

and another schoolmasterly intrusion: ’people who record bird-song

generally do it very early - before six o ’clock - if they can.'

The straight transmission of knowledge adds to the authoritative tone. 

There is dense botanical reference to flowers and plants, and 

identified bird song. The novel is crammed with detailed information 

about the countryside. The chaos of nature is controlled and possessed 

by Listing and naming rather than describing. Flowers are classified 

under their Latin family names ’ccrapositae' or 'riparian'; animals, 

' a u s t e l i d a e ' , for the stoat; another refinement of the grid of 

control by naming. Such knowledge gives power over the thing named, 

and every fact communicated adds the desired weight to the book.

Literary and historical reference is also dense but it is the number 

and diversity of the epigraphs to each chapter which contribute most 

strongly to the impression of a well-stocked mind in the author,
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demonstrating his need to use the story as a platform for even more

information than he can introduce directly in the text and his

compulsion to buttress his work with authorities. There were sixty- 

nine epigraphs in the first hardback edition. They range from

Shakespeare, the Bible, Malory, The Pilgrim’s Progress, to Auden,

Adams’s friend Hal Summers, Cosi Fan Tutte, the Company Prospectus of 

the South Sea Bubble and works on military strategy. The book is 

'Eliotesque in the oblique and direct references it makes to the whole 

range of European literature. ' 1 (A list appears in Appendix 4)

They do not always appear immediately to be apposite but their 

relevance is ingeniously revealed when the chapter is read. They 

constitute a challenge to the reader as he. seeks to relate epigraph to 

chapter.

Since the bock is overtly written fur his daughters, the paternal, 

instructive tone is understandable. The novel often varies

deliberately in style, moving from the mode of natural instruction to

narrative and then to passages of pastiche of Proust: ’The descriptive 

passage, quite near the beginning of the book, about swallows gathering 

for migration, was deliberately modelled on Proust; the long sentences, 

the rather involved constructions, the quite difficult ideas and the 

literary references - it was really intended as a pastiche of 

Proust.' Literary and historic reference, and the use of extended

epic similes to create a ’grand’ style, further contribute to the 

dignity and authority of the novel.

The author's ultimate exercise in power is to be the author of the 

work. This is a power game in which, especially in fantasy, the writer 

is in complete control. He is the sole 'authority' for the events in 

his story. Adams invents a rabbit mythology and a Lapine language of
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which he is tne sole source and arbiter. The novel is a game, where 

the author makes the rules. Once we agree to play, and are attracted 

by wishing to know what happens next, it is the author’s job to lure us 

into his game of make believe, to create suspense and delay 

satisfaction as long as possible. Adams creates cliffhanging ends to 

chapters and plays cat and mouse with his readers. What-happens-next 

is deferred by taking up another piece of action, whose denouement is 

similarly postponed. We are surprised by sudden, unlooked-for

interventions: an express train, a swoop from Kehaar, the terrifying 

appearance of General Woundwort before Bigwig. This occurs at the end 

of Chapter 31 and it is a good example of the cliffhanging technique 

which accounts for the pace and suspense of the last third of the book. 

Many readers who have lasted till then are hooked, and will put off 

further activities to finish it. It is perhaps in his ability to

tell n tale, to make the reader turn the page, that an author's

greatest power resides,

In Watership Down Adams creates a compensatory world where tne fears 

engendered by the permissive society are assuaged. This ideal world is 

first defined by negatives. He shows us three dystopias, each 

unsatisfactory in different ways. The first is blind, complacent,

over-paternalistic; the second irresponsible, irreligious, without 

direction or hope; the third, a tyranny. The final chapters present an

ideal model of the community that the author would wish to see with an

emphasis on unusual fertility which appears to be connected with a 

contented life. The focus is on happy families and the training of the 

young. This younger generation respect their elders and cheerfully 

accept discipline and military training. Religion is a living force;

the action of the novel becomes part of the myths and legends told to

young rabbits. Woundwort and Hazel merge into the gods of rabbit
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mythology. Politically, Hazel is unquestioned leader, and the new 

warren on the Belt has an established leader and advisors. Each 

individual accepts his place without rancour; utopia indeed. An 

awareness of the deference due to rank accompanies us to the last page, 

where Hazel feels slight irritation that a young buck has entered his 

burrow and the sentry has not asked his permission. The emphasis on 

personal security is maintained to the ^nd, even when asleep in the 

utopian society on Watership Down, Hazel requires a sentry to guard his 

burrow.
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CHAPTER FIVEEPIC 

SECTION I: HOMERIC HEROES

In the structure of its narrative, Watership Down is an example of the 

first great archetype of all storytelling, the quest.. In using this 

archetype Adams is wielding the oldest and most powerful narrative 

"'ore., la. It lies behind the I Had, the Odjbssey. the Aeneid, the Book 

of Exodus and Pilgrim's Progress. Not only does Adams employ this 

proven successful pattern to propel his story forward, but in his 

direct references to classical prototypes and his employment of their 

techniques he gives his novel 'high seriousness' of tone, confers epic 

stature on his protagonists and turns a small part, of Hampshire into a 

realm of mythic grandeur. We also sense the undertow of Greek ideas 

and attitudes which inform the world he creates. The creation of 

rabbit 'heroes' who respond, to continuous hardship and danger with 

courage satisfied a readership currently starved of, and nostalgic for, 

Heroism and adventure. Modern fiction has provided little outlet for 

the appetite for cliffhanging action of a literary 'respectable' 

nature. There used to be, in children's fiction, especially books for 

boys in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, a tradition of 

'exciting and bioedcurdling books tc read; works of Haggard, Westerman, 

Kipling, Buchan, Masefield ... and Marryat.’^) To satisfy this 

appetite in modern contemporary adult fiction, the writer had either to

turn to the past for adventure and heroism, as did Mary Renault, to the
%ie n

debased forms of spy thrillers, detective stories and war books. 

Watership Down achieved the remarkable feat of being about the here and 

now, in 1972, with the modern world as a background, but by focusing 

on animal protagonists in the natural world, Adams gave an heroic 

dimension to his novel. Since the events do not deal with human life,
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they cannot falsify it, and the craving for a 'rattling good yarn' 

about external events and brave deeds can be assuaged without the guilt 

of reading for pleasure on a lower intellectual level than we think 

proper. Another factor in its success is that because the protagonists 

in Watership Down are animal they are outside the dwarfing effect of 

modern technology. The rabbits triumph over danger by exercising 

qualities of character: 'Courage must be summoned, habits broken,

luxury abandoned, unselfishness discovered. '-2.' These qualities are 

not easily demonstrated in the modern world, as Christopher Booker 

points out:

When you set an adventure story in our modern world of 
motorcars, a&roplanes, space rockets, telephones and 
all the rest of the gadgetry, with James Bond, Star 
Wars and the rest, the 'dehumanising* of the epic hero, 
by placing him in the 3hadow of machinery and 
technology, has gone just about as far as it can. With 
the rabbits of Watership Down however, we are firmly 
back in a pre-mechanical world, where the hero and his 
friends can only survive by their direct exercise of a 
balance of our primary, innate functions - physical 
strength, intuition, a courageous heart and all the 
rest.13)

The quest ingredient was identified early, first by Mrs Penelope Reid 

of Longman Young Books Limited. In rejecting the typescript of Hazel 

and Fiver, as it was then titled, she saw it as 'less of a fantasy than 

a saga - an almost exact parallel of the Aeneid. ' ̂  On publication, 

many English and American reviewers and critics noted this as the most 

outstanding feature of the book. It would be tedious to iist even a 

fraction of the critics' references - The Observer said it was 

'basically a quest tale’,ttj' Bernard Levin commented 'The book is in 

epic form, telling the story of a quest and a journey, which ends in 

success after frightful danger, "lieurex qui, comme Ulvs3e . The

New fork Times Book Review called it 'a tour de force, the 1 liad and

the Odyssey of Oryctolagus cuniculus'( 1 ̂ . 'Such a journey Odysseus



made - and the comparison is not inapt,' said Leon Garfield in The 

Spectator.'1̂ - Others headlined their reviews to highlight this 

aspect of the novel: 'Saga with Rabbits’, ̂  'Tale of a Trek*,^^

'Odyssey in the Cabbage Patch', and ‘Animal Epic. * As in other

quest tales, the journey does not occupy the whole of the tale. The 

rabbits reach their new home, their Latiuro, a third of the way through 

the novel. The rest of the action concerns their establishment of 

their kingdom, the securing of its future throughout the acquisition of 

breeding does and its defence against the enemy warren. This parallels 

the Aeneld where Aeneas's journey to Italy is accomplished half way 

through Vergil's poem and the rest concerns his securing of his kingdoja 

and a war after which he can marry. Similarly, in the best known 

archetype of all, the Odyssey, the hero is deposited on the shore of 

Ithaca in Book XIII, leaving the remaining eleven books for his ruses 

and final battle to regain his wife and home. The Jewish Exodus, and 

Jason's journey to the Golden Fleece also show the same pattern of 

quest followed by at ieast an equal part of narrative devoted to 

retention of territory by battle and frequently the ensuring of a 

future for the kingdom for future generations through marriage.

Adams deliberately modelled his rabbits on Greek heroes. He wished it 

to be 'big, heroic, Homeric stuff'.(1 ̂  The note is struck initially 

and forcibly with the epigraph and contents of the first chapter of the 

novel. It is prefaced by a four line quotation, in Greek, from 

Aeschylus’s Agamemnonf bl 4) an exchange between the Chorus and 

Cassandra who are standing outside Agamemnon’s palace. Cassandra has a 

prophetic vision that the palace 'reek? of death and dripping blood’. 

Agamemnon is in fact being murdered inside the palace by his wife 

Clytemnestra, but Cassandra is not believed. Adams, in composing his 

story orally for his daughters, began improvising it with these lines
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as his beginning ’This was the first thing that came into my head, and

I thought, well, I’ll transfer this as it were to a bunch of rabbits

and see where we go from there Ĵ C| ’ Fiver, the Cassandra-1 ike

visionary in the novel, sees the field covered in blood, prophetic of 

the death that will come to the warren, and precipitates the flight of 

the rabbits and their search for a new home. The. parallel with 

Agamemnon initiates the action, and also the reader, into the world of 

Greek attitudes and ideas, and, at a stroke, endows the rabbit 

protagonists with heroic stature and epic seriousness.

The author concentrates his attention on his male characters and 

particularly those that show the heroic outlook. The essence of this 

is the Greek ideal of the pursuit of honour through action. The Greek 

hero was an all-rounder, who developed his body and mind and used them

to the utmost to surpass other men. 'His honour ... is the centre of

his being ... he courts danger gladly because it gives him the best 

opportunity of showing of what stuff he is made ... . It is a creed

suited to men of a c t i o n . ' Hazel's decision to investigate the 

hutch rabbits on Nuthanger Farm is an instance of this. ’He was 

confident and ready for adventure ... something worth telling to Holly 

and Silver ... to show them that their Chief Rabbit was up to anything 

that they were up to.'**  ̂ The language of interior dialogue is 

stilted, but the competitive edge to do well and better than his 

comrades is shown here as Hazel's driving force. This is more overtly 

shown in the holograph before the revisions suggested by Summers, where 

Hazel consciously plans his ascendancy. ' )  Hazel openly envies 

Bigwig's superior strength and aggressive confidence. Blackberry has a 

swifter intelligence, Fiver greater intuitive and visionary powers, but
AHazel, like Odysseus, is the best all-rounder; his arete, or excellence
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lies m  the fact that he is better at most things than any other member 

of his band. He resembles Kitto's description of Odysseus:

A.It .it [arete] is used, in a general context, of a man 
it will connote excellence in the ways in which men can 
be excellent - morally, intellectually, physically, 
practically. Thus the hero of the Odyssey is a great 
fighter, a wily schemer, a ready speaker, a man of 
stout heart and broad wisdom, who knows he must endure 
without too much complaining ... and he can be moved to 
tears by a song. Is in fact an excellent all-rounder; 
he has surpassing arete.[19)

Hazel must, however, excel in courage, and this is the secret of his 

leadership to Adams. 'If there’s any trouble going Hazel is always in 

the thick of it’ said Adams 120) jn interview, citing the crossing of 

the Enborne, where Hazel refuses to leave comrades behind, and his

readiness to go into Efrafa to rescue Bigwig. He also shows moral and 

physical courage in his offer to amalgamate the warrens.^1) ^he 

heroic code demands dangers that must be faced and overcome. Hazel, 

however, despite his readiness to fight, never does 30, but displays 

the greatest ingenuity in avoiding bittle. The true hero of the novel, 

in the classical sense, excelling in audacity and outshining all others 

in courage and leadership, is General Woundwort. Far from seeing the 

General as the villain of the novel, Adams sees him in the mould of the 

greatest Greek hero of ail, the Macedonian Alexander the Great, whose 

career provided a model for territorial conquest for Caesar and 

Napoleon, a romantic and astonishing figure who conquered the world and 

died at the age of thirty-three. Adams was horrified by the portrayal 

of Woundwort in the film Watership Down;

The General Woundwort in the film infuriates me. He’s 
the worst thing in the film. He’s represented as a 
sort of scowling, growling old Colonel Blimp. You 
couldn't follow him to a bus-stop - a sort of grumping 
bully ... . I see General Woundwort as a kind of
flashing, doomed war leader. A sort of cross between 
Macbeth and Alexander the Great ... . His (Woundwort’s)
officers would follow him a n y w h e r e . (23)
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Woundwort displays the essential quality of the Greek hero, courage.

'ii combat he was terrifying, fighting entirely to kill, indifferent to 

any wounds he received himself and closing with his adversaries until 

his weight overbore and exhausted their.'. (24 ) He fights other species 

normally outside the range of rabbit adversaries - whose greatest enemy 

is usually another rabbit - rats, stoats, grey squirrels, birds, a cat; 

he would have fought the dog in the final battle. '"Come back, you 

fools! Dogs .aren't dangerous! Come back and fight."’ Careless of 

life, he obeys the code of the hero, cares for his men and thirsts for 

power and more battles. He was not only the bravest, he surpassed all 

the rest in everything:

There was nothing any other rabbit could do that 
General Woundwort couldn't personally do better. When 
they got the warren open, Woundwort went in alone
first, as a matter of course. Alexander the Great used 
to do this ... in his battles he always led the first 
charge personally, with the scrolls of the 11 iad in his 
saddle ... He had a special saddle made to carry the 
scrolls of the IHad. (26)

It is one of the several misunderstandings of the author’s

Intentions’ ,j/’ that Woundwort should be seen in Martin Rosen's film and 

bv the general reader as a growling bully, when the author's own 

conception was of 'an intensely courageous arid rather attractive, if 

intimidating, rabbit, who was doing his best with what he'd got’(2®)

and only limited in that he hadn’t the imagination to grasp Hazel's

solution of a federation of warrens. The author dismisses such 

differences of interpretation and indeed denies the whole range of 

sociological and political implications seen in the organisation of 

warrens. To explain his position he uses the image of a bell. A bell 

may have many resonant tones. These are not put in by the be11-caster, 

out trained musical ears can hear over and under-tones.(29) Although 

this may explain political resonances in the novel, it does not seem to
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fit the G338 of Woundwort, seen by many readers as a Fascist bully, yet

by the author as 'courageous' and ’attractive', views which are

diametrically opposed rather than echoes of the same theme. Praise for 

Woundwort is also text.ually based. Groundsel, an Efrafan officer who 

surrenders and survives to live amicably on Watership Hewn, 

articulates his admiration for his old commander, much as a German 

would speak, perhaps, of Rommel. Groundsel says 'passionately':

'"Nothing would kill him. He made rabbits bigger than they've ever 

been - braver, more skilful, more cunning ... no Efrafan officer will 

every forget him.'"1'®'' The epigraph to t.ne chapter, 'General 

Woundwort', also alerts us to the author’s view of the f igure we are

going to meet, of whom it can be said, 'the. strong will of the proud

spirit stands prominent and commanding’.

Adams could not bear to kill off Woundwort and deliberately makes hi3 

fate ambiguous. He protested to Rex Col lings, his first publisher, on 

seeing on the draft blurbs that Woundwort was said to have died in the

novel:

Please, I beg ycu, don’t say that Woundwort is killed. 
The ambiguity built into the story itself was quite 
deliberate, and the last chapter and epilogue are at 
pains to develop that ambiguity. Groundsel was 
convinced that Woundwort was still alive. He 
maintained it passionately. Tne point is that any 
reader who has found himself liking Woundwort (and 
several have, including the author) is free to believe, 
if he wishes, that Woundwort survived. Also, it 
diminishes Woundwort to die. He was indestructible. 
The book actually says, ’So perhaps it may be that 
after all that extraordinary rabbit really did wander 
away and continue to defy the el.il as resourcefully as 
ever. ’ You wouldn't want to knocK the bottom out from 
under that, would you? ... (Besides, we might need him 
again, one day, Rex, think of Raffles and Sherlock 
Holmes).(31)

Adams admires the forceful, heroic figure he has created, and seems 

unable to foresee or understand the response of the majority of readers
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to the character who, though he achieves the security and pre-eminence 

of his warren, does so by means of a cruel tyranny. The difficulty 

seems to lie in the author's insensitivity or imperceptivity to the 

suffering resulting from this enforcement of will, and its effect on 

the reader. Praise for a charismatic leader whose men would follow him 

anvwhere, a ’flashing, doomed war-leader’, seems inappropriate when he 

is responsible for a tyrannical regime where there is torture and 

coercion. To the average reader such a leader cannot be simultaneously 

condemned and his character held up for admiration. Most critics and 

readers choose to identify Woundwort as the villain or ’baa leader' 

whom they believe dies a richly deserved death in the final battle, 

making the same error as the first publisher. Woundwort is, in fact, 

presented as the embodiment of force and will, and plays the 

conventional hero role to a greater extent than Hazel. He is large and 

strong from birth, a born leader with natural authority, who never has 

to scheme for power. He rises as a natural force in the novel and 

dominates the last third of it. When he mysteriously disappears it is 

not to die but to become a legendary figure, like Arthur, who may 

return to his people when he is needed. He is a rabbit hero, even to 

his opponents, who recognise that, he elevated his whole species and 

made them greater and more powerful than they were before.

Since the courageous drive of the classical hero leads to stories 

primarily of action, Adams has frequently described his novel as ’a 

cliffhanger about rabbits’ and has stated his personal preference for 

objective novels of this nature.

In Greek literature ’warrior’ and ’hero’ are synonyms, 
and the main them of a warrior culture is constructed 
on two notes - prowess and honour. The one is the 
hero’s essential attribute, the other his essential 
aim.(-2)
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The hero's outlook is thus simply and directly presented, his

personality undeviatingly directed to overcome danger, preferring death 

to dishonour. Simplicity of nature leads to tne direct drive of the 

narrative of journeying and survival. Bovjra comments on the world of 

heroic simplicities:

They, the Greeks, were not deeply interested in the 
hidden conflicts and contradictions of human character, 
and they shrank from analysing themselves on any 
exacting scale ... it (i.e. literature) liked to be up 
and doing, and then it was able to see them as they 
really were, without any distracting or disturbing 
analysis of their inner contortions.

This is precisely the position Eitated by Adams with regard to character 

presentation in his own work and the fiction he enjoys reading. In his 

correspondence with James Reeves {referred to in Chapter Two) he 

mentioned the novels of Mary Renault, (3̂ ) a classical scholar, as an 

author he admired:

... she writes the kind of book that I want to succeed 
in writing - that is a serious, objective novel in 
which the hero's problems are outside and net inside 
him. To helL with Hamlet, so say I (well, for a bit 
anyway, until we have readjusted the balance) and up 
•with Robinson Crusoe and Mr Midshipman Easy. The King 
Must Die is an imaginative reconstruction of what might 
be the true story behind the legend of Thesus and the 
Minatau . It is brilliantly written, and the speed of 
the narrative and the force of imagination really 
knocked me for six the first time I read i t . (35)

Again, in an interview with Phillip Vine, Adams refers to Mary Renault 

as 3 major influence because of the objective nature of her novels, and 

also because of her embracing of the heroic outlook in her picture of 

classical Greece. In this interview Adams distinguishes two types of 

novel; the modern 'subjective' novel where there is little action or 

adventure and where the reader's attention is directed to the moral 

and spiritual concerns of the characters, and the ’objective* novel 

with a tradition thousands of years old where
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the hero or heroine has no internal moral problems 
to solve; the problem is survival, or the overcoming of 
external adversity and difficulties. You can take this 
back to the Odyssey. Odysseus, in the course of the 
book, goes to bed with two ladies who are not his wife. 
One is the sea-nymph Calypso and the other Is Circe. 
But Homer does not direct his hearer's attention to 
this as a problem. You are left in no doubt that what 
Odysseus wants is to get back to Penelope and recover 
his kingdom. His adventures, his problems ara all 
outside himself, they are objective. ... my own 
favourite is Mary Renault. In The King Must Die for 
example, Theseus has no internal problems. Well,
perhaps he does towards the end of The Bull from the
Sea, when he has problems regarding his son Hippolytus, 
and his wife Phaedra, and so on .... I think The King 
Must Die is the greatest objective novel I know 
off-hand, and I think it was the grip that Mary 
Renault exerted on me with her novels of the ancient 
world (particularly The Last of the Wine and The King 
Must Die) which gave me the moral courage necessary 
to attempt a book like Watership Down in which the 
rabbit protagonists have no internal problems. Their 
problems are external; survival, mating, reproduction
and so o n . (36)

This objectivity is grasped by Adams as the essence of heroic poetry.

It is a feature also noticed by Coleridge in Table Talk; ’There is no

subjectivity whatever in Homeric p o e t r y . ' C o l e r i d g e  as a Romantic 

was keenly interested in the ’subjectivity of the persona, or dramatic 

character' as he shows in his Shakespeare criticism, where in 

concentrating on the character of Hamlet as a psychological study, he 

anticipates later criticism. He noted that to stand at a distance from 

characters and their behaviour 'is a mark of Homeric technique.’ As 

Adams commented in his letter to James Reeves, Hamlet is at the other 

pole: ’to hell with Hamlet.’ The lack of complication in the nature of 

the characters in Greek Literature also owed something to the drama. 

The protagonists were few and often wore masks to delineate their most 

outstanding feature or characteristic. The theatres were verv large 

and the actors therefore distant from the audience. Of necessity, 

there was no room for anything but broad strokes of characterisation. 

Similarly Adams’s- rabbit protagonists are one-dimensional. Blackberry
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is the ciever rabbit, Fiver the visionary, Bluebell the comic. The 

qualities of each are doled out like 'iron moral rations’, as Fred 

Inglis amusingly notes:

’Leadership for you, Hazel’; ’Brainbox for you, 
Blackberry’; 'Bulldog Drummond kit for you, Bigwig’;
’Nervous loyalty for raw recruits, Pipkin’; ’Mad poets 
outfit to Fiver’ - ’Now, who’s for a futile 
gesture?’ (38)

The characters of Watership Down are given enough description to set 

them in motion but their inner workings are kept distant. They could 

represent separate attributes as of one person rather than separate 

personalities. Only in the delineation of Hazel do we find what could 

be called interior dialogue. Although Adams praises the ’objective’ 

novel and affects to despise the psychological approach to character, 

he has to show Hazel thinking through his plans to acquire leadership. 

What he gives us, however, is of a rough and ready sort and prompted by 

outside events. Resonance and insight is provided by the narrator’s 

use of the widest possible range of reference.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SECTION II: THE INFLUENCE OF GREEK IDEAS AND LANGUAGE

Adams not only echoes incidents in Greek literature but reflects Greek 

attitudes to government in the structure of his communities. The group 

that comprise the Watership Down warren resembles a polls. a city 

state. Each warren is separate and autonomous. The Threarah, Cowslip 

and Woundwort warrens are like Greek city states. They make their own 

rules, and vary in states of autocracy or democracy. Pol is meant 

originally ’citadel' but came to mean ’the whole communal life of the 

people political, cultural, m o r a l . ' I t  was a living, social 

community, each citizen interacting with the others, a political unit, 

very much like a rabbit warren. The meetings of the rabbits are 

emphasised; the use of a great hall where they can all meet and discuss 

policy an agora - is important to their organisation and social life 

for the telling of stories and coming to decisions after joint 

discussions. The hall eventually hollowed out on Watership Down is 

called the Honeycomb.

The Watership Down warren represents a 'golden mean' between the 

autocracy of Woundwort’s warren and the laissez-faire warren of Cowslip 

where there is no leadership at all, as has been described in Chapter

Four.

In many ways the difference between Watership Dowrn and Efafra is the 

difference between Athens and Sparta. Sparta demanded unquestioning 

obedience and rigid training. It was a permanent hereditary 

generalship and a tyrannical one to boot. There was a great subject 

population of helots, ruthlessly oppressed and cruelly exploited. 

Woundwort's warren has aspects of this. In sharp contrast, democratic 

decision-making by a group, culminating in a consensus of opinion, was



the rule in Hazel's warren. Hazel's emergence as a ’natural* leader is 

more reminiscent of the Athenian model.

It would, however, be a misunderstanding of the author's conscious 

intentions to see his picture of Woundwort's warren as a society that 

would merit disapproval entirely. The polis of Woundwort shows a 

similarity to Sparta. Like it, it demonstrates 'aristocratic communism 

combined with unfettered militarism'.^ But Sparta’s watchword wa3 

eunomia, order, whereas the motto of Athens was liberty. Adams's 

respect for order and hierarchy makes it unlikely chat, a society so 

ruled would be viewed with conscious disapproval. True contempt is 

reserved for Cowslip's warren of sleek, luxurious rabbits who have 

given up ail control, exchanging freedom for food. The epigraph to the 

chapter introducing this polis derives from an episode in the 

Odyssey(3) t where OdysBeus and his followers eat the fruit of the 

lotus, forget their native land and wish to live in dreamy languor. 

Cowslip’s rabbits nave similarly given up striving.

But living a lie as they do, suppressing the truth that cannot be 

faced, leads to false, unnatural ways. Their art is decadent. It 

cannot tell stories of honest courage nor depict representations of the 

rabbit deity. The rabbits are detached, elegant and melancholy, 

stylised in manners, and, above all, leaderless. In this society rank 

and age have no meaning - even their poet is a 'mere y o u n g s t e r ' . ^ )  

The chief criticism one feels the author levelling at this warren is 

directed at the non-heroic passivity of its members, the converse of
Athe Greek ideal of arete, excellence. The adjectives applied to them 

suggest a fin-de-siecle, Oscar Wildean and, worst of all, effeminate 

air. They are female in their sleekness and dependence.
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i’he existence of cJass and gender distinctions in the warrens also 

reflects Greek attitudes. Like slaves, women, children and metics 

(resident aliens) were not ranked as citizens, and it is remarkable 

that these, groups are not ranked as equal with the male heroes of 

(4atership Down. Homer is, as Kitto says ’... class-conscious. He 

writes only of kings and princes, the ordinary soldier plays no part in 

the poem.'(5) In Watership Down, the male rabbits are heroes, and 

officer class. Lower classes are defined by dialect, and they are 

different creatures such as a mouse, or a seagull. Females are seen as 

inferior, a second sex. They are rarely named, whereas males are 

called Hazel, Fiver, never bucks. Females are indeed ’left out of 

account’ until the rabbits have established their new warren, and only 

when needed for breeding do they become of significance. This echoes 

the Greek view:

... there is no mistaking the fact that Homer fully 
reveals what remains true for the whole of antiquity, 
that women were held to be naturally inferior and 
therefore limited in their function to the production 
of offspring and the performance ol household duties, 
and that the meaningful social relationships and the 
strong personal attachments were sought and found among 
men. ^ •

Although there are strong characterisations of individual women in 

Greek literature (Antigone, Electro, Clytemnestra and Cassandra, for 

example) who articulate their particular dilemmas forcefully, they lack 

real power in a patriarchally ordered society. They all submit 

ultimately to the will of men. Their presence or absence can provide 

motivation for the plot, as Helen’s flight to Troy initiates the 

Trojan war, the subject of the Iliad, and the Odyssey depends upon 

Odysseus’s return to Penelope. But there are no romantic feelings 

attached to the love of or need for, women. Agamemnon takes his 

concubine Cassandra home to his wife after a ten year absence.
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Odysseus is not 'romantically involved’ with Nausicaa and leaves her 

without a pang. ’Love’ is seen in Greek literature as ’a destroyer and 

distraction of man’s peace and sanity ... It is the antithesis of 

romance ... where love conflicts with duty it must be rigorously 

suppressed as a source of folly, weakness and wickedness.’1̂ ^

The Greeks demonstrate practical, unsentimental common sense in matters 

of mating and breeding. Just as they habitually exposed weakly infants 

to death, they viewed women as a second and inferior sex used for

procreation.

Women were 'bed-raates' or 'women won with a spear’. (8) The does in

Watership Down are acquired by warfare, and in the oral vers ion(9)

this was s. forcible abduction, or rape of the Lapine women. The plot

of at least two thirds of the novel depends upon the acquisition of

does to ensure the future of the warren, but the matings are seen

usentimentally. Adams is insistent on the unromantic Greek view;
A

The kind of ideas that have become natural to many 
human beings in thinking of females - ideas of
protection, fidelity, romantic love and so on - are of 
course unknown to rabbits, although rabbits do form
exclusive attachments ... . However, they are not
romantic and it comes naturally to Hazel and Holly to 
consider the two Nuthanger does simply as breeding
stock for the warren,

tierce the unsentimental descriptions of matings - ’when you want a 

doe you have one ... we’re not officers for nothing. ' This is in

Efrafa, and even in Hazels’s band, 'As Hazel had foreseen there was 

some mating and a scuffle or t.wo,'^1 )̂ The author anthropomorphises 

h.is male rabbits to the point of giving them human qualities of

courage, leadership and comradeship, but with the females he removes 

their natural qualities without substituting noble human ones. A real 

doe in the wild will fight for her young, head the search for a new
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warren, dig the new burrows and show as much resource, courage and 

initiative as a buck. In Adams'3 depiction of does, the hutch rabbits 

particularly are shown as weak and timid* The does led out of Efrafa 

are tired, 'exhausted'. They look ’stupidly1 at the water.

Thrayonlosa is 'one of the more sturdy and sensible does1; by 

implication the rest are weak and foolish, certainly nuisances.^3) 

When a doe is killed the other does were 'startled and uneasy1 while 

m e  bucks respond to the situation with equanimity. We understand that 

she was killed by a fox and deserved it for feeding in the wrong 

place. She is unnamed and dismissed at 'What’s a doe more or

less?' ( ' As Adams revealingly says elsewhere of storytelling ’A few

people who don't; particularly matter can be killed in order to give the 

story verisimil i t u d e . H y z e n t h l a y is the only female delineated at 

all fully, and, like a Roman matron, she is praised for wise, sensible 

and mostly silent support. She knows her place, "'I'm a doe" she says 

en i gmatical1y.1^  ̂ '

Adams’s love of written and spoken Greek: has been of peculiar

importance in his writing. His first major battle with a publisher was

over the Greek epigraph to the first chapter of Watership Down. The

battle was with Kave Webb, editor of Puffin, during the publication of 

the first paperback. Adams's struggles to preserve the original Greek 

as it first appeared in the hardtack edition give some indication oi 

this depth of feeling, and one realises that the Greek is an integral 

part of his writing and his personal philosophy. He clung to the 

Greek firstly because 'I just love the sight of written Greek and the 

sound of spoken Greek. '(17) Even at this stage, when the novel was 

seen as intended for a juvenile readership, an incomprehensible 

orthography was not considered a barrier by the author. On the
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contrary, it should attract and delight bv its very mystery. It should 

spur uhe reader on to find its meaning; ’not to react in this way 

shows a deficient imagination.'^®) Secondly, he thought the level of 

difficulty represented a necessary^ chal lenge. It satisfied a deep 

pedagogic and competitive need in the author. Only when Kaye Webb 

insisted on an English translation for the good commercial reason that 

potential readers should not be deterred on the first page, did Adams 

relinquish the Greek. She believed that the length of the book and 

difficulty of the text was quite sufficient to stamp it as for 

intelligent children, ’... it is a long, rather hard re&d.'^^)

Although Adams agreed, it was with the greatest reluctance. His 

continuing resentment surfaced in an article eighteen months later. 

’Must we really take against anything and everything they [children] 

don’t immediately comprehend? ... . And a r e  we going to be annoyed and 

put off because one or two people understand a few things we don't?

The last sentence betrays a consciousness of superiority in the 

knowledge of Greek. Two other quotations from the Greek in the first 

edition are given in English. A passage from Xenophon’s Anabasis heads 

Chapter Three, bringing another classic story of journeying and 

adventure into the frame of reference with Watership Down, and a 

quotation from Plato’s Euthyphro stands at the beginning of Chapter 

Forty-two, elevating Hazel to the status of Socrates in his mission to 

speak to Woundwort.

The spirited defence, of the first epigraph seems inconsistent. Perhaps 

other factors are at work here. The learning of Greek and Latin 

languages is often said to be good mental, training - ’It gives you an 

intellect that helps you to get stuck in’^ 1) - and this would relate 

to the author’s need for order and discipline as a necessary part of 

ife. More importantly, knowledge of classical languages has always
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stood as a class marker in education. Creek has lasted longer as a

subject in English public schools than anywhere else. To quote, in 

Greek, is the equivalent of wearing the old school tie. Adams’s 

preparatory school, Horris Hill, had a timetable heavily loaded in 

favour of Latin and Greek to give pupils the best chance of passing the 

entrance examination for Winchester. Bradfield College where the

author went at thirteen is still distinguished for its Greek play, even 

though now the cast learn their lines parrot-fashion from tape, without 

necessarily understanding the language. The knowledge of Greek has 

always signalled that one. is a gentleman of the old school. Adams's 

insistence on its appearance at the beginning of his novel was because, 

he knew that this would stamp his work from the outset as highly 

cultured, intellectually respectable and the work of a gentleman. 

Every subsequent novel by Adams has 3 dedication in Greek so that the 

essential signal can be given.(2̂ )

The allusions to Greek and Roman language and literature had an 

important effect on reviewers and readers. They drew the novel itself 

by association into the 'classic' category. The word ’classic’ has 

two modern meanings: the first refers to the standard authors and

literature of Greek and Latin antiquity; the second to ’be of the 

highest rank of importance, approved as a model; standard, 

leading.’(23) Since Watership Down began with a Greek quotation (even 

though in translation) and needed an extensive knowledge of classical 

authors, both in the first sense and in the modern meaning of ’highest 

rank’, to deal with the range of epigraphs and references, and contains 

many features of classic stories such as the Odyssey and Aeneid, there 

was a confusion of the two meanings and a temptation to think that the. 

novel itself was automatically a ’classic’. The result, too, of all 

the classical reference was to appeal to a vein of cultural snobbery
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that perhaps exists, especially in those buying or recommending books 

for the young. It appealed to a middle-class desire to educate and 

'improve’ children; to give them something culturally irreproachable.

The first reviewers 'nailed it as a classic, in the sense of ‘the best'

and a book that would last. Traditionally a classic should mean ’that

has lasted for a hundred yearE.’ As Pope puts it:

'Who lasts a century can have no flaw.
I hold that wit a Classic, good in L a w ’ (24)

and as Frank Kermode, more simply, says 'it should be a book that is 

read a long time after it was written. ' ̂ 25) Reviewers ignored this. 

Edward Blisnen, one of many reviewers to use the word, said 'It ... 

sets new standards for the epic: it is, I think, an authentic classic, 

and the heroes are really heroes aren’t t h e y ? ' 2̂6) Paul Sangster of 

The Methodist Recorder said 'Every ten years or so I find a book which 

1 know will be a great classic long after I ara dead. This is such a 

book.'^27) When the book was launched in America, Connie Clausen, the 

Marketing Manager with Macmillan, decided it should reach the adult 

market and, having read the English reviews, decided to concentrate on 

the phrase 'an instant classic’ in advertising as the keynote of the 

book’s appeal.

The Macmillan brochure, 'First comments from the United States', quoted 

another phrase from Bl.ishen which again stressed the classic nature of 

their offering: ’... one of those great ones that every once in a

long while lets me know that the universe has something really 

mysteriously great going for humanity’-2^  and '... a genuine work of 

art, with all the true ring of a classic'.12 '̂ Watership Down was also 

embraced by the education establishment ir. the U.S.A. It was adopted 

as required reading for English classes in America; Adams was the
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featured speaker at the convention of The (American) National Council 

of Teachers in English in November 1974; the influential publication 

The Horn Book , subtitled, 'About Books and Reading for ’ioung People', 

recommended it for children’s reading; it was on American school 

library lists, and Avon Books Education Department produced a study 

guide to it for American junior and senior high schools. The

Macmillan ’instant classic' campaign was praised by Lillian Friedman, 

Vice President of the Brentano chain of bookshops and in charge of book 

buying for the company’s thirty-one stores. A sharp observer of 

promotional schemes, she described Macmillan’s performance as 

’brilliant ... the ads said instantly ’’This is a classic, something 

vour children will love.” There’s nothing .Americans like better than a 

pre-endorsed classic. '(3D it was this campaign that turned Watership 

Down into a blockbuster across the United States, and relaunched it in 

England as an adult bestseller.

The ’snob’ appeal of classical references, the pointer to an esoteric 

world of knowledge closed to all but those lucky enough to have the 

classical education of an English gentleman, essentially private yet 

’Public School' and the province of an elite, had, somehow, 

paradoxically, become a world-wide bestseller. The audacity of the 

conception, which gives epic treatment to rabbits, the thoroughness 

with which the idea is executed and the seriousness of tone so 

consistently maintained, made Watership Down a most surprising, indeed, 

original novel. It was this originality that deterred the first 

publishers and agents from accepting it. It fits into no category, but 

it was in the end this quality that earned it its readership, and the 

description 'a gracefully written, grandly conceived, oddity.’(32)
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CHAPTER FIVE

SECTION III: THE INFLUENCE OF CLASSICAL MODELS

Adams came directly under the influence of Greek drama during his

school days at Bradfield College, a public school unique in possessing

an open air Greek theatre. Its construction was begun in 1890 by Dr H.

Gray, entirely with local labour, in an old chalk pit. In 1898 it was 

enlarged to its present capacity of about 1,600 to 2,000. A Greek play 

in the original has been performed triennally at Bradfield for the last 

104 years. The theatre is a miniature replica of the great Greek 

amphitheatres, like Epidaurus. There is stone seating, arranged in

tiers up a seini-circuiar slope. A classical facade representing a 

Greek building stands at the back focal point, the skerfl., in front of 

which, on the proscenium, the action takes place and the actors move. 

A semi-circular area between this and the spectators called the

orchestra is occupied by the chorus. The use of the Greek theatre 

meant that 'new life could be put into the dry bones of classicism, by 

revealing, through pictorial presentment., the inner beauties of Greek 

life and literature'. Adams has seen all the Greek plays performed 

during and since his time at Bradfield, and has frequently paid tribute 

to his enjoyment of them and their influence upon him:

Its [Bradfield’s] chief glory is a famous Greek theatre 
.... A Greek play in original Greek has been performed 
triennally at Bradfield for the past century (excluding 
the wars). In the bye years they do Shakespeare. The 
theatre, embowered by surrounding trees, has wonderful 
charm and atmosphere, and I have been happier there
than any other single place in my life.^)

Because of this theatre, the Greek plays were not cold classroom texts, 

but were realised visually and aurally as living spectacle. These 

performances, with their majestic strokes of theatre such Qs Agamemnon 

striding on the fatal red tapestries and the cries from within the
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palace, took a hold on Adams's imagination. In particular, the 

dancing, swaying, rhythmically chanting chorus made a deep .impression, 

and its function interpreting the action of the play to the audience 

gave Adams his conception of an author's narrative voice. In writing 

the novel, the idea of the three 'levels' of the. Greek theatre, the

6- n the orchestra, and the audience

on the tiered seating, was reproduced in another form. The actors 

became the protagonists in the novel, the author performed the function 

of chorus, giving explication, responses, perspective, depth, emotional 

tone and significance to the audience, the readership.

In writing Watership Down I had very much the concept 
in my mind that I was the Chorus, talking to the reader 
and commenting upon the action. The job of the chorus, 
who never leave the stage from the beginning of the 
play to the end, is to mediate the action, to tell the 
audience what they should be thinking ... the leader 
of the chorus will have dialogues with the protagonist, 
with the principal characters and tell them what the 
audience is thinking. You're never free, if you're 
seeing a Greek drama, from the intervention of the 
chorus, commenting on the action, talking to the 
protagonists, telling the audience how they ought to be 
feeling, speaking on behalf of the audience, or even 
praying, and I in writing, and in any creative work I 
do, constantly have this in mind.(3)

This choric stance is adopted in Watership Down and explains the 

particular narrative tone. The author introduces his own reflections, 

which, as in Greek drama, are at a remove from the protagonists. A 

few instances will suffice. At the beginning of Chapter 12, 'The 

Stranger in the Field’, there is an apostrophe to relief from fear, 

full of exclamation marks, pointing to examples of danger removed; 

these are not linked to the narrative, to which Adams returns in the 

third paragraph. It reads like a lyric outburst from a Greek chorus:

To come to the end of a time of anxiety and fear! Tc* 
feel the cloud that hung over us lift and disperse - 
the cloud that dulled the heart and made happiness no
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more than a memory. This at least is one joy that must 
have been known by almost every living creature.

Here is a boy who was waiting to be punished. But
then, unexpectedly, he finds that his fault has been
overlooked or forgiven and at once the world reappears 
in brilliant colours, full of delightful prospects. 
Here is a soldier who was waiting, with a heavy heart, 
to suffer and die in battle. But suddenly the luck has 
changed. There is news. The war is over and everyone 
bursts out singing. He will go home after all. The 
sparrows in the ploughed land were crouching in terror 
of the kestrel. But she has gone ... . The bitter
winter had all the country in its grip ... . But now - 
who would have dreamt it? - the thaw is trickling, the 
great tit is ringing his bell ... a place desolate as a
crack in the ground, opens like a rose and stretches to
the hills and the sky. ^

The author suddenly inverts the telescope of his attention. The 

rabbits we have been observing disappear, and the emotion they feel is 

taken as something to which all beings are subject, an experience 

common to ail species. ’The cloud that hung over us, ’ includes the 

audience, through reference to a boy, a soldier, and sparrows - all 

living things.

When the rabbits negotiate the slope of Watership Down for the first, 

time, Adams again directly addresses the reader, with the second person 

’you’ in a paragraph on the differences between a six foot walking 

tower on two legs, that is a man, and a rabbit. 'Their anxieties were 

different from those which you, reader, will experience if you go 

there.'(5) intervenes as does the leader of the chorus, halting

action to explain to the reader/audience something they may not have 

understood. Another example is the author’s reflections on the 

rabbits’ reaction to Holly's story—of the gassing of the Sandleford 

Warren. At the beginning of this section, the start of Chapter 22, 

Adams fulfills the choric function of explanation but from a more 

distant standpoint, referring to Ronald Lockley as an authority; 

here rabbits are not like 'us', or 'you', but like 'human beings' and
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'as with primitive humans’. He also indulges in a lyric apostrophe for 

the dead, 'would that the dead were not dead'. He goes on to compare 

the rabbits' ability to express grief, but then, matter-of- factly and 

without sentiment, to get on with their lives, to Odysseus, who having 

lost all his men, 'sleeps sound beside Calypso and when he wakes thinks 

only of Penelope.'

Another authorial intrusion is on the effects of winter in the 

penultimate chapter. It contributes nothing to the action, but, .like 

the Greek chorus, extends from these particular rabbits to all rabbits 

and men in general. It is a Greek attitude to move from the particular 

to the general, and draw a universal conclusion. It is also a 

distancing technique. Adams can suddenly retreat fron his

protagonists, as though observing them with a more wide-ranging 

detachment taking in all human experience, past and present, historic 

and literary, as with the mention of Calypso, or to Wellington at 

Salamanca. In the winter passage, the author takes a more godlike 

stance in relation to his material; here people and rabbits are seen in 

the third person, and human beings are ’they', as though the author 

himself is from a separate species:

Many human beings say that Thev enjoy the winter, but 
what they really enjoy is feeling proof against it.
For their, there is no winter food problem. They have 
fires and warm cJothes. The winter cannot hurt them 
and therefore increases their sense of cleverness and 
security. For birds and animals, as for poor men, 
winter is another matter. Rabbits like most wild 
animals, suffer hardship.

Adams goes on to detail occupations underground in winter with an 

objective detachment, quite apart from the needs of his story, which he 

resumes in the next paragraph.
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Adams’s shifts of viewpoint closely parallel the choruses of Greek 

tragedy,, who change sides, explain, appeal to the gods, and may as 

suddenly give parallel incidents from legend, speaking sometimes as 

igno-ant bystanders (as Adams can in his original footnotes^®)) but 

switch abruptly to transcend the action with flashbacks, imaginary 

scenes and philosophical reflections.

The objective detachment of the chorus in Greek drama meant that 

although it could sympathise with individual protagonists from time to 

time, its own sentiments were not personally involved. 'The poet 

transmitted his inherited background materials with a deceptively cool 

precision. That enables us to treat his materials for the study of a 

real world of real men, a world of history and not a fiction.' The 

fiction is there as a platform or springboard for comment and

enlightenment about the real world.

Another feature of Watership Down, consciously or unconsciously used, 

is the employment of messengers to report tragic events. The

convention of Greek drama was that action took place off stage. 

Battles, murders, suicides, violent incidents, Oedipus tearing out his 

eves, for instance, did not take place before the audience but were 

reported. ’The hero or heroine leaves the stage in despair, the chorus 

intervenes with a mournful ode, and then a messenger arrives with a 

narrative of the fatal occurrence.'' 1 The gassing and bul ldozing of

the Sandietord Warren is narrated in an extended piece of reporting in 

Chapter 2 1 * ^ *  ’For El-ahrairah to Cry’ by Captain Holly. The

listening audience is borne in mind throughout his story; we are

continually reminded of the oral narration. Captain Holly's narrative 

is interrupted eight times, with questions and horrified reactions and 

expressions of sympathy, and the author, as chorus, places his
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commentary on their reactions at the beginning of the next chapter 

and before the next ‘frame’ story. Another extended ’messenger’ 

narration is Holly's account of the embassy to Efrafa. The questions 

about Efrafa, from the listening rabbits, elicit the fearsome nature of 

the other warren, its tyrannical Owsla, the rules about feeding; the 

fact that this conditioning makes rabbits behave unnaturally is brought 

out under interrogation. The cruel treatment of Blackavar is 

highlighted by this reportage, and allows imagination more play for 

rabbit audience and the reader, 'You can’t imagine it until you've been 

there'; but our own imaginations do supply us more frighteningly than 

a direct account of the events. _

Adams not only reflects the events and attitudes of his classical 

models but also the 'grand1 or epic style in which they are written. 

The essence of this is to lift events and aggrandise them beyond the 

ordinary and to this end the chosen vocabulary is deliberately rich. 

Adams searches for a heightened vocabulary to elevate his subject 

matter, choosing unusual words of Greek or Latin origin, for instance:

' mi'lbifoliate' , 'compositae', 'mustelidae', ’str idulated' , ’undulant’,

’ductile', 'coruscated', and his own invention ’ hydrophanic ’ .1 1 He

uses double epithets, although these are not used formulaically as in 

Homer’s ’wine-dark sea’. These proliferate in ’set-piece’

descriptions, such as that of the Test which is ’weed-cut’, ’carefully- 

tended’, ’fast-flowing’ with ’wheel-like leaves’ in it, ’pale-green

cress-weed’ and ’gravel coloured fish’ or ’water-hawk’.^3) pe aiso

shows an. epic delight in the repetition of proper names to exalt the 

narrative: ’Perseus and the Pleiades, Cassiopeia, faint Pisces and the 

great square of P e g a s u s anĉ » p0rtway ... which runs

north at Andover, through St Mary Bourne ... through Bradley Wood 

... to Tadiey and at last to Silchester - the Roman's Calieva
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Atrebatum.'(15) The listing of unusual flower names can also be seen

as part of the same need to invest tne writing with dignity and

authority: 'purple loosestrife, great willow-herb, fleabane, figwort

and hemp agrimony. 1 In the holograph 'willow-herb' has the
w

pedantic footnote 'Epilobium hirsut^m of course, not the Rose Bay 

(chamaerion augustifolium).' ■ Compound and polysyllabic names also

confer dignity; El-ahrairah, Hazel-rah, Frith-rah, The Black Rabbit of 

Inle, the Prince with a Thousand Enemies, even the names of the does - 

Hyzenthlay, Thethuthinnang and Thrayonlosa for instance.

The extended epic simile was particularly useful to Adams because it 

allowed for the literal enlargement of the narrative to classical 

magnitude, enabled mundane actions to be elevated above the ordinary, 

and raost notably because it made it possible to relate rabbit

experience to the world of men, to universalise from the particular to

the general . A good example ot this is the extended double comparison

between the pause, following the struggle to open the door of the hutch 

rabbits; this trivial effect is inflated by two similes comparing it 

to the pause following immense human exertion, felling a tree and 

clearing a snow drift. It also, since it is in the present tense, 

gives the effect of a choric comment on the action:

When several creatures - man or animals - have worked 
together to overcome something offering resistance and 
have at last succeeded there follows often a pause - as 
though they felt the propriety of paying respect to the 
adversary who has put up so good a fight. The great 
tree fell, splitting, cracking, rushing down in leaves 
to the the final, shuddering blow along the ground.
Then the foresters are silent, and do not at once sit 
down. After hours, the deep snowdrift nas been cleared 
and the lorry is ready to take the men home out of the 
cold. But they stand a while, leaning on their spades 
and only nodding unsmilingly as the car drivers go 
through waving their thanks.^®-
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This use of epic simile can lead tec. a strained and. artificial effect, 

especially when the language has not the run of ordinary English. When

Adams compares the sunrise to a bull tossing its head, the simile is 

itself forced and unnatural. Expressed in the syntax of Latin, the 

total effect is awkward, for instance:

As a bull, with a slight but irresistible movement, 
tosses its head from the grasp of a man who is leaning 
over the stall and idly holding its hern, so the sun 
entered the world in smooth, gigantic power.

The early Greek poets, as in all civilisations, told their poems and 

stories orally. The telling of myths and stories by bardic oration was 

an activity on the highest social level and its essential subject 

matter was action, happenings, occurrences, wars, floods, adventure by 

land, sea and air, family quarrels, births, marriages and deaths. As 

men listened to the narratives, in rituals, at ceremonial games, or 

on other social occasions, they lived through a vicarious experience. 

They believed the narrative implicitly, In the embedded narratives of 

Watership Down, Adams is drawing on an ancient bardic tradition. An 

epic such as the Odyssey is given a sense of magnitude by the inclusion 

of other narratives which contribute to the feeling and size and length 

demanded of an epic. Adams embodies both the quest (the freest and 

yet the most compulsively interesting of narrative structures, allowing 

for spontaneous invention ’on the hoof'} and techniques borrowed from 

the drama, by which he conjures the spoken voice, producing 

reader ./audience reaction.

Adams has a predilection for the oral story and the sound of the 

narrative voice: 'I’ve always believed, nevertheless, that a large part 

of the "marrow" of a novel resides in the distinctive voice of the 

author talking to the reader and commenting on the action.*(20)
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The' narration in Watership Down is like a series of Chinese boxes or 

Russian dolls, one inside the other, The author insists on the oral 

narration of the original tale told on the way to Stratford to his two 

little girls, and this story is used at. regular intervals as the frame 

for other oral narratives. The interpolated stories are told by 

Dandelion to the other rabbits, five in ail, and other ’messenger' 

narratives are inserted. The story is reflected as though through a 

series of mirrors. Together with the interpolated stories there are 

seven extended internal narrations, occupying the whole or most of 

seven chapters. They draw on the eternal appeal of 'I'll tell you a 

story'. Most authors only begin once, but Adams draws on the formula 

continually. In this too he reflects Homer, who tells the story of the 

Odyssey in the same way, with inserted retrospective narrative, The 

Odyssey begins when the journey is almost over. The main description 

of h i s  wanderings is given by Odysseus in the narrative to the 

Phaeacians in his after-dinner speech (Books IX - XII). The action 

begins with an account of the disorder in Ithaca, with the story 

unfolding through direct speech as with Telemachus's account to Atht?ne 

( 2 2 2  - 8). An account of the fate of the Greeks returned from Troy is 

given by Nestor to Telemachus when he arrives as Pylos, and in Book IV 

Menelaus tells the story of Odysseus and the Wooden Horse. Through 

these narratives the unities of time and place are preserved, and the 

concentration can be on present action. Homer also produces bardic 

storytellers, Phemius and Demodocus, who provide further variety of 

narration. Old folktales are incorporated, such as that concerning the 

web of Penelope. All the magic narratives, of the Cyclops, Circe, the 

Sirens, are enclosed in Odysseus’s speech after the banquet. The 

wanderings are given special status as entertainment by this device. 

Adams has a bardic rabbit, Dandelion, to provide entertainment and
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relief from the main narrative. His stories give greater intensity to 

the action and provide a vehicle for the metaphysical dimension of 

rabbit gods. Other warrens also have their bards. Even Cowslip's 

warren, decadent though it is, manages to provide a sad, escapist poet- 

called Silverweed, who recites a poeni that is the rabbit equivalent of 

'The Waste band'.

It Is emphasised that this warren could not listen to tales of heroism 

because of the knowledge of their own cowardice. The rabbits are said 

to love, gathering to listen to stories and Bigwig finds that even

under the repressive regime of Woundwort, a doe, Hyzenthlay, can be 

heard to deliver a melancholy poem about mating that cannot come to 

fruition.

The storytelling is more than entertainment. It fulfills a semi -

raiigious function as in ancient times: to enforce the power of El-
ahrairah, to praise his Odysseus-like cunning and wisdom, or to

demonstrate the shortcomings and ideological weaknesses of other 

warrens. In his Republic Plato advanced the conviction that children

should be educated entirely by story, folktale and myth. Only in this 

way could their imaginations be stimulated and their behaviour affected 

for good.(21) Greek poetry, literature and drama were the vehicles for 

morality and ethics. The gods were powerful but not necessarily good.

The ethics of the world of Odysseus were man-made and
man-sanctioned, man turned to the gods for help in his 
manifold activities, for the gifts it was in their 
power to offer or to withhold. He could not turn to 
them fcr moral guidance; that was not in their
power.(22)

The gods were capricious. Their gifts were doled out randomly not as a 

reward for merit or virtue, but from whichever jar came to hand. Since 

there was no question of a man's behaviour influencing the outcome
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there, was the liberating notion of freedom from sin and moral guilt. 

Where there was no choice, there could be no blame. Far from giving

moral guidance, says Adams:

The main tenor of the work of Euripides is that the 
gods are bastards ... and combine powers of magical 
and transcendental beauty, fascination and magnetism 
with utter pitiiessness and contempt - or at any rate, 
indifference - towards human susceptibilities and human 
suffering ... . Infanticide wouid have been nothing 
at ail to the goddess Aphrodite - not even a
peccadi 1lo.(23)

The amoral nature of the gods links with Adams’s treatment of his 

characters. Authors can take an Olympian view of their creations, and 

randomly create, destroy or torture. Although there are no deaths of 

’our’ rabbits in Watership Down, an unnamed doe is pounced on and 

summarily killed on the way from Efrafa. Of this, Blackavar, who has 

himself been cruelly treated by Woundwort, says casually, ’What's a doe 

more or less?' This is an effect repeated in 'The Rabbit's Ghost

Story', or iginally written for The daily Express and incorporated into 

‘Eichard Adams's Favourite Animal Storiea'.(24) it has the same

protagonists as Watership Down, but its action takes place slightly 

later as young Scabious and Threar are now old enough for training

raids. On such a raid a stoat kills a female, called Mian, who 'never

made a sound’. In Watership Down we are told that the sprightly, non- 

submissive doe Nelthilta is taken off for questioning, presumably

torturing, and we hear no more cf her. Ir a later novel, The Girl in a 

Swing, a little girl is drowned by her mother. In the Genshed section 

of Shardik a number of children are tortured and a little girl finally 

trampled underwater and drowned. Women and children, along with the 

animals in The Plague Dogs, are the most, cruelly treated sections of

the community in Adams’s works. All these (except. Shardik) are

instances from the modern world. All are powerless victims or
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represent an underclass in society, and it seems that Adams 

gratuitously gives them, the treatment they might have, received in 

classical times. Adams states, 'One respect in which rabbits’ lives 

are less complicated than those of numans is that they are not ashamed 

to use force.’425) Adams recognises everywhere the power of the gods

in Watership Down, but. they are not associated with virtue. E1--

ahrairah displays cunning, deceit and trickery, and prodigious sexual 

appetite. The rabbits pay homage to El-ahrairah in stories and call on 

Frith, the sun god and lord of all gods, in time of danger, but. he is

never a moral force. They have made their gods in their own image,

with their own weaknesses and foibles but. with divine power, as did the 

Greeks. The incomprehensible man-made machines which intervene 

randomly are endowed with god-like qualities. The passage of the train 

for instance is seen as a deliverance by a mightier power, as is 

Hazel’s escape by car. This is literally a piece of divine machinery:

the chapter heading is 1 Dea ex Machine.’ I Only in El-ahrairah’s

journey to the nether world does a god display sacrificial qualities to 

redeem his people. Adams echoes the religious rituals and respect for 

the gods as in Greek literature, but divides the moral virtues among 

the rabbits - it is their courage and determination which carry the 

mora 1 fre i ght. of t. he nove 1.

The religious and didactic quality of Greek literature and drama was 

impressed on Adams by the performances at Bradfield, which emphasised 

the religious element, a sense or an awareness of other powerful 

metaphysical forces, in the physical presentations of the plays. The 

school productions retained the altar in the centre of the orchestra on 

which the chorus would scatter propitiatory incense during the 

performance. Originally the plavs would begin with an invocation to a 

god such as Apollo or Dionysus. At Bradfield, when the. incense was
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sprinkled, a hidden contrivance involving a cylinder, a biscuit tin 

lid and a Primus stove would cause smoke to rise. This enactment 

indeed brought to life 'the dry bones’ of the religions of the ancient 

Greeks. At intervals throughout the plays the gods were invoked, ana 

references were made to their power over the protagonists. The altar 

has now gone, but a number of gowned, besuited sixth formers called 

'Rhabducks' or 1staffholders’, who carry staves and marshal the 

audience to their seats, still protect the orchestra in the centre, of 

which once stood the thymele or altar to Dionysus. On occcasions they 

stand in a circle with heads bowed, holding the joined staffs which are 

the symbols of their authority, as the audience file in and out.(27)

The metaphysical dimension in î atership Down is conveyed in the 

interpolated folktales and stories, and also by the rabbits, where the 

name of Frith, the sun-god, is used by way of invocation or 

imprecation, such as 'Frith help where the name is an

alternative tc ’God*. There are frequent references to the all- 

powerful Frith, as there would be to Zeus in the Greek, play, as the sun 

is acknowledged to be the supreme source of life. The existence of 

death was recognised in the dark figure, The Black Rabbit of Inle, an 

equivalent of Pluto. The gods are anthropomorphised, as were the Greek 

gels, in that they take part in human dealings, and personally involve 

themselves in earthly activity. El-ahrairah visits Hazel when he 

'dies'. The god is recognisable by his faintly glowing ears, and it is 

he who conducts Hazel to his apotheosis, where we feel he too becomes 

a god. As Adams told his daughters, Hazel is given the death of

Odysseus, who was promised the gentlest death that may be by Pallas 

Athene. ̂ 9)

The Greek plays Adams attended at Bradiieid helped to shape his 

narrative voice and the narrator's viewpoint when he came to write



Waterahip Down. He adapted the technique of the drama to further the 
action of the novel and used bardic narration to swell the plot to epic

nroportions. The plays enabled Adams to meet a type of drama very

different from the English theatre, chanted rhythmically, ritualistic

in form, ’controlled by accepted conventions and essentially conceived

and writtc-n as a series of episodes divided by choruses’ and

through this entirely different dramatic world, he met another culture.

The Greek plays had ’a profound effect or* ray own work and on my way of

thought as well,’'-^ and importantly the classical models he followed

also furnished the metaphysical dimension which became on essential

part of his rabbit epic.
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CHAFTER SIX: ANTHRQPOMQRPHISM

SECTION I: FABLE

The fstole is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as 'a short

story, devised to convey some useful lesson, especially one in which

animals or inanimate things are the speakers or actors, an apologue, 

now the most prominent s e n s e . T h e .  reading audience is sc

accustomed to the two outstanding features of fable, talking animals 

and a moral, that any tale with animal protagonists is suspected of 

containing hidden meaning. Watership Down was thought to belong to 

this literary category from the first publication since it has one of 

the hallmarks of the genre, talking animals who, moreover, live in

communities structured along human lines. It is difficult for any

reader to approach such a story without endeavouring to find

correspondences with human societies and to look for some underlying

significance. If the moral is not instantly discernible the reader 

will work to construct one, so accustomed is he to the formula of a 

moral lesson at the heart of any st^ry with animal speakers.

When Watership Down was first published in Britain it was marketed as a 

children’s book and received primarily as a tale of 'grand epic

adventure.’^) However, at the same time, reviewers were aware that it

contained elements of fable, commenting that the novel was 'less a

fable than an epic',*3* and that it was 'written more in the spirit of 

the saga than the. fable. ’ 1 ̂ - These opinions may have been influenced by 

the knowledge that its juvenile readership would prefer and understand 

more readily an exciting tale of heroes and brave deeds. In America, 

where the novel was published for adults, reviewers and readers reacted 

more strongly to the fable ingredient because this placed the novel

more firmly in a recognisable literary genre. A book about the
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adventures of rabbits must be for children, whereas a fable employing 

talking rabbits to satirise and comment indirectly on political and

sociological concerns could be considered worthy of an adult 

readership. Macmillan's promotional campaign had also stressed this 

aspect of the novel, aware that they were converting the novel’s 

readership from the juvenile to the adult market. They wished to

justify this by emphasising the more sophisticated appeal of deeper

significance behind the 'cliffhanger about rabbits.' They also wished 

to stress the novel's similarities to their earlier publishing success, 

Jonathan Livingstone Seagull, which had an anthropomorphised central 

character, the seagull, who represented 'the seagull in all of us . ’ 1

Macmillan selected from the initial English review phrases that 

conveyed the thrust of adult fable and quoted them in a publicity 

leaflet headed 'British Reviewers Hail Watership Down': 'There are as 

many different tunnels of meaning as one cares to dig','*5) 'The 

political suggestiveness is reminiscent of Animal Farm,'  ̂ ' 'a comment 

on human society,’^  and 'a double comment seems constantly to be 

made on human a f f a i r s . ' ^ )  This interpretation of the novel was 

followed up by many critics and readers in America. Adams was

repeatedly confronted on his promotional tour by audiences who asked 

'Why rabbits?,’ and 'What is it really about?' The Cleveland Plain

Pealer called it 'a neo-fable, with social overtones and 

undercurrents.'’--^ Another critic assumed the novel to be a beast

epic self-consciously adapted to modern p o l e m i c ancj The Washington

Post detected 'a hefty, rude and portentous allegory slouching toward 

the literary market-place.’ 1 Many reviewers were reminded of

Animal Farm, undoubtedly a political fable, remarking 'One is almost 

certain to think of Orwell’s Animal Farm', and that Adams was 'like 

Aesop and Orwell ' The promotional material and the existence of
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talking animals in the book was enough to signal fable content to most 

readers and lead them to construct political or moral messages for

themselves.

Critics and readers were not only responding to an advertising 

campaign, but to one of the most popular and ancient of story forms. 

The beginnings of the fable are impossible to trace. Fables have 

existed in all societies and in all ages since records were kept. 

Their power and persistence argues that the form arose spontaneously 

from the popular imagination, representing an ancient need to see human 

life in animal terms. The oral tradition can be traced back in the 

western world to the sixth century BC, with the earliest named author 

Aesop: well before that in India.

Stith Thompson, the folktale expert, has a large category of animal 

tales in his index of taie types. He identifies four principal

sources of fable. First, and earliest, come the literary fable 

collections of India which include the Panchatantra, the Hitopadesha, 

the Fables of Bidpai and the Jataka tales; second the Aesop fables of 

Greece as they were developed and elaborated in the early Middle Ages; 

third the medieval iiterary animal tales brought together to form the 

satirical epic known as the Roman de Renart; and lastly the purely oral 

tradition developed in Russia and the Baltic states. Two at least, of

these sources appear to have direct links with Watership Down. The

Jatakas were stories of previous lives of the Buddha who appears 

sometimes as a man or an animal. One of the Jatak.a tales is the story 

of an ogre called Sticky-hair who threatens Prince Five-weapons, a 

previous incarnation of the Buddha. Wherever the Prince strikes,

his weapon sticks to the ogre’s hair, and wherever he strikes with his 

hands, feet and head he is similarly transfixed.
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Sticky-hair is a representative of the Stickfast Motif, a symbol of the 

war id to which we are attached through the five senses; only the 

invisible sixth-sense within us, the thunderbolt of spiritual power of 

the Buddha, can provide release. The story of Sticky-hair is the 

earliest known example of the tale of the Tarbaby (Thompson Tale Type 

175). In this tale a trickster hero, most often a rabbit, is caught by 

a tarbaby or some- kind of sticky enemy. The wily rabbit begs not to be 

thrown into the briar patch from which he knows he can escape. This 

tale has proliferated orally and the moral lesson at its heart has been 

obscured. However, the power of the taje must be gathered by intuition 

that no matter how invulnerable an enemy, the inner resources of the 

hero can triumph. A. M. Espinosa has traced the tale through two 

hundred and sixty-seven versions,^*'' and concludes that it travelled 

from India to Africa, where it was modified, and then by slave ship to 

North America. It is the story used by Joel Chandler Harris in his

Uncle cycle. Adams refers twice to Brer Rabbit in Watership

Down: 'Uncle Remus might well have heard of him (El-ahrairah) for some 

of El-ahrairah's adventures are those of Brer Rabbit1,1--'' and 'Born 

and bred in a briar patch, Brer Fox.,f^- Another direct link with

Watership Down is with Reynard the Fox. In this cycle the fox is the

sly, clever hero who outwits his enemies by trickery. These stories 

spread from Northern Europe, principally by the same route as the 

Jatakas, to North America. As they travelled, the central protagonist 

changed to the hare or the rabbit in the American tales and to Anansi 

che spider in Jamaican folktale. Adams is, therefore, drawing also on 

the Reynard collection in his creation of a rabbit trickster hero. 

The tradition of Reynard as a wily hero, the forerunner of Brer Rabbit, 

grew in satiric power in medieval times, representing individuality, 

anarchy and a character who exposed the follies and self-importance of
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his adversaries. He is thus a figure signalling general social and 

political satire and the clever rabbit, his descendant, came to be seen 

as a particular tool to mock human folly.' • '} He is an important 

universal character of folklore, a figure of rebellion and an 

embodiment of the survival powers of the weak against the strong.

The fables of Aesop are strongly represented in British fable 

tradition, preserved by continuous publication. The evidence for a 

written tradition in England goes back to Alfred the Great; Katherine 

Briggs, the folktale expert, refers to a lost book of Alfred which 

introduced Aesop's fables to England. '■ 21) one of the first books

printed in England by Caxton in 1483 was The Boke of Subtyl Historyes

andFables of Aesop.

The original fable of Aesop had brevity and concentration, consisting 

of minimal scene setting and brief dialogue between perhaps only two 
animal protagonists. It did not deal with issues of government or 

social control but took the smaller view of relationships between 

individuals, such as one creature wresting power from another or 

demonstrating common sense solutions to small scale problems. Because 

of their economy fables could be easily understood and remembered in 

their entirety. When literacy was harder to come by, the commonsense 

wisdom of the fables was passed on easily in an oral tradition and they 

were popular in all classes of society. They were commonly used as 

school text books, and phrases from them have passed into common usage, 

such as 'sour grapes' or 'dog in the manger'.

Despite their pagan origins, from early medieval times we find them 

quoted and adapted for moral instruction by the Church. The fables 

with their animal protagonists coincided with the view of medieval 

theologians, who saw the natural world as an immense cryptogram where
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the truths of God were revealed to man. Teaching and sermons were 

based on beast fables which were used as a kind, of non-religious 

paraole for instructing the laity. The Church was not interested in 

animals qua animals, but saw them as moving symbols and part of a 

divine allegory. All creation wAs seen as a book or a picture, a 

mirror to mankind, a true figure of our life, our death and our 

condition. Homilists referred frequently to animal fables, bestiary 

lore and animals in everyday life, using them as symbolic concepts for 

human qualities and the basis for pulpit, moralisation.

Accuracy to animal life has never been the concern of Aesopean fable. 

In medieval times, the aim of the fable was to instruct. The animal 

was a picture or prop on which a human folly or failing could be hung. 

St Augustine maintained that whether certain animals existed or not was 

not important, but their meanings were. Knowledge of animals was drawn 

from Aristotle's Historia Animalium -• -* and the Bible. Aristotle's 

work, according to Pliny, was based on the findings of thousands of 

observers but he still reported that the stag was fond of music and 

that tne salamander could not be destroyed by fire. Another authority 

was the Physiologus i -̂  and the illustrated versions of this, the 

Bestiaries. There was no study to establish the facts of animal 

behaviour, but the same descriptions from earlier writings, sometimes 

wildly fanciful, were passed on without examination.

None of the writers was interested in stalking a lion 
to establish whether it did indeed dwell on mountain 
tops, disguise its spoor with its tail when pursued by 
hunters, sleep with its eyes open, breathe life on the 
third day into the cubs which its mate had brought
forth dead.

The supposed characteristics of the lion were
significant only because the lion represented Christ 
hiding the spoor of his love in high places, the
Godhead remaining awake though sleeping in the body
after the crucifixion, the Father raising Christ from 
the dead on the third day. ̂ 4)
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Chaucer (25) took up the form of the fable in ’The Nun's Priest's Tale' 

but enriched it with the interpretation of dreams, astronomical, 

philosophical and theological discussions, and inflated the beast fable 

of the cock and fox into a mock heroic poem. One motif in his story is 

taken from a fable by Aesop concerning a crow who is flattered by a fox 

about her voice, opens her mouth to sing and drops her food. 

Robert Henryson follows Chaucer in widening the scope of the fable, and 

also adds fuller characterisation giving the genre a more vibrant life. 

He turned thirteen fables of Aesop into verse narratives under the 

title of The Moral1 Fabillis of Esope The Phrygian which included the 

entertaining ’The Taill of the Uponlandis Mous and Burges Mous', a 

richly comic narrative poem, which begins with a nod in the direction 

of ’Aesop, mine Anther' but quickly establishes a very different kind 

of story, full of medieval social detail, (the town mouse belongs to a 

Guild and skips g r a c e ) . C h a u c e r  ana Henryson extend the length of 

the fable and give the form a more literary treatment while integrating 

it with the world of medieval Christianity.

In his essay on fable published in 1764, Robert Dodsley looked back on 

the fable tradition and distinguished the development of a more 

extended and sophisticated type from the simple classical Aesopean 

root. He commented that the genre contained 'the sublimer and more 

complex kind, as of the epick and aramatick; or of the lower and more- 

simple, as what has been called Esopean. ' 1 J ■ Chaucer and Henryson 

were part of this ’epick and dramatick’ kind of fable where animals 

were used for contemporary criticism, to satirise the social scene and 

the follies of Church and State. There grew up from the same root a 

beast fable consciously utilised for political satire. In periods 

where direct criticism of government was dangerous, beast faole 

provided a convenient cloak for pointed comment. If was quickly
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understood and appreciated by the contemporary audience and proved a 

popular and enduring tradition. Sometimes these fables were shifted 

further away into the future for greater safety when their political 

content was clearly signalled by the title ‘Political Prophecies'. The 

common format of such 'prophecies’ was ambiguous prose or verse 

passages employing animal protagonists who represented symbolic 

allusions to countries, noble families or individuals. The archetypal 

source for this genre is Geoffrey de Monmouth’s twelfth-century History 

of the Kings of Britain where, the prophecies of Merlin use animal 

figures. 'This Galfridian type of prophecy was thus both obscure and 

flexible; it was also particularly well designed to appeal to a feudal 

society where heraldic emblems were identified with families and 

individuals in almost totemic fashion.'(28) That this was particularly 

popular in Britain, indeed indigenous, was noted by Madeleine Hooe- 

Dodds in an article 'Political Prophecies in the Reign of Henry 

VIII': 'the native form of prophecy is one in which persons and

countries are represented by animals and other living creatures.'* 29) 

’Speak Parrot', a poem by John Skelton, is a literary example of the 

genre in which Cardinal Wolsey is heavily satirised. (30) Spenser's 

poem 'Mother Hubberds Tale'(1591) is a beast fable which traces the 

adventures of a fox and an ape through which the church, the court and 

the malpractices of a royal favourite receive scathing a t t a c k . (31) 

Since the poem specifically criticised Burghley’s policy, Queen 

Elizabeth and the Duke of Alencon, and invited Leicester to bestir 

himself, this did not advance the author’s fortunes; realising his 

error, he prudently reverted to the safer subject of 'English 

versifying. ' (32) The uangers of the genre are even more dramatically 

illustrated by the fate of Skelton who paid for his satirical attacks 

on Wolsey in 'Speak, Parrot' and another satire 'Why come ye net to
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Courte?' by having to take refuge in the Sanctuary at Westminster, 

where the abbot afforded .him protection until his death in 1529. John 

Dryden's poem 'Tne Hind and the Panther’ is a beast fable written in

1587 after his conversion to Roman Catholicism. 133) In the poem he 

defends his new religion at the expense of the old one. In this case 

the political content of the fable was in support of the government 

(James II had acceded in 1685) and the poet was rewarded with an 

increased pension.

The lasting popularity of the fable form earned it continued 

publication. Aescp's fables were kept in schools and in general 

circulation with continued repeated translations. They were heartily(31*0
recommended by John Locke In Some Thoughts Concerning Education in

A
1693, one of the most reprinted, widely read and influential prose 

works of the eighteenth century. Dryden brought out his own collection; 

Fables Ancient and Modern, Translated Into Verse in 1700, attracted by 

the didacticism and satirical qualities of the genre. A new edition of 

Aesop appeared in 1722, published by Samuel Croxall, who stressed the 

political use that could be made of fable, placing this interpretation 

on a level with that of the moral content: 'These fables, My Lord [Lord 

Halifax who was fourl, abound in Variety of Instruction, Moral and 

Political.' (-“5) Croxall's Aesop has Bewick's woodcuts, one of which 

Connie Clausen used on the cover of tne American hardback edition of 

Watership Down, and as a logo in the promotional campaign.

From the late seventeenth century and well into the eighteenth the 

fable enjoyed a vogue. Its intellectual content and challenge to 

author and reader, the element of riddling and wit, and the exercise of 

intelligence in decoding the message appealed to an age 'when Learning 

was at its greatest height.'' The renewed vogue for fable, was given
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its impetus by the publication of La Fontaine's Fables in France in

1.668 with many fables based on moral tales in Indian collections, 

which was acclaimed in England, encouraging Goldsmith, Pope, Swift, 

Gay, Dryden and Addison to emulate him. These mostly held up for 

inspection the follies of manKind, but the tradition of specific

political content using the disguise of animal protagonists continued

in Bernard Mandevilie's The Fable of the Bees. An expanded version of

this appeared in 1714 as a four hundred line poem originally printed 

under the title of The Grumbling Hive: or Knaves Turned Honest.(3/) tt 

was a true beast fable with a moral directed at the organisation of the 

economy of a state. Six editions of this were published during

Mandevi1le's lifetime and publications still c o n t i n u e . ^ T h e  lesson 

of this fable is the unpleasant truth that society thrives on the vices 

of its individuals - 'private vices, public benefits.'^ ^

Swift’s Gulliver's Travels is an extended 'epick' fable where England's 

government and society are under attack; her population is 'the most

pernicious Race of odious Vermin that Nature ever suffered to crawl

upon the surface of the Earth. In part IV of this novel Swift

utilises the beast fable in his employment of horses, the Houyhnhnms, 

to expose the barrenness of reason and, by contrast, man's 

disgusting qualities. In an ingenious douole bind the horses can also 

be seen as the targets of a critique of philosophers and the English 

upper classes, 'a distorted image of the great gentleman in whose 

company he had lived but of whose caste he could never Taking

this view, the Yahoos demonstrate instinctive life and the. virtues of

curiosity, spontaneity, and intellectual freedom. Like Skelton, Swift 

attracted unfavourable attention by his fables and failed to get 

preferment having displeased Queen Anne with A Tale of a Tub in 1704,
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illustrating again the dangers of the genre and the necessity for 

concealment of political messages.

Swift was one of the authors listed by George Orwell among the twelve 

writers he cared most about and never grew tired o f . (42) Although 

critical of the political views that underlie Gulliver’s Travels, 

Orwell observes: ’Its fascination seems inexhaustible. If I had to

make a list of six books which were to be preserved when all others 

were destroyed, I would certainly put Gulliver's Travels among their.

(Its) durability goes to show that if the force of belief is 

behind it, a world view which only just passes the test of sanity 

is sufficient to produce a great work of a r t . '(43)

When Orwell wished to expose the corruption of the original idea of 

Socialism in Soviet Russia, he looked for a 'story that could easily be 

understood by almost everyone and which could be easily translated into
other l a n g u a g e s . '(44/ simplicity of the beast fable form suited

his purpose exactly. His admiration and close knowledge of Swift’s 

Gulliver's Travels led him to seek to match the brilliant simplicity ci 

the satire which proceeds from criticism through relative size. As 

Johnson grumbled, 'when once you have thought of big men and little 

men, it is very easy to do all the rest.'(45) Nevertheless, the idea 

shows imaginative genius and its logical development generates great 

satiric energy. Orwell's satire is built on a similarly simple but 

staggering conception, that of a proletarian revolution of animals who 

exploit each other and eventually become indistinguishable from men.

Orwell spends the greater part of his article 'Politics vs Literature: 

An Examination of Gulliver's Travels' on Part IV where horses rule men, 

the Yahoos. This is an animal/man reversal, the element in the novel 

which evidently interests him most, a concept which he puts into
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practice himself in Animal Farm. R. S. Crane has argued that Swift 

developed this reversal from the Latin logic teAt books of his student

days where man is defined as a rational animal and the horse taken as

the example of an irrational animal: '... he could produce a fine

shock ... by inventing a world in which horses appeared where the 

logicians had put men and men where they had put horses. ' ̂ 6 ’ However 

Swift's portrait of the Houhyhnhms is finally unattractive. They are, 

as Orwell says:

Dreary beasts ... exempt from love, friendship, 
curiosity, fear, sorrow and - except in their feelings 
towards the Yahoos, who occupy rather the same place in 
their community as the Jews"in Nazi Germany - anger and 
hatred. ^

In Orwell’s Animal Farm, on the other hand, the horses and other

animals, apart from the pigs, are respected and pitied. Orwell is 

exposing the Soviet myth but he is also concerned with a deeper 

critique than the political one of a group of men exploiting a

proletarian revolution and setting up the same class and power

structure all over again. This deeper significance is evident in his

portrayal of the noble Stakhanovite Boxer’s sad death and the suffering 

of the other duped and betrayed animals. Orwell explained the basis of 

his thinking as he conceived his fable:

I proceeded to analyse Marx's theory from the animal's 
point of view. To them it was clear that the concept 
of a class struggle between humans was pure illusion, 
since whenever it was necessary to exploit animals, all 
humans united against them: the true struggle is
between animals and humans. From this point of
departure, it was not difficult to elaborate the 
story.

This conception of man/animal struggle generates the satire, informs 

the story with unusual power and strikes home to every reader. The 

statement 'All animals are equal ... but some are more equal than
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others’ end the last line where the animals look from pig to man and

cannot tell the difference, strikes with both political force in

relation to the class struggle out also makes the reader aware of the

sad truth of man’s exploitation of animals. Like Gulliver, one ends 

with a feeling of shame that one is human.

The beast fable continues as a powerful tool for political criticism in

Animal Farm, but the dangers inherent in its use for political

criticism are again illustrated by Orwell’s difficulties in getting 

his fable published. It was rejected manv times because at the time 

Russia was an ally of Britain and Animal Farm could be interpreted as

an attack on the Communist regime. Indeed, when finally published it 

was used as such in Cold War propaganda. This long custom of encoding 

the criticism of important figures, political parties and governments 

in beast tables constitutes an enduring tradition in English 

1iterature.

The existence of this fable tradition makes explicable the widespread 

interpretation of Watership Down as a fable. A fable has an 

acknowledged moral purpose usually consciously put forward by its 

author and recognised by its readership. Although many readers and 

critics have identified Watership Down as a fable, this is consistently 

denied by its author.

I can’t: stress too strongly that Watership Down is not 
a sociological fable or a political allegory. I 
suggest to you that if Hazel and Bigwig and the others 
were only meant to be symbols of something else, they 
wouldn't be so real as they are. I had no intentions 
of this kind at all. I intended to write the story 
that I told to my children in the car and it’s meant to 
be a cliffnanger about rabbits and nothing more than 
that.<49>
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Repeatedly Adams has maintained this, 'It is not a political allegory; 

it is not a sociological parable’ he said on another occasion, ’there’s

no moral, no parable. I’m not really a political person.' (50) On

the other hand he has conceded in interviews that the novel is a 

tribute to leadership, ’that the tale is moral, but not that it has a 

m o r a l oi ■’ He has also agreed that the story is ’a kind of 

rabbit’s PiIgrims’ Progress.’(52)

Readers of The Wind in the Willows by Kenneth Grahame have similarly 

found the novel to contain fable content in spite of its author's 

protests. In this book the normal rule of fable is obeyed, each 

character is a separate species of animal, a Toad, Rat, Mole or Badger. 

But although each species represents a different human character, they 

are depicted with more subtlety than the animals created by the old 

fabulists. No animal in The Wind in the Willows embodies merely one

single characteristic. They are also, most oddly, both animal and

human at the same time, even in shape. When asked specifically 

(apropos the escape on the train) whether Toad was life-size or train- 

size, he (Grahame) answered that he was both and. neither: the Toad was 

train-size, the train was T o a d - s i z e . (^u) Each animal retains some of 

its behaviour in the wild but goes much less far along the road of 

realism than the rabbits of Adams. They are human beings in animal 

disguise, wearing clothes, driving cars and shooting with pistols. 

Toad even has a butler. There is an element of self-portraiture in tne 

character of Mole, and other creatures are fully realised as human 

characters in thought and often behaviour, The novel can be understood 

to have a secondary socio-political message. A leisured land-owner. 

Toad, is threatened by social revolution in the takeover of Toad Hall 

by the. proletariat in the shape of the Wild Wooders, a collective term 

for the stoats, ferrets and weasels with 'their little evil wedge-
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shaped faces', and is saved by the loyaJ banding together of other

country gentlemen against a common foe. Grahame denies as vigorously 

as Adams any ’message’ in his book with his famous declaration:

Its (WWl.s) qualities, if any, are mostly negative --
i.e. no problems, no sex, no second meaning - it is 
only an expression of the verv simplest joys of life as 
lived by the simplest beings of a class that you are 
specially familiar with and u n d e r s t a n d . ^ 4 )

This view was echoed by Graham's friend Graham Robertson in a letter 

recommending that Methuen should say that it was not ’a political skit, 

or an Allegory of the Soul, nor a Socialist Programme or a Social

Satire.'(55) These emphatic and detailed denials, the latter made 

before publication, show that there must be a legitimate basis for 

supposing the novel to contain secondary meanings. Grahame had an 

admiration for the fable as a form, demonstrated by the introduction he

wrote in 1899 for P. T. Di 11 inghurst's A Hundred Fables of Aesop. ' ■

He sees animals as equal if not superior to man and, therefore, says 

that human beings should furnish the moral example to animals ’it is we 

who point the moral and adorn the tale’, and he writes a witty fable 

for the edification of animals called 'The Ape and the Child in the 

Leghorn Hat'. This parallels Adams's views that animals have equal 

rights with man, in their antmality and dignity, recognising that 

moral superiority lies with animals. This is a moral lesson common to 

Swift, Orwell and Adams. An early reviewer of The Wind in the Willows 

noted that the animal characters are ’neither animals nor men’, but are 

types of that deeper humanity which sways us all ... and ... I may 

venture to describe as an allegory a work which critics, who ought tc

have known better, have dismissed as a fairy story. ' 5/') Grahame uses

his animal story as a peg on which to hang his own thoughts, fears and 

dreams. It is 'an autobiography of the mind' and in this sense it
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provides a social critique of his time and has significance beyond the 

surface narrative. In spite of these authors’ disclaimers readers 

continue to discover social and political meanings in their fantasies.

A fable exists because of a transaction between the writer who presents 

a picture, and the reader who produces its meaning, The fable is 

created, completed in the mind of the reader, otherwise it is an

ordinary narrative. Adams’s original oral tale was possibly a

straightforward cliffhanger, a picaresque quest story. When he came to 

convert the oral tale into written form it was of necessity extended 

and elaborated with his own mental furniture, hopes, fears, ideals and 

opinions. Initially the story existed in his mind as a story for his

children. In all Adams's disclaimers he insists on the real child

audience, ’J intended to write the story that I told to my children in 

the car.’^ 8  ̂ 'My children asked me to write the book!’’"’̂  But as 

the oral tale took literary form,, this child’s adventure story changed 

direction and began to reflect the adult, personal 3nd contemporary 

concerns of its author. He found that in creating his rabbit group of 

heroes he could enjoy again the comradeship he had experienced in the 

second world war. In the creation of unsatisfactory societies he could 

settle old scores from school and army days and express new grievances 

against the upstart young. Without consciously realising how this

would be interpreted, he wrote material which could be understood as a

critique of present day society. The novel’s entire thrust is didactic

in that it is instructional. It is a iiterary training ground for

Adams's children and a Pilgrim1s Progress towards an ideal community 

for the rabbits. Most obviously the regimes of Cowslip and Woundwort 

warrens are condemned. In the story of ’El-ahra.irah and the Black 

Rabbit’, the return of El-ahrairah and Rabscutt.le to the indifferent

bucks who despise their elders' participation in 'That war lark'^O) is
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an obvious reference to Adams’s own experiences after the war with the

ignorant and ungrateful young. Given the format of the animal tale and

the description of dystopias contrasted with the final '̂deal society on 

Watership Down, the temptation to interpret the novel as political 

fable was irresistible. The inserted El-ahrairah stories also provided 

intentional internal fable stories for instruction to the rabbits in 

how to behave, and how to survive by speed and cunning.

Reactions to Watership Down demonstrate the role of the reader in 

interpretation of a text to be crucial: ’a text can only come to life

when it is read, and if it is sc examined, it must be studied through 

the eyes of a reader.’(61) jn Umberto Eco's view texts are produced 

by the reader. The author's message is shaped by his own private codes 

and ideological bases and he assumes that the various codes he relies 

upon are shared by his r e a d e r s . A d a m s  envisages a modei reader, 

English, male, conservative, public school, and well-read. He signals 

his ideal reader with a series of- specific linguistic specialisation 

indices. Most important of these is his initial Greek epigraph, and in 

the number and range of other epigraphs each chapter similarly calls 

for a well-read and cultivated reader 'nourished on a whole chapter of 

inter-textual encyclopaedia' (63) He adopts a variety of recognised 

literary styles - Proustian, set-piece pastoral description, the chorus 

techniques of Greek drama with apostrophes and lyric chants, and the 

semi-sclent;ific tone of the botanist and naturalist. There is the

material of the plot which includes the conventions of the war

thrilier, the schoolboy adventure story, the quest, allegory, the 

fable and the pastoral. The novel is a recital of the codes of 

literary commonplaces. £co would define Watership Down paradoxically 

as a 'closed' text, because it is open to an infinite number of 

interpretations. A text aimed at a precise audience becomes open to
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possible aberrant readings. The only one not to have been inflexibly 

planned is the reader. ’Open' texts on the other hand have a maze-like, 

structure. The reader cannot proceed with the text unless he masters 

each precise step in it, he has not the freedom of an infinite number

of interpretations. When a ’closed’ text such as Watership Down is

interpreted by readers with differing ideological backgrounds, readings 

profoundly opposite to the author's intention result. ’There can be as 

many tunnels as one cares to dig*.

Popular novels are happy hunting grounds for the game of literary 

interpretations, often surprising to their authors, by those versed in 

semiotics and deconstructive criticism. Geoffrey Household's Rogue 

Male can be interpreted in the same light, as Kafka's Burrow.

Les Mysteres de Paris by Eugene Sue is instanced by Pico as a novel 

written to amuse a cultivated audience but which drove readers with 

different expectations to revolutionary f r e n z y . S i n c e  an author 

cannot control the decoding of his text, it will be the readers who 

decide whether Watership Down is a fable or not. Meaning may depend 

less on the author's intention than on the reader's ideology. Hence 

readers who do not register Woundwort as an Alexander cast him as a 

Hitler and a villain. The uninhibited sixties youth whom the author 

intended to satirise embraced the book and made it a campus cult, 

seeing in it an environmental polemic crusade against, totalitariariism. 

'When an act of communication provokes a response in public opinion, 

the definitive verification will take place not within the ambit of the 

book but in that of the society that reads it’. ^ ^

A major factor in this decision making process by the reader is the 

fact that no text is read independently of other texts. One cannot 

'write or teach or think or even reaci without imitation'.(66) Adams
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assumed that his readers would be aware that he was writing in a 

particular English tradition of books for children. He said, 'his 

technique was nothing new, particularly in English children's

literature, citing A1 ice in Wonderland, Peter Rabbit, The Wind in the

W11 lows and Winnie the Pooh' . ‘ • This is a well-established tradition

where animals and pets are anthropomorphised and figure as central 

characters. It is a type of fantasy described acictiy by Time magazine 

a? ’the code word for that territory known to Oxford Dons and nannies 

as "English whimsy country”' . ; ' The animals are usually depicted 

like little people wearing clothes and the stories in which they 

figure, though charming, are rarely violent or gripping.

If one is not familiar with English whimsy country then other 

connections come into play. Authors are discerned as belonging to 

different schools or groups, influenced by fancied forerunners in the 

chain. Rosemary Jackson in Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion 

perceives Watership Down as figuring in a different list than chat of 

’antic bestiary writers’. Here the novel is placed in a line of 

writers of ’faerv’ tales who impose human characteristics on animals: 

they are given political interpretation. The title of her work 

indicates the ideological framework within which she is operating. She 

links Walter de la Mare, Beatrix Potter, A. A. Milne, Richard Adams and 

J. R. R. Tolkien as writing in a tradition of liberal humanism, 

identifying their works as ’romantic fables' which reinforce blind 

faith in 'eternal' moral values, a tradition which covers ’with its 

moral, social, and linguistic orthodoxies a world of bears, foxes, 

wolves, rabbits, ducks, hens and hobbits'.{69) Stephen PrickettI70', 

however, recognises a line of Platonic idealism springing from 

Coleridge's distinction between Imagination and Fancy, tracing the idea 

of Imagination running through Lewis Carroll, George MacDonald, Charles
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Kingsley, Rudyard Kipling and E. Nesbit who manifest a

transcendentalism, a search for an imaginary Paradisal dream world.

Humphrey Carpenter uses the title Secret Gardens to draw together 

authors who portray private worlds. Within this group he distinguishes 

a ruralist chain of writers stemming from Richard Jefferies, (this is 

discussed in Chapter Seven) and, most important, a group of Arcadian 

writers (which includes Beatrix Potter, E. Nesbit, Kenneth Grahame, J.

M. Barrie and A. A. Milne) who see childhood as a Golden A g e . (71)

If one’s mind is not so stocked with novels by such ’antic British 

bestiary writers as Lewis Carroll, Edward Lear, A. A. Milne, Kenneth

Grahame and J. R. R. Tolkf&n’. as Time magazine sarcastically added, 

then ether texts where non-huiaans play literary roles will come to 

mind. The most well-known and recent predecessor would be Animal Farm 

much mentioned in the reviews; it is this text that hovers in many 

readers’ minds, dictating and modifying the response to Watership Down.

Watership Down can be seen to figure in a chain of writers who

construct their fantasies about animals in the countryside (beginning 

with Jefferies and running through Grahame with roots in the pastoral 

tradition) or it can be a link in a separate chain leading back, to the

fables of Aesop through links with political beast fables of Swift,

Dryden and Orwell, or to the sophisticated reader, it can partake of 

both traditions. Just as Watership Down is a ’closed’ text capable of-, 

an infinite number of meanings, so does its incorporation of a variety 

of literary antecedents and techniques make it capable of

interpretation as epic, fable, pastoral and myth. Americans not

brought up in the British tradition of children’s writers of

anthropomorphic fantasy would regard rabbits in serious adult fiction 

i as an expression of political fable.
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In the contrast of dystopias in the differing warrens this view can 

plainly be sustained. Cowslip's and Woundwort’s warrens are most 

obviously the material of fable to be read on fwo levels, hence the 

identification of Woundwort as a villain and the understanding of many 

readers, even erudite ones, ' :' that he dies, a misreading of the

author’s intention. The final utopia of the Watership Down warren must 

be seen as more than an ideal rabbit community; it represents the human 

society Adams wishes to see. Watership Down, in its use of talking 

animals and underlying critique of the sixties is, intermittently, and 

sometimes intentionally, a fable. As with a parable, significance is 

revealed to the 'circumcised ear’*'^'. It is further defined by other 

known texts and traditions; the framework or web of intertextuality 

perceived by the reader.
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CHAPTER SIX

SECTION II: THE ANTHROPOMORPHIC SPECTRUM

If Watership Down is a fable, then Adams pushes the boundaries further 

than any other writer of the genre in its fidelity to the truth of 

animal life. Accuracy to animal life has never been the primary 

concern of the fable. The real nature of the animal is subordinated so 

that lessons may be taught through its parallels with man and that the 

author may exploit these human correspondences. The intensity of 

Adams’s focus on his animal protagonists, and his commitment to 

incorporate the truth of animal behaviour from natural observation, 

establishes a new kind of animal fable.

Adams acknowledges three influences in his delineation of animal 

characters who can talk and think like men: Rudyard Kipling (in The 

Jungle Books). Ernest Thompson Seton and R. M. Lock ley. Seton and 

Lockley were scientific observers of animals, the former as a 

naturalist and animal artist, Lockley as a biologist and field 

naturalist. Both began as objective students of wild animals but 

through familiarity were drawn to see their subjects as individuals 

with human feelings. Kipling and Adams use naturalist sources to 

ground their fiction in reality. Lockley and, to a greater extent, 

Seton anthropomorphise their animals. Kipling and Adams add animal 

characteristics to a personality basically human, and Adams travels 

further along this particular road than Kipling. There is a 

progression through Lockley, Seton, Adams and Kipling from the living 

animal towards fiction. All recognise that animal and man are closely 

connected with the same needs. Thejr accounts and stories represent, 

both in their writing, and the audiences they attract, the primitive 

and continuing need, illustrated bv the long history of fable, to see 

animals in human terms.



When Adams set about writing his fantasy he considered how far to 

anthropomorphize his rabbit characters. In his introduction to Ernest 

Thompson Seton's s t o r i e s h e  describes the problem. He Likened the 

possibilities to a spectrum, with the straight realistic animal story 

at one extreme represented by Tarka the Otter . ■ - Henry Williamson's

Tarka the Otter is neither novel nor fantasy but an account of the life 

story of a real otter. Ernest Thompson Seton’s wild life stories are 

about real animals but the stories are obviously shaped to fit the 

short story form, and one frequently sympathises with the protagonists 

as though they are human. At the other end of the spectrum are Beatrix 

Hotter and Kenneth Grahame whose animals are dressed and behave as 

humans and are completely anthropomorphised. 'Toad has a butler and 

drives a car, while Rat can read and use p i s t o l s . ' A d a m s  thought 

that Kipling's formula in The Jung1e Books ̂ ^ ' lay in the middle of this 

spectrum; while attributing human intelligence and speech to animals, 

Kipling does not make them do anything real animals would be unable to 

do.

Although he follows Kipling’s practice, Adams seems to have merged man 

with animal in a more highly organised and individual fashion than 

Kipling. The author that helped him most in his rabbit/man merging is 

R. M. Lockley, from whose book The Private Life of the Rabbit Adams 

gained not only background information about the rabbit, unusual 

features of behaviour such as re-ingestion of food and resorption of 

litters, but more importantly the characteristics that the animal 

shares with man, stated succinctly by Lockley, 'Rabbits are so human. 

Or is it the other way round -• humans are so rabbit?’ Adams's 

determination to make his rabbits ’real’ led him to search for 

information about them.
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I realised, that before the novel could hope to possess 
any true dignity or authenticity, then in spite of 
being myself a country dweller and nature lover, 1
would need to know a good deal more about the ways and
lives of reai rabbits. Otherwise my rabbits would be
little better than cute bunnies - as too many rabbits
have become once trapped between the ears of their 
authors ana the covers of their books. 1 went to a 
shop and looked on its shelves for a good informative 
book about the English wild rabbit. Fortune was kind.
What I happened upon was The Private Life of the 
Rabbit .{̂  ■

From this book, Adams learnt that the life pattern of the rabbit was

fascinating and included several phenomena not generally known; far

from being 'cute* they were tough, resourceful wild creatures, who 

fought each other and their enemies.

R. M. Lockley is an eminent biologist 3nd the book is an account, of the 

study of wild rabbits, the setting up of pens where they could be 

observed over and under ground. And yet, although this is a scientific 

study, based on close observation and data collected over a period of 

time, Lockley strays from the technical and scientific in an oddly 

literary fashion, and creates a kind of hybrid genre between science 

and fiction in the same way that Adams seems to hover between fictional 

fantasy and reality. Colin Willock notes in his introduction to 

Lock ley's book that 'these experimental rabbits have just the touch of 

individuality which they plainly had for him, while, remaining

absolutely objective and scientific about their behaviour.’^  To 

Lockley each rabbit is an individual and given names, for instance: 

Born Tired, Bright Star, Beatrix, Brown Boy, Charity, Cissie and 

Bronwen. The habits and behaviour of the rabbit are described with 

scientific accuracy and yet Lockley gives his experimental rabbits 

human characteristics. For instance, in a description of 3 dominant, 

buck called Big Boss, Lockley says, ’to his mate ... he behaved like a 

loyal, courteous husband, even as if he were a little afraid of
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offending her.'(7) Adams takes from Lockley all the details of rabbit 

behaviour that gives Watership Down its strong animal perspective, 

rooted in the reality of rabbit life, and is also assisted by Lockley 

to see man and rabbit as having striking similarities. Lockley carries 

nis anthropomorphic view to the lengths of describing his experimental 

rabbits as a novelist would human protagonists. His first chapter 

introduces a young buck as though it were a character in a novel, 

dwelling first on the lush parkland background 'thick with summer 

flowers, radiant with cowslips, comfrey, meadow sweet and bugle, wide 

open to the sun.'^^ In another chapter 'Myxomatosis’ we have ’Rabbit 

flea as Vector of the Myxoma Virus. Summary of Experiments 1954.' It

makes for an uneasy mixture of styles as novelist and naturalist vie 

with each other. Lockley's reference to a 'story', 'the mind of a 

rabbit', his title employing the phrase 'private life' to a creature 

that clearly has none in his experimental warrens, above all his 

chapter titles betray the stance of a would-be fiction writer. Of the 

thirteen chapters, six have titles which give the flavour of literary, 

even epic narrative, for instance: 'The Dynasty in Plain', ’The Kings

of Wood', 'The Idyll in Savannah’ and 'Hard Times.’ The literary 

flavour is enhanced by epigraphs to each chapter. Three are from 

Waiter de la Mare, two from Keats, and others from Chaucer, Cowper, 

James Stephens, the Authorised Version of the Bible and Gilbert White.

It is interesting to see how Adams uses this extraordinary mixture. He

incorporates the convincing scientific detail, takes up the idea of 

literary epigraphs (he, too, has three quotations from Walter de la 

Mare) though he expands the range of these enormously, and adopts in 

many places the note of informed comment and loving descriptions of 

animals and the countryside to be found in Lockley’s book. One central 

fact not reflected in his novel is the contribution made by the doe.
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It is the female who decides the site of a new colony, digging the 

initial burrow. The warren is a matriarchy. The buck's ’main pre

occupation apart from feeding and lazing is defending the home and 

grazing territory adopted by his doe, to mate with her and to protect

her from other rabbits.*

The aspect consciously explored by the author in Watership Down is

leadership, or dominance as Lockley calls it. Rabbits are also like

man, in mating behaviour, in the setting up of a home, mostly for life,

in family togetherness (the young are tolerated by the father rabbit as 

long as they accept his authority), in their basic problems of

survival, and perhaps in the most significant common trait of all, that 

they are sociable creatures living in ordered communities. Lockley 

demonstrates that the issue of leadership is resolved by strength. The 

strongest buck, the best fighter, rules the warren. He observes that 

in the pens on Skokholm the fighting between bucks, at the beginning of 

the breeding season, establishes an ordered society, with every male 

made aware by various skirmishes of his position in the hierarchy

underneath a 'king' rabbit. Once ascendancy is established, a quiet, 

and well-behaved society is maintained. Lockley speaks of Bright 

Star's community in anthropomorphic terms: ’(he) was a model dictator, 

head of a benevolent autocracy.' This aspect of rabbit life,

dominance, and the creation of hierarchies in a community, gives Adams 

the opportunity through his rabbit/human heroes to explore the theme of 

leadership and to contrast several types of societies. It is at this 

point that Adams the novelist parts company with Lockley the 

naturalist, who is, after all, stuck with the scientific evidence. 

From the starting point of rabbit life, Adams in his anthropomorphic 

fantasy involves the reader in becoming a rabbit, but instead of a 

rabbit dressed like a man as in Beatrix Potter, he becomes a rabbit
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physically, but with the mind of a man, and thus 'brings under scrutiny 

a basic fundamental aspect of the human condition here on earth,

In a letter to Lockley. Adams expressed his deep gratitude for 

information and actual incidents 'borrowed' and in the final

paragraph of his letter he comments interestingly on the difficulties 

of an anthropomorphic fantasist.

I know, of course, that despite what the critics say 
(and they are townfolk) about my accuracy, there are 
all sorts of things that are totally wrong and 
unrabbitlike ... . Even Beatrix Potter cheated like
mad in many respects ... . But I reckon unless you 
are going to go the whole hog and do it. like Henry 
Williamson, you have to take some liberties. It’s all 
a matter of preserving an illusion.

Adams bows to the dominance of the naturalist in the field of rabbit 

behaviour in his letter, but as a novelist he abandons the limitations 

of the rabbit viewpoint when he knows the form and function of the 

novel demands it.

Adams was concerned that maybe he had gone, too far with his 

anthropomorphising of the rabbits, and when he sent the typescript of 

Hazel and Fiver to Lockley for his comments, his covering letter again 

articulated these doubts.

I rayseif wonder whether you, as a naturalist and 
scientist, may not feel rather irritated at the 
liberties I have taken in anthropomorphising the 
rabbits and making them do things that no real rabbit 
would do. Obviously, real rabbits would be incapable 
of that, trick with the punt, or of making an ally of a 
seagull or of rescuing a comrade from a wire. I also 
believe that wild rabbits would probably kill a tame 
rabbit if they had the chance, simply because the smell 
of man that would be all over it.*^4'

Adams also asked in this letter whether his description of the gassing 

of the warren in Book II was factually correct, revealing his
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conviction that 'the details of a fantasy ought to be authentic’. 

Lock ley’s reply is enigmatic. He does not particularise incidents in 

the novel for criticism, but he recognised the problem that Adams had 

set himself.

You have attempted a difficult task: trying to make a 
story in which you anthropomorphise rabbit behaviour 
while endeavouring to stick to the observed scientific 
facts ... I could criticise severely some parts * but 
feel that I had better not. As a naturalist I 
appreciated your feelings for and knowledge of the 
countryside and its animals and plants. You have also 
succeeded in creating an atmosphere of suspense in your 
characters and their adventures, forever on the move 
and troubled by enemies, as rabbits are.

Although he refused to be drawn into discussion, Locklev recognised the 

truthfulness of the general presentation of the rabbit as defending 

itself from a number of predators outside the warren and enemies 

within; a tough and resourceful wild animal. The problem of where to 

draw the line in anthropomorphising the rabbits was also recognised. 

In his determination to ground his fantasy rabbits in scientific 

observable fact, Adams creates an entirely more detailed and convincing 

anthropomorphic fantasy or fable than any other writer working in this 

area. Facts hitherto unknown to his predecessors, (who would probably 

not have used them if they had known) and only recently revealed by 

Lock ley’s research in The Private Life of the Rabbit were incorporated 

into Hazel and Fiver. The life pattern revealed in Lockley’s book was 

fascinating and included several phenomena not generally known. One of 

these was reingestion or copropbagy in the rabbit. The rabbit eats its 

own excrement, or reingests the grass taken inco the digestive tract 

while feeding in the late afternoon or early evening. This grass is 

formed into soft pellets which the. rabbit picks out of its anus at 

leisure later, either above ground, or back in the burrow. After 

reingestion the material reappears as hard pellets, which are excreted,
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always above ground. Previous authorities on wild and domestic rabbits 

had seldom referred to this phenomenon and most textbooks on rabbit 

physiology and management ignored the subject. This was probably due 

to plain ignorance. The rabbit removes the faecal pellet from its anus 

to re-eat in a swift and secretive movement, obscured to the casual 

observer by its long ears and closed mouth. Lockley however was not a 

casual observer, rie had been commissioned by the Nature Conservancy to 

conduct research into the life of the rabbit and to discover, if 

possible, the causes of myxomatosis. To this end he took over an 

estate in Pembrokeshire, Orielten, and set up enclosures where wild 

rabbits could be observed at pasture and below ground in an artificial 

warren system, twenty-four hours a day. He soon noticed the swallowing

motion the rabbit made after ducking its head down between its hind

legs. Adams was delighted with this information. So much for the 

sentimental presentation of the rabbit in previous literature! He told 
Mirabel Cecil when she came to interview him later in 1972 after 

publicati on:

They're astonishing people, rabbits, you know. They’re 
ruminatory, like a cow. Their grass is twice eaten;
they chew it first into little pellets, and then pick 
them out of their anuses - thank you {this to the 
secretary who brought in some tea) not that they're
excrement, you understand - sugar? - but condensed
pellets of grass which the rabbits then chew. It's a
very comfortable thing; they sit on a nice sunny bank 
and chew their pel lets.1 ^

The phenomenon of reingestion is described in Adams's novel. His 

rabbits feed in the late afternoon, just as real rabbits do, chewing 

the pellets, a misunderstanding of Lockley, sometimes underground

and passing them out finally above ground. His determination to be 

accurate led him into e difficulty here, or could have. What was he to

call the final pellet? Shit, excrement, defacatory matter, faeces?
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As always there was the inevitable choice between the vulgar and the 

scientific term. Since he had decided to adopt a ’rabbit vocabulary' 

this problem was easily solved with the invented word ’hraka’. In 

context the reader knew exactly what this meant and yet it avoided 

offensive connotations. It disinfected the action. To include such

processes as defecation in his novel, Adams carries his passion for

authenticity to unusual lengths. In doing sc, and in other uses of 

Lockley’s research, he establishes for himself a new position as a 

writer of anthropomorphic fantasy. As Coilings said of the novel ’It's 

got blood, and pain and shit in it.1

Luring his period of observation at Orieiten, Lockley discovered that 

the cause of the spread of myxomatosis was the rabbit flea, 

SpiIlopsylius cuniculi.•^ * Adams incorporates this information into 

his interpolated story, 'El-Ahrairah and the. Black Rabbit.' The Black 

Rabbit tells El-Ahrairah that the white blindness is carried by the 

fleas in rabbits' ears, and since he has no ears (the Black Rabbit has 

ripped them off and he’s using dock_ leaves as a substitute) he cannot 

carry the disease.(20)

Another piece of rabbit behaviour learnt from Lockicry was his 

description of the curious kind of paralysis which sometimes afflicts a 

rabbit when frightened by a predator. An apparently healthy rabbit can 

become immobilised with fear, unable to flee from a stoat, ’still a 

dozen feet away and approaching its victim at a gentle amble. * *-21) 

Adams refers to this state and devises the word ’tharn' to describe it.

Since entering the wood they had been in severe 
anxiety. Several were almost, tharn - that is, in that 
state of staring glazed paralysis that comes Gver 
terrified or exhausted rabbits, so that they sit and 
watch their enemies - weasels or humans - approach to 
take their lives.(22)
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Resorption of litters was another phenomenon learnt from Lockley's 

book. This was the ability of the doe to reabsorb embryos and

placental tissues internally, without abortion. This could happen 

under adverse conditions such as overcrowded warrens or psychological 

stress of some kind. Adams uses this information correctly when he has 

Kyzenthlay say, 'A lot of us have found we can’t produce litters 

because of the over-crowding, ’ (23) ancj to volunteer to leave Efrafa on 

the promise of being able to mate with whom she chooses, dig her own 

burrow, and bear her litters aiive 'v ̂ ) ir. the warren on Watership 

Down.

Lockley also describes the aggression of the rabbits he studied.

Several bloody battles oi rabbit against rabbit are described in the 

struggle for dominance in the Orielten pens. In a vicious struggle 

between Bold Benjamin and Big Boss he sees the bucks biting each 

other’s heads and necks, each seeking to rip his opponent's belly with 

powerful and cruelly clawed hind legs. In another battle, one Diehard 

dies from a ferocious bite that paralyses his back. legs. Does

protecting their young are also capable of defending their litters 

against cats, ferrets, stoats and weasels, 'endowed with a fierce 

maternal strength.’(25) Adams does not show this courage in his female 

rabbits, but certainly underlines the fighting spirit of his male

rabbits. His description of the battle, between Bigwig and Woundwort 

owes a good deal to Lockley, and the qualities of courage and 

resourcefulness motivate the piot of Hazel and Fiver at every point. 

The image of the 'cute' bunny in previous literature, or 'rabbit' as a 

standard figure of weakness and incompetence in ordinary parlance is 

thoroughly put to flight.
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Adams is indebted to Lockley for his patient observation which provides 

him with a pattern of rabbit behaviour which is realistic, 

unsentimental, sometimes shocking and always convincing. Ultimately, 

even though the physical behaviour is undeniably rabbit, the feelings 

and emotions can be seen in human terras. Their affairs, although they 

are rabbit, are given dignity, importance, respect. Says Adams:

From Ron Lockley I learned that rabbits (as Strawberry 
protests to General Woundwort) had dignity and 
’animality* - the quality corresponding to ’humanity* 
in men and women.’•̂ 6)

Lock ley's views on the original typescript of Hazel and Fiver, sent to 

him by Adams for comment before it was accepted for publication, were 

hinted at. in his letter (20th October 1970): TI could criticise some

parts severelv but feel I had better not’. In interview ^7) Lockley 

revealed his reasons, not given at the time because he thought that the 

as yet unpublished author might be starving in a garret and would be 

depressed to hear that the leading assumptions on which he based the

book were wrong. The most serious of these was that male rabbits do

not wander the countryside in male comradely groups, and when they do 

they migrate rather more sensibly in mating pairs, buck and doe 

together. This activity is always initiated by does who then dig the

burrows. Lockley confirmed that the doe is the centre of rabbit life,

while bucks protect the grazing territory. He also referred to the 

greater fighting qualities of the doe who is more ferocious than the 

buck when protecting her young. Incidentally, rabbits also fight with 

front paws as well as hind legs. Lockley's own tame rabbit controlled 

his dog and cat by tapping them with its front paws, Adams refers to 

his rabbits chewing pellets and this, according to Lockley, is an 

error. The pellets are swallowed whole. Chewing would destroy the 

outer coating which provides digestive juices when the pellets lie on
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the top of newly ingested grass. Rabbits bolt the grass above ground 

because of their many enemies and digest it later underground. When 

Lockley first received the typescript he was preparing to emigrate to 

New Zealand and after reading the first 40 pages: 'I was too busy anu

bored to go on with the other 350 pages.’ He returned the typescript 

suggesting that he (Mr Adams) would find it difficult to get it 

published unless he paid all the expenses himself. Ironically,

Lockley himself profited from the later enormous sales of Watership 

Down. His own book received renewed attention because of Adams’s 

written acknowledgement of it as source material:

I am indebted, for a knowledge of rabbits and their 
ways, to Mr R M Lock ley’s remarkable book, The Private 
Life of the Rabbit. Anyone who wishes to know more 
about the migrations of yearlings, about pressing chin 
glands, chewing pellets, the effects of overcrowding in 
warrens, the phenomenon of resorption of fertilized 
embryos, the capacity of buck rabbits to fight stoats, 
or any other features of Lapine life, should refer to 
that defi ni t i ve work.  ̂ •

Sales of Lockley’s book increased, and it was published in America 

following the huge sales of Watership Down after the letter's American 

publication in March 1974. The American edition of Private Life of the 

Rabbit followed in September the same year with the same publishers, 

Macmillan. It gained good reviews and was Book of the Month Club 

choice. The book had an introduction by Adams where he said ’For me, 

this book is the ideal of a popular work of natural history - 

scholarly, concise, fascinating and readable{30)

Lockley’s tendency to see his real rabbits in human and literary 

fictional terms made The Private Life of the Rabbit ideal raw material 

for Adams's imagination to work on. Lockley provided the vital 

framework of reality for his fictional rabbits and also emphasised the 

links existing between man and rabbit. Adams's rabbits, because they
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were endowed with human speech and thought, could never be 'real* but 

raust be the illusions of anthropomorphic fantasy: yet a way of making 

them more convincing than any previous writer in the genre was possible 

to Adams after reading Lockley.

Ronald Lockley's book was deliberately sought by Adams to ensure that 

his rabbit protagonists behaved accurately, at least as far as this 

leading expert on their behaviour had ascertained from scientific 

observation. Other influences on the novel, not deliberately sought 

preparatory to the writing, were drawn from the reading that had most 

impressed Adams when himself a child in the twenties and thirties. A 

conscious influence, acknowledged by the author, is Ernest Thompson 

Seton. Adams was first drawn to Seton as a valuable and necessary 

counterbalance to the cloyingly sentimental view of animals thought of 

as suitable for children at that time, and because he wrote truly and 

realistically about suffering and death. The fiction of the time was:

The hey day of J. M. Barrie and Christopher Robin, when 
children were seen primarily as delicate, sensitive 
small creatures, who ought properly to live in a world 
from which not only suffering, but to some extent 
reality, were excluded.^^^

As we have seen, Adams has strong views on literature for children, 

principally believing that there is no such thing and that a good book 

appeals to all ages, not to a particular age group. He also believes 

that children are not to be protected from unpleasant facts. They raust

be told the truth:

One raust at all costs tell the truth to children, not 
so much about mere physical pain and fear, but about 
the really unanswerable things - what Thomas Hardy
called ’the^ essential grimness of the human 
s ituation.'  ̂ ^
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This protection from suffering struck Adams as unnatural. It thwarted

his natural aggression and left him feeling ill-equipped for the 

rougher side of life, such as he discovered when he went to school. 

The reading of the right literature could provide a necessary 

toughening process. Ernest Thompson Seton's stories were read avidly 

by Adams, and he pavs tribute tc the impression made on him as a child 

by these stories. In the preface to his selection of ten Seton stories 

he says:

There was one prose writer above all others who 
comforted and sustained me and made me feel more grown
up, principally because, quite apart from his sheer 
charm and readability, I felt - indeed, 1 knew - that 
he was telling me the truth, with no holds barred. 
This was Ernest Thompson Seton. There, was no sugar 
candy here. The stories were not trivial, iike the 
Pooh stories. On the contrary, they were about 
survival arid death, and usually appallingly real. 
... I also knew that the author had respected me as a 
human being, and treated rne as a potential adult by 
te l l in g  me the truth. A wise, knowledgeable, 
entertaining, grown-up friend who could be trusted to 
tell you the truth - what a find.*^3)

Seton’s first choice of career was that of naturalist, but this idea 

was discouraged by his father who wanted him to be a painter. 

Accordingly, Seton trained as an artist specialising in animal 

subjects; a Royal Academy scholarship granted him free admission to the 

London Zoo, so that he could pursue his interest in drawing animals 

from life. He returned to Canada and spent five years in the prairies 

of Manitoba, exploring, hunting and sketching. In 1886 he made his 

first scientific publication Mammals of Manitoba, followed by The Birds 

of Manitoba in 1891. His later The Life History of Northern Animals, 

in two volumes, is the work on which rests his scientific reputation as 

a naturalist and as an illustrator of wild life.
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Seton’s experience on the prairies, and later in i893 when employed as 

a wolf killer on a cattle ranch in New Mexico, (where he used poisoned 

bait and steel traps) not only helped his close scientific observation 

of animals, but gave him the material for stories shaped around animal 

protagonists. His first collection ol these was published in 1898, 

titled Wild Animals I Have Known. ( The book became a bestseller, 

and according to Seton himself, founded the modern school of animal 

stories. In that the stories were based on his own observation and 

true to the real lives of animals, unlike the animals in previous 

fiction, this was possibly true. Many stories followed a similar 

pattern. A particular animal or bird was named and figured as the 

protagonist. The animal was endowed with special strength and 

understanding, and after triumphing over a series of dangers, died 

bravely. This new genre of animal stories created by Seton raised 

difficulties for the writer. How far can the demands of realism to 

animal behaviour be adhered to in the novel or short story form? In 

the tailoring of his stories, Seton obviously shapes and edits the 

real-life events he witnessed, until the distinction between fact and 

fiction becomes difficult or impossible. He himself states, perhaps

defensively, many times, that his stories are true, 'These stories are

true’ is the opening statement in the 'Author’s Note to the Reader’ in

The Best of Ernest Thompson Seton. He is at some pains to

demonstrate that he has been an eyewitness to the incidents described,

supporting the facts with dates and references, or sometimes naming his 

informant. He continues his ’Note to the Reader’ saying that though 

the stories may not be entirely true to chronological facts, the 

characters are real;
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Although I have left the strict line of historical 
truth in many places, the animals in this book were all 
rea 1 characters.;

In spite of this apparent passion for the truth, Seton did write 

stories, rather than straight natural observation. Although certain 

incidents may be true, and a particular animal may be described as in 

life, the stories are shaped by the author with regard to plot and 

character. Incidents are chosen in order to focus on single animals, 

so that stories may be a compilation of roany true events relating to 

one type of animal but attributing them to one nameci animal. Seton 

freely admits that he moves away from narration of historical fact. In 

forewords to particular stories he identifies the strands of fact and 

fiction. Referring to 'Krag, the Kootenay Ram', he says he has created 

a composite character:

The chief liberty taken here is in ascribing to one 
animal the adventures of several. Of course we know 
nothing of the lamb-days of Krag. I have constructed 
them out of fragments from the lives of many mountain 
lambs. But the latter parts, the long hunt and the 
death of Scotty MacDcugall, are purely historical. 7'

Seton deliberately fashions his tales to concentrate on single animals 

rather than a species in general in order to make his point that 

animals and humans have a great deal in common. He says:

Although I have left the strict line of historical 
truth in many places, the animals in this book were all 
real characters. They lived the lives I have depicted, 
and showed the stamp of heroism and personality more 
strongly bv far than it has been in ray power to tell.

I believe that natural history has lost much by the 
vague general treatment that is so common. What 
satisfaction would be derived from a ten-page sketch of 
the habits and customs of Man? How much more 
profitable it would be to devote that space to the life 
of some one great man. This is the principle I have 
endeavoured to apply to my animals. The real 
personality of the individual, and his view of life are 
my theme, rather than the ways of the race in general, 
as viewed oy a casual and hostile human eye.^81
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Like Lockley, he names his animals - Raggylug, Lobo, Badlands Billy, 

Old Silver Grizzle (a badger), Tito and Krag. Each is the hero of his 

story and shows 'the stamp of heroism and personality.' He is

concerned to show the closeness between man and animals. As Lockley 

says 'humans are so rabbit.' 3eton’s position agrees very closely and 

even approaches Adams’s own current espousal of Animal Rights when 

Seton says:

Such 3 collection of histories naturally suggests a 
common thought - a moral it would have been called in 
the last century. No doubt each different mind will 
find a moral to its taste, but I hope some will herein 
find emphasised a moral as old as Scripture - we and 
the beasts are kin. Man has nothing that the animals 
have not, at least a vestige of, the animals have 
nothing that man does not in some degree share.

Since, then, the animals are creatures with wants and 
feelings differing in degree only from our own, they 
surely have their rights. This fact, now beginning to 
be recognised by the Caucasian world, was first 
proclaimed by Moses and was emphasised by the Buddhist 
over two thousand years ago.^-'1

Seton's observation and close knowledge of animals leads him, like 

Locklev, to find no distinction between animals and humans; 'we and the 

beasts are kin.' The same thoughts and feelings are common to both,

differing only in powers of expression. The story 'The Trail of the

Sandhill Stag' gives vivid expression to this idea. The hunter Yan

faces the stag he has been trailing for days, and as the animal looks 

at him with 'mournful, truthful eyes' he finds that he cannot pull the 

trigger. He hails the stag; 'Oh, beautiful creature!' and 'We are 

brothers, oh, bounding Black tail!’ he has felt what it was like to be 

hunted earlier, when he himself was trailed by wolves, and turned to 

face them. He remembers too, the sickening death of the doe he nelped 

to hunt. The two, hunter and hunted, recognise and identify with each 

other, and Yan finally drives out the beast within himself:
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We have long stood as foes, hunter and hunted, but now 
that is changed and we stand face to face, felJow- 
creatures, looking in each other’s eyes, not knowing 
each other's speech -- but knowing motives and feelings 
... I have found the Grail. I have learned what 
Buddha learned.

Adams treats the doings of his rabbits in an heroic light in his novel 

and similarly gives them humanity, importance and individuality. He 

seems to endorse Seton's biblical justification, the 'moral old as 

Scripture’, that man and animals share the same characteristics, in his

epigraph to Chapter 21, a quotation from Dostoevsky's The Brothers

Karamazov, ’Love the animals. God has given them the rudiments of 

thoughts and joy untroubled. Don’t trouble it, don’t harass them, 

don’t deprive their of their happiness, don't work against God's 

intent. ’

Adams however goes further in his championship of the animals' cause. 

He indicts man as a species hostile to animals who wilfully destroys 

I;heir habitats, and them, for no good reason. Animals, he says, are

superior in goodness to man:

Animals don't behave like men ... they don’t sit. down 
and set their wits to devise ways of spoiling other 
creatures' liveŝ  and hurting them. They have dignity 
and animality. (42)

Adams admired the realism of Seton's stories, the first he read as a 

child to show survival and death in appallingly real detail. Seton's 

accounts of death in his stories; Molly Cottontail drowning in icy 

waters, Lobo captive and dying of a broken heart in the traps set by 

Seton, or Biddy Sparrow accidentally hung in a hair from her nest, are 

painfully detailed and convincing.
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Adams appears to follow Seton in some passages of bloodshed and

suffering in his novel. The crushed hedgehog on the road, the gassing

of the Sandleford Warren recounted by Holly, and most of all his

description of Bigwig in the snare seems to owe something to Seton’s 

account of Lobe. It is a vivid and. bloody account of torn rabbit 

flesh, re.i terated, ’drops of blood, dark and red as yew berries welled 

one by one down his shoulder. ' Blood runs from his mouth and his 

face is 'a fearful mask of blood, foam, vomit and earth.'^4'

It is true that Seton's knowledge of animals led to a far greater

realism in his description of animal behaviour than previous animal 

fiction. In his story 'Raggylug, The Story of a Cottontail Rabbit', 

written well before Lockley's Private Life of the Rabbit, he notes the 

'freezing' or 'tharn' behaviour of frightened rabbits, also the 

pressing of chin-glands to mark territory. He is also aware of the 

short life of a rabbit and, indeed, all animals in the wild. One hears 

the tones of the naturalist reporting scientific fact in:

The fact that these stories are true is the reason why 
all are tragic. The life of a wild animal always has 
a tragic end.

The strange rabbit who attacks Rag shows the fierce fighting spirit of 

a large buck establishing dominance over territory, and the fight is 

realistically bloody. The sexual element is also present; the buck 

mates with Molly. These are the strands of fact, but in fictionalising 

his account Seton humanises the action; the buck ’makes love' to Molly, 

and Rag instead of enjoying the short and dangerous life of a wild 

rabbit is still alive at the end with 'a pretty brown wife’ and the 

assurance that he will flourish for 'many years to come'. Molly's tail 

is always described as having beneath it ’the white cotton cushion she 

always carries to sit on’. The reader's sympathy is elicited by
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phrases that portray the characters in human terras such as ‘poor little 

Molly' and 'helpless little baby bunny'. As with Lockley, the mixture 

of the styles of naturalist and fiction writer sometimes read oddly.

'I don't believe it (a snare) could catch me’ said Rag, 
with the pride of youth as he rose on his heels to rub 
his chin and whiskers high up on the smooth sapling.
Rag did not kow he was doing this, but his mother saw
and knew it was a sign, like the changing of a boy’s
voice, that her little one was no longer a baby but
would soon be a grown-up Cottontail.

Here the actions are rabbit, but the vocabulary has human rather than

animal connections, for instance the terms 'little one', ’baby’, and

'grown-up* are used instead of the rabbit equivalents 'kitten' and

'buck*. Here too, the most anthropomorphic device of all is employed, 

that of giving the animals human speech. Seton admits in his foreword 

co this story that this was 'his archaic method, making the animals 

talk, ’ This was an early story, one of a series written in the

period from 1881 to 1893 and published in various magazines. Seton’s 

later method was ’to put into words the meaning of an animal's cry', 

rather than to give them dialogue as he does with Molly, Rag and the 

intruding buck. An example of this technique is to translate Lobe’s 

howl for his mate into ’Blanca! Blanca! *(48) an(j the coyotes’ night

calls are rendered into 'All's well! Here am I. Where are you?’'-^J

But the real weight of emotional identification is provided by the

narrator's use of emotive adjectives, 'hapless', 'doomed', 'poor 

little’, and his projection of feelings onto the animal protagonists. 

Seton also indulges in exclamatory eulogies to his heroes and heroines, 

forcing his reader's admiration for them, ’Poor little Molly 

Cottontail, she was a true heroine ... she fought a good fight in the 

batt1e of 1ife.5(̂ 0 •
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Seton. invokes Mother Nature and the elements such as the White Wind, or 

the Chinook, to give greater stature and importance to his animal

heroes. The story of the Coon-Racoon, Way-Atcha, begins with two 

paragraphs of invocation to ’Mother Nature, All-mother, maker of the 

woods', to assist Seton teli the tale, ’Oh help the Singing Woodsman 

tell about the Coon. ' In 'Krag the Kootenay Ram’, the Chinook

’mother West Wind’ is addressed as a person ’no puff of air, but a

living thing, as Greek, and Indian both alike have taught’(52). 

provides the climax of the story by causing the snow slide that brings 

down the Ram’s head as an act of revenge on his killer. This 

metaphysical dimension to animal lives is taken up by Adams whose

protagonists in Watership Down invoke the power of Frith the Sun God.

Adams adopts other incidents from Seton in Watership Down. After the 

fierce battle with the buck in ’Raggylug’ Pag finally outwits his enemy 

by luring a dog towards the buck. We understand from the ’loud and 

terrible screaming’ that ensues that his enemy is killed by this 

strategem, much as many readers assume the death of Woundwort when the

S3me trick is used by Hazel at the-climax of Watership Down. Hazel

gnaws through the rope that tethers the farm dog which is then lured by 

Dandelion and Blackberry towards the General. Also Bigwig lures a fox 

info a patrol of Woundwort’s. Captain Mallow is killed and ’dreadful 

screaming’ is heard. Another Seton tale 'The Little Warhorse. The

History of a Jack-rabbit* is a tale of a brave and strong rabbit, a

forerunner of General Woundwort, who fights cats and wins, rising on 

his haunches and driving the claws on his hind legs into their heads. 

This rabbit also fearlessly takes on dogs, like Woundwort's ’Dogs 

aren’t dangerous!’ (commented on in Chapter Five). Warhorse too lures 

an enemy dog into the territory of another more ferocious dog and thus 

puts paid to him. This heroic rabbit is captured and because of his
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stamina and strength, kept for greyhound racing. Other weaker rabbits 

are Imprisoned for food, like Adams's hutch rabbits and the rabbits in 

Cowslip’s warren. They have little to complain of, 'plenty of good

food and no enemies to annoy t h e m ' . (53)

uike Hazel, Warhorse escapes from human captivity by being taken back 

into the wild and released by a friendly human. Warhorse had become a 

hero of the racecourse, and to mark him off from other rabbits and to 

signify his victories, star shaped holes are punched in his ears. When 

he has thirteen stars he is reckoned to have earned his freedom and 

after his release he lives on as a legend in the region of Kaskado, 

where, like El-ahrairah whose ears shine with a faint silver light, 

Warhorse is recognisable by his star-spangled ears. In this both Seton 

and Adams give their rabbit characters a heroic dimension with their 

references to stars as though they are transformed into stars like 

heroes in Greek myth.

Seton has 'humanised and fictionalised' the stories for dramatic 

effect. He has, of necessity, because stories are fashioned artefacts, 

shaped them with beginnings, climaxes and endings, such as real life 

and the naturalist's notebook rarely furnish. His tales are highly 

readable, lively and moving. Seton makes the transition from the 

observations of the naturalist to fiction in a way that earned him the 

adverse criticism of his scientific colleagues in the same way that. 

Adams is criticised by Lockley -- 'I could criticise severely some 

parts' - because he is using his knowledge of animals, which was 

extensive, to ground what in many cases was fiction. He used animals 

as a writer uses his knowledge of human beings in a novel. From 

knowledge and observation of many men and women the writer creates a 

character that is not 'real' but sums up fictionally the essential
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truth of a person, as Seton says, ’a composite'. He. is the first 

writer to write of animals in this way, who creates ’the real 

personality of the .individual', and views them not with 'the casual and 

hostile human eye' but with knowledge and sympathy.

Although Seton was a powerful influence admired for his realism, his 

unsentimental yet passionate identification with animals, Adams 

acknowledges Kipling to be his most important source in his technique 

for portraying animal characters. -’Kipling's i11usion-formula for an 

anthropomorphic fantasy is an excellent one - so I deliberately copied 

Adams decided not to impose the strict limitations of the 

real animal on his fiction, nor yet to show animals as simply humans 

disguised in animal bodies. He felt that Kipling in The Jungle Book 

ensured retention of his animal protagonists’ dignity and also their 

essential nature.

Kipling’s rule is (and you need a rule to be bound by, 
to keep your invention with a disciplined and 
consistent frame) to attribute to his animal characters 
human thoughts, human powers of converse, even human 
values (e.g. loyalty) but never to make them do 
anything of which real animals would actually be 
physically incapable. I can’t help feeling, with all 
due respect, that I may even have played a little 
fairer than Kipling in one way. His animals have some 
rather up-stage motives at times, based on the 'Law of 
the Jungle’ etc., Hazel and Co, however, are never 
concerned with anything except food, survival and 
mating. Otherwise, like Baloo and Kaa, they certainly 
do things animals wouldn't to, but never anything they 
cou1dn’t do.(55)

Adams admits that his rabbits do things that no real rabbit would do, 

such as using a punt, or making an ally of a seagull, or rescuing a 

comrade from a wire trap.

In contrast Kipling gives human speech and attributes to his animals 

while leaving their behaviour natural and ’real’. 'The genre is an

i 1 lusion-game. ' 1
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Adams misuses his source, Lockley, as does Kipling his source for the 

existence and behaviour of wolf-children, the writing of Sir William 

Henry Sleeman. (57} Mowgii is articulate, clean, upright and capable of 

social life in that he can move from animal to human environment and 

from one culture to another with relative ease. Real wolf-children 

described by Sleeman are dumb, dirty, run on all fours and are sullen 

and withdrawn. Real rabbits migrate in already mated pairs to found 

new warrens, where females dig the burrows which they defend with as 

much ferocity as the maie. The world view of both Kipling and Adams is 

imposed arbitrarily on their material. Adams found his source for 

rabbit behaviour nearly haifway through the composition of his story, 

but apart from changing details of burrow digging he did not adjust his 

picture of a male-dominated society, or redraw the quest for a new 

warren.

The Jungle Book and its sequel are the bestsellers among Kipling's

works, translated into many languages and still universally popular, 

demonstrating the lasting and world-wide attraction of animal 

narratives. Joyce Tompkins describes the work as a fusion of three 

worlds, distinguishing the child's play world peopled with the 

prototypes a child meets in daily life, the world of the fable with 

moral content, and the world of the strange and far-off which includes 

myth.(5®) These worlds are also reflected in Watership Down. The 

construction of the rabbit fantasy is ostensibly for children, the 

child’s play world. The world of the fable is represented by the 

correspondences with modern society with its lessons about leadership 

and the organisation of communities. The metaphysical framework, 

where El-ahrairah and the Black Rabbit of Jnl£ move, reflect ancient 

creation and salvation myths, and the rabbit perspective allows entry 

to an alien world. Adams read and admired The Just-So Stories, The
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Jungle Books, Puck of Pook's Hill and Rewards and  Fairies(59) and

thought they had no equal, saying, ’But Kipling unimitated, unimitabie 

Kipling, how shall I describe theeT'^CJ praise expressed in an echo 

of Kipling's style. But Adams follows Kipling in more than the use of 

his anthropomorphic technique. Ideologically Kipling is his true 

source. Adams's underlying theme of authority, his desire for order 

and discipline corresponds exactly to Kipling's. Kipling's primary 

theme is obedience, the Law of the Jungle, ’the head and the hoof of 

the ±aw and the haunch and the hump is - o b e y ! ' (61) The Jungle Books 

are concerned with the training of the young into obedience. They are 

primers of instruction conveying a drilling in instinctive conformity, 

like a school or an army. The young Mowgli is trained in the ways of 

the jungle by animals who are like kindly uncles, teachers or colonels.

The rules of the jungle are like the rules and privilege system at

Bradfield. The 'Laws of the Jungle’ enunciated by Baloo give some 

rules that wolves would keep by instinct, or a strong sense of 

survival, such as keeping peace with the tiger, the. panther and the 

bear; but others are as random as the codes of conduct in a public

school. They follow the sort of rules devised by groups of men. The

animals must wash all over daily and not drink too much, for instance. 

The head wolf may not enter another wolf's lair; weak pack members have 

the head and hide of a kill by right; none may carry the meat to his

lair or he dies; and the rules for the division of food by no means

follow the natural instincts of animals, but are rules exacted for the 

sake of discipline. The Law is enforced by the hierachical nature of 

the Jungle community. Akela, the great grey Lone Wolf, is the leader 

or general who leads the pack by 'strength and cunning’. Baloo the

bear is a kind of headmaster who teaches the wolf cubs the Law. 

Bagheera the black panther is part of the training team. There is a 

reliance on corporal punishment to enforce the instruction. 'One of the
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beauties of the Jungle is that punishment settles all scores. There's 

no nagging afterward(63) 'Better he should be bruised from head to 

foot by me who loves him than that he should come to harm

through ignorance.'{64' The monkey folk, the Bandar-Log, live without 

the law and are despised. 'Their way is not our way. They are without 

leaders.’(65) ’They were always just going to have a leader and laws, 

and customs of their own, but they never d i d . ’*66) They are contrasted 

in their drifting and lack of concentration with the order and 

purposefulness of the wolves. The same contrast is seen in Watership 

Down between Cowslip's disorderly warren and Hazel's band. In The

Jungle Books the rule of Law is maintained by meetings on the Council

Rock. This is a kind of parliament presided over by Akela where

discussions are held, much as Hazel's group discuss battle plans. 

Kipling's view of society matches that of Adams. It is a network of 

obligations with each individual doing the job appropriate to him to 

the best of his ability, functioning contentedly in his niche, which is 

seen to be necessary for the good of the whole.. Discipline is happily 

accepted, and obedience willingly offered after a kind of military 

training, just as the young bucks do on Watership Down in the final 

passages of the novel.

The Jungle. Books are animal stories with strong fable-like overtones in 

the animals' instruction of Mowgli in behaviour, and this pedagogic

tone is imitated by Adams. It is likely that the form Kipling’s animal 

tales take was shaped by his knowledge of Indian fables, which differed 

from those of Aesop in that the animal protagonists were given more 

liveliness and detail in characterisation and were traditionally more 

than pegs for moralising. Kipling lived in India until he. was six and 

returned there to work at sixteen. He was aware of the Indian respect 

for animals who are closely studied, cherished and regarded
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symbolically as part of the great pattern of life. The Jataka Tales, 

which date from the fourth century BC, are a likely source since they, 

like The Jungle Books, contain passages of verse, which are recited in 

each story; these lines are the canonical words which carry the message 

or moral of the tale. The Jataka Tales are Buddhist birth stories and 

many are in the form of beast fables where Buddha becomes a cock, a 

wolf or a bird. Such tales emphasise the animist link between man, 

beast and god. The doctrine of metempsychosis places all beings on the 

same spiritual level and the possibility of one's soul passing to 

animals and back again gives a reverence for all life. It is this link 

which Kipling makes strong in Mowgli, a man-child suckled and trained 

by wolves. Mowgli crosses the gulf between man and animals; he is an 

Edenic link between the two, bridging a gulf which cannot be crossed 

permanently. The Jungle is a paradise from which he must be expelled 

as Adam must leave the garden of Eden after tasting the tree of 

knowledge. Inevitably the bull bargain is redeemed and 'Man goes to 

Man at the L a s t 1(57)  ̂ just as a boy must leave childhood and become a 

man. On one level the stories are about obedience but on a deeper 

level they concern the shedding of'childhood fantasy and play. The 

Jungle Books are a metaphor of farewell to adolescent irresponsibility.

The animal world is seen as superior to that of man, a.? in Watership 

Down. The Laws of the Jungle are as superior to man-made laws as to 

the anarchic Bandar-Log with whom they are contemptuously compared. 

’Men are blood-brothers of the Bandar-Log. Now he must wash his mouth 

with water, now he must blow s m o k e . ’(58) There is the same 

incomprehending distance between the animals and man in Watership Down. 

Men have 'white sticks’ (cigarettes) when gassing the Sandleford 

warren. The contempt Kipling feels for man does not reach the Swiftian 

level of his image of the Yahoos, but the idea of men in tne mass as
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despicable is present. Kipling's vision of man through animal eyes is 

as scathing as Adams's picture of the men with black legs and white 

sticks. Of men sleeping Mowgli says: 'They laid them down on upon hard 

pieces of wood in the inside of a mud-trap, and having carefully shut 

out all the clean winds, drew foul cloth over their heads and made evil 

songs through their noses.’(69) ' Men kill for idleness and

pleasure,'( ̂  cries Mowgli and hurls the ankus from him when he

realises its use. This matches Toadflax’s comments on the death of

Sandleford warren ’It was just because we were in their way. They 

killed us to suit themselves.' )

Just as Mowgli is a human who bridges the gulf between men and animal 

and learns animal ways, the camp animals live among men, speak camp 

language and talk and think like soldiers. Here army men are admired, 

(because they are white?) and the animals give blind obedience without 

understanding the source of command. 'All you have to do is obey the 

man at your head and ask no questions’.( 7 2 )

Adams is also indebted to Kipling in the construction of a metaphysical

dimension in the god Tha who is the ultimate spiritual authority as

Frith is in Watership Down. The Just So Stories also combine animal 

fable with the creation myth as Adams does in his description of 

Frith’s blessing on El-ahrarah's rump and the prodigious growth of the 

rabbit race. This amalgamation of gods, men and animals makes a mythic 

animist connection between Kipling's and Adams's worlds. Mowgli makes 

this link flesh when he stands in Messua's hut, strong, tall and 

beautiful, crowned with white jasmine and hailed as a Godling. Adams’s 

rabbit hero, Hazel, makes the same transition spiritually in his 

apotheosis at the end of Watership Down when he sheds his body and 

slips through the. woods to the transcendental world.
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Ae writers move along the spectrum of anthropomorphism they see a deep 

relationship between man and animals and discover an overall moral 

which transcends all their narratives: that if 'we and the beasts are 

kin’ we must cease our exploitation of them and treat them better. Not 

only is there an identification with animals but they are seen as 

morally superior. Swift, Seton, Grahame, Orwell and Adams have all 

expressed this view. Since the moral high ground is possessed by 

animals, it is but a step to accord them a spark of divinity as does 

Seton, Kipling and Adams; to asserr the Buddhist view and attribute 

sou is to animals, to create an an i mist link between man and gods, with 

creatures as the mediators of religious experience.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: PASTORAL

SECTION I: THE PASTORAL OF CHILDHOOD

One of the secrets of Watership Down's powerful appeal to its readers 

is that it embodies one of mankind’s deepest and most ineradicable 

yearnings: the pastoral dream, the longing for a lost world of rural 

beauty inextricably connected with nostalgia for vanished youth and 

innocence. Since the Fall, this vision of a lo3t paradise, or garden 

from which we have been banished, has persisted. Since nostalgia is 

the emotional centre of pastoral, it is an easy shift to transfer its 

’iterary trappings to the memory of childhood. The pastoral of 

childhood is constructed by an adult looking back on a Golden Age. 

Just as the pastoral demands that it be viewed from an opposite 

perspective and from a sophisticated point of view, so the childhood 

pastoral is constructed by the grown man’s retrospective viewpoint. 

The Post-Romantic pastoral substituted the child for the shepherd, and 

transferred the terms Arcadian and Golden Age to childhood.

Adams constructs his own pastoral of childhood on this Arcadian model. 

His childhood and schooling were important elements in the formation of 

this myth. He presents an idealised picture:

I lived my childhood in what seemed another country 
where we weren’t particularly rich, but we had a 
gardener and housemaids. My upbringing was very 
similar to Christopher Robin's in a floppy white hat 
and sandshoes. I was born in May 1920 and he was born 
in July. He went to a prep school that played ray prep 
school at cricket.

All the ingredients of myth are here. The timeless child, Christopher 

Robin in 'floppy white hat and sandshoes’, the vanished class structure 

where everyone knew their place 'a world of class separation and 

servants’. ^ )  All disagreeable details vanish to be replaced by an
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idealised picture of childhood and order. The reference to servants 

and preparatory school place the author in the social scale, and the 

mention of Christopher Robin places him in time and provides evidence 

that he had a particular kind of 'correct' childhood. The habit of 

compensatory fantasy as a protection against painful reality was 

acquired early, ’i was very much the youngest child of the family and I 

was quite free to play my fantasy games .... I have always been an 

introverted fantasist.’^  The pleasures of this childhood were 

inextricably involved with the country. Adams lived in a house called 

Oakdene at Wash Common, then a village about a mile from Newbury. 

Isolated by age from other siblings^ he played alone in a large wild 

garden, bordered by fields that stretched away to the downs of which 

Watership Down is one, 'A rather solitary little boy with an enormous 

fantasy life,'^  The connection between the natural world and refuge 

was made when he was very young. The garden of his family home became 

a retreat from people, particularly the dark, overgrown areas where he 

could hide. The shrubbery which he called Bull Banks, was a favourite 

bolt-hole. He describes this in his autobiography The Day Gone By:

In Buil Banks you could go to ground and no one could 
tell where you were. {'If you're called you're to 
answer, Richard.' 'Shan’t.') It could also be 
anything - a fortress, the counci 1-rooms of a kingdom, 
a series of caves or dwellings, a dangerous jungle!^

From his retreat in the shrubbery it was possible to observe b.ird3 and 

flowers at close quarters, 'An infant lying still in the bushes was 

better placed to watch them than an adult.'^  Adams is aware that in 

his autobiography it is his adult self often investing the child with 

an articulacy he could not have had: 'They [the rhododendron flowersl

were beautiful, beyond comprehenaion, beyond assimilation ... saying 

even this much is really cheating - bringing in hindsight and words to
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express an infant's incoherent inarticulate sense of being bowled

over.*(8)

Adams recreates his infant viewpoint from his adult perspective and 

constructs his personal pastoral as- he does so. His view is in many 

ways an echo and imitation of other such constructs but in three ways 

iris view is idiosyncratic and personal to himself. Firstly, as a child 

he shows an introspective and naturally solitary bent, with an unusual 

preference for places that offered cover and security. The natural 

world afforded a haven that was preferred to people. He could hide in 

it physically and retreat still further into fantasy mentally. The 

ser.se of physical enclosure provided psychological refuge. This feeling 

of security in these circumstances became consciously recognised when 

Adams, frightened by a Punch and Judy show at a party, hid in a corner 

of the house and felt safe. With hindsight he realised that the notion 

of the enclosed refuge has remained a permanent personal fantasy 

with the incidental side-effect that disappearances attract a 

gratifying amount of attention and can provide a solution to difficult 

si tuations.

Secondly, Adams managed to preserve and communicate his infant's-eye 

smallness of vision, hidden and observant in the bushes. He is level 

with the fledglings in the nest, he is smaller than the moon-daisies 

and lighter too, he can be held up by four or five stalks gripped 

together. He hangs over the water-butt looking at the larvae, lies on 

his stomach watching a spider and meets a stoat eye to eye on the 

downs. He reconstructs the details of what it was like to be a small 

integral part of nature looking, smelling, tasting, touching and 

listening to everything that grew or moved. Nature’s minutiae were 

observed in close-up to an unusual degree. Twice he says from his 

adult perspective "cheating* when the vocabulary and range of knowledge
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is bookish and over scientific, ’the sundew with its tall stem of 

little white flowers rising from the centre of the ring of orange, 

crinite. droplet-covered leaves’ as is his description of five

kinds of grasshopper with their Latin names^^: but other

observations seem direct and true; that there were tiny hairs on the

larvae for instance and, a detail that could not be found in books,

that the grasshoppers, if squeezed tightly, 'would exude a drop of

orange-coloured fluid from their mouths.’ ne omelt the peculiar 

smell of the millipedes, watched the pulsation of 3nails' bodies

through glass, noting their regular alteration of colours, and ate the 

salad burnet; it tasted 'oily and rather hot.’^--) It is this close 

focus of attention that is echoed in the rabbits' perspective in

Watership Down; it is his own child’s lew level view of the natural 

world in tiny detail.

Thirdly, there is an emphasis on the degree to which flowers, insects 

and birds must be possessed physically. He picked dwarf begonias, 

'They were mine, mine, mine! ' He loved orange hawkweed: 'This was

my own secret flower . Not only flowers must be possessed but

slugs, snails, earwigs, centipedes, millipedes, larvae, three types of 

grasshopper and butterflies. There is one loss, a two bladed penknife 

dropped in the Enborne, but 'it must be down there still '(16? and he 

can literally catch the fish in the river and keep them. Insects are 

possessed and controlled. He spends several summers fetching 

grasshoppers from Greenham Common in efforts to populate his paddock 

with them. The adult looking back identifies four types of grasshopper

and pedantically gives their Latin names, Chorthippus___ Brunneus,

Onocestus Viridulus, Stenobothrus Lineatus and Myrmeleotettix

Maculatus. If things cannot be possessed tangibly then they must be 

appropriated by naming with the correct English name and the Latin if
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possible and thus become items to be classified and stowed away as 

permanently as possible in the bank of memory. This also exerts a 

control and allays anxieties of loss that might, exist if a desired 

object cannot be owned.

This last idiosyncrasy was inculcated, indeed demanded, by his father. 

Adams's father, Evelyn George Beadon Adams, always described by his son 

as a 'country doctor', was a powerful influence. He was a devotee of 

country lore and very ready to instruct the boy. He spent time passing 

on his knowledge of flowers, bird song, animals and rural details of 

all kinds to his son whom he took on his rounds. Adams's father 

insisted on the identification of birds: 'My father would not allow you

without mockery of some kind or another, to talk about a bird.’d ^

Under his father's instruction he learnt to name the birds and identify

them by their song, and tell the blackcap from the garden warbler. He

was aiso taught the names of the flowers, even difficult ones, on 

'pyjama waiks’ round the garden in the early morning: 'I unconsciously 

learned by degrees the names of all the trees and flowers we grew and 

could speak them unselfconsciously. Eschscholzia convallaria and 

coreopsis presented no difficulty to He kept the company of

his father a good deal and Adams recollects that ’it was the places he 

took me to which had the strongest formative influence upon me and gave 

me in childhood the most delight.'^ ^ ) The places included Bluebell 

Wood, the Enborne brook and the Rennet which gave him the first sight 

of a proper river. Adams's father, taught him to identify fish, to 

note 'the chequered pattern of the grayling’s hign, long-based dorsal 

fin and the characteristic .look of a grayling's r i s e . ’(20) Most 

importantly Dr Adams took his son to Greenham Common (21} anci the downs 

which form the principal background to Watership Down. This was 'a 

different country, soil, grass, flowers, birds and the land put to
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different use..' (22) 'The chalky subsoil was always breaking through

either with or without the help of rabbits. ’ This pastoral idyll

with his father as companion and instructor in nature lore came to an

end when Adams went to school at nine years old. Of his first nine

years he saysi

I long to recall as much as I can from those days
before I was nine and went to boarding school, for in 
many ways they were tne happiest of my life, an age of 
innocence so complete - that is, knowing no invasion or 
disillusion - that later on, in about 1349, I reacted 
with instant recognition to Dylan Thomas's poem 'Fern 
Hill’.*24'

Adams’s public school Bradfield continued the pastoral influence and 

combined it with the appeal to traditional values and order. Donald 

Horne connects the pastoral ideal firmly with tradition and the class 

system. 'Things that are rural and ancient are at the heart of 

Southern English snobberies.’*25* An English gentleman is always an 

English country gentleman. The public schools went to some trouble to 

preserve their green settings. Harrow purchased land between 1885 and 

1898 to ensure the necessary area, claiming the purchases were 

necessary to retain ’the beauty and dignity of the rural setting*, 

important because of 'the romantic affection which gathers round an 

ancient public school.,f-26) These schools were, placed in removed or 

country settings because rural values and tradition were major 

ingredients in the making of a gentleman. One of the results and 

values of the public school movement, founded and greatly expanded in 

the first half of the nineteenth century, was to give the middle class 

child the experience during his school years of being brought up in 

stately homes in parkland settings. There is a tradition of the ideal 

English park modelled by Humphrey Repton and Capability Brown, based on 

the rolling downland of southern England. This formula is neither
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French nor Dutch nor, indeed, obviously Romantic, but uses the

grassland, asymmetrical clumps of trees and glimpses of water: in fact

the characteristic landscape of Adams's childhood* The natural 

landscape of Berkshire and Hampshire is the essential landscape of the

English upper classes.

Bradfieid was one such public school set apart in attractive 

countryside, removed from other dwellings. It was one of the schools 

deliberately created in the nineteenth century to extend the number of 

public schools in order to admit the middle class boy. Nathaniel 

Woodard saw the public school system as a. unifying force for the 

gentrification of the professional middle classes. 'We must get

possession of the middle classes ... and how can we so well do this

as through public schools?’‘27) boys at Horris Hill, the

preparatory school attended by Adams before Bradfieid, were in no doubt 

that they were gentlemen because they were at a boarding school. The

chief qualification for being a gentleman was being a boarder at a

public school:

If you were not at boarding school you weren't a 
gentleman, and on top of that you would grow up to be a 
wet and a weed. Worse still, you wouldn’t be able to 
wear an old school tie and begin your career by being 
able to say: 'I was at Wrykin' (or wherever). It would 
be an unthinkable social disadvantage, and reflect 
badly upon your parents.^8)

In this quoted extract of The Day Gone By Adams is commenting on his 

preparatory school Horris Hill, but the same ethos of class separatism 

is true of the public schools for which it was a preparation. If you

weren't considered a gentleman, and all pupils Ipso facto were, you

were a 'rustic' that is a native of the countryside not the imported 

middle class. It was a class-conscious and snobbish atmosphere.
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Among the boys it [snobbery] was open, articulate and 
undisguised, virtually the principal value in life.
The Horris Hill word for anyone not considered a 
gentleman was ’rustic' ... to be a rustic would have 
been an ineradicable stigma,(29)

The rural myth Aaams constructs also illustrates what Raymond

Williams calls

that uncritical abstracting literary anthropology 
within which folktales and legends became part of an
uniocated unhistorical past; or the uncritical interest
in myth which made the land and the people a scene and
characters into which anything can be projected, with 
or without the inclusion of scraps of a classical 
education ... there was folk*song.(

Wash Common was a village and Adams remembers that the village children 

set up a maypole on the front drive of Oakdene and sang a folk 

song 'First of May*. He says 'As I suppose this must be a genuine folk 

rhyme, I may as well give the air (it's not in Cecil Sharp).'(31) 

childhood reminiscences include references to the historical past of 

the area. He sees the landscape as indelibly marked by the past. His

home at Wash Common was close to the site of the First Battle of

Newbury, and there is extended reference to the site of the battle, the 

chosen route of the armies and where the dead are buried. There is a 

sense of human connections stretching back to the past, 'In my day this 

(the battle) was something that every Wash Commoner' knew and could talk 

about with at least a smattering of local topographical knowledge.'(^2) 

Adams's nursemaid was a Cripps, '... there have always been Crippses 

at Wash Common. There were probably some on the touch!ine at the first 

battle of Newbury and there are some n o w . ' (33) He also makes 

connections with pre-history through the sea-urchin fossils he finds on 

che Downs, ’I still have three of these from those days long agc,’‘3A) 

a collection which makes physical possession of the past possible.
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Adams iliustrates Raymond Williams's observation 'that literary 

anthropology with folktales and legends' are part of the idealisation 

of the countryside. Adams keeps alive memories of the battle of 

Newbury; he points out the house where Lord Falkland died of wounds and 

the cottage where the Earl of Essex slept before the battle. The name 

of Lord Falkland still exists as the name of the cricket team. It is 

important to Adams that these connections with the past are retained. 

The fossil sea urchins must be looked up in The Observer's Book of

British Geo logy and the folknames or names given by the peasantry

quoted: shepherds' crowns, shepherds' mitres, fairy hearts and fairy 

loaves. The grave mounds are important too, as are other associations 

from the past: Lord Carnarvon's grave and the existence of the

supernatural mummy's curse on him for disturbing Tutankhamen's tomb 

invest the landscape with significance* So, too, does too the gibbet on 

Combe Hill which must, by tradition, be kept in good repair; the double 

hanging in 1676 is imagined against the contemporary landscape.^5)

This childhood pastoral is, of course, an artefact. 'The age of 

innocence’ Adams attributes to himself in his first nine years is the 

author’s construct, shaping and interpreting this period with adult 

hindsight into a Golden Age. The reality, as the autobiography tells 

us, was far different. Adams frequently quarrelled with his sister, 

was envied and considered spoilt by his siblings, lied about picking 

the begonias, pushed a little girl into a pit of nettles and was sent 

to school a term early because he was naughty. At his prep, school, 

Horris Hill, the boys were 'unremittingly contumacious, contradictory 

and condemnatory, for ever squabbling and bandying words.’(3b) qq 

strong is the conception of the pastoral childhood that it eclipses all 

such episodes. Adams struggles at times with this sense of 'cheating' 

as he calls it, the feeling that it is the adult's projection upon the
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image of the child rather than what really happened, but the convention 

wins out. One is struck by the similarity of his vision to that of 

other writers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, who 

all converge in similar ways on the same myth. The middle, class child 

has a stereotyped upbringing and responds to all the other middle class 

child's written pastorals. They all interact to make roughly the same 

idealisation and shape experience to fit the same pattern.

This convergence is made possible by literature. At many points in his 

autobiography, whose title, The Day Gone By, is itself a quotation 

from de la dare, past experience is mediated through books. Experience 

is grasped or made real by literary reference: the Enborne brook gave 

'impalpable feelings' - an echo of Wordsworth. Of the Rennet., he felt 

as Mole felt: Nurse Lowe at the race course hospital 'was like 3 nanny 

in a Victorian children’s storybook by Maria Edgeworth or Francis 

Hodgson Burnett. * incident about a tramp or vagrant he met who 

gave him a cup of tea is described as an 'Edward Thomasesque 

e n c o u n t e r ^̂ 8) His father is a 'Toad of Toad Hall motorist', (39) 

Adams sees himself as interchangeable with Christopher Robin and his 

youthful feelings can be exactly reproduced in Dylan Thomas's 'Fern 

Kill'. Newbury is recognised as Thomas Hardy's Casterbridge although

sheep cannot be heard in the magistrate's court. Events and experiences 

frequently receive no further description than the literary reference. 

We model readers can fill out the detail for ourselves.

It is clear that in Watership Down Adams is fictionalising his own 

childhood. He is the rabbit whose home was destroyed for building

development. He recreates the small animal viewpoint of his own 

infancy when he hid in dark places for 3afetv, was smaller than the

moonflowers and could gaze eye to eye with a stoat. The pastoral
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background is the background he knew as a child; the downs he could see 

from his home in Wash Common. The biras and flowers he learnt about

from his father were recreated to make the idyllic backcloth. The

countryside is bathed in nostalgia for the golden time of childhood

which appears from the adult perspective to be a time of innocence and 

with 'no invasion of disillusion. ’ The reaiity of this infancy is

however more sharply and realistically conveyed in the action of the 

novel. Adams and his imaginary companions, who are a composite of one 

personality, (brains, feeling, intuition, strength; Blackberry, Hazel, 

Fiver and Bigwig) and also portraits of his army comrades, enact a 

series of conflicts. The quest for a safe haven and a secure warren is 

performed despite dangers and ferocious opponents, This atmosphere of 

conflict paints a more truthful picture of the contentious nature that 

lies at the emotional core of the pastoral: it shows quarrels, battles 

and danger. Finally, in pastoral fantasy the intensely competitive 

hero wins home, security and family in the warren on the downs, but we 

are left with a powerful sense of pain and struggle.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SECTION II: THE LITERARY PASTORAL OF WATERSHIP DOWN

Adams gives importance to his animal fable, adding further epic 

proportion and authenticity, by placing the action against a real piece 

of the English countryside he knew so well. Although he was insistent 

on the accuracy of his description of the terrain and included a 

section of the ordnance survey map of the area with the text, his 

description of the land shows a double rhetoric. There is the precise 

detail of his own observation but it is frequently conveyed in the 

manner of the pastoral conventions of Georgian writers, where a veil of 

literary classicism, and historical and other associations is thrown 

over the reality.

Raymond Williams’s book The Country and the City was published in 1973, 

and makes no reference to Watership Down, but his critique of the 
Georgian writers’ version of rural England could very well apply to it. 
It showed a picture of the countryside which

... took the form of a detailed version of a part- 
imagined, part-observed rural England. ... very few 
country writers in the twentieth century have escaped 
this strange formation in which observation, myth, 
record and half-history are so deeply entwined.^1 1

The following passage from Watership Down illustrates this double

rhetoric:

The rabbits sheltered in dim-green, sun-flecked caves 
of grass, flowering marjoram and cow-parsley; peered 
round spotted hairy-stemmed clumps of viper’s bugloss, 
bloooming red and blue above their heads; pushed 
between towering stalks of yellow mullein. Sometimes 
they scuttled along open turf, coloured like a tapestry 
meadow with self-heal, centaury and torment.il .... Had 
their journey been made in years gone by, they would 
have found the downs more open, without standing crops, 
grazed close by sheep; and they could hardly have hoped 
to go far unobserved by enemies. But the sheep were



long gone and the tractors had ploughed great expanses 
for wheat and barley.

The smell of the green, standing corn was round them
all day. The mice were numerous and so were the 
kestrels. The kestrels were disturbing but Hazel had 
been right when he guessed that a healthy, full-grown 
rabbit was too large a quarry for them ... . There was 
no breeze and the air was full of the sweet,
chrysanthemum-like smell of the flowering compositae of 
dry uplands - corn-chamomile, yarrow and tansy ... .
Two or three hundred yards away and directly across
their line, a belt of trees ran straight across the 
down, stretching in each direction as far as they could 
see. They had come to the line of the Portway - only 
intermittently a road -• which runs from north of 
Andover, through St Mary Bourne with its bells and 
streams and watercress beds, through Bradley Wood, on 
across the downs and so to Tad ley and at last to 
Silchester - the Romans’ Calleva Atrebatum. Where it 
crosses the downs, the line is marked by Caesar's belt, 
a strip of woodland as straight as the read ... .Ail 
was still, save for the grasshoppers and the falling 
finch-song of the yellowhammer on the thorn.^

Adams's description of the countryside, in the lengthy passage quoted 

above, sets out to create an impression of exactitude as did his 

original typescript with maps and photographs. The catalogue of 

flowers (all accurate according to season and classification) and the 

description of landscape, contribute to an impression of veracity. 

But the selection of detail is idyllic. Nothing discordant is allowed 

to intrude. It is high summer, the smells are sweet, the colours 

brilliant, the names of the flowers recited like a litany, 'used like 

c h a r m s . I t  is such passages as this, and there are many such set 

pieces, carefully worked over by Adams in first and subsequent draft, 

that attracted critics and brought Adams the reputation of a country 

writer. The 'fine writing' and depiction of a pastoral 'lost world:, 

seen through a finely contrived romantic haze delighted reviewers who 

were themselves in the grip of the same nostalgia. Monica Dickens, an 

English writer living in America, wrote:
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This loveiy, iovely novel will join those classics 
which preserve the simpler joys ... the wonders of the 
English countryside, seen with the ground-level detail 
of a rabbit’s eve and ear and nose, the scent and
savour of short, sweet grass, the aromatic tiny wild
plants. )

Although authenticity is striven for, the angle of vision is poetic,

romantic, and associated with literary, historical and classical 

tradition. The simile, ’coloured like a tapestry meadow' gives a 

medieval association both charming and formal as we visualise the

bright stylised carpet of small flowers, of millefleurs tapestries such 

as The Lady with the Unicorn and The Hunt of the Unicorn. ̂  The

plants are detailed enough in the tapestries to be identifiable by 

botanists, and yet in their placing, colouring and numbers they are

plainly used in an artistic and patterned, rather than random, style.

Among che millefleurs, we see small creatures, like rabbits, clearly 

depicted. The flowers and animals are charming, botanically and

anatomically accurate, but their selection and arrangement, separated 

and clear, is artistic and not natural. Adams's description of the 

flowers in Watership Down is made with similar artifice:

Thus, each plant is presented in its prime, and all 
together produce a delightful ensemble that nature has 
never yet offered to man. And that, of course, is one 
of the advantages of art over nature.

The medieval tapestry-maker wished to celebrate the beauty of the 

natural world, lost every winter; the blossoms and trees depicted would 

in the bleakness of winter remind their owners of spring and summer and 

loveliness. Exile from spring and summer is seasonal as well as a 

matter of changing history. Nostalgia for ioet pastoral beauty is a 

constant feature of literature of all centuries.



The smoothness of the writing, the naming of flowers and places which 

arouse pleasant associations, the evocation of history and tradition 

contribute to the total impression of rural beauty. We can see a 

startling difference between the passage examined and Adams’s 

telescoping of the rabbits' journey i.n a letter:

The story begins in the fields beyond Monkey Lane and 
goes down through Captain TrSdinnick's Woods, across to 
Newtown Common and Gozzers and so out to Kingsclere.’

’Monkey Lane' and ’Gozzers' do not contribute to euphony, and, deprived 

of grace of style and beauty of subject and without the veil of a 

cultural mist, the rabbits’ journey would be a humdrum one indeed. 

After acceptance as a paperback, Kaye Webb, editor of Puffin books, 

encouraged by the descriptions and maps, proposed a Puffin club walk in 

the Watership Down area. Adams advised against it because the land in 

the story is private (as we see below, such walks were an annoyance) 

and secondly because the reality would be a disappointment:

First, so much of the land in the story is private.
The Enborne crossing is on private land. The relevant 
reach of the Test is on private land belonging to Lord 
Portal. (You could ’sound’ him, I suppose. He might 
be delighted for all I know.) Nuthanger Farm and 
Watership Down where Hazel and Co dug their warren is, 
in real life, rather a ragged-edged, stinging nettly 
sort of place. In point of fact, I idealised it a bit, 
and the kids might be a bit disappointed.^

An important ingredient in the formation of the literary pastoral is 

the sense of the landscape as ancient and unchanging. In the quoted 

passage the landscape is viewed with the eye of an historian. 'Had 

their journey been made in years gone by . . . ’ is a reference to the 

Enclosure Acts at the end of the eighteenth century. The phrase 

like a tapestry meadow’ has given medieval associations while the use 

of the Roman names for Silchester, Calleva Atrebatum, and the reference
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to Caesar's Belt, peoples the landscape with Roman soldiers and reminds 

us of their occupation of Britain. -The habit of historical reference, 

of seeing places in an historical perspective, is instinctive to Adams 

and also the means by which he fosters the myth of a rural changeless 

England.

We are intended to view the narrative through all the disciplines of 

the humanities including painting. In a passage of moonlight 

description there, is a reference to Stubbs who 'envisaged the skeleton 

inside the h o r s e , S t u b b s ,  as Adams observes elsewhere, is the 

English country painter par excellence, not as Turner or Constable 

were, but as a painter of the aristocrats and their servants against a 

rural background. He symbolises class and land together; his paintings 

depict the country houses, horses, family and servants of country 

gentlemen, and celebrate their ownership of these things,

If natural history and sport were the eighteenth 
century Englishman's pastimes, land remained his great 
passion. Without war or industry, agriculture was the 
basis of all wealth and position. So Stubbs’ portraits 
are portraits of landscapes too.' ̂

The elaborated set-piece descriptions of landscape represent another 

method of possessing the countryside. The extended passages of natural 

description are a means of demonstrating ownership and control of land. 

Adams's descriptions of landscape 'own' the Hampshire/Berkshire 

countryside as landscape paintings of the eighteenth century 'own' the 

properties represented: 'To control something uncontrollable, whether

one is an artist or a farmer or a gardener, one must package, label, 

verbalize and humanize it..' This quotation from Ronald Paulson's 

Literary Landscape s ^ 1' is endorsed by the behaviour of many readers of

Watership Down who, having enjoyed the view through the author's

proprietorial window, were encouraged by the sense of possession it
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conferred to walk the rabbits' route, map in hand, in such numbers as 

tc be a serious nuisance to the owners of the original Nuthanger 

F a r m .  ^2) 7 ^ .  nove\ n a<j  packaged, labelled, verbalised and humanised

the land to such a degree that they felt they had a right to trespass. 

The novel made the landscape public property.

Adams knew that he had worked hard on his idealisations of the 

countryside, and as he wrote he realised that these would be one of the 

major strengths of the book. His concern for elegance and smoothness 

led to considerable emendation of these passages. Such revisions 

constitute by far the largest number of emendations in the holograph. 

This care was not always successful or well-received. A passage of 

epic simile, a sixteen line long sentence, a pastiche of Proust^^) 

describing swallows and martins gathering in September, was criticised 

by Graham Hammond, a dissenting voice in the general chorus of critical 

praise in England in 1973. Hammond comments:

One may marvel at the skill of this imitation of Homer 
and Vergil and applaud the author's jubilant desire to 
share some of the benefits of a classical education 

but at the same time one may ask how a writer 
writing in the 1970's could have chosen to deliver 
himself of a sentence so convoluted and self
consciously overwrought, let alone expect that a child 
could read it and cope with its construction.^^)

Mr Hammond was, of course, writing before the novel moved into adult 

readership with American publication. The passage is, as Mr Hammond 

has observed, an epic simile in the manner of classical authors, but it 

is also a conscious literary exercise. Adams intended the novel to be 

a stepping stone in literary appreciation for his daughters, and this 

is one of two passages in imitation of Proust- The other is the 

passage describing moonlight. This too seems to serve no purpose in the 

novel other than tc illustrate the ornamental. Adams is trapped by his
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love of euphony and pastiche into a 'feeling that seems contrived, the 

comparisons and illustrations forced and distracting, the rhetoric 

hollow and the insights banal.’

A much revised passage on the rabbits' arrival at the Test when they 

see a big river for the first time, is, on the other hand, 

successful. ( It is worked over, in terms of elaborate description 

both of river and fish, and strikes the reader as vivid, true and an

integral part of the story. The passage, with its many revisions in

holograph, is reproduced in Appendix 5. It is another pastoral 'set-

piece' description but successful in its combination of accuracy of 

detail and significance to the plot. The Hampshire chalk trout streams 

are as familiar to Adams from childhood as was the Thames to Kenneth 

Grahame, and as important. The description of the Test occurs in the 

chapter 'The Great River' which has as its epigraph a quotation from

The Wind in the Willows which tells of Mole seeing a river for the

first time, and his feeiings of wonder are paralleled by those of the

rabbits as they have the same experience.

Never in his life had he seen a river before - this
sleek, sinuous, full-bodied animal ... . All was a~
shake and a-shiver - glints and gleams^ and sparkles,
rustle and swirl, chatter and bubble.1

In an article, 'Reflections of Five Rivers', Adams remembers his first 

river, the Enborne, and all 'the special, personal loves - rivers that 

have blessed us, solaced us and come to fill, in memory, places almost 

like those of parents or lovers.’1 ' ; He l inks rivers with life 

events. The Kennet, a trout river very like the Test was his 

adolescent love, and this 'splendid playground' • js one Gf the 

models for his description in Watership Down, altnough all the rivers 

in the article are ingredients (the Enborne, Kennet, Isis are others).
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The river is a symbol, as it was for Grahame, of constancy, linking all 

parts of their lives, and a refuge from industrial spoliation and

technology.

Adams’s childhood knowledge of the Test was later refreshed by weekend 

walks from his cottage in Streatley when working in ’horrible 

London'' and he is here describing a much loved and visited scene. 

His descriptions of the trout’s movements in the river have the 

accuracy of a fisherman's observation of his quarry with the precise 

detail of the mouth ’pure white inside’ as it takes a fly. The 

undulations of the fish, its gravel colour and the fine scour of the 

Hampshire chalk stream are exactly described. There is again, the 

enjoyment of the sound of words 'thick masses motionless' and * wheel - 

like leaves all submerged’; but this is contrasted with the simplicity 

and directness of 'the water was very clear, with a bed of clean yellow 

gravel, and even in the middle was hardly four feet deep.’ Most 

importantly, this description is necessary to the action.

The rabbits have never seen a big river nor a trout before, and the

scene so familiar to the author is as strange to the rabbits as Cathay 

to Marco P o l o . f21) 'The Test, a weed-cut, carefullv-tended trout 

stream, seemed to him (Hazel) like a world of water.’ (22) The 

protagonists are not forgotten as it is described. We are conscious of 

the rabbits as observers of the scene throughout and we see with their 

eyes. The fish is not named, because they don’t know its name, but its

size is seer, ’as long as a rabbit. ' Its undulations remind Hazel of

the Nuthanger cat and when it takes a f.ly he calls it ’a waterhawk’. 

Adams’s ability to see and think like his protagonists and to use only 

those images that would come naturally to them, a self-imposed 

limitation to the novelist, is here successful. The passage is a blend
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of the traditional pastoral Romantic style, and yet also shows an

experience of other types of consciousness, and empathic knowledge of 

what it is like to be an animal, that all adds a new ingredient to the 

pastoral formula.

The rabbits’ response to man’s technology is also imaginatively 

realised when they first see a road, (23) a bul ldozer (24) and a 

train* (25) see as they do and are surprised to see the familiar as

alien and then experience the shock of sudden recognition.

It [the bulldozer] was very noisy and it was yellow - 
as yellow as charlock ar.d in front there was a great 
silver, shining thing that it held in its huge front 
paws ... , And this thing - how can I tell you? It
tore the fields to bits. Tt_destroyed the field ... it 
buried .itself in the ground and pushed great masses of 
earth In front of it until the field was destroyed. 
The whole place became like a cattle-wade in 
winter. (26)

The capacity to turn the ordinary into something terrible and identify 

with this response is an imaginative feat. It is the same feat 

achieved by Swift in Gulliver's Travels where perceptions change 

according to size: Gulliver's battle with the cat for instance, or his 

ghastly close-up of a girl's complexion revoltingly highly magnified. 

Adams has this capacity to convey different perceptions. A child is 

in the grip of giant grown-ups, abrupt, and arbitrary eventualities, 

fixed, authoritarian rules, wide open and hostile spaces; events appear 

as alien and as arbitrary to the rabbits. Adams, at four, wades the

Enborne and can remember clearly how it felt.

It is easy to forget, across the years, the enchantment 
of the first river you ever knew. Yet Kenneth Grahame, 
clearly, could recall it and conferred it for all time,
upon Mole at the opening of Wind in the Wjllows
it is one's innocence at 4 years old - one’s very 
ignorance - that gives the magic its grip. The child's 
apprehension is .immediate. His senses ieap intuitively 
upon the mystery he could hardly understand it, if it 
were explained in words.(27)
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This remembered sense of wonder gives Adams the ability to communicate 

the rabbits’ incomprehension of things hitherto unseen, ’the ignorance 

-- that gives the magic its grip’. The appeal of the rabbits as

protagonists is that they recreate for every reader thirs sense of 

seeing for the first time, with the eye of childhood. At the same 

time, the reader switches to his own adult experience, and with a

sudden shift of perspective sees the alien or magic thing as suddenly

familiar: 'For a moment he thought that lie was looking at another

river, black, smooth and straight between its banks. They he saw the 

gravel embedded in the tar and watched a spider running over the 

surface.’(28)

The world that the rabbits inhabit is pre-technological, reflecting a 

Golden Age, an Arcadia before the industrial age of road, steam engines 

and machinery. The animals use a punt and dig out the peg that holds 

Bigwig to the snare, but this is the limit of their use and association 

with man-made objects. Their physical and mental distance from the 

modern world is emphasised. They live in a world apart from the noise 

men make. Even the noise of the modern world is distant:

Nowadays, among fields and woods, the noise level by 
day is high - too high for some kinds of animals to 
tolerate. Few places are far from human noise - cars, 
buses, motorcycles, tractors, lorries. The sound of a 
housing estate in the morning is audible a long way 
off. People who record bird-song generally do it very 
early - before six o’clock - if they can. Soon after 
that, the invasion of distant noises in most woodland 
becomes too constant and too loud. During the last 
fifty years the silence of much of the countryside has 
been destroyed. But here, on Watership Down, there 
floated up only faint traces of the daylight noise 
below.(29)

In Watership Down Adams articulated a love of the countryside and a

corresponding disgust with urban life and the doings of men. This is 

an attitude that informs the work of many writers since the Industrial
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Revolution, but Adano evinces a particularly intense hatred of man in 

relation to nature in the novel, and this is supported by many 

statements .in interview: 'I hate humans and their works. I hate Paris, 

I hate Florence. Living in London for twenty-five years was like being 

imprisoned, ’ (301 The disgust with urban life is traced to the doings

of humans. Adams depicts a Utopian rural world, calm, beautiful, 

ordered, and described down to the most fragile detail of insects’ 

legs, the light ’flashing minutely on membranous wings,'(31) which is 

brutally contrasted with the machinery set in motion by man. Its power

to destroy animals and their habitat is described in cruel and ugly

detail. All contacts between the rabbits and humans lead to fear and 

death, except that is, at the novel’s climax, where Lucy and Dr Adams 

suddenly provide a means of miraculous escape in a 'hrududu'.

The readers' and Hazel’s first experience of a car is with its

insensitive death-dealing capacity. The squashed hedgehog is described 

gruesomely: ’In the middle of the road was a flattened, bloody mass of

brown prickles and white fur, with small, black feet and snout crushed 

round the edges. The. flies crawled upon it and here and there the 

sharp points of gravel pressed up through the flesh.’(32)

Adams is fond of extended descriptions of animals' sufferings. Bigwig 

wounded and struggling in the snare is kept by the author in the 

reader’s mind with some determination. The gassing of Sanaleford 

warren is a detailed account, as is the oppressive regime of Efrafra. 

Just as the natural description of the pastoral can tend to self

indulgence, as in the moonlight passage, there is a parallel or 

opposite tendency to dwell on and highlight cruelty and suffering. The 

author’s facility at turning phrases can become an end in itself, 

indulged in for its own sake rather than subordinated to the structure 

of the novel.
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As the novel progresses, extended descriptions of the countryside are 

infrequent. As the pace of the narrative increases, in the last third 

of the book, they disappear altogether, or are integrated into the plot 

to provide visual detail, or are functional to the action. The novel 

concludes with autumnal and winter landscapes, giving a sense of 

tranquillity and rural calm after turmoil. It ends as it began with 

the season of primroses which gives the feeling of completion and an 

action that has turned full circle.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SECTION III: A GREEN NOVEL - PASTORAL AS ENVIRONMENT

Adams’s ability to identify with animals, to share their perception and 

make his readers perform this cognitive leap as well, leads him to see 

them as victims of man's activities. This attitude, according to an 

interview with Edward Steen, dates from his own childhood:

I have always had an emotional interest in animals,
ever since I was a little boy. I'm a natural 
identifier with victims. What's always pre-occtipied me 
about them is that they are helpless. I remember
bursting into tears when I saw a picture of a dog 
caught in one of those traps, being held up by its leg.
I remember saying to my mother, 'But he hasn’t done 
anything' . ^ )

This intensity of response to animal suffering still engages Adams's

interest as a writer, and is allowed expression in many passages of

Watership Down. Bigwig in the snare, Holly’s description of the

gassing of the Sandleford warren, the references to 'the white

blindness,' myxomatosis, and the destruction of the animals' habitat

are al 1 crimes committed against animals by man. The terrible evil

that is in the world comes from men, says Holly, ’Men will never rest

till they've spoiled the earth and destroyed the a n i m a l s . ’ ^ )  xhe
men who destroy the warren have 'white sticks' in their mouths, and

carry the equipment of metal pipes for the gas. The pollution of

smoking and the killing gas is subtly juxtaposed to the purity of

nature: 'I remember the smell, of the elder bloom in the rain and the

smell of the white sticks’ says Holly.'-' The epigraph to Chapter 21:

'For El-ahrairah to Cry’, in which the account of the gassing of the

warren appears, is from Dostoevsky:

Love the animals. God has given them the rudiments of 
thought and joy untroubled. Don't trouble it, don't 
harass them, don't deprive them of their happiness,
don't work aga i nst God’s i ntent. ̂ 1
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and this is followed by a quotation front Auden about 'Acts of 

injustice.' Toadflax, as he dies, realises that their deaths are not a 

punishment for stealing lettuces but ’because we were in their way. 

They killed us to suit themselves.! (5* Holly too, knows that men’s 

actions are both evil and wanton: 'All other elil do what they have to 

Jo and Frith moves them as he moves us. They live on the earth and 

they need food.'cl

The movement described bv Keith Thomas in Man and the Natural World^^, 

where society's attitudes are demonstrated tc have changed in the 

period between 1500 and 1800 from a position of antnropocentrism 

through anthropomorphism and finally to a recognition of the rights of 

animals, is carried by Adams to a further stage where animals are seen 

as morally superior to man. In Watership Down and in The Plague Dogs 

(where the ’star dog' sees man as accursed because of the wrong he does 

animals, banished from paradise as a result of it) Adams inverts the 

'natural' order with neat biblical and Miltonic echoes. Because of his 

cruelty man is seen as

... no longer fit to look after the animals.
Henceforth you shall be subject to injustice, murder 
and death ... so the man and his mate, with faltering
steps and slow, took their solitary way, and ever since
that day all the birds and animals have, feared man and 
fled from him; and he exploits them and torments them 
... he bruises us, and those of us who can, bruise
him.^

This obvious concern for animals in his books, in subject matter and 

treatment, resulted in Adams's appointment as President of the 

R.S.P.C.A. in 1980. He resigned, with other leading members, from the 

Association in 1982 in order to pursue the cause of Animal Rights in a 

more militant fashion.O) Since 1985 he has conducted a campaign 

against the use of natural furs. His vehement denunciation of this
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trade was published in Out of Town, July 1986. Under the title 

'Clothed in Cruelty’ his passionate attack was intemperate enough 

to draw the attention of the Press Council. He said the fur traders 

showed ’rapacity and specious dishonesty,’ and that they were 

prostitutes in that they 'surrendered to an infamous use,’ and compared 

the trade with slavery, child labour in factories, public execution, 

flogging and the restriction of the vote to males.

The destruction of the obsolete and discredited fur 
industry, which consists, in essence, of the cruellest 
imaginable exploitation of warra-blooded sentient 
mammals for no better reason than vanity and social 
adornment, lies in the logic of social and moral 
progress

The Press Council ruled that the attack on identifiable organisations 

(traders and fur breeders) was such that they must be allowed the right 

of reply, which was granted in Out of Town of April 1987. Adams’s

outburst in the article, and the vehemenence of his lecturing style, on 

the lecture tours and outdoor rallies, demonstrated the intensity of 

his feelings, which seem to border on complete loss of control on this 

subject..* *3) His extended description of Bigwig in the snare in 

Watership Down becomes comprehensible in the light of this 

preoccupation with the suffering of entrapped animals.

This focus on suffering gives a different shift to the pastoral 

perspective in Watership Down. The elaborated conventional

descriptions and wistful Georgian pastiche give way as the novel 

develops to scenes of blood, horror and danger. Not only man is seen 

as responsible for this suffering, but the feral nature of the animals 

themselves is fully evidenced, Adams learnt from Lock.ley the reality 

of the life of a wild rabbit. Thp greatest danger faced by a wild 

rabbit, apart from man, is another rabbit. The lives of real, rabbits 

are short and brutal, a struggle for survival.
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Their fighting nature is s'nowr. by the battle for territory and for

breeding does with other rabbits from Efrafa. Unlike most writers of 

the pastoral novel, Adams does not ignore Nature-red-in-tooth-and-claw, 

nor the sexual aspect of his protagonists. Indeed, he emphasises the 

unsentimental in his treatment of animals. Rex Collings observed,

’it’s got blood and shit in it,’ and one might add, sperm. The

countryside is seen in elaborated passages of description as idealised 

and as a beautiful refuge, but in the action of the novel, the rabbits 

endure sexual deprivation, the prospect of resultant infertility, 

suffering and death at the hands of men, and wage a bloody battle for 

territory with their own kind.

The short story ’Sredni Vashtar’ by Saki’1̂  was turned into an

Operatic Theatre-piece in one act by Adams. The libretto tells,

with gleeful relish, cf the pole-cat ferret’s revenge on the tyrannical 

Mrs de Ropp. Her throat is torn out. while young Conradin, who has 

summoned supernatural powers to destroy her through the animal, munches 

toast. One can understand the attraction of this story to Adams. It 

is one of the few literary examples of the animal kingdom’s revenge for 

bad treatment on man, or in this case, woman.

Not only does the popularity of Watership Down represent the response 

ot a reading public to literature that appeared to offer an escape from 

modern anxieties into rural nostalgia, but it also seemed to articulate 

new anxieties about our treatment of animals, endangered wild-life and 

their habitats. The book is both escape and return to the natural 

world and also, paradoxically, demonstrates a concern for a new great 

cause of the age, ecology. Ecology is seen by John Sutherland in 

Bestseilers, as the predominant appeal in Watership Down, which raised 

it to ’superseller’ status. He says this book, Jonathan Livingstone 

Seagull and Jaws can be seen clearly related to this subject:
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They draw their relevance from a cluster of negative 
and positive emotions provoked by concern for vanishing 
or endangered wildlife and wilderness. At one pole is 
guilt about man's depredations of his and other 
species’ environment, at the 'silent spring' which he 
has brought. Over the last twenty years this 
environmental guilt has discharged on such issues as 
the extinction of whales, myxomatosis, pollution, 
nuclear power generation, urban decay, indiscriminate 
use of pesticides and consequent disruption of food 
chains, overpopulation, defoliation programmes in 
Vietnam, deforestation in the Amazon basin, the 
clubbing cf baby seals. In fact, given the myriad 
inter-relationships which the pseudo-science of ecology 
proposes, anxiety diffuses to the point where it takes 
in everything and anything that has gone wrong in the 
natural world,

The action of Watership Down is initiated by man’s destruction of the 

animals’ natural habitat. Adams's concern for the vanishing 

countryside was not iust the continuation of a pastorai, nostalgic 

tradition, but its publication at this particular stage in our history 

brought to attention through one specific fictional warren the iosses 

cf the natural habitat throughout the country. A booklet published by 

Friends of the Earth called Paradise Lost^-^ endorses that this was 

net just a vague impression, nor that repeated feeling that the 

countryside is always receding in our minds referred to by Raymond

W i l l i a m s , b u t  an ugly contemporary fact. In Hampshire, the setting 

for Watership Down, 20% of chalk grassland had been lost since 1966 and

19.4% of heathland had been destroyed in 14 years. The full list

of habitat losses had already been given to Parliament in February 1981 

in data released by the National Countryside Commission. They had 

begun a comprehensive sampling study oi naoitat loss in May 1980 which 

proved with data from all counties that the speed and rate of 

destruction was greater than even the pessimists had suspected. It was 

only when the evidence had been systematically collected that the 

destruction could be realised. The habitats for wildlife were
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vanishing at the average rate of 13% per year. The first author to

marshal the facts was Marion Shoard in her took The Theft of the

Countryside:

Already a quarter of our hedgerows, twenty-four million 
hedgerow trees, thousands of acres of down and
heathland, a third of our woods and hundred upon 
hundred of ponds, streams, marshes and flower-rich
meadow have disappeared. ... speedily the English
countryside is being turned into a vast, teatureiess
expanse of prairie. Its surface is given over either
to cereal growing or to a grass monoculture fuelling
intensive stock rearing. This new English landscape
can offer little delight to the human eye or ear. It
cannot sustain our traditional wild flowers, birds and 
animals. But each year it takes over hundreds more
square miles of England.(20)

Statistics such as these made nonsense of Raymond Williams’s 

description of rural nostalgia as an ever retreating escalator, moving 

back endlessly in search of an Old England with timeless agricultural 

rhythms, ’Just back, we can see, ovei’ the last hill.’ It was now much 

more than pastoral convention or a recurrent feeling. It is true that 

the Enclosures Acts and the Industrial Revolution had taken their toll 

of the countryside in the past, but the speed and rate of loss since 

the Second World War exceeded anything previously seen. The 

countryside really was vanishing more quickly than ever before. 

Hedgerows disappeared because of changes in farming practice. Modern 

machine farming demanded Jarger fields for economical operation. The 

grubbing up of hedgerows provided larger units for this and released 

more land for cultivation. Ironically, many hedges had been introduced 

at the period of the enclosures, encouraging bird and rabbit population 

and providing roads for animals to travel safely, as well as supporting 

a variety of shrubs, flowers and insects. The demand for housing after 

the War also involved the use of farmland for housing estates, as is 

the rabbits' Sandleford warren, Adams’s own childhood home at. Wash 

Common near Newbury, went to make way for similar development.
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Not only was the natural habitat shrinking rapidly in size, but new 

scientific developments, the discovery of chemicals, herbicides and 

pesticides, threatened the whole web of life. Albert Schweitzer said, 

'man has lost the capacity to foresee and foretell. He. will end up by 

destroying the earth.f(21)

Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring, published in London in 1963,

brought this environmental hazard to the consciousness of the world.

She stressed the fact that,

For the first time in the history of the world, every 
human being is now subjected to contact with dangerous 
chemicals, from the moment of conception until death 
.... All this has come about because of the sudden
rise and prodigious growth of an industry for the
production of man-made or synthetic chemicals with
insecticidal propensities.’(22)

Rachel Carson’s book was the greatest single factor in the founding of 

the ecological movement. Adams’s own work in the Department of the

Environment, formed from the old Department cf Town and Country

Planning in response to new environmental concerns, was concerned with 

anti-pollution. On his promotion to Assistant Secretary he became part 

of the Environmental Protection Group in charge of the air pollution 

division and in 1968 steered the second Clean Air Act through

Parliament. Adams was aware, both in his work and in his country

leisure pursuits, of the overwhelming need for legislation to protect 

the national heritage and life itself. A newly educated readership was 

also aware of the threat and ready to respond enthusiastically to a

novel which was based on the loss of a wildlife habitat, and showed an 

attractive species threatened with a disease deliberately spread by 

man. The intense focus on a tiny part of the Hampshire countryside,

magnifying the delicacy and fragility of insect, plant and animal

life, showing a soaking bumbietee vibrating its wings^S) ancj a



single frail stalk of pale lilac lady-smock,(24) made a singular impact 

on an audience newly made aware of the delicate and perilous nature of 

the threads that bind animal and human life together. At the other 

extreme, the most sophisticated technology made possible a most, 

touching and powerful image, seen by hundreds of millions on 

television, of the earth, from Apollo 11 in July 1969. It was an image 

of the earth never seen before, unexpectedly small, beautiful and 

vulnerable.

Almost overnight the concept of ’Spaceship Earth' was 
born. We were ail passengers on the same tiny craft. 
We looked at our television screens and saw ourselves, 
miraculously, from the vantage point of space. There 
was only one earth - a small pale fragile^orb - and we 
were busy making a frightful mess of i t . (25)

The concept of the global village was made visible, and every tiny part 

of the threatened natural world became immediately more precious. It 

made a piece of the English countryside as important worldwide as 

anywhere else on earth. It was important that Adams focused on small 

wild animals and that the exact song the birds sang should be recorded 

by him. That they should sing at all was miraculous. A significant 

element of Adams’s international readership appeal was that concern for 

the environment became part of the youth culture of the world:

22nd April 1979 was the first Earth Day ... celebrated 
in the United States on BOO college campuses and 3,500 
high schools. It was the time of the great 
environmental teach-in. Special awards were presented 
to polluters; law students' groups were mobilized to 
draft model anti-pollution suits and to develop courses 
on environmental law; large spotlights were shone at 
night on belching smoke-stacks; dead fish were 
exhibited on the sidewalk; the ‘kids’ held mass phone- 
ins to industrial polluters ... it was a truly 
international and broad-based movement. When, in mid- 
June 1969, a lead-plated metal canister containing 
endosulfan fell from a barge into the Rhine somewhere 
near Mainz in West Germany, causing the death of 25 
million fish, students protested in the Dutch cities of 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam and the Hague. When, on 29th July
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1970, air pollution killed 16 rabbits belonging t.o a 
primary school in Osaka, they protested in Japan. When 
chemicals in the air turned the paint grey in Buenos 
Aires and wilted the trees along Rome's Appian Way; 
when Venice sank beneath the onslaught of the 
industrial mainland, the students protested in those 
cities too.(26)

Lastly, and perhaps the most important, factor to boost the sales of the 

novel to this readership, was the overwhelming fact that in 1965 54% of 

the world's population were under twenty-five. ’It was one of the 

cardinal demographic facts of the last third of the twentieth 

c e n t u r y . * 12 ?) More than half the world's population were young people 

with a stake in the future and for the first time aware and 

passionately concerned about their environment. Watership Down's 

publication in 1972, could not have been more neatly timed to attract 

and encourage this readership.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SECTION 111

1. Edward Steen, ’Can Adams quell the R.S.P.C.A. storms?', Sunday 
Telegraph, 22nd June 1930, p.17.

Steen commented ’pretentious hooey.'

2• Watership Down, p.159.

3. ibid., p.160.

4 . ibid., p.158.

5. ibid., p.165.

6. ibid., p.159.

7. Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World, Changing Attitudes in 
England 1500 - 1800 (London, 1983).

By 1800 the confident anthropocentrism of Tudor Engiand had given 
way to an altogether more confused state of mind. The world could 
no longer be regarded as having been made for man alone, and the 
rigid barriers between humanity and other forms of life had been 
much weakened, p.301.

Thomas concludes his book with a glance at the early modern period 
and a look to the future, seeing it to be

  increasingly hard for many to come to terms with the
uncompromising methods by which dominance of their species had 
been secured. On the one hand they saw an incalculable increase 
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on the other they perceived a ruthless exploitation of other forms 
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8. Richard Adams, The Plague Dogs (London, 1977), pp. 136--141.

The book is a passionate denunciation cf experimentation 
with animals.

9. Since then Adams has continued to harass the British Government 
and the E.E.C. on the question of the seal cull. Before his 
presidency, in 1978, he toured this country, Canada and the United 
States campaigning against the culling cf the harp seal in 
Newfoundland, succeeded in reducing pelt imports and won a two- 
year ban on imported harp seal pelts in 1983. He has given 
increasing time to addressing open air rallies of Animal Rights



groups, urging his audiences to boycott Canadian fish products in 
supermarkets, with some success. He also supports and speaks to 
Animal Rights groups that demonstrate against animal 
experimentation in laboratories. Since he considers the battle 
against seal culling largely won, he has taken up the anti-fur 
campaign. He toured the country in 1985 (23th September - 30th 
October) on a lecture tour organised by Greenpeace, speaking 
vehemently against the trade in natural furs. He has financed an 
anti-fur commercial for television, showing a model trailing a 
bloodstained fur coat, and is financing an anti-fur organisation 
called ’Lynx’.

Tne success of his campaign may be judged by A. N. Wilson:

.... it is in no small part due to Mr. Adams that so many people
under the age of 25 have such a violent horror of fur coats.

Sunday Telegraph Review, 17th December 1989, p.35

10. Richard Adams, ’Clothed in Cruelty', Out, of Town, July 1986, p.56.

11. Richard Aaams, 'Clothed in Cruelty', Out of Town, April 1987, p.57.

12. Richard Adams, 'The Fur Trade’, Out of Town. April 1987, p.56.
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his regular column for the magazine, presumably in protest.
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denunciation and showed a blood-curdling film of animals suffering 
in traps.
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and introduced by John Letts (London, 1976), pp.61-66.

15. Richard Adams, ’Sredni Vashtar’“an Operatic Theatre-piece in one 
act, undated typescript in author’s file.
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Richard Bach, Jonathan Livingstone Seagull (New York, 1970) 
and Peter Benchiey, Jaws, (New York, 1975) were bestsellers 
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17. A. King and C. Conroy, Paradise Lost (London, 1981).

18. Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (London, 1973), 
pp.9-12.

Williams uses the image of an escalator apparently always 
moving backwards to express this repeated rural nostalgia 
experienced by successive generations.

1 °- • The Environmental Crisis, A Handbook for all Friends of the Earth,
edited by Des Wilson, p.44.
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20. Marion Shoard, The Theft of the Countryside (London, i960), p. 9.
A summary of Marion Shoard’s statistics which support her
statement:

In England and Wales from 1946 to 1974, 120,000 miles of hedges 
were lost; 45% in Norfolk for instance, and even a third in 
Worcestershire. Of woodlands, 16% of deciduous woods in west 
Cambridgeshire were cut down to make way for arable cropping from 
1946 to 1973, while almost, a third of the broadleaved woodland in 
central Lincolnshire was converted to conifer plantation. Even in 
Devon, a fifth of native woodland was lost between 1950 and 1970. 
73% of the heathland along the Suffolk coast was ploughed up by 
1968; acres of chalk downland in Dorset, once supporting 20 
species of grass, 120 flowers and 7 orchids, were being replaced 
by just one rye-grass strain. Across the nation, fields 
of artificial rye-grass strains had increased twenty-fold in forty 
years. They could not support a single butterfly, and 95% 
of these most attractive insects faced extinction by the end of 
the century were the trends to be continued. The Environmental 
Crisis, p.41.

21. The Environmental Crisis, p .10.

22. Rachel Carson, Silent Spring (London, 1963), p.31.

23. Watershlp Down, p.80.

24. ibid., p.94.

25. Stanley P. Johnson, The Politics of Environment (London, 1973),
p. 89.

26. ibid., p.87.

27. ibid., p.88.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SECTION IV: PASTORAL FANTASISTS

Adams is writing in a tradition of country based fantasy which began in

the late nineteenth century. A succession of writers have appeared

since then, with Richard Jefferies as the pioneer with his first novel

Wood Magic published in 1881. It is a surprisingly new development in

children's writing. Jefferies was the first author to write a boys’

adventure story with a convincing and detailed natural background and

to make use of the fantasy of talking animals who can converse with the

humans. Bevis, the boy hero, can communicate not only with birds,

animals and insects, but. with "“he whole natural world; the trees, the

brook and the wind. In this he anticipates and surpasses Mowgli: Bevis

is a passive observer, a repository of animal confidences. He is in a

position to observe the cunning of the wily weasel and is privy to the 
U

political manoeverings which culminate in a battle of the birds. This A
is given epic importance and seriousness in the novel. In 

conversations the creatures express an affectionate and cloyingly sweet 

concern for the child, with frequent endearments such as 'darling' and 

'pet', a demonstration of Mother Nature petting her child. In the 

whispering of the reeds to the brook^ we see a foreshadowing of The

Wind in the Willows. Bevis's communication with the entire natural

world and his animal delight in nature, his responsiveness and verbal 

interaction with it, conveys a passionate pantheistic view. Jefferies 

communicates the belief that the entire earth is sentient and the 

primal source of joy, love and truth. He avers, too, that the earth is 

changeless, thousands of years old and that there is no division 

between the ages; the Bronze Age man '"died about a minute ago, 

d e a r . " ' ^ )  Jefferies's view of the facts of nature is not, however,
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sentimental. Animals are beaten, trappea to die slow deaths, are. shot

and kill each other horribly.

Jefferies's second novel, published in 1882, is without the 

sentimentality of conversations with nature. It is Bevis: The Story of

a Boy. a less original but tougher narrative. It can be seen as a

forerunner of Watership Down. It is unequivocally 'a boys' book from 

first to last’ says E. V. Lucas, 'a book for boys who are masquerading 

as men and fathers and stockbrokers but at heart are boys more or 

less.’13) As in Watership Down, girls and women are unimportant; the 

submissive Loo is called an ’excrescence' by Lucas, only too willing to 

play the part of a slave to the boys’ assumption of the Greek master 

role, and Frances is an empty-headed beauty whose presence makes Jack 

’stupid’. Like Watership Down, Bevis is an epic adventure even though

set in the play world of boys. It is prefaced by a map and contains

extensive adventures, exploration, a battle and the setting up of a new 

home on an island. Bevis is again the hero, although he does not talk 

to the animals as he does in Wood Magic. The cruelty of man to animals 

and animals to each other is presented without flinching. The boys 

make a gun and shoot rabbits which they skin and eat. They catch fish, 

'snap shoot* at everything that moves, and throw stones at a cat that 

eats a fish alive. The author's view is still pantheistic though less 

directly presented. Bevis is shown as 'living not. thinking. ' 1 *  ̂ He is 

unconsciously a part of the living earth. 'He felt and was lost in the 

larger consciousness of the heavens.’^  The capacity to think and 

analyse is downgraded by Jefferies as it was by Wordsworth as a lesser 

gift compared to the magical ability of living and feeling at one with 

nature, a capacity given to the child and denied to the adult. The 

pantheistic philosophy is overtly expressed in the Chapter 'New Formosa 

- Bevis's Zodiac' which is given over to the stars. It shows the earth
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as a global village well before space travel was thought of. Just as

earth time is connected, so is space. The distant stars and planets

and the far away places on the earth are all related and interconnected 

to Bevis's hut. Cassiopeia and the Nile and the elms in the orchard 

are all one world, 'There was no severance' ̂  between Bevis and the 

universe. Significantly Bevis’s spaniel is called Pan.

In Wood Magic and Bevis Jefferies throws a covering of fiction over his 

own childhood experience when a boy. This is recognised by Adams when

he comments on the passage where Bevis finds a toad ’[He] peered in at

him, and touched him with a twig to make him move an inch or two.’-'’ 

Adams has quoted this and said revealingly, ’We know where we are 

there, all right - at Coate Farm in the eighteen fifties.*'®) He 

recognises those elements of Jefferies's childhood pastoral that are 

fictionalised in the novels.

Watersnip Down is modelled on Bevis. It has a striking similarity in 

that both are influenced by Homer and other classical models. Bevis's 

most thumbed book is the Odyssey, and Odysseus is his hero. The boys' 

adventures have a classical objectivity: they re-enact the battle of 

Pharsalia with wooden swords. Bevis is Caesar and Ted is Pompey. They 

make a raft, on rollers because they have read that Odysseus rigged his 

vessel like this. There are cLassicai allusions, as in Adams. In 

Bevis pigeon’s eggs are compared in texture to 'the arm of the Queen of 

Love,' but they are punctured and blown, iust the same. Watership 

Down is a similar epic with the element of boys' play removed and with 

added seriousness of tone and authority. Rabbit heroes replace the boy 

protagonists and man is the distant arbiter of rabbit destinies as are 

'the authorities', the parents of the children in Bevis. There is a 

similar distance and consciousness of arbitrary decisions that are not
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understood. There is also the same pre-technological appeal; the boys 

and the rabbits have to improvise and make their own homes and rafts. 

The narrative content of exciting objective adventure, male 

comradeship, epic length and pastoral setting provide many 

correspondences. If we add the element of talking animals in Wood 

Magic The resemblances are clearer still.

Beatrix Potter is another animal fantasist who uses recognisable 

country settings, talking animals who are heavily anthropomorphlsed, 

who also uses autobiography to provide the emotional core of her tales. 

She took a close objective, scientific and painterly interest in 

animals and nature. She drew what she saw like a naturalist, studying 

fungi and mould under microscopes, developing her own theories on their 

propagation; she had a paper on them delivered to the Linnaean Society 

of London.dO) At the same time she anthropomorphised them, clothing 

newts with mufflers in early drawings and keeping numerous wild animals 

as pets: a snake, dormouse, frog, bats, snails, rats, hedgehogs and 

rabbits. She also made up stories about them. She maintains scientific 

detachment from her characters, and, like Adams, is never sentimental 

ir. her treatment of them. Peter Rabbit’s father is made the chief 

ingredient of Mrs McGregor’s rabbit pie and Squirrel Nutkin has his 

tail pulled off. There is a theme of eating or being eaten, of being 

prey or predator. Unlike Adams, there is no portrayal of procreation 

or death. The pastoral background is an idealised view of the Lake 

District with fells, little stone walls and white-washed farms. The 

interior scenes are cosy and domestic, like real houses, or snug and 

secure holes. The greatest differences from Adams lie in the dressing- 

up of the animals and the muted nature of their adventures which lack 

epic scale. Potter does, however, base her view of animals on close 

observation, and she can re-create the small scale vision of her own
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childhood, which is translated in the actual size of her books and 

illustrations. Her ironic turn of phrase and detachment also 

distinguish her from Adams, but her pastoral fantasy of small wild 

animals does similarly rely on the intense concentration on small 

animals when small herself. She could see 'the wood-mouse washing its 

whiskers under a leaf ... ana feel what it's like to thread one's way 

under grass and bracken.'11-' At the centre of her vision too is the 

golden age of childhood with her grandmother, and later idyllic 

memories of Sawrey and the Lake District where her family took 

holidays. The garden in Benjamin Bunny was a real garden at Fawe Park, 

K e s w i c k . ^2) This represents an overlap with the Arcadia of Adams, who 

called the shrubbery where he played as a child Bull Banks. ̂ 3)

Kipling took up the genre of pastoral fantasy in Puck of Pook's Hill in 

1906 arid Rewards and Fairies in 1908. These are time fantasies 

in which he makes all time accessible to the imagination. Kipling 

creates a iiving history book of characters from past centuries for the 

edification of two children, Una andDan » so that they may appreciate 

the history of a single piece of Sussex. Kipling’s theme is the 

establishment of the myth of rural changeless England. Jefferies had 

stressed the theme of continuity of the earth: 'There never was a.

yesterday ... and there never will be tomorrow. It is all one long 

today. When the man in the hill was, you were too, and he still is now 

you are here.’^ /+' This view is essentially Pantheistic; all time, 

like the soul in everything, exists all at once, permanently. Kipling 

produces 'the man in the hill,' Puck, the oldest English fantasy 

figure, in order that he may magically conjure up the past. Kipling’s 

interest is localised to this earth, this England, and the particular 

piece of Sussex where he had come to live. Ur.a and Daft are literally 

'lawfully seized and possessed' of a piece of turf, and shown the



people from the past who have lived, worked and fought there. The

great age of Puck is emphasised, 'the oldest Old Thing in England', 1 -

ar.d he lists a pantheon of other spirits: giants, trolls, kelpies and

others who represent the ancient nature worship of primitive people,

who imagined that trees and water had their own resident spirits.

Traditional rural values are embodied in Hobder, the Hedger, whose ninth

great grandfather was Hob of the Dene, providing a human connection

with tne past. Dan and Una constitue the 'frame' for a series of\
stories, each an episode from different historical periods. There are 

poems between each story crystallising the patriotic teaching and 

values the author wishes to establish. 'Puck's Song'1*7 ) relates the 

landscape in detail to past events; it goes back in reverse chronology 

and demonstrates the marks of history still visible on the landscape. 

The ride in the woods shows the trees cut for Nelson’s ships, the 

furrowed tracks where the guns were dragged for the Armada and the 

lines on the Downs were made by the Flint Men. This narration of 

Engiis'n history through its physical imprint on landscape also depicts 

the quintessential pastoral beauty. The book strikes the pastoral note 

from the opening scene by a mill-stream hung with willow, hazel and 

guelder-roses, complete with the smells of the meadow-sweet and dry 

grass, and the noise of the clacking mill and the cuckoo 'singing his 

broken June tune "cuckoo-cuk"’. The Sussex Downs differ only from

Adams's Downs in being near the sea. Kipling’s descriptions are 

idyllic although never lengthy or elaborate enough to be called 'set 

pieces.’ They are given economically to fix the Arcadian scene, they

are the necessary backdrop to the frame story and also provide a

continuing justification for love of the English countryside and by 

extension its traditions and government. It is still the idealised

picture of hil.ls, woods and water. Kipling recites a litany of
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English flowers, as does Adams, but not at such length or in such 

botanic detail. In his idealisation of the Sussex countryside Kipling 

is not recreating the pastoral of childhood. He is writing the 

pastoral of exile. He perceives the countryside not with the detailed 

familiarity of childhood, but as a new resident. His picture of 

England was formed abroad where it could be glamourised by distance. 

The thrust, of his writing is political and historical: England was a

country that had just survived the Boer war and was once again 

threatened. It was imperative that children should have patriotic 

pride. Puck of Pack's Hill expressed the beauty and 'clinging 

magic’ (20) of the English landscape and the pride in its survival of 

past dangers and enemies.

Kipling's short story 'They' is a fantasy firmly set in the pastoral of 

longing, but one of a deeper kind. It is again set in Sussex, 

presenting the idealised Southern English landscape ’a huddle of 

rounded hills and woods'.121) The narrator travels a landscape, marked 

by time with Norman churches, a hall of the Knights Templar and a Roman 

road. The journey takes him across the mysterious frontier of life and 

death. The bright sunshine is exchanged for 'a gloomy tunnel.' The 

vegetation is thick, dark and knotted. The dead leaves, faded 

primroses, sickly bluebells, silence and twilight symbolise Pluto's 

kingdom of the underworld. Kipling's pastoral of exile gives way to a 

pastoral elegy for his dead daughter Josephine, intricate, conventional 

and heartfelt, Pluto's kingdom is an English country house and garden 

and in it plays Kipling's fantasy child, his Proserpina. Northrop Frye 

remarks 'In classical elegy, the subject of the elegy is not treated as 

an individual, but as a representative of the dying spirit of 

nature. *(22.) The leaves dead before their time, and dying spring 

flowers, become symbols of the deed child. On a third visit to the
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house there is another litany, this time of late flowers, mallow, 

scabious and dahlia. Water imagery adds to the cluster of images 

associated with pastoral elegy ’Mv cap dripped moisture, the folds of 

the rug held it in pools or sluiced it away in runnels, and the salt- 

rime stuck to my l i p s . ' N a t u r e  weeps and the salt of the sea acts 

as both symbol and fact of Kipling's tears. The description of another 

child’s funeral which gives the detail of the 'evergreen lining of the 

grave’ confirms earlier suspicions that the green still lawn guarded by 

yew figures is a symbol of the grave. Kipling constructs a 

compensatory fantasy of his child’s resurrection in this English 

country garden, continuing a life of play in the Elizabethan English 

country house where the latches are low on the doors and toys are left 

scattered. The ghosts of other dead children are drawn to the house by 

the love of its blind owner who leaves the garden gate open and the 

lift giving fire burning eternally in the hearth, the fire which gives 

life and movement to the Tudor lions and roses.

The pastoral convention can be used to express a wide range of 

nostalgia and loss. Landscape is habitually invested with emotion and 

provides the backcloth for fantasies to compensate loss, Adams shows 

the same idealised pictures of the Downs landscape. He too, like 

Kipling, is concerned to trace historical associations, and to link the 

countryside with order and traditional values. The ’frame’ structure

of Puck of Pook’s Hill has similarities with Watership Down’s main

narrative which frames the interpolated stories. There is also the 

teaching of behaviour and ideals through the stories. The rabbits' 

stories are told to inspire correct feelings in them in the same wav 

that Kipling shapes his tales to induce patriotism and pride. Both 

writers have the didactic urge, both writers are serious in the tone of 

their fantasies, and make use of the countryside as the background to
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martial characters and warfare. Kipling is not concerned in these

pastoral fantasies to link with animals as he did in The Jungle Books, 

which is evidence that this connection must be one made in childhood, 

but he is concerned to use the conventions of the pastoral to instruct 

in traditions that may be lost and to express grief for personal loss. 

Adams too, uses the pastoral to instruct a new generation in values 

that he fears may be forgotten and, at the same time, laments his lost 

chi Idhood.

Kenneth Grahame’s The Wind in the Willows was often quoted by reviewers

Watership Down as a forerunner in the same genre of pastoral

fantasy. Grahame’s story is similarly concerned with small wild 

animals set in a pastoral background, and also has the elements of 

fable. Both authors have a similar theme, the. search for security: 

both construct a model of an ideal society. The theme of security is 

symbolised in the cosy underground retreats of Rat, Mole and Badger. 

They have stout front doors that lead to snug, cosy parlours with 

bright fires, food and comfortable armchairs. The River Bankers lead 

the idyllic lives of leisured country gentlemen. They, like Mole, have 

decided ’that the clash of actual conflict, that went with Nature in 

the rough’ was for others. Their values revolve around the snug

homes symbolised by the bird seen in silhouette through the cottage 

window asleep on his perch, while Mcie and Rat feel the sieet and wind 

and know their own homes are distant. Adams's fable has the theme of 

security at its heart but, although this is represented by the search 

for a safe harbour for the warren, finally achieved on the downs, there 

is a greater appeal for regulation and hierarchy to achieve this. 

There are greater anarchic possibilities in Grahame’s novel, where the 

opposite theme of escape finas expression. Mole escapes from the 

restrictions of his home into the 'splendid spaces,' ̂ 5) ancj Rat can
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nourish the urgent desire to go beyond 'the great ring of Downs that 

barred his vision further southwards. ’ (2b) This, Like the bars on the 

birdcage, protect the bird from hardship but also deny escape and 

adventure. Grahame's message is ambivalent.

There are similarities in the male camaraderie of the protagonists in 

both novels. Grahame is recreating his carefree adult male life 

'messing about in boats’ at Fowev and on the Thames, celebrating the 

pas-coral of the bachelor existence he had iost and setting it in the 

Berkshire countryside where he spent part of his non-Arcadian 

childhood. His protagonists are eccentric English country gentlemen, 

living in a permanent weekend, who like walks, boating, picnicking, 

eaf-ing and drinking a bottle of beer, and talk in the way befitting 

such gentlemen ’"I perceive this to be Old Burton ... . Sensible Mole! 

The very thing! Now we shall be able to mull some a l e . !'"(27) Adams, 

similarly, relives his army days and sets his group of officers against 

the same background of river, wood and downland. Their conversation, 

too. is in the same human, male style, '"What a desperate lark!'”(23) 

and ’"Piss off’" (29) »"You duffer, you might have thrown your life away 

for nothing ... . Don’t try it again, there’s a good chap. ’ ” '

Both authors enjoy literary and classical allusion. Grahame does not

use epigraphs to draw his literary parallels but there is ’a rich

alluvial deposit of parody and imitation.’(21) his biography of

Grahame, Peter Green has traced seventy allusions buried in the 

text.‘22) xhe story is in places a parody of the Odyssey, in Toad's 

adventures and in the last chapter ’The Return of Ulysses’ where the 

Wild Wooders are ejected like Penelope's suitors. In an earlier work, 

The Golden Age, where Grahame satirises the arbitrary authority of 

adults over children, he imports the classical world into the English

pastoral: 'Lemnos was fringed with meadow-sweet, dog-roses dotted the
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Mysian shore, and the cheery call of the haymaking folk sounded along 

the coast of Thrace, ' (33) This ingredient is more subtle and all- 

pervading in The Wind in the Willows, and can only be caught as echoes 

by the educated ear. His cnapter 'The Piper at the Gates', a late 

insertion in the narrative, introduces the mythological figure of Pan 

into the English pastoral.

Adams and Grahame write from a love and knowledge of the country and 

animals. Both walked the same walks along the Ridgeway of the 

Berkshire Downs from the same village, Streatley. ̂ 4) There are major 

differences however in the way this basic material and the common theme 

are presented; Grahame's animals are not feral. They do not mate, 

suffer or die. Man is kind to them, indeed useful. Badger's hoiae is 

built in buried Roman ruins. There is no reference to bodily functions 

except that of eating, which enjoys great emphasis and detail. The 

Cone of Grahame’s work is mock-heroic. The classical allusions and 

echoes are used to comic effect, to deflate. When Rat dresses each 

animal with his weapons before the battie for Toad Hall, it is an 

amusing parody of the stock Homeric arming ceremony. The mingling of 

human and animal characteristics works against any seriousness of tone. 

'The Badger, who wore a long dressing-gown, and whose slippers were 

indeed very down at heel, carried a flat candlestick in his paw 

. The word ’paw’ brings us sharply up against the animal

’reality'. The tone of The Wind in the Willows, apart from two 

chapters, is consistently good-natured, humorous and teasing. 

Watership Down is deadly serious in tone. Sex, death and animal 

biology form an important part of its action. Indeed, sex, the need 

for a mate, is the mainspring of two thirds of the plot. Naturalist 

detail, true to the life of the real rabbit, is sought and 

incorporated.
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The pastoral element in VTat.ersh.lp Down is much more detailed and 

complete. The terrain of the action is realised with description and 

maps, and localised exactly. The set-piece descriptions are of greater 

length, frequency and more elaborated than in Grahame. Setting almost 

overwhelms character. There are longer lists of flowers, and they are 

more pedantically classified and named. Grahame’s greatest attention 

goes to food lists: even in Mole's neglected home, a determined search 

yields sardines, biscuits and ’a German sausage encased in silver 

paper.’ (36) Adams’s ra.bbit3 eat grass and chew pellets.

The mythic element in Grahame is firmly tied to the pagan Pan. His 

pastoral .is pantheistic. The presence of Pan increases the intensity 

of the vision of nature. ’Never had they noticed the roses so vivid, 

the willow-herb so riotous, the meadow-sweet so odorous.’ 7■

Grahame is more concerned with the creation of human characteristics 

than the behaviour of real animals. C. S, Lewis has commented on the 

truth of these creations. ’Consider Mr. Badger’ he says: ’that

extraordinary amalgam of high rank, coarse manner, gruffness, shyness 

and goodness. The child who has once met Mr. Badger has ever 

afterwards, in its bones, a knowledge of humanity and of English social 

history which it could not get in any other way.’1^  This roundness 

of characterisation depends on a visualisation that depends on more 

chan a stereotype. Toad is a further example of a unique and yet more 

universal protagonist. He is a sublime embodiment of the id, who 

represents uninhibited hedonism and the spontaneous infantile impulse 

that resides in all of us. The characterisation in Watership Down does 

not begin to approach this dimension nor has it the same irony and 

humour.
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Adams has carved out a new niche in the genre of pastoral fantasy- in 

his use of convincing country and animal detail. His depiction of the 

pastoral is more elaborated an.i shows a greater intensity and 

preoccupation with accuracy than any other writer in the genre. He 

also attempts a more complete picture of his chosen animal society, 

with mythology, legends, language and varieties of community. The 

pastoral writers here discussed construct their fantasies out of a 

sense of loss. Jefferies recalls nis boyhood at Coate Farm, Beatrix 

Potter recaptures her childhood and adult holidays. Kipling creates 

his pastoral out of a sense of exile and uses the form to write an 

elegy for his daughter. Grahame composes his nostalgia for carefree 

bachelor days again out of a sense of value resulting from loss, and 

Adams's pastoral arises out of yearning for security and stable values 

that seemed to have been lost in the 1960's. Adams's fantasy differs 

froffl all others in the degree of completeness and amount of detail in 

the world he creates. The mythological background he constructs, his 

conscious attention to the ways in which legends are created and the 

power of a story to interpret the transcendental world are 

distinguishing features which mark him off from other pastoral 

fantasists.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: MYTH 

SECTION I: THE ROOTS OF MYTH

Adams's success as a storyteller lies in great measure in his appeal 

front and to other levels of interpretation, the appeal rooted in the 

unconscious which gives myth, legend and folktale their power. All his 

novels show use of mythic material. Watership Down deliberately echoes 

the journey of Joseph Campbell's composite hero of the 'raonorayth', 

discovered in The Hero With a Thousand Faces.*'-- In Watership Down, as 

in The Plague Dogs.^' there are stories of a fairy and a folktale kind 

told by the animals to explain the mystery of their existence and their 

relationship to man. The central theme of Shard ik.' J is the worship of 

a bear-god who protects children. In The Girl in a Swing^  Karen is 

Aphrodite, Kali and a version of La Belle Dame Sans Merci, as well as a 

twentieth century woman. Adams confirms this^' and adds that Desiand 

(the hero) is Anchises who in legend spends a night with Aphrodite. 

The basis of the story is of a mortal who loves a goddess and pays 

dearly for it. His next novel Haia^^ devises a hierarchy of gods to 

whom his characters pray, including a mythical ruler of the nether

world. The novels make deliberate use of invented or legendary eternal 

symbolic figures. Indeed, Adams’s editor, John Guest, has always

felt that his author is more successful with figures of myth and 

fantasy, broad prototypes of character, than with representations of 

modern man. He sees Shard ik as the most underestimated of Adams's 

novels and its most important feature its depiction of deep mythic 

levels originating in the unconscious mind. The ability to tap this

source is seen by Guest as an important aspect of Adams's talent as

a writer, and he quotes in support F . W. H. Myer’s The Daemon of 

Socrates•̂ ■ where Myers defines a genius as 'having a mental 

constitution which allows a man to draw readily .into conscious life the
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products of unconscious thought.' Adams, says Guest, has the ability 

to body forth from his unconscious, monolithic prototype characters of 

a Bunyanesque or Biblical kind, that awake chords and correspondences 

in the minds of his readers, Adams's American editor, Robert Gottlieb, 

evidently had the same feelings when editing The Girl in a Swing and 

advised that this novel should be set back in time 'Particularly 

because of the reverberations of the story and of K*athe [Karen in the 

English edition] - to the fifties to give an appropriate air of mystery 

and remoteness; the book shouldn't read like a "today" story.’

The theories of Carl Gustav Jung have had a profound influence on 

Adams's writing. It was the Jur.gian analysis undergone by Adams, begun 

in 1953 and Lasting two and half years, 'the supreme experience of my 

life that left me with an abiding interest in. dreams and their 

symbols,’ that enabled him, by recording and studying his dreams, 

to draw up into conscious thought’ the material that shaped the 

background and characters of Shardik Complete episodes came to him in 

dreams.-1̂  The Ledges of Quiso represent the Greek theatre at 

Bradfield College that in dream seemed to extend up the entire 

hil lside. f *2) The Streels of Urtah are also obvious use of dream and 

symbolic material. Adams has said that the Streels represent the 

vagina ’a bottomless valley full of nameless devils,' mysterious, 

frightening, depriving men of their reason and giving strange messages. 

He comments:

Of course, this is a vagina image that any psychiatrist 
would pick up in a moment . . . the symbol is far more 
important than its flat-footed analysis. I don’t care 
a damn that the Streels obviously represent a hostile 
vagina. When you've said that you've said nothing.
It's like a Marxist saying everything’s got an economic 
explanation. Well, so what.■
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He objects to the narrowly Freudian interpretation. It is the Jungian 

collective unconscious that gives rise to this view of the female, the 

anima, an attitude which lies beyond the individual mind, and provides 

the material out of which recurrent patterns of myth are formed.

Since he was an undergraduate at Oxford, Adams has been interested in 

psychoanalysis, and said of the work of Freud and Jung:

My reaction was no more sceptical than when, as a 
child, I first heard of Captain Scott and the South
Pole. Could it be true that these men had established
the existence of an unconscious mind, out of which, so 
they claimed, proceeded most of our deepest motivation, 
predilections and impulses? Was the conscious mind 
really like the tip of an iceberg? And were there such 
ancient and universal features of human life as myth 
and religion really like plants whose roots lay deep in 
the unconscious? '<

The iasl sentence shows his interest in the collective unconscious, a 

belief of Jung’s; he was not drawn to th© ideas of Freud. The reading 

of the two led him to a preference for Jung, since he, Adams, was 'of a 

romantic disposition and by education a humanist and not a 

scientist. ' Jung was to him 'a far more numinous and religious

bloke. ? (16) This view is borne out by Joseph Campbell who has said

that Freud judged myth, magic and religion to be symptomatic of

infantile disappointments and neurotically based, whereas Jung believed 

the imageries of myth and religion served positive life-giving ends

telling us in picture language how to integrate the powers of the

psyche.

He was anxious to explore this new territory for himself but the cost 

seemed prohibitive. He continued his reading on the subject, reading 

H . G. Baynes,'1Q* Bruno Bette1 heim, acquiring Modern Man in Search of a 

SoulJ by Jung, and works by two followers of Jungian ideas: Joseph

Campbell’s The Hero With a Thousand Faces, (20; a work of comparative
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mythology, and Laurens van der Post’s Venture Into the Interior.(21) 

In the latter work, van der Post uses Africa in the same sense that 

Adams uses myth in speaking of the unexplored territory of the

unconscious.

He (van der Post) equated such a mental voyage with a 
safari into Central Africa ... the whole idea ~ the 
concept of the unconscious, an undiscovered land open 
to exploration - possibly even perilous exploration, 
with the help ot expert guidance - continued to occupy 
me more and more ... . How I longed to attempt, that 
marvellous voyage! I even began to feel that, without 
it, I was less than I ought to be; much as someone
might think less of himself for never having been to 
Paris, to Florence, or to Venice.(22)

It was not until the early nineteen-fifties, when a salary increase and 

a modest legacy gave him the means to pay for analysis, that he could 

undertake his own journey into the interior. In the late summer of

1953 he began analysis with Baroness Vera von der H e y d t . ( 2 3 )  took

the step which altered my life and - in the long run - enabled me to

discover what I was meant, or at any rate wanted, to do with it.'(24) 

Vera von der Heydt. is a distinguished Jungian analyst. She studied 

under Jung at Ascona and Zurich and has many years' clinical 

experience. The Tuglnda character in Shardik, the 'Wise Woman’, is a 

tender portrait of her. The analysis or 'journey* took two and a half 

years of twice weekly consultations, with visits over the years to

discuss dreams and problems as they arose. He stilL visits her once or 

twice a month and telephones and writes with dream material.

Adams has been and still is much impressed by the importance of dreams

in analysis. The heart of a Jungian analysis, Jung's great 

contribution to psychological understanding, where his ideas diverge 

from Freud, is his concept of the unconscious, and his belief that it 

is not solely the repository of repressed infantile personal
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experience, but a vital part oi' the individual, with which it is 

essential to keep .in touch- The unconscious communicates with the 

conscious mind through dreams, and selects symbols for its purpose that 

have meaning for the dreamer alone. The dream is the vital key with 

which the Jungian analyst, can study his subject's unconscious, and 

their joint study should lead to 'individuation' and psychological 

wholeness. Adams embraced this study enthusiastically. He reported 

his dreams in great detail and still does so, keeping paper and pen by 

his bedside; he attempts his own analysis, unravelling the network of 

associations each image may have for him, before presenting it, with 

his annotations, to his analyst.

!iis accounts of dreams are lengthy, detailed and vivid. He says of

them:

Dreams make self-revelation a lot easier. You arrive 
at the analyst brimful of your dream, like a child 
bringing a painting home from school. It's exciting - 
it’s you - but you don't know, yet, what's in it for 
you . . dreams aren't a phenomenon imposed on you from 
somewhere beyond. You yourself - or your unconscious, 
create your dreams ... . Dreams come to tell you what 
you didn't know you knew, and an unconsidered dream is 
like an unopened letter.(2b)

Through his reading and the sessions in analysis Adams absorbed a 

further theory originated and developed by Jung, a belief in the 

collective unconscious, the repository of man's psychic heritage and 

possibilities. It lies in a deeper stratum than the personal 

unconscious, it is the unknown material from which our consciousness 

emerges, which retains the imprint of previous generations that still 

share our apprehension and experience of life. Jung has explained this 

collective memory of which we are unaware:

Although our inheritance consists in physiological 
paths, it was nevertheless menial processes in our 
ancestors that traced those paths. If thev come to
consciousness again in the individual, they can do so
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only in the form of other mental processes; and 
although these processes can become conscious only 
through individual experience and consequently appear 
as individual acquisitions, they are nevertheless pre
existent traces which are merely 'filled out’ by the 
individual experience. Probably every ’impressive’ 
experience is lust such a breakthrough into an old,

f OA \previously unconscious river bed.'" ■

This apprehension of the world, conditioned by past history, Jung 

calls ’archetypal’, and 'archetypes’ are ’the forms or images of a 

collective nature which occur practically all over the earth as 

constituents of myth and at the same time as autochthonous individual 

products of unconscious origin.’f-/! Jung has observed that the same 

motifs cropped up everywhere in the myths and folktales of world 

1iterature:

We meet these same motifs in the fantasies, dreams, 
deliria and delusions of individuals living today. 
These typical images and associations are what I call 
archetypal ideaa ... they impress, influence and 
fascinate us. They have their origin in the archetype, 
which in itself is an irrepresentable, unconscious, 
pre-existent form that seems to be part of the 
inherited structure of the psyche and can therefore 
manifest itself spontaneously anywhere, at any 
time.128)

Vera von der Heydt comments on the power of the archetypal ingredients 

of myth to influence many psychologically at the deepest level. In a 

lecture to the Guiid of Pastoral Psychology in 1966 she said:

*»the story, the myth seems too simple, too naive, to 
appeal directly tc many of us. We have been 
conditioned since the nineteenth century to think of 
myth as being 'nothing but’ an untrue story, a fairy 
tale which has nothing to do with reality; ’nothing 
but’ myth is the same kind of statement as something is 
’nothing but’ psychological. The validity of myths can 
be discovered, however, when the doors to the inner 
world are opened and reveal archetypal, psychic truths 
about the nature of man and the human situation ...
Myth is not only a story tale, it is a reality which 
influences the world and human d e s t i n i e s . ^9)
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Adams echoes this same view in 1981:

During the past thirty years, however, the truth and 
power of fantasy have everywhere been recovering value 
in the western mind. Anthropology, mythology and 
psychology have restored to us truths we should never 
have allowed to become cobwebbed; such as, that the 
gods and goddesses of Greece and Rome represented (and 
still remain?) embodiments of powerful psychic 
constants, operative in the human condition, which we 
ignore at our peril; that in dreams, as in folktales, 
there appear symbols and archetypes of universal 
validity, so that folktales may be regarded as the 
collective dreams of a tribe or people, and that it is 
by no means far-fetched to postulate that the human 
imagination may possess certain enabling tendencies and 
characteristics as human bodies possess common physical 
features.(30)

Adams here shows his conscious understanding of basic Jungian concepts. 

The chief ’powerful psychic constants' and ’symbols of archetypes of 

universal validity’ are identified by Jung as: the persona, the mask or 

face a person puts on to confront the world; the shadow, ’the thing a 

person has no wish to be',f31) the primitive, uncontrolled and animal 

side of ourselves, dark, unwanted and dangerous, conflicting with our 

conscious attitudes and ideals; the aninia, a man’s unconscious feminine 

element; the animus, a woman’s unconscious male element; the old wise 

man, sometimes appearing as king or hero, medicine man or saviour; the 

great mother or old wise woman; finally the archetypes of the self, 

where man’s personality is unified, and all potentialities are 

fulfilled - the ultimate goal of the individual. The process of 

integration of all parts of the total personality is called 

’individuation’. The airn Is not perfection but completeness, 

particularly reconciliation with the shadow, anima or animus elements 

of the personal unconscious.

In an introduction to a book on the horse in 1984, Adams refers to a 

Jungian archetype of the horse as an untamed element of the collective

unconscious:
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Not only through folk-lore, but through our dreams, 
also, the horse runs; and in this mysterious world, 
over which we have no conscious control, he more often 
than not apoears as a wild horse - no tamed obedient 
beast of burden. In this role he is one of the great 
archetypes of the Unconscious.02)

Jung recounts a dream in Man and His Symbols^-) told to him by a man 

who lived alone, working hard and repressing almost all pleasure and 

spontaneity. The man dreams of an underground raaze, then sees, with an 

old school friend, three wild horses galloping in an open green space. 

Here che horse again symbolises positive instinctive life. The

underground maze represents the dreamer's unconsciousness - those

depths of his psyche which he has neglected and of which he knows so

little. The old school friend personifies his spontaneous carefree

childhood, long lost. When the dreamer associates with the friend, the 

horses break loose frcm the conscious discipline characterising his 

waking life.

Adams also refers to another eminent psychiatrist, H. C. Baynes, 

(writing in the nineteen-thirties) who tells a true story of two farm 

labourers in East Anglia who were sheltering from a thunderstorm, when 

a clap of thunder burst overhead, 'Did ye see the black horse in the 

sky?’ broke out one to the other. Adams quotes Baynes's comments:

We see the mythological moment and the true 
mythological response. The uneducated peasant has not 
acquired the habit of responding to life from his 
higher critical centres. Instinctively, therefore, he 
falls back upon the primordial image, with the result 
that he is able to respond adequately to a primordial 
situation. Observe that is is not the thunder as such, 
but rather the overwhelmingness, the impressiveness of 
the total experience which brings up the image of che 
black horse from the archaic depths.'34)

Adams's choice of this passage, an unusually extended quotation for 

him, shows his awareness of the importance of the two linked Jungian 

concepts demonstrated. First is the dreamer's capacity to select the
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archetype or symbol, in this case the horse that: arises spontaneously 

from his unconscious to represent repressed instinctive life. Second 

is the ability of man to use the same archetypal material as a starting 

r>oint for myth, where the horse becomes an explanation for thunder, or 

rather, as Baynes says, the terror of the moment produces the

primordial image. Vera von der Heyat refers to exactly this moment of 

fear and the power of myth both to explain and protect:

Myth is one of the means by which archetypal material 
can be mediated to the ego; justifiable to fear it 
because the ego can be overwhelmed and sucked back into 
the archetypal world.

Adams's interest in dreams and the archetypes of the collective 

unconscious obviously date from wide reading before and after his 

analysis. In an article ’Dreams’'36) he refers to Erich Fromm’s book 

on dream, myth and literary symbol ism, The Forgotten Language13 ^  and a 

more popular work of dream interpretation by Ann Faraday called The

Dream Game, a book he frequently recommends. He emphasises the

significance of the story-making capacity of the dreamer, and the 

importance of dream as ’the hidden door to the innermost and most 

secret rec€»3ses of the psyche, the ability of the dreamer to

construct a story that is meaningful to him. ’An individual has to

find his own myth, his truth constitutes his own personal problem on 

the deepest level. ’ • Adams quotes an example of this story making 

capacity in his introduction to The Iron Wolf.1̂ ' ' He relates in some 

detail the dreams of a recently married girl who discovers, while 

cleaning the house, evidence that her husband is unfaithful to her. 

She ’buries’ the knowledge, but it emerges in dream, form with symbolic 

images of the effort of repression and the fragility of her domestic 

situation, clearly ’the transmutation of denied emotion. ’
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Dreams ire seen by Adams as inescapably connected with stories and 

folktale. They arise spontaneously and involuntarily from the personal 

unconscious and weave emotion and experience into a sequence of 

incident. Because, however, a story has a wider audience than the 

single dreamer, the tale must take more into account the circumstances 

of waking life. Although folktales are more coherent and realistic 

than individual dreams, they retain sufficient features of dream, 

improbable plots and magic happenings, for instance, to offer meanings 

we need and welcome, impossible perhaps to be expressed or understood 

in any other format, 'We are dreaming awake, and therefore such things 

have a meaning anu value which we accept and may very well prefer to a 

strictly realistic tale.'*^3)

The relationships between dream, folktale and myth are close because 

they draw on archetypal material existing in the personal and 

collective unconscious. Jung considered myths to be fundamental 

expressions of human nature, and 3ince they are a direct expression of 

the collective unconscious, they are found in similar forms among all 

peoples and in all ages. Adams seems to be following this belief but 

expresses it in a more extreme form perhaps when he says ’Dreams are 

the individual’s folktales and folktales are collective dreams.’(44 > 

In a review of Grimm's Fairy T a l e s h e  comments on the unaltering 

fundamental verities that the stories possess and refers to Auden’s 

review of the Tales in 1944. He (Auden) was impressed by the wealth of 

symbols in Grimm and the lack of them in modern society. Although 

Auden does not explicitly point out the Jungian connection between 

personal dreams and folktales as collective dreams, Adams feels that 

the idea was clearly present in his mind. The idea of ’collective

dreaming* is developed further in The Iron Wolf introduction, with 

Adams’s image of 'the unbroken web’, the title of the introduction. He
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sees the dream/story of folktale encircling the world like an unbroken 

web. The storyteller:

reaches up, grasps that part of the web which happens 
to be above his head at the moment and draws it down - 
it is, of course, elastic and unbreakable - to touch 
the earth. When he has told history - its story - he 
releases it and it springs back and continues in 
rotation. The web moves continually above us so that 
in time every point on its interior surface passes 
directly above every point on the surface of the world, 
among different people who can have little or no 
communication with each other. (/+6)

Adams's image of the web of collective dreams encircling the world like 

a soap bubble is Jung's collective unconscious made visible, as it 

were, above our heads instead of in the deep strata of the unconscious 

mind where the individual unconscious merges into the collective. It 

is another way of expressing the same idea. The great proof or the 

collective unconscious is seen bv Adams to be the existence of 

virtually the same tales in every culture. The process by which a 

modern author writes is not so much inventing as discovering or 

uncovering the story which lies hidden in the collective unconscious. 

The storyteller's individual mind penetrates this layer. It is this 

procedure that explains the many versions of the Cinderella folktale 

and lies behind some of Jane Austen's novels; Fanny Price, for 

instance, is even supplied with two Ugly Sisters. Pierre Bezukhov in 

War and Peace is initially hindered in his search for the truth by a 

mistaken union with an evil woman and this predicament reflects that of 

Spenser's Red Cross Knight. Standing behind him is a legion of 

wandering heroes going back to Odysseus. Adams says:

The same stories are found all over the world, e.g. Rip 
Van Winkle had a Japanese counterpart, Urashima Taro, 
and Orpheus has a Russian counterpart, Sadko. This can 
only be accounted for by the concept of the collective 
unconscious.^' )



The conception of the storyteller as one who uncovers the story by

connecting with the collective unconscious, denies the idea of 3 self-

conscious named author. The teller of the folktale or myth is an

almost anonymous medium for stories that already exist in all minds.

Mams develops the idea of a pre-existing transcendental web of. stories

which the storyteller can reach up and grasp, or plug himself into like

an electricity supply, in an address to the Guild of Pastoral

Psychology. ' Here the same idea is elaborated though in less

concrete terms and with the additional ingredient of the element of

danger ana self-exposure in the act of grasping this source. The

storyteller is seen as a kind of go-between, like a shaman, between the

real world and the transcendental realm. He is a member of one of the

oldest trades, archetypal and quasi-magical, like the Priest/

Witchdoctor, who on behalf of his ‘patient’ undertakes dangerous and

frightening -journeys into the supernatural or into a transcendental

world of great, fear and danger: ’its numinous quality is terrifying

and dangerous ... . It is an arcane world - incommunicable

f r i g h t e n i n g . T h e  danger of entering this world of ignorance and
P

hallucination is illustrated by quotation from Joseph Cambell’s HeroA
With a Thousand Faces in which the shaman (according to Lapp and other 

Northern folk tales) enters the underworld of the de3d to find a cure

for a sick man:

On his laborious journey the shaman has to encounter 
and master a number of differing obstacles (pudak) 
which are not easily overcome. After he has wandered 
through dark forests and over massive ranges of 
mountains, where he occasionally comes across the bones 
of other shamans and their animal mounts who have died 
along the way, he reaches an opening in the ground. 
The most difficult stages of the adventure now begin, 
when the depths of the underworld with their remarkable 
manifestations open before him.^®)
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The shaman has descended into the unconscious where he meets the 

’highly dynamic' and dangerous landscape of symbolic figures, the 

'ageless perils, gargoyles, trials, secret helpers and instructive 

figures of d r e a m . ' A d a m s  does not say that the storyteller is 

arcane and esoteric in the same way as the witchdoctor or priest 

although by dealing at some length with their doings in what is 

ostensibly a lecture on the storyteller, he manages to suggest it, but 

he does say that the concept of a transcendental world is not confined 

to primitive tribes nor to an early stage of man’s development but 

exists in the world of today. He gives examples of 'treasure brought 

back from the transcendental world' from thirteen literary sources, 

evidence from writers of this concept of a world beyond, 'of the 

transcendental beings who inhabit it, but nevertheless have contact 

with tha human race for good and for evil, and take a keen interest in 

what we are all up to here, iri the real world. *{52} In this Guild 

lecture 'The Storyteller’ .Adams gives us these authorities (some are 

quoted twice): Joseph Campbell, Derek Brewer, S. T. Coleridge, Thomas 

Traherne, Robert Browning, Walter de la Mare, Marcel Proust, St. Paul 

in his epistle to the Corinthians, the legend of Orestes, two stories 

of Gohar (Saudi-Arabian folktales), F. Dosteovsky and finally W. B. 

Yeats. ' In addition to quotations from these sources Adams refers

to the Odyssey. The Tempest, Le Grand , Meaulnes, the Aeneid, The 

Divine Comedy and Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 'which is a kind of 

witty parody of the concept of a journey into the transcendental world 

of self-discovery, Carroll’s rather than Alice's.'(54) it is

apparent, from all the quotations and references that he is equating 

the transcendental with the non-realistic world of the imagination, of 

nostalgia, of dream and the inner world of the psyche. He states 

categorically, moreover, that reference to the transcendental world is
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a sine qua non for the storyteller and the poet; that they could not 

function without it.

The storyteller has set himself apart by leaving the ordinary world of 

work, and although he is an entertainer, his audience expect more than 

the merely prosaic for their money. They expect things to be re

arranged and ordered and 'made magic’. he must 'seek and find and 

bring back, (like the Shaman), assimilate and then reproduce in 

comprehensible, delightful and pleasurable terms to his audience, 

things which they could not find, assimilate and reproduce for 

themselves.' This journey is further referred to as a ’Promethean 

adventure', and the storyteller as ’looking for marvels and gifts, 

Promethean fashion, in the transcendental world.'(55)

Adams moves on, with reference to Derek Brawer^k) to develop the idea 

of the pre-existence of stories. The traditional tale, Brewer 

maintains, exists as a shape, pattern or structure that is given verbal 

realisation by any number of authors. He shows that Chaucer’s Reeve's 

Tale is a version of Decameron Day 9, Story 6, and Shakespeare's 

Cymbeline re-telIs Decameron Day 2, Story 9. The fairy, folk or 

traditional nature is controlled by the needs of the pre-ordained 

pattern rather the inner life of the characters. Adams agrees that the 

separate incidents, the glass slipper in Cinderella, for instance, pre

exist. This tallies with Adams’s conception of ’the unbroken web' of 

folktale, accessible to any storyteller who reaches up to it. The 

tales are not an individual invention but 'treasures to be brought back 

from the transcendental world.' The lecture ends with a reading of 

'High Talk', pointing out in this context the ability of the 

storyteller to tackle in metaphorical terms the question of human 

suffering and the dual role of the poet as entertainer/buffoon and yet 

at the same time the heroic adventurer into the unknown; 'a seer and a
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prophet, an intermediary communicating as much as can be communicated 

of divine and transcendental truth, though usually he is better off if 

he is not entirely self-consciously aware of this. ’ Yeats's

Stiltwalker is left in the freezing heights, alone, and Adams confirms, 

afraid. The journey is, according to Jung, made by descent into the 

unconscious, and it is from this source that the creative forces that 

shape religion, poetry, folktale and myth flow. From this well up the 

primordial images possessing enormous power, 'the hidden treasure upon 

which mankind ever and anon has drawn, and from which it has raised up 

its gods and demons. ;
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SECTION II: USE OF CAMPBELL’S MONOMYTH BY ADAMS

In 1949* four years before he began his analysis, Adams bought a first 

edition of Joseph Campbell’s The Hero With a Thousand Faces.'1 He was 

attracted to this book because it brought together two powerful 

personal interests, psychoanalysis and mythology. The book exerted an 

immediate and formative influence upon him:

I first began reading Joseph Campbell's work at the age
of 30, in a state of great confusion. I re3d The Hero
With a Thousand Faces and it real.lv changed my whole 
life. If it hadn't been for Joseph Campbell I would 
never have written Watership Down * 2'

Campbell's work is a comparative study of the world mythologies. He 

used psychoanalysis as a key to unlock the grammar of their symbols, 

and considered the writing of psychoanalysts indispensable to the 

student of mythology:

... for whatever may be thought of the detailed and 
sometimes contradictory interpretations of specific 
cases and problems, Freud, Jung and their followers have 
demonstrated irrefutably that the logic, the heroes and 
the deeds of myth survive into modern times.^

Campbell became interested ir. psychoanalysis, and Jungian thinking in 

particular, when writing a doctoral thesis on James Joyce’s Finnegans 

Wake. His study of Joyce’s technique led him to apply Jung’s theories 

of a personal and collective unconscious to Ulysses and Finnegans Wake. 

The stream of waking consciousness of the protagonists of these novels 

gives way to the personal unconsciousness of dream at points in Ulysses 

and finally to deep dreamless sleep where deeper layers of the psyche 

lose their individual uniqueness as they retreat further downwards into 

darkness, where they become collective and depersonalised. It is here, 

according to Jung, where the archetypes lie. giving the ’world-eye
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visions' of myth. Campbell found the pursuit of myths arising from his 

study of Ulysses and Joyce’s increasing use of the collective 

unconscious in Finnegans Wake of more interest than purely literary 

study. He decided to 'follow his bliss’, ,/+! abandoned his seven years' 

research and began a systematic comparative studv of world myths. The 

Hero With a Thousand Faces was the first of his many books1 on 

mythology, and his continuing interest in the theories of Jung is shown 

in his editing The Portable Jung. Jung was the first to identify the 

archetypes and primordial images which well up from the unconscious, 

and Campbell's work on the images that 'blister sleep and boil up from 

the basic magic ring of m y t h ' ,(6) to use his striking phrase, has 

earned him the respect of Jungians. Dr James Hillman, a prominent 

American analyst, said at a dinner in honour of Campbell’s 80th 

birthday, where he was awarded the National Arts Club of America's 

Medal of Honour for Literature:

No-one in our century - not Freud, not Jung, not Thomas
Mann, not Levi-Strauss - has so brought a mythic sense
of the world back into our daily consciousness.^

Adams was doubly drawn to Campbell since he reinforced his own belief 

in the inter-relationship of dream, myth and folktale, and his growing 

preference as he read on the subject for the work of Jung. To find the 

two come together, in Campbell's book, and to see Jung's belief that 

there was a dialogue between inherited myth and modern consciousness 

demonstrated in a wide and scholarly frame of reference, excited Adams. 

If what they said was true, then he, too, could be a storyteller. By 

noting his dreams, and subsequently exploring his unconscious in 

analysis, he could make contact with his own creative powers and tell 

the stories that he believed pre-existed in his own psyche as they did 

in the collective unconscious of all men.



He (Campbell) made me realise that God meant me to be e
storyteller and he plugged me into the bright and
inexhaustible ring of myth that bubbles up out of the
human psyche.

Moreover. Campbell's examination of world myths led hin to the 

conclusion that; they possessed common factors which could be reduced to 

a single pattern. A deep unchanging structure could be seen, the one 

'shape-shifting, yet marvelously constant story;’*̂  like happy 

families, the. myths of the world are all the same. Campbell described 

the standard path of the mythological hero as ’a magnification of the 

formula represented in the rites of passage: separation - initiation - 

return: which might be named the nuclear unit of the monomyth.*^ ® * 

The hero of ail myths follows a standard path. He may have a thousand 

faces but his journey is, in essence, one.

Campbell gives the basic pattern:

A hero ventures forth from the world of common day into
a region of supernatural wonder. Fabulous forces are 
there encountered and a decisive victory is won: the 
hero comes back from that mysterious adventure with the 
power to bestow boons on his fellow man.^--'

iThe journey of the hero, or series of experiences, is given in greater 

detail in footnote 12 of this chapter, together with Joseph Campbell's

diagram).

Adams embraced the theory enthusiastically: 'He made me realise that

ail the stories of the world are really one story.’1- O n c e  the basic 

outline of this story is known and It is used as a pattern, it follows 

that anv new rendering must be successful because it will be invested 

with all the power of the world collective unconscious, which inspired 

it in the first place. It would be a kind of magic tramline to 

audience response.
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When Adams began to write Water ship Down he determined to make hits 

story conform to the pattern laid down by Campbell. The basic pattern 

of separation/departure, the engagement with dangerous supernatural 

forces, and the return with a miraculous gift is enacted four times , 

three times in the main story and once in the interpolated stories. 

The first use is in the basic narrative structure, the departure of 

Hazel and his band from the original warren which is initiated by 

Fiver’s vision of the field of blood, signalling his position in the 

story as the shaman uho can undertake the dangerous journey into the 

supernatural. Although Hazel is the hero of the mythic element, his 

brother Fiver is the physically weaker but stronger in psychic powers 

and the two together make up a composite mythical hero.

In the first heroic journey after the Campbell mode, within the overall 

pattern, the rabbits depart on the dangerous journey, the Road of 

Trials identified bv Campbell, to find a new warren. Once there, 

realising that without breeding does there can be no future generation. 

Hazel organises a sortie to bring back hutch does. This visit to 

Nuthanger Farm interrupts the. overall pattern and constitutes the 

second heroic journev; it contains clear references to Campbell’s 

pattern of the monomyth. Hazel ’was confident and ready for 

adventure’ at the beginning of the action; it is the first stage of 

'the call to adventure.' Hazel responds to the call and sets off for 

the farm feeling lucky, and ’as though he were swimming in miraculous 

buoyant water.' A supernatural helper appears, a young rat; ’he

had known that some guide or other would turn up. ' ̂ 6) The rat guides 

Hazel to Nuthanger Farm which is given importance and supernatural 

significance by the description of the great ring of old trees which 

surround it, the noise of whose branches ’raultifoliate and powerful’ 

suggest ’some huge approach.’^ ^ ■ Campbell stresses the danger of
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crossing the first threshold, which here is guarded by the cat. Hazel

crosses t;hc brick threshold and on his return has a fight with the

guardian of the threshold. This is the first part of the pattern of

adventure, and the hero's journey is taken up again ir. the hutch raid

proper when the ’bride-theft’ is completed. The second and third 

stages of the hero’s journey are continued in the chapter ’The Raid’. 

Here the cat functions again as ’threshold guardian.’ Again it is 

night, symbolising the journey into the underworld. The bride-theft is 

accomplished, the return past the threshold is once mere dangerous. 

Hazel feels ’a kind of luminosity ... a curious vibration’; this 

corresponds to the ’dream landscape of curiously fluid ambiguous forms 

where he [the hero] must survive a succession of trials.’ f*®) jn 

recrossing the threshold Hazel himself is wounded and falls down an 

earthenware pipe (’he reaches an opening in the ground’ as in the Lapp 

folktale). Adams sees this as Hazel's descent into the underworld or, 

as Joseph Campbell describes it, ’The Crossing of the First

Threshold’, as a kind of rebirth. In Chapter 25, Hazel is swallowed by 

the earth, 'The Belly of the Whale’ experience in Campbell, who says: 

'The idea that the passage of the magical threshold is a transit into a 

sphere of rebirth is symbolised in the worldwide image of the belly of 

the whale ... « The passage of the threshold is a form of self-

annihilation’ 1 ; in Campbell's listing it is also the realm of night. 

Hazel has been warned by his ’helper’ Fiver, that his mission is 

personally dangerous, 'You’re all alone, sharp and clear, like a dead 

branch against the sky.'^O) When Hazel does not return, Fiver has a 

vision of his predicament. The chapter in which this occurs, Chapter 

26, is called ’Fiver Beyond’ and given an epigraph from Joseph 

Campbell. It is the quotation from Uno Harva given in Adams’s lecture 

on the storyteller:
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On his dreadful journey, after the shaman has wandered 
through dark forests and over great ranges of mountains 

he reaches an opening in the ground. The most
difficult stage of the adventure now begins. The depths 
of the underworld open before him.(21)

The passage comes from the 'Initiation' section of Campbell's book 

headed ’The Road of Trials' and describes the hero's traversal of the 

threshold of the nether world or the world of supernatural forces, 

where he must survive a succession of trials.

This is a favourite phase of the myth-adventure. It has 
produced a world literature of miraculous tests and 
ordeals. The hero is covertlv aided by the advice, 
amulets and secret agents of the supernatural helper
whom he met before his entrance into the r e g i o n .  ^2)

Fiver, the supernatural helper in Watership Down, is evidently the 

shaman figure described by Uno Harva and others, who figures in myths 

of northern peoples, Lapps, Siberians and Eskimos, seeking out the 

lost or abducted souls of the sick. The shaman, after various magical 

preparations, collapses into a trance and becomes as one who is dead. 

In the kingdom of the dead he meets extraordinary perils, including the 

Lord of the underworld, a bellowing monster whom he placates. When he 

begins to return he utters ’in a low weak voice, the words he has heard 

in the world below’.! Campbell explains the shaman's journey in 

modern psychological terms. Anyone who descends into his own spiritual

labyrinth will find himself in such a world of symbolic figures,

representing personal conflicts as in dream,

Adams has gone to some pains to delineate Fiver's prophetic and 

visionary powers. It is his vision of 'the field of blood’ echoing 

another myth, Cassandra's vision of the house of Agamemnon, dripping 

with blood, which initiates the action of separation and departure from 

the warren. Fiver's role of shaman and seer seems allied to that of
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the storyteller, as Adams suggests in his Guild lecture. Silverweed, 

the poet of Cowslip’s warren, is also a traveller to the transcendental

world. Fiver comments on his own visionary powers and his ability and 

that of Cowslip to travel to another place*.

Well, there’s another place - another country - isn’t
there? We go there when we sleep: at other times too,
and when we die. El-ahrairab comes and goes between the 
two as he wants, I suppose, but 1 could never quite make 
that out, from the tales. Some rabbits will tell you 
it’s ail easy there, compared with the waking dangers
that they understand. But I think that only shows they 
don't know much about it. It’s a wild place and very 
unsafe ... . He (Silverweed) terrified me and yet I
knew, that I understood him better than anyone in the 
place. He knew where he belonged, and it wasn’t here. 
Poor fellow, I’m sure he’s dead. They’d got him all 
right - the ones in that country. They don’t give
their secrets away for nothing, you know.

All warrens possess a seer rabbit who possesses mystic abilities. 

Silverweed, Hvzenthiay and Fiver displav the shaman-like ability to 

.journey to the transcendental world. They bring back information or 

foreknowledge to their communities and also the ’treasure’ of poetic 

creation. Silverweed and Hyzenthlay articulate the common sorrows of 

their societies. Silverweed expresses the nihilistic passivity of a 

warren that has lost the power of independent action, choice and, very 

nearly, the power of literary creation altogether. Hyzenthlay’s lament 

tor her sterility symbolises the death-dealing effect of a totalitarian 

reg i me.

The third heroic journey which parallels that of Campbell’s hero 

perhaps most closely is described in the interpolated story of ’El- 

ahrairah and the Black Rabbit.’ El-ahrairah, the legendary rabbit hero, 

is called to the adventure because his people are threatened with 

starvation. He decides to bargain his own life with the Black Rabbit 

of In 16 for those of his people. The Black Rabbit symbolises ’fear and
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everlasting death.'(25) To meet him El-ahrairah has to make a

terrifying journey downwards into the netherworld. This is the

’Crossing of the First Threshold’, with the difficulty and length of 

time taken emphasised, as with the shaman in Joseph Campbell’s account 

of a iourney to the underworld, in the- northern myth. The journey is 

in darkness, to the realm of night. ’They limped and stumbled through

a bad dream to that terrible place they were bound for.' There is

'mist and icy rain’, 'grey rocks' and ’great cliffs of stone', and 'the 

cry of some great evil bird on the wing.’1̂ ' Eventually the ’opening 

in the ground' Campbell refers to is found, 'where the cliff ended was 

the mouth of a tunnel like a huge rabbit hole. ’ - '  The Black Rabbit 

of Death guards the entrance and is also magically beside them in the 

/ast stone burrow (the grave?) into which they flee. El-ahrairah now 

enters upon 'The Road of Trials' or the dangerous aspect of the gods.

His final torment is to go into the pit of sickness, in an effort to

infect himself and carry back disease to his enemies. This does not 

succeed, but his courage is rewarded. The Black Rabbit, in a passage

which can be seen as Campbell's 'Atonement with the Father', shows the

benevolent side of his nature. In the face of El-ahrairah'.5 sufferings 

he relents and promises magical aid to overcome his (El-ahrairah's) 

enemies and teils him the secret of the spread of ’the white 

blindness'^** thus giving two Promethean gifts which save the rabbit 

people.

The difficulties of the ’Return' are emphasised. El-ahrairah goes 

through a kind of resurrection after his supernatural journey, and in 

length and difficulty his journev back parallels the 'Crossing of the 

Threshold.’ His return takes three months of adventure and 

recuperation. The boon of life he has conferred on his people is 

ironically conveyed by the descriDtion of his arrival to find young
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rabbits living peacefully who do not recognise him, unaware of the 

great battle and sufferings he has undergone. 1 ̂ • The story ends with 

the apotheosis of El-ahrairah. The god Frith appears to him, restores 

his dismembered ears, tail and whiskers, and touches them with 

starlight. He is literally ’transfigured’. The physical trials have 

produced spiritual wisdom in El-ahrairah. The journey has brought 

about spiritual growth by the annihilation of the self. El-ahrairah 

plays the role of countless mythical heroes who barter their lives for 

those of others with the powers of darkness; a Rabbit Redeemer who 

bargains with Death.

live fourth heroic iourney is made by Bigwig into the underworld of 

F.frafa. Significantly he has requested the story of 'El-a'nrairah and 

the Black Rabbit' which prefaces his descent. Hazel confers the 

leadership of the warren upon him as he goes, with his blessing 

invoking the rabbit god's aid. 'May EJ-ahrairah go with you. And 

remember you're the leader now.'(30) jn Efrafa the author provides 

repeated reference to darkness to emphasise the dark world oi death 

info which Bigwig is plunged. (31) He invests Bigwig's stay there with 

supernatural significance through the agency of a storm spread over 

three chapters, ’Approaching Thunder’, ’The Thunder Builds Up’ and ’The 

Thunder Breaks’. The storm creates an unnatural darkness. The birds 

are silent and a strange wind announces again a transcendental 

experience. There is a 'raultifoliate rustling’ and an ’intense strange 

light, the plants and the fielos beyond the river seemed very 

n e a r . ’(32) Bigwig realises that El-ahrairah has answered his call: '0 

Lord with the starlight ears, send me a sign, ’ - ̂ 1 and that the storm 

represents divine intervention. This is confirmed when Bigwig invokes 

Frith in his confrontation with Woundwort, 'Frith sees vou!’ Instantly 

’A dazzling claw of lightning streaks down the length of the skv,(34)
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like the thunderbolt of Jove. With this sign, Bigwig realises that, 

indeed, the gods are on his side. A voice speaks to him, ’Your storm, 

Thlayli-rah. Use it, He then trusts to supernatural

intervention, and is rewarded by his magic helper Kehaar who has 

sustained him during his trial in Efrafa and whose appearances have 

been accompanied by radiance and bright light. Kehaar appears like an 

avenging angel, ’a great white bird’ out of the sky, and puts to flight 

the powers of darkness symbolised by Woundwort who has blasphemed 

frith, ’Embleer Frith,•06) Bigwig’s ’Magic Flight’ is also assisted 

by the ’magic trick’ of the rabbits using the boat. The two tunnels 

through which the rabbits then pass symbolise the difficulties of this 

return. They echo the dark tunnel in which IVqz^I lay wounded on his 

return from Nuthanger Farm. The second tunnel can only be traversed by 

swimming and this the whole group finally accomplish.{37) This 

dangerous immersion is a rite of passage for the warren. The crossing 

of this return threshold is also a baptism, after which they will all 

be reborn with heroic status.

The first and last heroic struggle, initiated by Fiver’s vision which

began the process of separation and departure to found a new warren, 

has been interrupted by two heroic journeys to achieve mates, ’Bride- 

Thefts’ or ’Sacred Marriages', and the narrative returns at the end of 

the novel to the completion of this original search: a secure warren.

The final battle is presaged by the telling of ’The Story of Rowsby

Woof and the Fairy Wogdog’: this relaxes the tension but also

introduces the idea of releasing the farm dog, a trick that will save 

the warren. The news of Woundwort’s approach is again signalled by the

approach of darkness with the Chapter heading ’News at Sunset.’ Hazel 

makes an inspired attempt to obtain the ’Atonement* gift from the
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underworld in his offer of an amalgamation of warrens to Woundwort. 

For one instant Woundwort considers the offer, but as he rejects it, 

significantly, "fhe sun dipped into the cioud-bank and now he could see 

clearly the track along the ridge, leading to the beech hanger and the 

bloodshed for which he had prepared with so much energy and care. ' (38) 

Woundwort remains the creature of dark forces who denies the sun.

This triggers the final battle between the warrens which is the climax 

of the narrative. Again, Fiver enters the transcendental world. He 

becomes cold, his voice slurs, he screams and lies in a deep 

stupor.1 ’■ ' His visionary experience at this point, is so intense that 

he can partially involve his audience in what he sees. Hazel 'sees’ 

the dog(A<)) in Fiver's vision and immediately grasps that he must 

release the farm dog as a diversion in the battle. Vervain, and even 

Woundwort, catch the infection, if oniv for a second, when they face 

Fiver and are spiritually o v e r c o m e . ) While Woundwort and Bigwig are 

locked in battle in the run, Bluebell is telling a story to the mothers 

and voting rabbits and this tale is juxtaposed with Woundwort’s attempt 

to bribe Bigwig with a command in his army. The story is a direct 

comment on the battle. In it El-ahrairah tells the enemy fox that he 

can tell his fortune in the water. The fox thinks this is fat rabbits 

running through the grass, but the prophetic reply from the rabbit god 

is 'it is not fat rabbits that I see in the water, but swift hounds 

on the scent and my enemy flying for his life. ’(43) This 

echoes Bigwig’s stout refusal of the offer ana foreshadows the fate 

that will come inevitably to Woundwort.

Fiver is, in fact, not seen again by the reader after his confrontation 

with Vervain. Other rabbits speak of him, we meet his doe Vilthuril, 

and Threar, one of his kittens who has inherited his psychic powers, 

but he himself is reported but not seen. He virtually disappears into



the world of shadows before Hazel. It seems doubtful whether he ever 

completely recovers, illustrating the dangers of dealing with the

transcendental world.

Fiver was now more than ever governed bv the pulse of 
that mysterious world or which had had once spoken to
Hazel during the late June days they had spent together
at the foot of the Down. It was Bigwig who said - one 
evening when Fiver was absent from the Honeycomb at 
story time - that Fiver was one who had paid more dearly 
than even himself for the night's victory over the 
Efrafans.

Adams devotes his last three chapters to the return of the hero from

the threshold to the 'world of common day.’ There are three hero

figures in the novel, and all can be seen as aspects of one character. 

Hazel is the shrewd, diplomatic organiser of average strength; Fiver is 

physically weak, sensitive, intuitive, visionary, all the qualities 

possessed by a woman, a possible anima figure; Bigwig is all animus, 

the heroic er.acter of brave deeds, large, strong and unreflective, 

with a kind of wry envy, Hazel realised that Bigwig was actually 

looking forward to the Efrafan assault.'{̂  ■ All three return 

physically cr psychically scarred and are in some sense resurrected 

after their experiences. The life generating boon they have secured is 

apparent after six weeks with the birth of kittens to the warren. 

Already the events of their heroic struggles are being turned into myth 

and story for young rabbits. Hazel undergoes his apotheosis, and 

becomes part of the other world, helped bv El-ahrairah himself.

Hazel, Fiver and Bigwig achieve heroic status through their 

transcendental jcurnevs modelled on Campbell's monorayth. They also 

achieve psychological growth through the trials they have undergone, 

and are, in a sense, reborn. As El-ahrairah has brought back the boon 

of redemption from the sickness of myxomatosis from his duel with the



Black Rabbit, so the three heroes have brought back between them In 

their various trials the boons of regeneration, a new warren on the 

Belt in the amalgamation of Efrafan and Watership Down rabbits, and a 

secure future. They have followed the standard path of the 

mythological hero set out in Joseph Campbell’s pattern of the moncmvth.
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Second Stage - the Trials and Victories of Initiation

1. ’The Road of Trials' or the dangerous aspect of the gods,

2. 'The Meeting with the Goddess' (Magna Mater) or the bliss of
infancy regained.

3. 'Woman as the Temptress' the realisation and agony of Oedipus.

4. 'Atonement with the Father'.

5. 'Apotheosis'.

6. 'The Ultimate Boon'.

Third Stage - the Return and Reintegration with Society

1. 'Refusal of the Return’ or the world denied.

2. 'The Magic Flight' or the escape, of Prometheus.

3. 'Rescue from Without'.
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world of common day.

5. 'Master of the Two Worlds'.
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21. ibid., p.233. The passage quoted is from The Hero, p.100,
There are minor variations in Adams's quotation.

On his [the shaman's] laborious journey ... . After he has 
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mountains ... he reaches an opening in the ground. The most 
difficult stages of the adventure now begin, when the depths of the 
underworld ... open before him.
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23. ibid., p.99.

24. Watership Down, p .255.

25. ibid., p.275.

26. ibid., p.277.
27. ibid., p.278.

28. This is the Lapine expression for’ myxomatosis. Adams discovered 
from l.ockley that this disease was carried bv the rabbit flea 
Spillopsyllus cunicuii. The Black Rabbit tells El-ahrairah that 
the white blindness is carried by the fleas in rabbit's ears, and 
since El-ahrairah has no ears (the Black Rabbit has ripped them
off and he is using dock leaves as a substitute) he cannot carry
the disease.

29. Watership Dcwn, pp.286-287.

30. ibid., p.308.

31. ibid., ' ... the evening seemed heavy with cloud and among the trees
it was sultry and grey", p.343.
'Heavy clouds dimmed the after-light', p.345.
Ail the animals and trees ’were pressed down as though under a great 
soft paw', p.350.
’It came on dark and very close', p.345.
Woundwort wishes Bigwig to be in permanent darkness, crying ’I’ll 
blind him when 1 catch him!', p.361.

32. ibid.,. p.355.

33. ibid. ,. p.350.

34. ibid.,. p.365.
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ibid,, p. -366.

Adams refers to seeing a rabbit swimming across the Enborne brook 
in his autobiography, p.53.

Watershi p Down, p.425.

Study of the holograph shows that in order to prepare more 
gradually for the frightening aspect of Fiver seen at the end of 
the novel when he faces Vervain, and to give Fiver's final vision 
more importance. Adams minimises or deletes early references and 
develops Fiver’s intuitive powers more gradually. Conversely, 
additions are made to highlight Fiver’s final trance. This is 
considerably extended in the published text. In the first draft 
Fiver falis into ’a deep stupor' on p.419 of the holograph 
(published text p.432) and receives no further reference until 
p.449 (holograph). The disappearance of a major character at the 
climax of the action must have struck the author as a serious 
flaw. On the other hand, it was necessary because Fiver is 
psychically strong but physically weak. He is invaluable to the 
rabbits before dangers and battles, but of necessity can 
contribute little during fighting. It was a later inspiration, 
after the novel was in typescript, to prolong Fiver’s trance. Two 
insertions are made, one of 16 lines (published text p.442, 
holograph p.427), describes Thunder finding the body 'of a very 
small buck’ in the attack, apparently dead. The second of 11 
lines is made where Pipkin tells Bigwig that he cannot wake Fiver 
and they decide that he must be abandoned (published text p.444, 
holograph p.429) which describes Fiver’s return to consciousness 
and his putting of Vervain to fiight and presumably death. Much 
is made in this interpolation of the puny appearance of Fiver and 
vet the unaccountable horror he inspires in Vervain (published 
text pp.455-456, holograph p.449).

Adams’s reworking and amplification of Fiver's trance during the 
battle is done in the interests of story development, narrative 
pace arid to give a sense of climax, (it provides too the cliff- 
hanging element) but also because he wishes to emphasise an 
important phase of the mythical hero's journey: the difficult and 
dangerous passage into the transcendental world. It is achieved 
with difficulty and involves a correspondingly painful and 
difficult return.

Watership Down, p.432. This is a retrospective reference to the 
dog loose in the wood which hastens the rabbits to use the raft in 
'The Crossing’, p.42; this vision gives Hazel the idea of using 
the farm dog.

ibid., p.456. Vervain imagines a burrow ’full of whispering 
malignant ghosts’, and Woundwort has a memory of childhood,
'some easy-going, kindly place, long forgotten and lost’, p.455.

ibid., p.451.

ibid., p.469. This is another addition to the holograph, again to 
emphasise the dangers of entering the transcendental world.

ibid., p.430.



CHAPTER EIGHT

SECTION III THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MYTH IN WATERSHIP DOWN

Adams feels the necessity to furnish his rabbit society with a 

metaphysical framework. As a child he admired Walter de la Mare’s The 

Three Mul la-Mulgars■ • . impressed by its unearthly power in which 

'ghosts, grief, pain and loss stand all about the little cocoon of 

bright warmth, which is everywhere pierced by a numinous beauty.'^  He 

has described the impact of this book:

This was ... to prove one of the most important 
influences on my whole life, ... I became entirely 
rapt, lost in the book. It seemed more real to me than 
mv surroundings. There were no other books: this was 
the only book. I was Nod in the snow, puny but 
nevertheless possessed of some strange numinous power.
Beyond this outward world this other, valid world 
existed, a remote and different place where all the 
natural inhabitants were animals . .. fIJ came within 
half a plank of worshipping Tishnar.^■

It is easy to see how this story has influenced the making of Watership 

Down and was the inspiration for the metaphysical dimension which marks 

the novel off from most children’s or adult fiction. The Three Mu 11a- 

Mulgars tells the story of a quest for the mysterious goddess Tishnar. 

Nod, the smallest of the three monkeys, carries the. magic wonderstone 

and is the forerunner of Fiver, who is the smallest of the rabbits and 

also possessed of numinous power. Adams has also said that El-ahrairah 

is based on the goddess Tishnar and that the Black Rabbit owes 

something to the Immanala, a female goddess of death, although he is 

not as wicked or hateful.^’ Adams has created a similar world to that 

of ce la Mare which is continually adjacent to the transcendental 

world, a place which may be visited in dream or trance by the leading 

protagonists. Hazel dreams of Bigwig with yew berries in his mouth,1̂  

a foreshadowing of Bigwig in the snare, his blood red as yew berries.
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Fiver dreams of Hazel in the drain, and can ’see' that Cowslip's warren 

is roofed with bones.

All the major developments of the plot are heralded by dreams or 

prophecies. Fiver foresees the crossing of the Enborne by raft and the 

tunnel of water that all the rabbits undergo. He prophesies the thick

’mist’ of the false security of the Honeycomb warren and he tells

Bigwig of imminent death. Another direct forecast of the future is 

Fiver’s knowledge, repeated several times, that ultimate safety is only 

to be found in the hills. The ingenious idea that delivers the warren 

from Woundwort arises from an intricate network, using the mythological 

tale, which tells of El-ahrairah’s duping of a dog; Fiver's trance 

where he utters a reference to this trick; Hyzenthlay’s vision of a dog

and a rope, and Hazel's sudden vision of an earlier incident of a dog

loose in the wood. All these are drawn together in the chapter 'A

Message from El-ahrairah*, clearly signalling the. mystical forces at 

work, and demonstrating the transcendental world as an integral part 

of the novel’s structure. The transcendental and physical worlds exist 

side by side and interact. Even the unimaginative characters such as 

Bigwig and Woundwort have glimpses of the other world. Bigwig hears

’unnatural wailing,’ and he ’knows’ that it is not a cat but the Black

Rabbii.. He has a ’fixed glazed stare’ as he thinks death has come for 

him. Woundwort has ’some old, flickering here-and-gone feeling ... the 

smelJ of wet cabbage leaves in a cottage garden, the sense of some

easy-going kindly place, long forgotten and lost’f6) and Vervain on 

the ooint of killing Fiver is deterred by a supernatural experience: 

’The shadowy recesses of the strange burrow seemed full of whispering 

malignant ghosts and he recognised the forgotten voices of rabbits done 

to death months since in the ditches of Efrafa.’ -/! The connection 

between the two worlds grows stronger as the novel progresses. The
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action is initiated bv a vision that Fiver has difficulty in persuading 

others is valid, and ends with this puny protagonist in a trance which 

results in transforming him into so powerful an adversary as to put to 

flight a fearsome assailant ready to kill him. Fiver imposes this 

other world upon his enemies by the power of his vision and he is the 

final victor in the defence of the warren. The archetypal world of 

dreams and visions ultimately prevails over the real worid.

There is a basic symbolism of light and dark in the novel associated 

with its mythic context. Woundwort is associated with darkness, as is 

the Black Rabbit, whereas Frith the sun god is, naturally, associated 

with light. In The Three Mulla-Mulgars there is the same opposition. 

Tishnar is associated with lightness, brightness and radiance, while 

immanala, the nameless one, is a female dark goddess, the Queen of 

Shadows, secrecy, night and the dark journey to death or the Third 

Sleep. Frith dominates the action of the novel by his presence or 

absence. He dictates feeding times, travelling, sleeping and is the 

arbiter of and commentator on events. Key passages of the novel take 

place at dawn and sunset. The first blood-red sunset signifies the 

field as covered in blood to Fiver. The second bathes the rabbits’ 

arrival on Watership Down with red flashing light to spotlight the 

importance of the place envisioned by Fiver, and Frith’s red light 

signifies the blood of regeneration in the penultimate chapter, 

Kehaar's appearance on the down is invested with importance by Frith’s 

appearance just before the rabbits discover the bird. An atmosphere of 

tension and expectancy is described; then the whole down gives way to 

the sunrise as though to a protagonist, ’The sun entered the world in 

smooth gigantic p o w e r . K e h a a r  is associated, like an angel, with 

sky, light and Frith. When Bigwig emerges from the darkness of Efrafa, 

he is dazzled by the bright light.
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The bright sunset dazzled him and he sat upon his hind 
legs, blinking and combing the fur along one side of 
his fact? a s his eyes got. accustomed to the light. A 
few moments later, he saw Kehaar come flying across the
field.̂

When Woundwort suddenly appears there is instant darkness; the evening 

is heavy with cloud, sultry and grey. Conversely, on an occasion when 

Bigwig hopes to meet Kehaar at sunset 'Heavy clouds dimmed the after

light. Kehaar was nowhere to be seen.1 *^ ' Kehaar figures in 

Vilthuril’s story as a legendary god. a great white bird that blessed 

El-ahrairah. Holly interprets the train that enables his escape from 

the Efrafans as a manifestation of Frith sent to save him. He thinks 

it to be a divine intervention because it is powerful, full of noise 

and especially light, ’like a thousand thunderstorms with 

L i g h t n i n g . A s  we have seen, Frith is also associated with the 

brilliance of lightning, speaking with a claw of lightning when invoked 

by Bigwig jn 'The Thunder Breaks.'

There is metaphysical significance in Fiver’s choice of 'the high 

hills' for the new warren. This is clearly an archetypal distinction 

of levels. The height of Watership Down is initially frightening to 

the rabbits in that it is unusual ground for them. They are 

approaching the territory of Frith, and they realise that in going up 

the hill they are moving towards the divine. This passage is studded 

with references to light, gold and red, and the great height from which 

the surrounding countryside can be viewed, like Pisgah mount from which 

Moses saw the Promised Land. In the chapter 'Watership Down' the 

rabbits address Frith: "’0 Frith", thought Hazel, turning his head for 

3 moment to the bright glow in the west., "are you sending us to live 

among the clouds?"' and Dandelion cries, '0 Frith on the hills. He 

must have made it fcr us.' The difficulty of the climb is emphasised,
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the nearness of the clouds and their mystical significance, ’They were 

not of this world.* dd) Fiver's earlier repeated injunctions, made in 

a trance-like stated4 ,̂ that the hills must he their home, endow this 

height with transcendental importance. When the rabbits realise that 

they are at the top of the hill they have a feeling of ’blessing’and 

their arrival there is given a sense of epiphany. The security of the 

new warren is stressed, they have a complete all-round view of any 

prospective enemies. This is contrasted with the lowland dangers 

through which they have passed in brooks, lakes, woodlands and

buildings. They have been attacked by rats, frightened by wild duck 

and a pylon, and terrified by the thought of hidden enemies. The 

arrival on the down is given importance by its extended description and 

by the author's emphasis on its transcendental nature. It is this that 

gives power to the title Watership Down; it represents the end of the 

quest for safe haven and is aLsc a place blessed and apocalyptic.

There is strong emphasis on integration in the novel. There is an 

acceptance of death as part of life, or as a necessary progression. If 

th* transcendental world is also accepted as a part of life, then

sleep, trance and death are mereiy stations along the same continuum. 

The characters in l'he Three Mul la-Mulgars treat sleep, trance and death 

as three kinds of sleep, as if their bodies were a lodging and sleep a 

kind of out-of-doors; ’Little-go, great-go, and come-no-more. * (15) 

There is this same relationship in Watership Down between sleep, trance 

and death.

Visions, out-of-the body experiences are frequent occurrences. The 

transcendental world is visited in the dreams of sleep, during Fiver’s

extended trance, and Hazel's death is seen as a kind of slipping away

to this other world. The spirit and real world intermingle. The god
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El-ahrairah comes and goes as through a doorway to intervene in rabbit 

affairs and to lead Hazel to his Owsla.

Death is unavoidable and the Black Rabbit is accepted as the gateway to 

the next world with which all rabbits have become familiar in the 

course of their adventures. El-ahrairah plays bobstones with the Black 

Rabbit and bargains with him before he becomes divine. Death in the 

form of the Black Rabbit is seen as a necessary part of life:

Some, say that the Black Rabbit hates us and wants our 
destruction. But the truth is - or so they taught me - 
that he too serves Lord Frith and does no more than his 
appointed task - to bring about what must be. We come 
into the world and we have to go.***)

The acceptance ol all the gods including the death-dealing ones means 

the acceptance of the Shadow, all the unpleasant and unacceptable parts 

of oneself. It agrees with the Jungian goal of individuation and 

psychic wholeness. All parts of the psyche are one. Walter de la Mare 

expresses this in the image of the leopard whose spots are beautiful, 

who is simultaneously mother to her cubs and loving, but death to her 

prey:

Her beauty is Tishnar's; the savagery of her claws is 
Noomanossi’s. So Munza’s children are dark or bright, 
lovely or estranging, according as Meermut or Nooma 
prevails in their natures. And thus, too, they choose 
the habitation of their bodies. Yet because dark is 
day gone and cruelty unkindness, therefore even the 
heart-shattering Noomanossi, even Jmmanala herself, is 
only absent Tishnar.

This personal integration of the individual along with social and 

archetypal integration is one of the themes of Watership Down. Frith 

is not a solemn god, but unites in his being the shadow of playfulness, 

mischief and trickery. He forms the world out of his droppings and in 

a spirit, of fun blesses El-ahrairah's rear end. First he teases him by 

differentiating all other animals to make rabbits their prey, then
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blesses El-ahrairah’s hir.d quarters so that he may outrun his enemies 

end also endows him with the same Trickster energy. El-ahrairah draws

this energy from the Jungian conception of the shadow, the normally 

repressed part of the personality, ‘the thing a person has no wish to

be.*(18)

El-ahrairah is in character an archetypal trickster hero, a psychical 

structure of great antiquity, half god, half animal. Jung, in 

describing the characteristics of the Trickster, compares him to

Mercurius, in

... his fondness for sly jokes and malicious pranks, 
his powers as a shape-shifter, his dual nature, half 
animal, half-divine, his exposure to all kinds of 
tortures, and - last by not least - his approximation 
to the figure of saviour.

[’his description closely parallels El-ahrairah, especially as he 

appears in 'The Black Rabbit' story, where he redeems his people. In 

other stories (e.g. Rowsby-Woof) he is fond of disguise, full of jokes 

and pranks. He does become, after his encounter with the Black Rabbit, 

half a god, and at the end when he comes to collect Hazel, he has 

become wholly divine and indistinguishable from the Black Rabbit 

himself.

Social integration is also seen as a desirable aim, with a community 

working together. It is demonstrated that the individual can achieve 

nothing by himself: all the animals must co-operate with each other. 

Hazel uses a seagull, a mouse and a rat to achieve common goals, and 

the rabbits must work together to free Bigwig. Woundwort is a 

potential villain outside the scheme, yet he plays a strong thematic 

role and is eventually incorporated into society as a legendary figure 

of strength, representing the authority figure of the Father. We
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know that this embodiment of the super-ego is important to Adams

because of his need for firm boundaries, both physically and 

psychologically, to confer security. The father must be overthrown to 

acnieve true adulthood, but this places the author in a difficulty as 

he fears to relinquish the security of authority. Woundwort is neither 

destroyed nor reconciled, because of this necessity. Before the final 

battle with Woundwort there is the possibility that Joseph Campbell’s 

stage of ’Father Atonement.' may be realised. One of the tasks of the 

mythical hero is either to be reconciled with or overcome the father. 

Woundwort represents the ogre aspects of the father figure, ruthless, 

cruel, tyrannical. Campbell says:

For the ogre aspect of the father is a reflex of the 
victim’s own ego - derived from the sensational nursery 
scene that has been left behind, but projected before; 
and the fixating idolatry of that pedagogical nothing 
is itself the fault that keeps one steeped in a sense 
of sin, sealing the potentially adult spirit from a 
better balanced, more realistic view of the father and 
therewith of the world.

Atonement (at-one-ment) consists in no more that the 
abandonment of that self-generated double monster - the 
dragon thought to be God (superego) and the dragon 
thought to be Sin (repressed id). But this requires an 
abandonment of the, attachment to ego itself, and that 
is wnat is difficult. One must have a faith that the 
father is merciful, and then a reliance on that mercy. 
Therewith, the centre of belief is transferred outside 
of the bedeviling god’s tight scaly ring, and the 
dreadful ogres dissolve. (20)

As an expansion of ’the sensational nursery scene' Campbell says;

As the original intruder into the paradise of the 
infant with its mother, the father is the archetypal 
enemy: hence throughout life all enemies are symbolical 
(to the unconscious) of the father ... . Hence ... the 
irresistible compulsion to make war: the impulse to
destroy tne father is continually transforming itself 
into public violence.(21)

Adams confirms in interview that Woundwort represents a ’Bad

Father’ figure and that the truce offered by Hazel, (22) wherebv a joint
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warren could be established, would have created Campbell's Father 

Atonement. Since the idea of union is rejected, Woundwort considers it 

only 'for one beat of his pulse', he cannot be reconciled or integrated 

with the hero; he must be vanquished. He is not, however, destroyed, 

but lives on though unseen by rabbits, and becomes a legendary hero,

absorbed into rabbit mythology as a living source of power. ’He made

rabbits bigger than they’ve ever been - braver, more skilful, more 

cunning.’’̂  He becomes integrated, made 'at-one* in legend. Even 

the Ldea of the union of warrens becomes fact with the establishment of 

the BeJt Warren; integration and at-one-ment can be said to be 

achieved.

The mythology of the rabbits is built up through the rabbits’ stcr.y

sessions. They are initiated by an aetiological tale which establishes 

the existence of the sun god Frith. This tale is an odd mixture of

solemn delivery and comic incident. The stars originate from the Sun 

God's droppings; El-ahrairah incurs the god’s displeasure because of 

his sexual appetite and a breeding prowess that threatens to overcrowd 

the world. Enemies are created to curb his activities, but a relenting 

god finally endows him with powerful hind-quarters by blessing his

bottom and this, with his cunning and trickery, ensures his people's

survival.

The stories gave Adams the opportunity to put. into practice his

theories about myths and folktales. These tales are necessary to the 

rabbits to explain the world to them, to confirm their self-image, to 

promote courage, to give amusement and entertainment, to help them to 

face their deepest fears, and to provide an archetypal world.

As Adams has observed, the storyteller, although he may set out to 

amuse, must concern himself with the transcendental world. His
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audience expects events no be re-arranged and made magic.’ He details 

the function of the story to be in the first place

heroic, to make the hearers feel that they are 
courageous and successful. Secondly, satirical; a
bully or wicked tyrant can be exposed if he is made to 
look a fool. Thirdly, plainly humorous, to amuse, 
fourthly, didactic and moral (Jesus, Plato, Buddha).
Finally, the most important function, religious in the 
broadest sense, to justify the ways of God(s) to Man or 
to help people come to terraŝ  with the essential 
grimness of the human si tuation. ■

The five interpolated stories demonstrate these functions and

particularly provide the rabbits with illustrations of the cunning they

need for survival. The legendary hero El-ahrairah, celebrated in all 

the stories, is the exemplar of bravery and cunning.

An examination of the mythic content of the main story and the

interpolated stories reveals the major theme of the novel to be not. 

’leadership’, as Adams himself has often said, but fertility. The gcd 

Frith who created the world in the rabbit mythology is the god of the 

sun, which everywhere symbolises fertility, life and the male

principle. El-ahrairah, the legendary trickster rabbit, is renowned in 

the first story for prodigious feats of fathering. He is elevated 

above all other rabbits for this quality and it is for this fertility 

tnat he is punished. His enemies are made more powerful, otherwise his 

breeding powers would cover the world with rabbits. Rabbits are always 

connected in the popular mind with fertility. In many countries they 

are associated with Easter, with spring, eggs and breeding. They 

figure in the medieval tapestries The Hunt, of the Unicorn and The Lady 

and The Unicorn because they symbolised fertility and it was 

appropriate that they should appear in marriage gifts. Jean de 

Meun^S) a]SO puts conies in the forest through which his lover 

pursues his quest for love and these have a symbolic function. The
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pursuit of small furrv animals is associated with the lover's pursuit 

of his lady. This connection is strengthened by the pun in old French 

on the word for rabbit, which became a symbol for part of the female 

anatomy and the.ii for the whole woman. (̂ ^  The word 'coney' for rabbits 

and the word 'cunt' are still close in modern English. Since Frith 

blesses the rump of El-ahrairah, giving him large hind quarters which 

enable him to flee from nis enemies and a white tail with which to 

signal flight to his companions, it is difficult not to believe that 

his sexuai organ was similarly blessed so that his procreative powers, 

which drew him to Frith's attention in the first place, were unlikely 

to be diminished. El-ahrairah is an extension of the power of Frith 

and functions as a phallic symbol. His already legendary power of 

fathering is increased by Frith, himself a Sun god also mythologically 

1 inked with the male principle. This adds to the wild rude, energy of 

El-ahrairah echoed by the bawdy songs of the rabbits' 'longing for a 

nice plump doe’, and accounts for the stress on matings, copulation and 

breeding.

Adams himself was denied fatherhood for some eight years after marriage 

and has said of this disappointing time that ’it was worse than being 

in the war.’ -̂ When his children arrived he took fatherhood with 

•passionate seriousness.’ It is this personal experience which drives 

the theme of fertility in the novel. This also links with the theme of 

security. The burrow is fundamentally a womb symbol, the female source 

of life which usually represents security (though sometimes death) and 

is the goal in the quest for security by the compulsive neurotic. The 

womb/burrow stands for ultimate fertility and safety.

The quest for the mythic hero in the main story is ultimately for 

fertility, for breeding does, so that the future life of the warren is 

ensured. The boon of regeneration is brought back through the hero’s



struggles to obtain mates. The strongest instinct in all living things 

is to avoid death, and after survival comes the wish to live forever in 

the bodies of our heirs. The story satisfies therefore the deepest and 

roost primitive longings. The value of fertility is established first 

by its lack. There is no procreation or creativity in Cowslip’s warren 

and the does are barren in Efrafa. Throughout the novel there is a 

fundamental opposition of sterility/fertility, of male presence/female 

absence. There can be no breeding until the correct balance is 

achieved. The penultimate chapter of novel, ’ArpLast'i portrays 

the ideal society, where the quest for fertility and security is 

finally satisfied.

The ending of the novel lays emphasis on the new litters that have been 

oorr , and the young rabbits are already listening to folktales turning 

their fathers into legendary heroes. We realise too that Fiver’s 

visionary gifts have been passed on to his son Threar. Three litters 

have been born six weeks after the battle, an indication of miraculous 

fertility and the 'magic' nature of the boon the heroes have brought 

back. The description of the final utopian warren lays emphasis on the 

fertility and security of this ideal society. There are ten references 

to the sun in the penultimate chapter 'AryjLast5 even though it is 

autumn and the verge of winter. These repeated references to Frith 

signify the sun as the source of all life, bringing warmth, spiritual 

and actual light and fertility. The red sunset echoes the red sunset 

at the beginning of the novel; only in the conclusion it functions 

with an apt and opposite symbolism. Fiver’s vision of blood in the 

first chapter signifies the death of the warren, whereas the crimson 

glow of the final sunset clearly indicates regeneration and new life. 

Twice the sun is linked with young rabbits*^*, emphasising its 

fertility and breeding power, and three times it is emphasised that
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’high summer' has been a time of unusual fertility’. Three times the 

phrase 'Fiver's blood' is repeated, stressing his blood as the life 

blood that will pass on to successive generations, in direct contrast 

to 'the field of blood'. The crimson sunset also confers fertility on 

plant life, it shines on the rose-hips, infusing the landscape with 

vitality. The dead flowers echo the theme of resurrection and show the 

promise of future life, 'most of the plants still to be seen were in 

s e e d . '(29) As Hazel slips away be. too, is conscious of his strength 

flowing into the sleek young bodies of his descendants.

The coming winter is not seen as comfortless and barren, but as a time 

of greater security and fertility in the burrow. Underground safety, 

the fantasy of an enclosed refuge is established. The hole in the 

Honeycomb, breached in the battle with Woundwort, is closed up. 'The 

burrow's snug, it hath been dug, 'tis free from beetle, worm and 

3iug'(^ sings Bluebell. To add security, the holes have been 

concealed, a lesson learnt from Efrafa. Another defence measure is 

that young kittens are being trained to fight enemies. Fertility will 

continue and even increase. Burrows are snug and warm in the winter, 

especially when overcrowded. Winter is, indeed, a more active time for 

mating, with February a high point, in the fertility of does.

The twin themes of fertility and security resonate in this penultimate 

chapter. The narrative ends as it began, with spring and primroses at 

the Watership Down warren, but with significant differences. Fiver’s 

initial vision of blooa is metamorphosed into the blood of life and 

generation, a total reversal of meaning. In the same way, the 

primroses that signify the spring of the year in the. opening of the 

narrative are invested with an opposite significance in the last 

sentence of the novel, Hazel 'slips away, down through the wood, where
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che first primroses were beginning to bloom.'(31) The reader 

understands that we are in the transcendental world* where the eternal

primrose flowers for ever and functions as a metaphor for death. 

Similarly, Kotick, 'The White Seal’ in Kipling's story, lives in a 

paradisal beach all summer long; that sea and this forest are 'where no

man comes.'(̂ 2)

Hazel’s last thought is for the future life of the warren, as is El- 

ahrairah' s, who speaks with confidence of the rabbits’ capacity to 

breed, 'They'll be all right - and thousands like them. ’ ̂ 3) Given 

these circumstances, no wonder Adams was infuriated by a critic who 

complained that the book had 'virtually no sex’ in it. 'Nonsense! the 

whole book is hung on sex - but reaj. sex, not erotic titillation. ' 04)

The 'Epilogue' provides the two last vital connections with the novel’s 

running theme of integration. It takes place several springs later and 

the author wishes to establish that the amalgamation of warrens has

been successfully achieved: there is a new warren on the Belt, half

Efrafan and half Watership Down under the leadership of Groundsel. The 

essential unity of the rabbit communities is made a reality, using the 

talents of Efrafans and incorporating them in a new society. Similarly 

it is made clear that all the communities are united in mythological 

instruction. Woundwort has become a hero of myth and legend. Adams is 

concerned to demonstrate Woundwort's inclusion in rabbit society as a 

force waiting to return and as mythologically available and useful, 'If 

ever great danger arose, he would come back to fight for those who

honoured his name. ’ * ̂  He is not considered wicked, but called 'a

great and solitary rabbit' who worsted all rabbit enemies and became a 

god, ’who sometimes went to si If lay in the sky.'^-^ The reputation of 

General Woundwort is used to make young rabbits behave, so he is
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employed as a symbol of authority, respected and honoured for this 

quality. Finally, Hazel, too, is incorporated into the transcendental

world which is seen again as an integral part of the physical world. 

The novel's final lesson of personal, social and archetypal integration

is completed.
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CONCLUSION

Ky thesis is that the sudden and phenomenal success of this unusual 

book lies in the universal appeal of its underlying theme of the 

individual’s search for security. The novel creates an alternative 

world which rests on a basis of conceptions of morality and commonsense 

detived from the most ancient story forms - myth, legend and folktale. 

These provide a framework of past tradition to a readership afraid of 

the uncertainties of modern life and the complexities of modern 

fiction. Safety is seen to lie in recapturing the simple values of the 

past in a narrative that embodies epic, fable, pastoral and myth in 

style and subject matter. The past is thus repossessed. Future danger 

is averted by a new generation who will carry forward the traditional 

values. Fertility is the drive of two-thirds of the novel because it 

is the ultimate protection and extension of the self and insurance for 

the future. Regulation and control is seen as a necessity for personal 

security, with an acceptance of a system of command and subordination. 

The desire for reassurance is a continuing need, but the astonishing 

publishing history of the novel shows that in November 1972 it caught 

precisely the moment when the public was hungry for this psychological 

comfort.

Another element which contributes to the success of the novel is the 

choice of animal protagonists and the author's treataient of them in 

serious, even heroic terms. This, along with the supposed biological 

exactitude to animal life, unknown in the genre previously, creates a 

new type of animal fable. Animals are accorded the dignity and 

importance of humans and are even seen as superior to them in some 

characteristics. It is likely than the continuing readership through 

the seventies and eighties absorbed these attitudes and the book has
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made an important contribution to the growing consciousness of animal 

rights now apparent.

Also, through its choice of animal characters, the novel draws on a 

tradition of anthropomorphism in English literature associated with 

children’s stories which represents a nostalgic return to a golden 

'lost' world of childhood. The background against which the animals 

are set affords an opportunity for another traditional strand in 

English literature to be represented: nostalgia for the pastoral world, 

a value again established by loss, a world of lost beauty and freedom. 

This gained a new significance at a time when animal habitats were 

disappearing and the environment was under real threat, as indeed it 

still is.

1 have, in the Introduction to the thesis and, in that to Part Two, 

argue.j that Watership D o w n ’s international appeal is based o n its 

universality of address to the insecure child within us. It might be 

suggested that the masculinity of the work, the focus on male action 

and resulting marginalisation of female characters whose only function 

is to breed, would appear to limit the novel’s appeal to at least one 

half of its potential readership. Yet this did not appear to be the 

case. Research was carried out by the Schools Council on children's 

reading in 1971, (the year before the novel's publication) and the 

results were published in 1 9 7 7 . Some conclusions might be drawn 

from this research which are relevant to the success of Watership Down, 

which only reached the wider children's market with its publication in 

Puffin in 1973. Girls were shown to have no inhibitions about reading 

boys' books, placing tales of masculine adventure high on their lists 

of favourite books. Boys on the other hand, who would read books with 

titles specifically intended for girls, like Little Women, were



statistically insignificant. Watership Down was fortunate in this, as 

in many other circumstances, that its title carries no gender

significance to deter male readers.

The research shows the power of animal narratives to attract the 

highest number of readers. The most widely read book, appealing to 

both boys and girls, was Black Beauty which reveals, as does Watership 

Down, a strong emotional identification with animals as victims of man. 

Animal/man play the child/adult roles in this and other animal 

narratives. The fictional representation of animals' sufferings in a 

man-dominated world provide children with a parallel to their own 

experience, in similar thrall to adults, subjected to their arbitrary 

decisions.^ Authors and their reading audience find it possible to 

deal with subconscious desires and anxieties in the creation and 

reading of fiction. When dangerous and painful experience is removed 

yet further from real life, from fictional human protagonists to 

fictional animal ones, this emotional material can be confronted and 

negotiated more successfully. This psychic drainage, accomplished at 

two removes, could go some way to explaining the power and popularity 

of animal narratives.

Although Black Beauty is male, he is a gelding with no sense of 

sexuality and therefore childlike in his indifference to this area of 

life. His gender is irrelevant and provides no barrier to the girl 

reader. The rabbits in Watership Down, although they need mates, are 

oddly sexless in their thinking. Procreation is central to the plot 

but sex is not a continuing preoccupation either physically or 

emotionally. It is of practical concern, like feeding and finding 

burrows, but is not emotionally central.
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Sexist and feminist concerns had not yet affected children's literature 

in 1972.■ ^ Although non-sexist writing for children has been

published since then, a trend advocated by feminists and long overdue, 

it has made little headway with the juvenile readership who remain 

conservative and traditional in their choices. American feminists took 

up the cause earlier and much more strongly. They disputed the 

chauvinism of Watership Down from the novel’s first appearance in 1974. 

An article appeared in The Horn Book in 1974 deploring in detail the 

anti-feminism embodied in the book, where females are interchangeable 

ciphers and deprived of the spiritual fruit cf community1.^ ) Martin 

Rosen was sensitive to this criticism when making the film of the 

n o v e l .  - 5 )  The gender imbalance does not register with English

critics nor does it seem to have deterred girl or adult female readers.

Adams’s immediate reason for writing Watership Down was his 

dissatisfaction with the Sixties - a mixture of anger and envy at the 

sexual freedom and liberty enjoyed by young people compared with the 

restraints that had laid such a constricting hand on his days at 

school, in the Army and Civil Service. His conservative-based fantasy 

is removed from direct inspection because it is obliquely conveyed in 

anthropormorphised pastoral fantasy. The conservative sub-text can slip 

bv un-noticed by the casual reader. The novel was produced at a 

certain time in response to a particular socio-political set of 

circumstances.

Christopher Pawling, a perceptive critic of Watership Down in ’Rolling 

Back the Sixties’, rejects the idea that 'myths emerge from the womb of 

some all-embracing ’’collective unconscious.” ! He states firmly that:
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Myths are cultural products which are designed to 
appeal to particular audience/readerships at specific 
points in time. If we see Watership Down as just one 
more variant on a universal theme (the ’quest' of 
’modern nan’ to escape from a nightmare world of 
technology), then we will inevitably overlook the more 
specific aspects of the t e x t .(6)

One one level of the story, myth is used as Fawling argues as a 

'cultural product' aimed at the contemporary audience. Adams 

incorporates the concerns of the time but operates on several levels of 

myth at the same time. The field at the Sandleford warren is a 

wildlife habitat threatened with destruction, but it is also 'the field 

of bloocT in Agamemnon. This begins the mythic quest for a new warren 

and at the same time functions as Campbell’s 'Call to Adventure1 which 

instigates the hero’s journey. The sacrifices of Adams's fellow 

officers in the Second World War are, at bottom, the focus of concern 

in the real world, but in ’The Story of Ei-ahrairan and the Black 

Rabbit* they exist as a sub-text on which a superstructure of several 

levels of myth are erected. The story itself recounts the tale of the 

mythical hero, El-ahrairah and his struggle with the Black Rabbit to 

save his people from death, a parallel of Bigwig's battle with 

Woundwort, where both El-ahrairah and Bigwig represent Christ-like 

redeemer figures in their sacrifices to save others. The descent cf 

El-ahrairah and Bigwig into the earth links them to the supreme trial 

of the hero in the underworld 3nd the winning of the magic gift of 

safety for their people. The story functions constantly in terms of 

the quest theme and the invented myths, and is linked to precise stages 

in Campbell's Hero Adventure (see pages 337-338). The mythic theme is 

intensified by this level of layering, and the parallels engendered 

make myth one of the most important aspects of the text.
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Adams consciously produced these patterns in response to a particular 

set of circumstances, his childhood reading, his own war experiences 

arid his disgust with the post-war young. These elements are tied to a 

specific audience and a specific time. Other patterns, however, are 

of more ancient archetypal significance. The quest formula, for 

instance, underlies the structure, .giving mythical associations with 

Odysseus and other heroes, and makes possible the interpretation of 

Campbell’s monomyth. Similarly, the use of the pastoral, again one of 

the oldest formulas dating from classical literature, arouses 

associations with beauty, peace and innocence. These two themes are 

much Jess specific as to audience and time, but would appear to be 

constants in literature. However, at the deepest level on which the 

stcry functions, Adams is dealing in the Jungian conception of the 

collective unconscious, and it is in this area where Pawling’s 

description of myths as 'cultural products' would seem to have no 

application. The collective unconscious provides evidence of 

connections between all humanity regardless of culture, location or 

period. It is a psychological database present in every psyche. It 

lies nelow distinctions of gender, personal or chronological age, or 

race. Feminism is too recent and irrelevant a development to exist 

within it. Adams is writing on this universal level in his use of the 

Trickster figure of El-ahrairah, in his creation of the Sun God Frith 

and in the total mythology he creates. In his depiction of the rabbit 

society, myths, religion, rituals and ceremonies are intertwined. The

rabbits (apart from Cowslip's warren, who are cut off from natural

Life, as is the tyrannical Woundwort), live instinctively and

primitively at one with nature. Myths, the telling of stories, is an

intrinsic part of their social, system. Archetypes are to them the 

psychological expression of instinct. The rabbits think mythologically
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as did the primitive societies of Africans and Indians studied by Jung. 

Children are just sucn a primitive tribe within society, with their own 

customs, rituals and folklore, who relate instinctively to such

patterns of storytelling. The Watership Down rabbits are presented by 

Adams as utopian examples to be followed, a basic pattern possible in 

an animal community but possibly no longer available to ’advanced' 

humans. They speak to us in a universal symbolic vocabulary.

Paw ling's reference to the novel as a variant on the myth of escape

from technology shows a limited or incomplete understanding of Adams’s 

underlying aim, which is to create a myth that will iead to the

individuation of the psyche and the integration of the individual with 

his society and with the transcendental world. Other integration 

myths, originally written for children but which have also reached 

large adult audiences, are Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are,

Ted Hughes's The Iron Man and the mythic novels of Alan Garner,1

Campbell's pattern of the monomyth of the hero consciously underlies (

the structure of Adams's novel, and the level of transcendental meaning 

derived from this is continually present. This is not to belittle or 

deny the specific aspects of the text which carry the political and 

cultural charge. Both are present, but the hero’s journey lies at the 

heart of the novel and this is dependent on the archetypes of the 

collective unconscious for its formulation. )

The trick achieved by Watership Down is to draw together ephemeral and 

contemporary concerns and to express these surface cultural 

manifestations in terms of the myths of universal archetypes. Myth 

links with psychological and socio-historical events, and can be 

produced in any culture and be transferred to other cultures, providing 

there exists in them the common universal archetypes drawn from the
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collective unconscious that can communicate to all human psyches. The 

film Star Wars is concerned with advanced futuristic technology; yet,

expressed in archetypal terms, it can reach every audience,^

Adams shows his awareness of the extent to which the novel is the 

product of many influences in his use of the title 'Rabbit Stew: Some

Ingredients of Watership Down' (p.18) and his description of its
4 f  H  O

composition as a plum pudding into which everything had to go. But 

there are deep contradictions in the mixture because the elements are 

drawn together without logical consistency. The theme of leadership 

was identified after the first draft was written and highlighted 

retrospectively. Even sor Hazel's ’leadership' retains elements of 

deliberate control. The author states his preference for narratives of 

external objective action, but, in fact, charts a spiritual journey 

leading to personal and social integration. Respect for authority and 

the fixed nature of hierarchies in society is implicit in the narrative 

but is undermined by the sometimes subversive mythic content. The 

mythical hero, El-ahrairah, embodies the principle of personal licence; 

ne is disruptive, scatological and unrestrained in his appetites. He 

outwits authority by mischief and trickery. The novel works overtly to 

support traditional conservatism and 'good' behaviour, but beneath the 

surface a covert opposition appears to lurk. This ambivalence springs 

from contradictory impulses towards discipline, impulses which 

originate in the injustices of the punishments of childhood and 

banishment from Eden. There is an identification with both the 

underdog, the weak who can only triumph over the strong by trickery, 

and with the leader who controls by exercise of tyranny or wit.^^ 

This ambivalence is allowed release in the mythic content, with its 

emphasis on security and fertility which can only be achieved by 

rebellion and the outwitting of enemies. The ambivalence of the author
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towards his material enables the plurality of interpretations - it can 

be a boys’ adventure tale, an adult ecological polemic, a left or 

right-wing political fable or a Jungian myth. Victims of society, 

children or those powerless in society, seize on those elements which 

reinforce their viewpoint and identify with the rabbits with a thousand 

enemies. Those who rule society may read the text as an endorsement of 

the status quo. The mythic framework is essential because it draws the 

story together structurally and, paradoxically, provides coherence in 

that it allows the disparate elements to survive side by side as 

necessarily differing parts of one psyche which must include shadow 

elements.

The archetypal structure of the quest also imposes unity on the 

disparate elements a s does the central solar myth. This echoes the 

universal life experience of the individual and the organic cycle of 

the earth which is related to fertility. During the course of the 

narrative, the action is related to the daily rising and setting of the 

sun. and passes through the cycle of the year, which again relates to 

the phases of human life. The powerful solar principle structures the 

novel. Spring is related to birth and new beginnings: simmer to the 

acquisition of brides. Autumn and winter bring both the seeds of 

regeneration, the death of the year and the hero and his apotheosis. 

It is >r. this powerful organic principle that the power of the. novel 

finally resides.
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FOOTNOTES

CONCLUSION

1. Research was clone by the Schools Council on children’s reading 
habits in 1971, based at Sheffield Institute of Education, The 
results were published in Frank Whitehead, Children and Their 
Books (London, 1977). The research showed that children’s choices 
are strongly traditional. Few twentieth-century authors were 
represented in the lists of favourite books. Tables 64 (p.130) 
and Table 65 (p.131), where boy and girl readership was 
distinguished, showed that girls like adventure tales, placing 
Treasure Island and Tom Sawyer high on their lists. The most 
widely read book in the 10+ and 12+ age range was Black beauty, 
and it was read equally by boys and girls. In the 14+ age group 
Animal Farm was popular, demonstrating the continuing popularity 
of animal narratives.

2. Anna Sewell, Black Beauty (London. 1877). Black Beauty was 
written as a tract against the cruel treatment of horses, and was 
given away free to those responsible for their welfare. In Texas, 
in 1924, a cowpuncher was sentenced to jail for one month for ill- 
treatment of horses and ordered to read Black Beauty three times 
as a punishment. Perhaps Adams’s identification with animals as 
victims is a reflection of his own exile from childhood pastoral 
happiness by the arbitrary authority imposed by his mother in 
suddenlv sending him to boarding school.p ibL* -bats En

3. It was not until the spring ol 1976 when The Writers and Readers 
Publishing Cooperative protnoted_non-sexist children’s literature 
Dy publishing four books for young children where girls played 
heroic roles and took ’positive initiatives to define their own 
lives'. By 1979 3n education magazine for parents was able to 
present a bibliography of non-sexist books covering all age 
ranges, Twelve books were recommended by the children’s book 
reviewer for 'Spare Sib', Rosemary Stones. Two are American. 
’Non-Sexist Children’s Books', 'where fsicl, No. 148, May 1979, 
p.159.

4. Jane Resh Thomas, 'Old. Worlds and New: Anti-Feminism in Watership
P.own, ’ Horn Book, August 1974, pp.405-408, p.408. Jane
Resh Thomas had given a favourable review except for two para
graphs on the novel's anti-feminist stance i,n 'Move over hobbits; 
here come the rabbits,’ Minneapolis Tribune, 24th March 1974.
She was sufficiently incensed to write her article 3ix months 
later entirely on this aspect of the novel.

5. To pre-empt the attack Rosen inserted a female character, Violet,
who bravely leaves the Sandleford Warren, with the adventurous
band. She is timid and frightened in the wood, dithers on the 
raft and is finally dismissed from the action when she is snatched 
up by a hawk on the edge of the bean field. Such is the fixed 
ideology of the novel in this respect that the new character 
attracts the same contempt for her weakness and stupidity as the 
Adams's does. Violet’s violent death is taken philosophically.
The event is seen as a piece of stupidity on her part and no cause 
for grief.
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Christopher Pawling, ’Rolling b— ;k the 1.960'e, * Popular Fiction 
and Social Change (London, 1964), pp.212-234, p.225.

Maurice Sendak, Where the Wild Things Are (London, 1967); Ted 
Hughes, The Iron Man (London, 1966); Alan Garner, e.g. El1 dor
(London, 1965).

Ted Hughes said of The Iron Man f... 1 could claim for my story 
that it would ... connect you back to your struggle with ordinary 
existence and society and outer life, and that beyond that it 
would connect you with the deepest and most alien-seeming powers 
in your own mind, which are the correspondents of the outermost 
demon powers of space. I would say ‘You read this story and all 
these things will be connected and you will live in all of them. 
Instead of just living in these two who are frightened of the 
dragon, you will live in the little boy, the Iron Man and the 
dragon. These are all then part of your inner life and they all 
work happily together. You have reconnected all these points 
which were opposed and hostile to each other.' I could then claim 
that my story would cure schizophrenia. ’Myth and Education', 
Children's Literature .in Education i, March, 1970, pp.55-70,
PP.65-67.

Joseph Cambell noted that 'The inward journeys of the mythological 
hero, the shaman, the mystic and schizophrenic, are in principle 
the same; and when the return or remission occurs, it is 
experienced as 3 rebirth; the birth, that is to say, of a twice- 
born ego, no longer bound by its daylight-world horizon.
,.. The energies of an archetypal instinct system [are brought] 
into fruitful play . Myths to Live By (London, 1985), pp.184- 
185.

Just a s Campbell worked on myth to produce the basic plot of the 
monomyth, Vladimir Propp analysed 100 Russian Folktales to 
discover their basic pattern in The Morphology of the Folktale. 
Second Edition (London, 1Q6Q). By concentrating on functions, he 
reduced the action of the tales to thirty-one elements. This is a 
purely structural or formalist approach. When Propp begins to 
deal with the meaning, history or 'attributes' (the meaning of 
this is not clear from the translated text), he trembles on the 
brink of identifying mythic religious images. 'Here the tale must 
be studied in regard to religious notions’, p.90. Religion and 
the metaphysical dimension have to be denied as they are opposed 
to Marxist thinking, and Propp's investigation stops short of 
coming to any conclusions other than those connected with surface 
features of folktale.

George Lucas, like Adams, appeared at. the dinner given to honour 
Joseph Campbell's 80th birthday and similarly testified that The 
Hero with a Thousand Faces was his inspiration for the film. The 
book focused his ideas of making a film using ancient archetypes 
of g o o d and e v i 1, drawn from mythology

Adams himself escapes from the conformity and discipline of the 
Civil Service by the exercise of his imagination, in the use of 
his wit to compose the novel. 'Think of all those poor buggers 
sitting in the Ministry .... I’m the one that got away', Timothy 
Green, Smithsonjan, ’Richard Adams’s long journey from Watership 
Down’, March 1979, pp.76-78, p.76.
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I
APPENDIX 1

THE HOLOGRAPH - Description

The holograph of Watership Down consists of 230 leaves of lined 
foolscap paper. The foolscap sheets are ruled with 34 pale blue lines, 
one side of the paper has a torn edge. The sheets are written on both 
sides. Each side is numbered, making 460 numbered pages in all. The 
leaves are held together up to page 408, or the 204th foolscap sheet, 
by an orange tag threaded through a hole in the leaves on the top left
hand side. The tag has a metal toggle at each end. This is common
practice for holding files together in the Civil Service. All Adams’s 
novels are written in longhand and their pages kept under control in 
this way. The pages after these 230 leaves are loose, 35 in all. The
foolscap paper was bought by Mrs. Adams when the family were staying on
holiday in the summer of 1966 in the Lake District. She and the 
children went to Barrow-in-Furness to buy it. The novel was not begun, 
however, till they returned to Canonbury, where they then lived, in 
September 1966. There are also five sheets of Civil Service minute 
paper. Two begin the ’Tale of the Kings Lettuce' fholograph Chapter 
XVI. This is white paper, foolscap in size, without lines, with a
margin on the left of the first side and on the right-hand side on the 
reverse of the sheet there is a space marked ’Reference’ in the top 
right-hand corner. These two pages are numbered 105/6 and 106/7. The 
third piece of minute paper, written on one side only, is for insertion 
in p.114 of the holograph. It contains Si 1 verweed’s poem and was 
evidently composed separately. (At work?) Two further pieces of 
minute paper are inserted between pages 268/9 carrying a lengthy 
revision and another between pages 276/7, There are seven loose pages 
(in addition to those at the end).

Adams wrote in ink with a fountain pen, taking fifteen months in all 
from September 1966 and finishing in November 1967. The novel was 
written entirely in pen and ink, although some revisions and revised
pages are in ballpoint and, rarely, pencil, usually inked over. His
writing is easy to read although fairly small, sometimes very small in 
the emended passages which have been squeezed between the lines. The 
writing is single spaced and leaves little room for emendations. The 
foolscap sheets have no ruled margins and Adams left, no more than an 
inch free for marginal comment. The hand is forward sloping, incisive 
and regular. The ink is blue-black, varying from light blue to dark 
blue-black. Nearly all the first draft is in ink. Sometimes ink is 
darker with a fuller iine when the pen is full. Few passages are 
written either more carefully or less carefully than the first, showing
considerable consistency over the 460 pages.

Level of Emendation

Adams’s system was to write out the story entirely and then to revise 
this first draft leaving everything on the page so that all revisions 
are immediately apparent. Sometimes sections are re-written on 
different sheets of paper. If an emendation is extensive a page or a 
passage has been re-written and tied into the file, but this is rare. 
Mostly emendations that cannot be placed on the page somewhere and
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arrowed to their setting are written on small sheets of paper and 
pinned to the manuscript. There are twenty-two such emendations, 
spread throughout the holograph. They are written sometimes on small 
sheets of paie- blue notepaper, or pieces of foolscap cut to fit the 
passage to be corrected. They are attached in a variety of ways to the 
manuscript, sometimes twice anchored, with paperclips, glue, pins and 
safety pins.

Although Sotheran, in his catalogue to the exhibition in 1982, calls it 
a ’fairly clear manuscript, i.e. there 3re not a huge number of 
additions and corrections’, many pages dc present a bewildering number 
of crossings out and revisions. The writing is clear, but 
concentration must have been needed by the two typists to see their way 
through to the final version. Adams says himself that he took six 
months to revise his first draft. 1 can find few pages with less than 
twenty revisions, unless in the instances where a page has been re
written. More often there are many more meticulous revisions, with 
ink, change of ink, pencil and then ball point to show that a passage 
has been revised more than once. Fresh passages, additions or 
insertions are written in the margin, or top of the page, with 
’balloons' around them and arrows pointing to their positions in the 
text. Passages to be erased are usually shown by a single line drawn 
through, sometimes single words are blotted out with a cross hatching 
of small lines. Large passages of several lines and whole pages are 
erased by diagonal lines crossing the leaves from one corner to 
another.

The many revisions and emendations frequently show the process of ideas 
developing 'on the hoof’ and being put into action retrospectively. 
Set-piece passages of natural description receive the most emendation 
with the moonlight passage (p.171 holograph, pp.172-3 in published 
text) receiving a level of emendation that necessitated re-writing on a 
fresh sheet. Photocopies of pages 293 and 294 cf the nolograph giving 
a description of the river Test, are contained in Appendix 5, as an 
example of the highest level of emendation. The interpolated stories 
show the lowest level of revision, showing that these were a relief, a 
jeu d'6sprit for the author and needed less working over.

Epigraphs
Only one of these appears in the holograph, a quotation from Walter de 
la Mare’s 'Dame Hickory’ which appears as the heading for holograph
Chapter XXXVI (Penguin XL) and is crossed out.

Footnotes

There were 26 footnotes in the holograph (a list of these follows). 
Rex Col lings advised that these should be cut down for the first 
hardback edition in the interests of simplifying the novel. As a 
result the Lapine vocabulary is much reduced. Ten footnotes were
retained. Five were either wholly retained or retained and expanded, 
two retained in a shortened form, and three kept but incorporated in 
the text. Sixteen footnotes were entirely omitted. These included 
five Lapine words or phrases which disappeared: 'Kiefarn thu', 'hlin', 
‘uflatil’, ’theeldril’, 'hlafa' and 'ethlin'. The explanations or
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translations of the two names 'Efrafa' and 'Nelthilta' were also 
omitted. Three footnotes concerned with the rabbits' lack of 
vocabulary for man-made objects were cancelled, explaining gumboots, 
rubber tvres and a gas meter. A footnote explaining rabbits' disgust 
foi dogs is removed, and another where the author adopts the post of an 
ignorant narrator who merely reports on the action and signs with his 
initials: 'As tar as I can make out, there were something like 26 or
27. R.G.A.' A lengthy footnote on King Darzin is removed.

The effect of the excisions was to reduce the realistic framework that 
the author had worked out in such detail.

One footnote, on the willow-herb, was cut out because Col lings thought 
it was 'rather pretentious'.

P. 7: Owsla

Footnote re-written on sheet of pale-blue notepaper, placed between 
pages 6 and 7 (Chapter II), This occurs in the published edition but 
is placed earlier (p.i7, Chapter J) in the Penguin edition. The
footnote is the same except for an extension of the last, sentence to 
include a parenthesis 'In the Sandleford warren at this time, the Owsla 
was rather military in character (though, as will De seen later, not so 
mi 1itarv as some).'

The idea of the special group of 'strong or clever rabbits ... 
surrounding the Chief Rabbit and his doe and exercising authority'
being called an Owsla did not occur until page 185 of the holograph.
Till then this group had been called 'The Chief Rabbit's personal 
guard’ or 'Guard'. Once the word for such a special force had occurred 
to Adams, he went back in his manuscript revising every reference to 
’Guard' to 'Owsla'. One added, unnumbered page referred to above, 
obviously a revised page has 'Owsla' written unchanged. With the
rather more sinister connotations of his invented word, Adams continued 
to expand his idea of the Owsla further in typescript. In the 
published text an episode is added to the first chapter where Fiver is 
deprived of a cowslip by a member of the Owsla because they are 
reserved for them as a privilege of rank, and the author uses this as a 
further motivation for Hazel to leave the Sandleford warren. He says, 
'I'm sick and tired of it ... to tell you the truth, I sometimes feel 
like clearing out of this warren altogether(Page 18, Penguin Edition) 
Similarly, the motivation for other bucks to leave the warren is 
reinforced in another addition. Blackberry says, ’There are too many 
bucks in this warren and it’s pretty poor fun for any rabbit that's not 
in the Owsla.'(Page 27, Penguin Edition) Later in the novel Adams 
coins the term ’Owslafa' for Woundwort's Council Police, the suffix 
giving the effect of an intensification of the power of the personal 
Guard, with more bullying overtones, and sounding in morphology like 
the sinister acronyms 'Ogpur, 'Gestapo' and 'S.A.S.', with the idea of 
an even more ’special’ force, which can be put to more tyrannical use.

cootnotes Changed or Removed in Published Text 

P.j.6H: Foptnote tp 'hlao*

Hiao is a difficult word to translate. It means any small concavity 
where moisture may collect, especially dew. which rabbits drink (they
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do not drink from pools or streams). The dimple formed by a dandelion, 
hawkbit or thistle cup is hlao. An acorn cup lying flat in the grass 
might be hlao. The essential thing about a hlao is that it can contain 
moisture. I have translated it, rather freely perhaps, as 'Pipkin'.

This does nut appear as a footnote in the published text (page. 29, 
Penguin) but is much shortened and incorporated in the text in 
parenthesis: ’(Hlao means any small concavity in the grass where
moisture may collect, e.g. the dimple formed bv a dandelion or thistle-
eup.)'

P.58H: Footnote to ’before some of us stop running for good'

Klefarn thu = to stop running. This was followed by: ’ .... for ever - 
is a kind of euphemism used by rabbits to denote every kind of death, 
either by failing a prey or by disease. No rabbit dies of old age.'
This was erased and 'A rabbit idiom meaning to die' is added, (p.61)

P-.87H: Footnote to 'Is Cowslip the Chief Rabbit?'

A Chief Rabbit is properly styled so by appending the suffix 'Rah' to 
his name, e.g 'Thearah'. The Lapine for Cowslip is 'Hlin'. What 
Hazel actually said, therefore, was 'Does one say "Hlinrah"'?' (p.85).

P .9 6 H; Footnote to ’flayrah’

Rabbits usually eat grass, as everyone knows. But other food, e.g. 
lettuce, for which they may make an expedition or rob a garden, i3 
flayrah, 'princely food'.

The footnote is incorporated in parenthesis in the published text
(p .95).

P 106: Footnote to ’Now King Darzin ruled over the biggest and
richest of the animal cities in the world at that time.’

The identity of this 'King Darzin1, like that of many characters in 
folk tales, is vague. But clearly he was a chief of a colony of some 
other kind of gregarious animal, stronger than rabbits, such as beavers 
or marmots. These tales are very old, but I do not know whether they 
are found among American rabbits, (p.104)

P.109: Footnote to ;And he did all he could to make the food 
bad, except what he ate himself.1

It is clear that Rabscuttle contaminated the food. This seems 
distasteful to us, but the humour of rabbits, like that of primitive 
humans, is often crude and simple, (p.106)

P.156H: Footnote to 'They had long black boots on their legs ...• ’

Gumboots, no doubt, (p.160)
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P .165H: Footnote to 'theeldri1' - originally 'thieldril'

A theeidril is a form of hollow lair above ground. All hares ] ive in 
these and rabbits often make them too, if they cannot or do not want to 
go underground.

The word and consequently the footnote are omitted in the published 
text. The line (p. 166) runs 'We crept into a ditch and 1 hadn’t the 
heart to tell one of the others to keep awake.’

R.167: Footnote to 'It has been said with authority that 
rabbits are 1 ike human beings in many ways.’

By R. M. LockJey.

This is included in the text, in brackets: ’Rabbits (says Mr. Lockley)
are like human beings in many ways.' (p.169)

P.207: Footnote to 'My name is Boxwood'

Hlafa is the Box, a shrub much used as a dwarf hedge or border-edging 
?n farms. But in English 'Boxwood' sounds more natural as a name than
’Box.’ (p.210)

P .j.721 Footnote t o _.’ bobstones'

Of lari 1 (oobstones) is a traditional game of rabbits. It is played
with small stones, fragments of stick or the like. There are various 
forms of the game, but fundamental J y it is a very simple kind of
gambling on the lines of ’odds or evens'.

The name 'uflaril' is omitted but the rest remains as a footnote when 
published (p.280) with a more detailed description of the game added: 
'A "cast" of stones on the ground is covered by the player's front paw. 
The opponent must then hazard some sort of surmise about its nature, 
e.g. one or two, light or dark, rough or smooth.’ (p.280)

P_.290H: Footnote to 'willow-herb'

Epilobiuni hirsutum, of course; not the Rose Bay, (Chamaenerion
angustifolium). (p.298)

P ■302H: Footnote to 'Efrafa’

There are not many abstract words in Lapine. This is one of them. It 
has two meanings - ’safety’ and ’stillness*, (p.309)

Omitted in published text. This word underlines the association of a 
place of discipline with security (see Chapter Four),
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P.306H: Footnote to 'That sort of rabbit doesn't hop out 

of the grass*'

An idiom, equivalent to our 'doesn’t grow on trees.’ fp.316)

P. 317H: Footnote to 'Nelthilt.a'

Nelthilta means literally, 'a tail like stitchwort' i.e. as white as 
stltchwort. (p.327)

!; *390H: Footnote to 'huge fungus - smooth and very strong bat
pad-1 ike and yielding too. They smell unpleasant and are
no good to eat

An old rubber tyre. (p.403)

1-'. 391H : Footnote to_'The open sewers ’

Rabbits are fastidious about waste matter and to them the habits of 
dogs are unpleasant and contemptible. Dandelion's story was bitterly 
satirical and has had to be toned down a good deal. It must be 
remembered that ne was speaking to his companions of a creature who 
was, to them, dirty, disgusting and murderous.
(p.405)

P.3D5H: Footnote to 'a big metal box' 

Probably the meter, (p.409)

P.*.:±Q0H :_ F o otnote to 'the rabbits who were to go were chosen 
most carefully’

As far as 1 can make out, there were something like 26 or 2,7. R.G.A.
(p.422)

P . 411H : __F pot note to 'A m ating between free, independent: 
warrens'

The word used was 'ethlin' = mating. For its direct simplicity and 
suggestion of fertility, I have kept it in translation in preference to 
any more sophisticated terra, e.g. federation.

Omitted from published text (p.425). 'Mating' also related to the
themes of fertility and integration in the novel. (See Chapter Eight)
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APPENDIK 2

INTERVIEW

JOAN
BRIDGMAN

RICHARD
ADAMS

RICHARD ADAMS, 17TH SEPTEMBER 1961

What do you consider the main functions and aim of the
nove1?

Well, it’s always seemed to me to be highly significant 
that the English novel comes into existence at the beginning 
of the eighteenth century. During the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries Europe is torn with religious war - 
fanatical war: the Reformation, the Spanish Inquisition, the 
Counter Reformation, the Thirty Years' War. In other words, 
the human race - or the European human race - has put its 
money on a horse - the religious horse. The fundamentals of 
the human condition must not be queries. Ultimate values 
have been revealed and those who don’t see it must be 
burned, or else there can't be a proper world. But then, by 
the end of the seventeenth century, this way of looking at 
things ceases. You get religious toleration; freedom to 
thintc about fundamentals. In 1688, James II, a rabid 
Catholic, is chased out of England and replaced by William 
of Orange. In 1589 Parliament passes the Toleration Act. 
In other words, people have agreed that you're no longer 
endangering the world by not subscribing to any one system 
of fundamental ideas. Freedom of though has evolved. 
Within a short time you get the birth of the English novel. 
Richardson, Fielding and the boys are on the scene, writing 
the first great English novels. In fact, it's even
anticipated, up to a point, by a book like The Pilgrim's 
Progress, which is certainly a kind of novel and certainly 
about fundamental values.

So by the 18th century you've got chaps like Defoe writing. 
It has always seemed to me that there are two
characteristics of a true novel. The first is that the 
actual incidents, adventures and episodes are not merely 
fortuitous. They are a natural consequence of the
characters of the protagonists. The things that happen to 
Tom Jones happen to him because he is Tom Jones. The things 
that happen to Moll Flanders happen to her because she is 
Moll Flanders. You can take this right on down the line to 
Emma Woodhouse and Heathcliff - well, to anybody you like. 
That's one characteristic of the novel - that it's not just
'and then he, and then he' . The story is a logical
progression deriving from the characters of the
protagonists. That is one characteristic of a true novel.

The otner, which links up with what I was saying just now,
.is that a novel, by telling a story about supposedly real
people in contemporary society, by implication examines and 
brings under scrutiny both contemporary mores and also some 
fundamental aspect of the human condition here on earth. In 
other words, chaps who write novels and people who read them
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don’t say 'Well, we know the truth, because the truth has 
been revealed.

We are looking for the truth.’ Emma is about immaturity and 
the humiliation involved in growing up and reaching 
maturity. This is something we have ail undergone. But 
either you must undergo it or you don't get anywhere. 
Wuthering Heights is about the everlasting incompatibility 
between the emotional passions with which we are ail racked 
and tormented, and accepted, conventional human behaviour. 
I mean, you're supposed to sit at the luncheon table saying 
'what lovely weather we're having' but in practice this 
conventional behaviour pattern is always being shattered. 
People burst into tears and say they’re going upstairs. And 
this is wha+ Wuthering Heights is really about.

Every great novel, if you examine it, goes into some 
fundamental paradox or dichotomy examines some aspect of 
the difficulty of the human situation. As I see it, this is 
the function of the novel - even Watership Down, if you 
like. Tt may sound pretentious, but up to a point Watership 
Down is about a paradox. It's about leadership.

J. B. Yes, that was my next, question.

R. A. We've all got to have leadership, but we don't like
admitting to it, If we all make you our leader, we are 
trading in a certain amount of our personal liberty in
return for the hope of collective security. We say all
right, we won’t gratify every impulse when we feel like it: 
we'll do what you tell us; but we don’t really like doing 
it. If you overdo your leadership stuff we may not like it. 
Also, we don't really want to hand over our free will
entirely. The Germans handed over their free will to
Hitler, and look what happened to them. So there’s a
paradox here; a difficulty. We've got to have leadership, 
but we don’t want too much of it. This raises the question, 
what is leadership and how ought it to work?

J. B. So in your novel you have two societies. General Woundwort
runs one, in which there is too much emphasis on total
obedience.

R. A. And then again there's Cowslip’s warren. Cowslip and his
rabbits have virtually traded in all their freedom in return 
for free carrots every day. In effect they said 'all right
then, some of us will be snared, but in return we'll live
off the fat of the land.'

J. B. And Woundwort was going too far in the other direction. So
your happy medium is Hazel’s warren.

R. A. I suppose that’s about it really. Hazel was a very modest,
unassuming leader, wasn't he? He was always pretending that 
he didn't know anything about leadership. Some of the other 
rabbits were better tnan he was at specialised functions.
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Blackberry had a better intellect- Bigwig was a better 
fighter. Fiver had clairvoyance. But somehow Hazel kept 
them all together, just by being so honest and ordinary and 
likable. Brave, too. He always set his rabbits an
outstanding example.

J. B. The question I was going to ask was, how far does Watership
Down illustrate principles of leadership in society in
general? Initially, Hazel doesn't seek to be Chief Rabbit.. 
There’s nothing he does that one or other of his followers 
can't do better. But he draws everything together?

R. A. He does one very important thing, which impresses all his
rabbits deeply and is the secret of his leadership. If 
there's any trouble going, Hazel is always in the thick of 
it. When they're crossing the Enborne, he refuses to 
abandon Pipkin and Fiver on the river bank. He’s not going 
to leave exhausted rabbits, and they all remember that. 
Pipkin refers to it more than once.

J. B. Hazel also shows more forethought and imagination than the
others. He says they must befriend the mouse and the
seagull. Nobody else thinks of that.

R. A. Yes: he sees it as important to befriend the mouse and the
seagull. But perhaps the biggest thing he does is when he 
goes out alone to talk to Woundwort. And again, if
anybody’s going to the farm to let the dog out, it’s got to 
be himself. He won't send someone else to do it.

J. B. By taking ultimate responsibility he shows true, leadership.
This is what's been demonstrated by the end of the novel.

R. A. Another little moment, occurs to me. It's when they are
waiting for Bigwig to come out of Efrafa, and..he doesn't 
come when he’s expected. Pipkin, rather naively, says 
'Hazel-rah, Bigwig will come tomorrow, won’t he?’ Hazel 
replies, 'Of course he will; and if he doesn't, I’m going 
into Efrafa myself.’ And he probably would have.

j. B. You wrote the book for Rosamond and Juliet as a kind of
training-ground to help them to appreciate adult novels. 
And I read that vcu intended the book to conform to the 
principles of an adult English novel. What in your view are
those rules?

R. A. They are the two that I enunciated to you earlier on.

J. B. Incident springing from character -

R. A. And an examindation of some fundamental aspect of the human
situation.

J. B. I read that you actually had certain authors in mind; that
you intended Watership Down to be a stepping stone towards 
the appreciation of, for instance, Proust. 1 think most 
people who read the novel don't realise that.
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R. A. The descriptive passage, quite near the beginning of the
book, about swallows gathering for migration, was
deliberately modelled on Proust. The long sentences, the 
rather involved constructions, the quite difficult ideas and 
the literary references - it was really intended to be a 
kind of pastiche of Proust.

To take another ingredient, there are the epigraphs at the 
beginnings of the chapters. The iaea of this was that 
although the child may be reading in a hurry, may want to 
get on with the story, nevertheless he or she reads 
something at the beginning of the chapter and it says 
'Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov.' Of course, the child 
just lets that go by. But perhaps a few years later he 
comes across the name Dosteovsky and thinks M  seem to have 
heard that before. Oh yes, I know about Dostoevsky! He
wrote The Brothers Karamazov, didn't he?' Well, anyway, 
something like that worked for me when I was a child.

J. B. You’re deliberately opening doors.

R. A. Yes, some of the passages quoted are very memorable, like
that bit of Auden, which is quoted at the Beginning of ’The 
Shining Wire' chapter; 'When the top of the sky comes off 
like a lid/Revealing what was much better hid,’ etc.

d. fl. And the epigraphs were reduced, were nt they, in some cases
from two to one per chapter?

R. A. Kaye Webb wanted them reduced. But ail the original
epigraphs are in the first edition. She thought it was a 
bit pretentious to have so many. I insisted on keeping two. 
In one case in the last, chapter, the Epilogue; and the other 
in the chapter describing the destruction of the warren. In 
this latter there are the Dostoevsky quotation about loving 
the animals, ana also the bit from Auden's 'Ascent of F6’ 
'Acts of injustice done/Between the setting and the rising 
sun’, etc.

J. B. Hazel's is almost the only death in the book, and it isn’t
really a death.

R, A. This was because the children said 'What, happened to Hazel
in the end?’ So I said 'Well, I'm not going to tell you any 
lies. There's nothing sentimental about this book. We've 
all got to die sooner or later. But we'll give him what 
Pallas Athene promised Odysseus. In the Odyssey., she 
promised him 'the gentlest death that may be.’ But Homer 
never tells you what the death was.

J. B. But you really make Hazel enter into the other rabbits.
He's sort of immortalised.

R. A. It was meant to be like the end of Shelley's ’Adonais'
really.
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J. B. I read the letter you wrote to the TLS. Some professor had
written about Hazel's 'death' and you said it wasn't a 
death, it was an 'apotheosis’, like the end of Shelley's 
'Adonais'.

R. A. The one remains, the many change and pass/Heaven's light for
ever shines earth’s shadows flv/Life like a dome of many 
coloured glass stains the white radiance of eternity/Until 
death shatters it to fragments' - Perhaps .it’s rather 
sentimental to apply this to a rabbit. All the same, I once 
had a very nice letter from a clergyman, saying how much 
he’d enjoyed the last chapter, I wrote back saying I was a 
bit surprised, because we are not taught that animals have 
souls. However, that didn't seem to bother him.

J. B. And yet the book, as a whole, is not sentimental.

R. A. 1 think that by the time vou come to the end of Watership
Down you’ve rather come to think of Hazel as a real person.

J. B. I mean the general flavour of the book is not sentimental;
and that's an odd thing, considering that the book is about 
talking rabbits.

R. A. 1 was very anxious that it shouldn*t be sentimental. The
whole idea of the book was to write a novel for children 
which would tieat: the child a?? a potential adult. There 
would be no talking down to the child, no condescension, no 
patronage at all. The book would be difficult to read. It 
would be long, it would contain difficult passages like the 
moonlight passage, the Proust passage and the final chapter. 
It would make heavy demands on the child reader and make no 
condescending concessions. And what pleases me is that the 
success of the book shows that obviously there is a great 
army of children all over the world who are sick of being
talked down to, and are only too glad to have something
demanding to get their teeth into.

J. 13. When you first told the story to your daughters, it was an
oral story, wasn’t it; and then you wrote, it down? What 
changes did you find you had to make when you came to write
it?

R. A. Well, the original story I told to the children was far more
anthropomorphic. I remember, for exampie, that in the
original the rabbits had bows and arrows, and they built a 
bridge across the river. When they went into Efrafa to get 
the does out, they pretended that they were a sort of
embassy from a far-away warren. They talked gibberish to 
one another and pretended they were Chinese rabbits who 
didn't understand ordinary rabbit language. And they didn’t 
get the does out with the does' consent. They abducted 
them. But other bits, like the shooting of Hazel, Hazel in 
the ditch and Hazel letting the dog out at the end - they 
were the same in the original.
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J. fl. And you added the El-ahrairah stories?

R. A. Yes, the idea of El-ahrairab didn’t come to me ntii the
actual moment when they stoo for a rest in the wood and 
Hazel calls upon Dandelion for a story. They it suddenly
occurred to me. I'd been reading Pickwick Papers and I
thought what a good idea it would be to have parenthetical 
stories interpolated in the text as Dickens does. Pickwick 
Papers, of course, is a comic novel, and a lot of the 
interpolated stories are rather frightening - the story of 
the Queer Client, for instance. this is the other way
round. It seemed to me that the main story was a rather 
intense and frightening story for children, so it would be a 
good idea to interpolate some comic relief. Of the five 
interpolated El-ahrairah stories, four are rather funny, or 
so i like to think. But the Black Rabbit story, of course, 
is different - very sinister. Bigwig asks for that story at 
that point because he knows that he's going into Efrafa and 
he sees himself as El-ahrairah setting out for the Black 
Rabbit.

J. B. So, in fact, that story anticipates and gives added force to
the main story. It has a special significance at that point 
in the book.

R. A. Yes. Bigwig wants to have before his eyes the precedent of
the hero-deed of the rubbit hero, to give himself
encouragement.

J. B. Like the Anglo-Saxons, who told a heroic story before battle
to give themselves courage.

R. A. That’s right.

J. B. It’s occurred to me that, in everything you write, you
emphasise the importance of the actual time and place of a
story's being told. You’ve stressed, for instance, that
Watership Down was told to your children on the way to
Stratford. Shardik, in its original form, is a story
narrated by a particular speaker to a particular hearer.
That is how it was originally, in the 30,000 word Prologue
and Epilogue which were cut out at your publishers’
inst. igation.

R. A. It's a life-long regret of mine that it. was never published
in its original form. It’s my dearest wish that one day a 
complete Shardik will be published.

J. B. It seems that in Watership Down, in Shardik and in The Iron
Wolf, you stress the role of the story-teller and the oral
tradition. Do you think this is very important?

R. A. Yes, I do. I think it is very important that parents should
tell stories to children; not only parents, but uncles and 
aunts, and anybody. I think that telling stories orally to 
children is part of our culture that needs to be revived.
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Not just reading to them. Reading to them is something else
again.

J. B. I. know that if you say uou are going to tell children a
story and you don't look at a book and you say it out of 
your head, you get absolute attention in a way that reading 
never does.

R. A. Yes, and you can make it much more personal. You can say,
for instance, ’There were wooden stairs, rather like the
ones outside here’ - that sort of thing - and you can make
topical references. I think the stories adults tell to 
children should be of two kinds. Some of them should oe the 
great stories of the world, like ’Jack, the Giant Killer’, 
’Cinderella' and that sort of thing. But 1 also think it is 
very nice if fathers and mothers can make up their own 
stories and invent their own characters, because then the 
children think, ’Well, these are our own particular, 
personal stories. Nobody else has these. I know everybody 
has 'Jack, the Giant Killer', and I like the way it is told
to me, but it is very nice to have personal, ones too. '

Watership Down started in that way, as a personal story. We 
had various characters that I used to tell stories about and 
the different characters had different kinds of adventures, 
you see, appropriate to the sort, of characters they were. I 
mean, Hazel - that was sort of big, heroic, Homeric stuff. 
And then there was a character called Mouse, who lived in a 
ditch, and he had a friend, another mouse called Edwin, 
Edwin played the piano. There was a third mouse, who came 
up from the sea to visit them. He was called Caspar 
Seaweed, the sea-faring mouse.

Then there were two other characters, called Richard and 
Thomas Kitten, and they were a sort of feline Laurel and 
Hardy. They fell over the whitewash bucket, and, you know, 
they filled up the car with water instead of petrol - 
anything silly I could think of. The point really is that, 
if you are going to invent characters, they have got to live 
in a certain sort of world and have certain kinds of 
adventures. I mean, the kind of adventures that happen to 
Richard and Thomas are not the same sort of things as happen 
to Mouse, or to Hazel and Fiver.

J. B. Adventures pertaining to the characters?

R. A. That’s right, I was always prepared to tell stories on
demand, at the drop of a hat - anything anybody wanted. 
That is how The Iron Wolf stories came along. Most of The 
Iron Wolf stories are known folk tales, but. at least two of 
them are made up; the one called 'Back of the Moon' is a 
Mouse story, which is actually one of the original stories 
about Mouse; and the other one is a bit of pastiche - the 
one about the magic parrot. I just made that up in the 
manner of The Arabian Nights
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J. B. I see.

R. A. The dea of having the stories told by a supposedly real
storyteller in particular circumstances appeals to me.

J. B. I remember you showing me some children’s writing which
Allen Lane - they didn’t like those bits did they? - they 
wanted you to change them; was it Naomi Lewis?

R. A. Naomi Lewis didn't Like the 'frames'. That's quite right.

J, 3. She wrote a report. She thought they were not appropriate
at all. You said that Juliet and Rosamond - you read them 
Watership Down as you were writing it and they made various
suggestions, didn't they?

R . A While Watership Down was being written, I used to read it to
them, as much as I’d done, and 1 always remember the bit 
when Bigwig was breaking out of Efrafa and I said, 'Well,
I'll have to stop there because that's all there is for now*
and Ros., who was about 6 or 7 at the time, said , 'Oh, do 
go on a little bit, Daddy, just a Iittle bit!' and I said, 
'I can't. go on, because there isn't any.' It was very 
difficult to get this through to her.

J. B. You hadn't actually written it down?

R. A. That's right. They made suggestions while the book was
being written. For example, at one point Julie reminded me 
that Bluebell, the jester, who had been in the orally-told
storv, wasn’t included in the written story. She said,
'You've left out Bluebell. He ought to be in.' That’s why
Bluebeil turns up with Holly in Part II. I'd forgotten him,
.so he had to come in rather late. I think Bluebell 
certainly is a great help, a great addition to the story.

J. B. As he said, what .is it? ’Jokes one end, hraka the other.’
And your children didn’t want any of ’our' rabbits to die,
did they?

R. A, They insisted on that. My original idea was that Bigwig
would die in his dreadful fight with General Woundwort; he 
would give his life to save the warren; but they wouldn't
have that. I think they were right.

The fact that none of ’our’ rabbits dies has never worried 
any reader. This is always a great problem to a writer of 
that kind of yarn, actually - whether he's going to have a 
few characters killed , just for verisimilitude - or not. 
You'll remember that in Treasure Island, Stevenson makes the 
squire take along three gamekeepers, Redruth, Joyce and 
Hunter, and they are all killed. A few people who don’t
particularly matter can be kilied, in order to give the 
story more verisimilitude, but I think the better way is J. 
Meade Fa1kner’s , in Moonfleet.
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J. B, You admire that, don’t you?

R. A. I think it is a wonderful book. You remember what happens
is that Elzevir Block, who is one of the protagonists, 
actually gives his life to save the narrator, John 
Trenchard. He thrusts him up out of the surf and then
Elzevir Block himself is drowned. That was my idea 
originally, that Bigwig would be a sort of Elzevir Block, 
but the children didn’t want it. You always have to 
remember that, when Watership Down was being written, there 
was no idea of writing a big best-seller. People always 
forget this. I just wrote it for the children and with
their help.

J. B. You wrote it for your children?

R. .A. I wrote it for my children. It wasn’t intended to go any
further.

J. B. A cliffhanger about rabbits?

R. A. Yes. I just wiote the story more-or-less as they wished.

J. B. But it has, in the writing, become quite a different thing
from your oral story. You did, in fact, invent a new form?

R. A. I was keen on keeping up the dignity of the book. The book
nad to have dignity and authority. The child was not to be 
talked down to. The child was to be treated as a potential 
adult. When you are talking to people who are actually 
sitting on your knee, you are obviously much more informal 
and cosy. You allow interruptions and you may even let the 
story wander off on lines that they ask for. But when you 
are writing a novel, you have got to have a certain air of 
authority. You are writing for an unknown audience. All 
the same, I wanted to write a book for Juliet and Ros. that 
they could always keep, and feel that this was something 
that their father had written for them. The fact that the 
whole thing has been accepted right across the world is 
wonderful, because it shows that my ideas of what a 
children's book ought to be have been universally endorsed.

J. B. Watership Down is a high Tory and anti-Fascist novel, in the
sense that it shows the construction of a society like a
team, in which every character brings a different set of 
strengths and weaknesses to the making of a diverse and
balanced small community, with a strong sense of mutual 
dependence and mutual respect. These are the
characteristics of high Tory philosophy, from Disraeli to 
St. John Stevas. The Fascist society, in contrast, has one 
leader in whom all virtue is concentrated and a mass of 
followers all on the same level, like Efrafa, Do you
agree?

R. A. All this stuff that has been read into the book is no doubt
there, but. it was entirely unconscious. I didn't go to do
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it on purpose, and the analogy I always use here is rhe 
analogy of someone casting a bell. If you cast a bell to 
ring, say, the note C, a trained musical ear can hear the 
dominant G sounding as an overtone, and I am told that a 
really trained musical ear, like Yehudi Menuhin, can also 
hear the sub-dominant E. Eut this is not something that the 
be 11-caster puts in. It is a phenomenon of physics, 
inseparable from the process of casting a resonant bell, A 
resonant bell will unavoidably have overtones. You can't 
he1p it.

J. B. I feel that you admire General Woundwort as well as
criticise him.

R. A. I see General Woundwort as a truly tragic figure. It's made
clear that it is very hard being a rabbit, and Woundwort, as 
Groundsel says at the end of the book, made rabbits bigger 
and tougher than they'd ever been before, He said, 'For the 
first time in rabbit history, we didn't run away from the 
enemy, and this was Woundwort’s doing.' He said 'Some gave 
their iives, but it was worth it, to feel that we were 
Efrafan officers.’

J. B. Well, that again is illuminating the human condition. I
mean, everyone has virtues as well as vices.

R. A. The General Woundwort in the film infuriates me. He’s the
worst thing in the film. He's represented as a sort of 
scowling, growling old Colonel Blimp. You wouldn't follow 
him to a bus—stop - a sort of grumping bully. That wasn’t 
General Woundwort at all. I s e e  General Woundwort as a kind 
of flashing, doomed war leader; a sort of cross between 
Macbeth and Alexander the Great,

J. B. A great deal of glamour?

R. A. Yes. His officers would follow him anywhere. When they
were on the way to Watership Down, he beat off an attack by 
two stoats. He attacked one and ripped it to bits, then saw 
the other one off. Then a rabbit got cut by glass: 
Woundwort came back and staunched the blood. Then he fell 
out all the weaker brethren who couldn’t keep up and formed 
them into a special party under his own leadership. There 
was nothing any other rabbit could do that General Woundwort 
couldn't personally do better. When they got the warren 
open, Woundwort went in alone first, as a matter of course. 
Alexander the Great used to do this. Alexander the Great, 
in his battles, always led the first charge personally, with 
the scrolls of the IIiad in his saddle. He had a special 
saddle made to carry the scrolls of the I1iad. I have 
always seen Woundwort as an intensely courageous and rather
attractive, if intimidating, rabbit, who was doing the best
he could with what he'd got. Yet when he was confronted 
with a rabbit of true insight and genius, like Hazel, who 
came along and said, 'You know, really, our two warrens 
ought to amalgamate’, Woundwort’s megalomania was not up to
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a vision of this kind. It struck him in his limitations. 
All he really wanted was personal power and more of it.

J. B. The book seems to promote loyalty and courage; tenacity and
admiration - these sort of qualities. But in the 
parenthetical rabbit, fables they are mischievous, cunning; 
El-ahrairah used trickery and deceit. I wonder how 
concerned you were with the conventional morality you often 
find in this sort of story? The rabbits aren't like human 
beings, in fact, in this sense, are they? They are playful 
in those stories. As you say, they provide a respite from 
the tension of the main story?

R. A. Yes. El-ahrairah gets the better of Rowsby Woof by means of
a trick. He gets the better of Hufsa and Prince Rainbow by 
means of tricks. But he doesn't get the better of the Black 
Rabbit by tricks. The Black Rabbit is a story of someone 
who is prepared to lay down his life and even more than his 
life. El-ahrairah suffers to a point where even the Black 
Rabbit is moved to compassion. But that's exceptional. 
Mostly, El-ahrairah is like Uncle Remus’s Brer Rabbit.

J. B, Yes, he's always reminded me of Brer Rabbit.

R. A. The tricks are meant to be funny.

J. B. So they are like Shakespearean comedy, as it. were, let into
the main tale - four out. of five of them? Like the Porter
in Macbeth.

R. A. Yes, 1 think that would be fair. Except, that in
Shakespearean comedy, the comic people are generally 
ridiculous, aren’t they? I mean, Dogberry, Bottom and 
Trinculo. These people, you laugh at them. Yrou don't laugh 
at El-ahrairah, you laugh with him - more like Autolycus. 
Incidentally, Autolycus, you know, is the only one of 
Shakespeare’s villains or crooks who doesn’t get his come
uppance. Nearly all Shakespeare's villains get clobbered. 
Iago gets clobbered, Don John gets clobbered, King Claudius 
gets clobbered. Well, I suppose, really, Autolycus isn’t in
the same league; but all the same, Fa 1 staff gets clobbered 
and Pistol gets clobbered. Autolycus, alone, of all the 
Shakespearean rogues, doesn't get clobbered. I’ve always 
thought this is very interesting. Probably there’s no very 
deep answer. Probably it. was that Shakespeare didn't have 
time to clobber him.

J. B. Why do you think you are a best-selling author? Have you
got any theories on it? It: is a remarkable thing, isn’t it?

R. A. The. only theory I can possibly advance is that I always try
to consider the reader. I think so many authors think to 
themselves, 'Well, I want to write this.’ They don't always 
stop to think whether the reader is going to want to read
it. It’s what I call the Van Gogh syndrome: ’I am burning
to create, and if the worla doesn't appreciate my message.
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the world .is silly.’ I don’t think like that, J always
thinking, 'What is the reader going to want? Is the reader
going to like this? If the reader won/t like it, let’s cut 
it out.’ I always read my books to one or two people - 
’willing victims’, I call them - before I send them off to 
the publisher. That way I can see whether it grips the
reader. If the reader is just being polite that’s no good -
the reader’s got to want more.
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What did you think of the 1960's?

I felt that the scheme of things was cracking up -

’Take hut. degree away, untune that string,
And, hark what discord follows’

There was no respect for elders, there were student riots, 
sit-ins, people were not punished. Venereal disease was 
increasing, the number of divorces was was rising. There 
was crime and no authority left in the land.

Did you study Latin and Greek at school?

I went to a preparatory school called Morris Hill, from when 
I was nine until about thirteen plus. Three fifths of the 
bovs went on the Winchester which had its own entrance exam 
and Horris Hill prepared pupils for this. The curriculum 
touched its hat to Maths and French, giving one period per 
day each, and with History and Geography they were more 
cavaiier, giving two periods per week. There was no time 
for English Literature, that was at the form master's 
discretion. There was senior free composition once a 
fortnight. 1 often came top of ’essay.' The vast majority 
of time was devoted to Latin and Greek, about two and three 
quarter hours every day. We did Caesar’s Gallic Wars and 
Ovid. Construing certainly concentrated the mind. It gives 
you an intellect that helps you to get stuck in.

How did you plan the written version of your oral story?

There never was a synopsis or plan of the chapters. There 
was only one written draft. I just sat down and wrote it 
with no idea of other meanings. There was one omission 
towards the end of the story, when Woundwort tells Vervain 
to kill Fiver and Vervain speaks with sudden horror, this 
was a later addition. I began to think about writing the 
novel while on holiday in the Lake District and finished it 
fifteen months later in Canonbury. I took six months to 
revise it. I rewrote the first forty pages. Every writer 
re-writes his first forty pages because by the time he 
reaches the end of his story he knows his characters better 
and knows that they would have acted differently.

Were there any other changes after the novel was accepted 
for publication?

Col. lings asked for the beginning to be speeded up. He also 
requested the removal of some footnotes about the rabbit 
language and dismissed the Latin name for the rose bay 
willow herb as ’rather pretentious.' Walter de la Mare g a v e  
me the idea for some of the names. Tishnar gave me the idea 
for El-ahrairah. Nod is the prototype of Fiver, he's
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psychic, small, like the silly third brother in a fairy 
tale. The book’s creation was very 'ad libby,' Woundwort 
just sprang into life. The Efrafan section came easily. It 
wrote itself. Hal Summers read the book before publication 
and gave two important suggestions. One was that the theme 
of the book was leadership and I therefore delayed Bigwig's 
acceptance of Hazel as leader, ana the struggle for moral 
ascendancy was highlighted retrospectively. I inserted 
Bigwig's declaration in Part One, 'The day I call you Chief 
Rabbit Hazel, that'll be the day, that will! I'll stop 
fighting that day.'[p.68] It makes the reader wait for 
Bigwig's acknowledgement of Hazel’s leadership until the end 
of the novel, and it is fraught with dramatic- irony, in its 
original sense, in Greek tragedy. Summers also suggested 
cutting the passage comparing Hazel to Robin Hood, saying 
that it was best if authors did not comment directly on 
their characters. He also remarked apropos of the 
difficulty of creating evil characters, ’Don't try to 
account for your wicked man. Just produce him,' instancing 
Charles Grandison in Daniel Deronda.

J. B. Which passages required the most revision?

R. A. There is a paradox here - I work over the passages of
natural description because I know I’m good at them, and I 
work over the passages of dialogue because I find them
difficult.

J. B. I have noticed that you often revise a passage many time3,
only to revert to the original draft in the end.

R. A, Ah, yes, but its only when I’ve crossed out the wrong word
that I know the original’s the best word. And Beethoven did 
it all the time.

J. B. What did your children think of the finished book?

R. A. Well, of course, it was much changed from the story I told
them, although they had a hand in the novel as it 
progressed. Bluebell appears late because I forgot about 
the funny rabbit in the original story. So I put him in and 
that's why he appears late in the story with Holly. They 
also objected to the projected death of Bigwig in the snare, 
so he was saved. But when the book was published Juliet 
said 'But this is very different from the original story, 
Daddy.’

J . B. Was Joseph Campbell's book The Hero with a Thousand Faces a
strong influence?

R. A. I bought a first edition back in 1949. It was a formative
influence, deepened by mv analysis between 1952 and 1955, 
and is a conscious influence on Watership Down. The story 
conforms to the pattern laid down by Joseph Campbell. 
Fiver’s vision of blood is the call to adventure, nothing 
can ever be the same again. Fiver is the magic helper on
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the rabbits' Road of Trials. He crosses the boundary 
between this world and the next. He saves Hazel's life when 
he is shot. There is no meeting with the Mother, as in the 
Campbell pattern, but Woundwort is a Bad Father figure ana 
there is an attempt at atonement with the father. I have 
always thought of Woundwort as a tragic doomed hero like 
Macbeth cr Alexander, or like Sir Balin le Savage in 
Malory's Morte d*Arthur who was fated to strike the Dolorous 
Stroke. He represents the unhappy state a knight endures 
when he is not under princely rule. He's a nice chap, but
wretched because he has no rules to live by and ends by 
killing his own brother.
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APPENDIX 3

Rejection letters for Hazel and Fiver

1. Adams’s covering letter with the typescript to Longmans
Young Books, 29th July 1969

2. Longmans Young Books reply, 19th September 1969

3. Adams’s reply, 15th October 1969

A. Adams’s letter to James Reeves, 28th October 1969

5, Reeve's repiy, 30t.h October 1969

6, Adams’s second letter to Reeves, 6th November 1969

/'. Rejection letter from Hamish Hamilton, 28th November 1969

8. Rejection letter from John Johnson, author’s agent. 3rd March 1970

9. Rejection letter from Curtis Brown, 15t.h April 1970
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28 St. Paul’s Place, 
Canonbury,
N.3 .

29th July 1969

Mrs Reid,
Longman's Young Books,
74 Grosvenor Street,
W . 1.

Dear Mrs Reid,

You will remember that we had a word on the telephone this morning about 
my book Hazel and Fiver, which you kindly said you would read and 
assess. Here it is. I have no other corrected typescript, and I am 
sure you will take good care of it.

i would say that this book is decidedly more in the line of older than 
of younger children. For one tning, the style is adult in tone. I do 
not. care for books that 'talk down’ to children in the smallest degree 
(one of my own great childhood favourites was the American Ernest 
Thompson Seton, because he never talked down to the child reader and 
never attempted to disguise the savagery and terror of animal life).

This story is set in a real landscape, and as you will see is supported 
by the relevant 1" ordnance survey map and by a number of very beautiful 
photographs (which I didn’t take). The characters in the story are 
rabbits. the rabbit has been much sentimentalised in fiction. These 
rabbits bv contrast are real and resourceful wild creatures intent on 
survival in a hostile world. Throughout the book they are concerned 
with nothing but the affairs of real rabbits, i.e. food, survival and 
mating. Although within the terras of the fantasy they talk to each 
other, and at times perform certain exploits which real rabbits would 
hardly be able to contrive or effect, they never actually do anything 
which would be physically impossible for real rabbits. For example, 
they tell stories, dig out the peg of a snare to free a comrade, and 
rnake an al.lv of a seagull. They do not, e.g. wear clothes, use weapons 
or have anything to do with human beings.

I am in no doubt that the book is original, and it is certainly grounded 
in a good deal of knowledge of the wild-life of the countryside about 
which it is written. My only doubt is whether you may feel that it is 
too adult in approach and likely to make too heavy a demand on a young 
reader. Several people who have read it have told me that thav enjoyed 
it very much and thought it good, but felt that, it was more likely to 
appeal to adults (e.g. as a serious sort of fantasy in the manner of The
Lord of the Rings) than to children. But that will be for you to
decide, won’t it?

I hope to hear from you in about a month’s time.

Yours very sincerely.

R. G. Adams
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Longmans Young Books Ltd

September 19, 1969

R G Adams, Esq,
26 St Paul's Place,
Canonbury,
London N.I.

Dear Hr Adams,

Here at last ir a letter confirming our feelings about your manuscript, 
HAZEL AND FIVER. We cannot publish it in its present form, which must 
extend to 100,000 words, but are on the whole impressed by the 
originality cf the basic concept of the story and by the way In which it 
is written. We also appreciate your wish not to have the manuscript 
abridged (it would in fact have tc be cut - from our point of view - to 
less than half its present length). In view of this, all we can suggest 
at the present time is that we would like to see it again if any future 
moment you find yourself able to agree to rewriting it along the lines 1 
shall presently suggest. If in the meantime you find a publisher who is
willing to take it on in its entirety, so much the worse for us and so
much the better for you! In the circumstances neither of us is in any
way obliged to the other but I must hopefully emphasise my continuing
enthusiasm for the story which, however, 1 should wish to see rewritten 
lit a much shorter version along the following lines:

1. While agreeing that some of the more elaborate fantasies do depend
on ’the creation of atmosphere and the successful simulation of 
authenticity,’ it seems to me that HAZEL AND FIVER is .less of a fantasy 
in the true sense than a saga -- an almost exact parallel to the Aeneid 
in fact - which is after all one of the most tried and tested story- 
forms, and one of the most powerful in the telling. I realise that you 
visualized your novel as a Tolkien-like creation that had to create a 
world of its own. I however see the story of your rabbits' adventures
as being much more closely related to the real essentials of life that
are common to men and to animals (more perhaps than to humanoid
characters), i.e. the concern with food, territory, procreation, a 
satisfying way of life and a quiet old age. And this is partly why I 
feel your elaborate framework unnecessary for the reader (though 1 can 
well appreciate that your knowledge and love of the countryside 
described, and your complete entry into ’The Private Life ot the Rabbit’ 
were vital to your realization of such a novel - an imaginative feat of 
no mean order). I really feel that a simile can be drawn with a 
Shakespearean plav that: is produced with too elaborate a set. The
modern thing is generally to dress to characters sumptuously and 
individually and to leave the backdrop simple. Then the characters, the 
plot and the poetry can speak plainly and are quite enough for the 
audience to absorb.

2. My second point brings me to another important idea in your story 
which you perhaps had not thought of emphasizing (the first being the 
saga aspect of the plot). There is, it seems to me. a significant trait
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common to rabbits and human beings - thev are both social animais. You 
bring out the lapine trait of cunning as a substitute for physical 
strength but. on a higher scale man's 'cunning' has enabled him to 
establish himself as the most successful species in nature - but then 
the rabbit is nor tar behind in this respect, as you also point out. 
Man and rabbit alike are adaptable and fertile and this makes up for a 
lot! I am sure you are aware that scientists in the last few years have 
been studying quite lowly animals in order to gain ideas on man's 
reactions in certain situations, i.e. overcrowding. You in your story 
describe four communities of rabbits, three of which are far from ideal 
and which 1 am sure you meant to compare with various situations in 
which people also find themselves. Of course a young reader might take 
your extremely telling and vivid descriptions of, say, Cowslip’s warren, 
literally but, again, he might not - but either way there much food for 
thought and that, together with the basic action of the plot, provides a 
pretty meaty read.

3. Having made these two points for what they are worth J should point, 
out that they are only partly made from the point of view of a 
children’s publisher. I agree completely that condescension in a
children's writer is obnoxious and I know also for a fact that few of 
the best children’s writers (certainly novelists) write consciously for 
times, but to please themselves - which is also mainly iiow we in turn 
decided what to publish, hcpine that the children and their guardians 
will endorse our hopes. One of the most successful authors on our list 
has* constantly been asked to write an adult novel but has so far refused 
to do so. knowing that it would not turn out to be different from those
we publish for older children. And of course this applies to most of
the classic writers too. But I hope you will agree that it would be a 
pity if your story were to fall between two stools. If it were too long 
and involved and diffuse for children to stick with (as I belive it is 
now) it would miss the readership whose vivid imaginations would best 
appreciate yours (it is a sad fact that as we grow older we gain in
concentration but lose imagination, as a rule). Also, children relv on 
adults to chose a range of books for them and, again, there is the
problem of your animal protagonists. You have taken greater
anthropomorphic liberties than Ernest Seton Thompson ever did and I 
cannot honestly see an adult ever picking your book off a shelf unless 
he had the excuse that he wanted to read it to or buy it for, a child
... This is. I think, how adults generally get caught - unless of

course the so-called kiddies' book becomes fashionable in literary 
circles (Pooh, Alice, Tolkien etc) but one cannot relv on fickle 
fashion, even if one wanted to court so undeserving a market! Even the 
above best-selling author started off by writing an over-long adult book 
which, because it had a hero of 14, he was sent home to rewrite in a 
shorter version for people of 12 to enjoy (which thev certainly do).

Likewise, I feel tnat your story should be not abridged , which has 
horrid overtones of emasculated classics, but simply rewritten - and
rewritten simply - which would probably result in a story that was not
only more suitable for its proper and deserving readership but which 
would also then be a novel of greater literary merit.
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Having written at some length (and perhaps unintentionally given you a 
taste of your own medicine!) for which 1 apologise, 1 shall end bv 
pointing out that I will keep your tvpescrips and folder of photographs 
here in this office until you let me know whether you would like them 
returned to you by (registered?) mail, or whether you will in fact 
collect them from the office here.

And of course very many thanks for letting us see your story in the 
first instance.

Yours sincerely,

Penelope Reid (Mrs.)
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26 St Paul’s Place.
Canonbury,
London N.I.

Mrs Penelope Reid,
Longmans Young Books Limited.
74 Grosvenor Street,
London W.X .

Dear Mrs Reid,

Thank you very much for your letter of 19th September. it is good of 
you to have written as such length, and I appreciate the painstaking 
care that you obviously devoted to Hazel and Fiver.

I probably ought to explain that in mv writing, I am not primarily
interested in making. money or supplying a consumer demand. I a m
principally concerned to try to produce things which are original, 
deeply imagined and well written; and which have what one might term a 
certain esoteric authenticity of background, e.g. if one writes a book 
about rabbits one really does know something about rabbits, and if one 
writes about Elizabethan seamen one has really taken the trouble to find 
out something about culverins, galleasses, and so on. This sort of 
thing is not likely to tind a wide commercial market, but nevertheless I
think it is worth trying from time to time to find favour with a
publisher. This approach may perhaps seem a trifle ’precious' to you, 
as a person concerned primarily with commercial publication, but 
nevertheless I am convinced that it is the only way in which worthwhile 
stuff can be produced. I would not care, for instance, to have been
responsible for writing the ’William’ books, however much money thev 
made {and 1 don’t suppose you would, would you?).

I think that if I were to re-write Hazel along the lines you suggest, 
you would only be disappointed with the result. There would be very 
little to it without the natural descriptions. Just to make one point 
very briefly - vour comparison with Shakespearean production is 
misconceived. Shakespeare wrote his plays for a theatre that had no

mce ; exploited with genius. When s(
of locality is not essential to the scene and a conception of particular 
place would only divert the attention of the audience from the true 
point of the scene, Shakespeare ieaves on one side any mention of 
locality. But when he wants scenery, he provides it by means of his 
poetry, e.g. Portia's garden at Belmont in Act V, the Capuiet's orchard, 
or Enobarbus' speech about Cleopatra on the Cydnus. This is the reason 
why localised sets are not required in Shakespearean production. (See 
Ronald Watkin’s book Producing Shakespeare). Novels - including mine 
need to be constructed on similar principles. I invite you to consider 
what Wuthering Heights would be without the moor, or The Return of the 
Native without Egdon Heath. Even Jane Austen - in effect an 18t.h 
Century novelist - provides a good deal of scenery, e.g. Darcy’s 
splendid ’saloon' at Pemberton, or Mr. Rushworth's paternal acres in 
’Mansfield Park'. I am sorry to jump on this point with such tutorial
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sharpness, and hope you will forgive me. I think everything else you 
say in your letter is thoroughly sensible, and I accept it gladly.

As you seem to be after something short and snappy, I am wondering 
whether you would care to look at the enclosed jeu d'esprit? It is cur 
old friend the coloured picture book, telling a story with a stanza on 
each page and a picture to face it (you know ’Rabbitsy-Flop'?) 1 have
put it together in the kind of format in which I imagine it, but of 
course it would need an illustrator. One way or the other it will not 
give you much trouble ~ you can read it in ten minutes.

Very many thanks for your friendly interview.

Yours very sincerely,

Richard Adams
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26 St Paul's Place, 
Canonbury,
London N.I.

28th October 1969

James Reeves, Esc;., M.A., 
Flints,
Rotten Row,
Lewes,
Sussex.

Dear Mr Reeves,

Although we are not acquainted, my family and I might fairly be called, 
I think, enthusiastic members of your public. In particular, we like 
Prefahulous Animiles (which we know pretty well by heart) and The Idiom 
oi the People and Ttie Everlasting Circle. (Nine-year-old Rosamond, the 
other day: ’We had to sing "Strawberry Fair" at school today, daddy -
but it was that old Baring-Gould - no lock and key. ' I explained that
we owed a good deal to Baring-GouId, all the same).

In point of fact, I am writing to ask whether you will be so generous as 
to give me your help and advice. During the last two years 1 have taken 
a deal of pains in writing a children's book which I believe in all 
honesty to have some originality and merit. It is a fantasy - perhaps 
in certain respects a little in the way of Richard Jefferies - a sort of 
prose epic about wild animals wandering and settling in the down!and 
country of north Hampshire, south of Newbury - which I know well. The 
details of the topography, which play an important part, are authentic 
and the story is illustrated by several rather fine landscape
photographs (I didn't take them) and the relevant 1" O.S. map. The
protagonists are a wandering band of rabbits - not bunnies, but down-to- 
earth and unsentimental rabbits. (Young male rabbits do, in fact, 
wander - sometimes for miles. These are to a large extent 'real'
rabbits and I read a good deal about real rabbits for the purpose. The 
authority is R. M. Lockiey.) Although they are anthropomorphised to the 
extent of talking to each other, they are concerned throughout the story 
with nothing but survival, food and mating. Like the animals in the 
Jungle Books (and unlike Henry Williamson's animals) they are sometimes 
a bit too intelligent to be quite real, but on the other hand they never 
do anything that would actually be physically Impossible to real 
rabbits. Almost as important as the characters and the plot are the 
country, the seasons and the weather through which they pass, and some 
of the descriptions, (e.g. of the upper Test and the Kingsclere downs) 
really do, I think, come off.

1 wrote the book for my children (who like it.), but several friends, 
including Hal Summers, a poet whose work you may perhaps know, and John 
Baker, the publisher, have urged roe to go for publication. Although it 
is not the kind of book that Baker publishes, he recommended me 
elsewhere. But the book has been rejected botn by Longmans Green and 
the Bod lev Head. They borh said that although it was original, deeply-
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imagined and weli written, it would make too heavy a demand on child 
readers and have no wide market. It would have to be ’written down’ and 
simplified before they would want to publish it. I dare say that from a 
purely commercial standpoint there may be something in this, but all the 
same I cannot believe that it would be the right thing to do. If I did 
as they suggest, the whole character of the book would disappear and it 
would no longer be what I intended - a children’s novel with a bit of 
stature and dignity, expecting something from the reader. Longmans said 
it was too long, but it is no longer than e.g. The King Must Die.

I am writing to ask whether you will be so very kind as to read my book 
and advise me. If I am asking too much, I’m sure you’ll tell me - I 
shan’t mind. But I need the help of someone iike yourself. I don’t 
want to write my book down for the kiddies. I have taken a lot of 
trouble to write a new kind of fantasy; one making a demand, certainly, 
on the reader, (no more, I would have thought, than de la Mare’s Three 
Royal Monkeys) but also one likely to be enjoyed both by intelligent 
children and also by adults who enjoy playing the game of a fantasy in 
which all the ends have been properly tied up. From my knowledge of 
your books, 1 think it is possible that you might like mine; and I am 
hoping to secure a good word from you and perhaps some encouragement and 
advice. If you feel able to help me, 1 shall be most deeply grateful.

This letter is too long already - but just in conclusion and en passant, 
do vou believe that that Devonshire countryman singer of Baring-Gould's 
acquaintance really drank Sixteen quarts? I had a corporal in my 
platoon in 1944 who once drank eighteen Dints one evening between 6 and 
10.30, but he was just about, all in.

Yours very sincerely

R. G. Adams
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Janies Reeves

f l i n t s, rotten r o w. lewes, s u s s e x.
Lewes 2579

October 30, 1969 

Dear Mr Adams,

It was a pleasure to get vour letter and read the kind remarks you make 
about rnv books. How splendid that your daughter gets the message of THE 
IDIOM! The books you mention are some of ray own favourites.

With regard to your book, which sounds very attractive, my short answer 
has to be to the effect that the spirit is more than willing but the 
flesh is weak and, more to the point, time is the enemy. Mv bad 
eyesight is not so much of a handicap as you might think, but the fact 
is that I have not been able to read for over twenty years. 
Consequently all my reading is done for me, mostly by paid helpers with 
limited time. My time too is limited by the amount of correspondence 
and useless form-filling imposed on me, so that I do not really get 
enough time for my own work. I have reluctantly to refuse requests to 
read mss., however interesting they sound and however nicely 1 am asked. 
Bui may I offer a few suggestions and make comments?
J. don't know how much experience you have of publishers, but of course, 
in submitting ms. that has been turned down, never say it has. Just 
send a covering letter saying you hope it may interest them. You have 
had only two refusals, so I d say you haven't tried very hard yet. I 
should draw up a list of suitable publishers, circulate it, dead pan, as 
it were, refusing to be put off. I, like most other authors, have had 
to do this, and still do. My last prose thing was THE COLD FLAME, 
written con amore as an expanded folk tale for adults, not children, and 
it was turned down by three publishers who had previously done my work. 
All said it was a children's story really, but not suitable as such. In
the end it was accepted enthusiastically by Hamish Hamilton, who had
done nothing of mine before, and the reviews were very enthusiastic. An 
American firm also did it. It was done as a children’s book, and I 
agreed to make some trivial cuts in the strong language. It is my best 
prose book for children. I will not go on about how many rejections 1 
have had. If one believes in one's work, as you do, you will find some
publisher to share your belief. The moral of this, from a practical
point of view, is that of all species of publishers 'juvenile' editors
are the most capricious and choosey. They have no common standards.
They are mostly women, mostly unmarried. Richard Hough, of Hamish
Hamilton, is one of the few males in the business. With such a
subjective market all you can do is to send it round. Sorry, but that's 
how it is. Others you might consider are: Faber, Gollancz, Heineaann, 
Cape, Chatto, Belson, Collins. The Bodley Head have a smallish list and 
are very choosey. Thev have only done one of mine, and that was really 
because they had to, as Ardizzone was collaborating with me.

Another thing you could do is to try an agent. I don’t recommend any of 
them reallv, except my friend John Johnson, 3 Albermarle St, W.l. He is 
absolutely straight, and would be. frank and helpful, He would take ten
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per cent, but he'd be worth it by earning you that much more than you 
might by yourself. i use him, but not much. But he is not a magician, 
and in the end a book sells itseif. Publishers are always looking for 
new books, but they have an awful lot to choose from.

I hope this is of some use, ana that you will have good luck.

Best wishes to you and your family, 

fours sincerely,

JAMES REEVES

ps. Sixteen quarts - well, I don’t know. There were giants in those
d a ys .
THE KING MUST DIE, Isn’t that Mary Someone, forget her name, but very 
well known - Reynolds. If this is your first book, they might be shy of 
taking it if it is long. Mary Whitehead of Heinemann was telling me the 
other day she had a very good ms. in, LIFE OF SAINT FRANCIS, but it was 
no good, being 90,000 words, which the author refused to cut.

1 respect but don’t know well Hal Summers’ poems.
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26 St Paul's Place, 
Canonbury,
London N.1.

6th November 19

James Reeves, Esq.,
FIints,
Rotten Row,
Lewes,
Sussex.

Dear Mr. Reeves,

I have received your letter of 30th October, and I can only thank you 
most warmly and sincerely for the trouble you have taken and the 
kindness and generosity of your advice. This is exactly the kind of 
heip that J hoped to get from you, and I do not see that you could 
possibly have done more to encourage me.

l telephoned Richard Hough yesterday afternoon and had quite a little 
chat with him, as they say. I felt it was only fair to give him some
idea of the rather egregious nature of my book, in case he might feel
that it was not H. H.'s sort of thing on any terras. He replied, "Well,
you make it sound so attractive that I feel 1 must read it!" Collapse
of stout Adams, and I am taking it round this afternoon. I entirely 
agree with what you say about the necessity of a book selling itself in 
the end, and 1 am sure that no author worth his salt would really wish 
it. to be otherwise. C. S. Forester, 1 believe, once said that no one 
was fit to call himself an author who had not walked home from the 
public library feeling the water squelching in and out of the shoes 
which he could not afford to have mended. I am glad his ship came home 
in the end. It was a limited ship, but a very honest and craftsraanlike 
one.

The King Must Die is by Mary Renault, a classical scholar who lives in 
South Africa. The reason why 1 mentioned her was that she writes the 
kind of book that I want to succeed in writing - that is, a serious, 
objective novel in which the hero’s problems are outside and not inside 
him. To hell with Hamlet, say I (well, for a bit any way, until we have 
re-adjusted the balance) and up with Robinson Crusoe and Mr. Midshipman 
Easy. The King Must Die is an imaginative reconstruction of what might 
have been the. true story behind the legend of Theseus and the Minotaur.
It is brilliantly written and the speed of the narrative and the force
of imagination really knocked me for six the first time I read it. I
only wish 1 could come and read it to you myself.

1 appreciated your remarks about the peculiar vagaries of "juvenile" 
editors. 1 was beginning to feel rather like the Aimless Doze. ’His 
company no beast enjoys/He makes a sort of hopeless noise/Between a 
sniffle and a snort." The young woman at Longmans Green (who was about 
24! was pleasant enough in her way, but distinctly pert, I thought, in
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her way of dealing with a poor old gent, like me 
only describe as discourteous, but I will not 
grapes and all that. It really was a pleasure 
Hough,

Well, I will not prolong this letter, but 1" send 
ray gratitude; and if I do succeed in getting my 
be partly due to you.

Yours very sincerely

R. G. Adams
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28th November, 1969

Richard Adams, Esq., 
26 St. Paul's Place, 
LONDON N.I.

Dear Hr Adams,

We have kept your manuscript longer than usual for it has exercised our 
judgment a good deal. Also, it is fairly long!

I am sorry to have to tell you that the decision is negative. You have 
obviously put a huge amount of effort and imagination into HAZEL AND 
FIVER; equally, the world you have created is one that you either enter 
and embrace, or turn back unbelievingly at the frontier, so to speak. 
None of us became complete converts, and for this reason along we are 
clearly not the right people to be handling the book.

I shall be surprised if you do not find a more sympathetic audience 
elsewhere, and we ail thank you for letting us experience Fiver's world.

I am holding the manuscript for your collection unless you would prefer 
us to post it.

Yours sincerely,

Richard Hough
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3rd March, 1970

R. G. Adams, Esq.,
26 St. Paul's Place* 
N. 1.

Dear Mr. Adams,

Thank you very much for letting me read HAZEL AND FIVER: it is a very 
original children’s book but I do not think it possible to tell a story 
which gives animals human characteristics - particularly talking - and 
simultaneously describe their authentic, natural behaviour: the two
things are to niy mind irreconcilable. I think, too, the book is too 
long - you include too many details etc. but if you cut it you will have 
decide which of the two kinds of books it is to be. Of course, this is 
only my opinion and 7. may easily be wrong but I do not think I could 
handle it successfully for you.

THE SHIP’S CAT is fun, but I’m not sure that it is quite good enough to 
attract a publisher.

I am sorry not to be more helpful and will hold both typescripts here 
until 1 hear from you.

Yours sincerely,

John Johnson
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15th April 1970

R. G, Adams, Esq,,
26 St. Paul's Place. 
Canonbury,
London N.I.

Dear Mr Adams,

I have now had reports on HAZEL AND FIVER and read it myself, and I am 
afraid I do not think vie should be able to find a publisher for this
manuscript.

First, apart from any consideration of the quality of the story, the 
length is going to deter any publisher. Nowadays printing costs are 
very high and a book of this length would have to sell at well over 30/- 
and people just aren't prepared to pay that much for a children's book. 
At present it is rare for a book of over 48,000 words to be published 
for children, even for teenagers. So, from the length alone, J believe 
this book is a non-starter.

Then, there is the problem of the age level for which it is intended. 
We feel that a child would have to be at least twelve to understand what 
the book is about, but by this stage children consider books about 
talking animals babyish. Younger children simply would not have the 
understanding or the stamina to read the book, and I doubt whether many 
older children would persevere, for we all found it pretty heavy-going. 
It is too solemn and slow-moving. In something of this length one needs 
considerable variety in mood and pace, or else a really gripping plot 
which will sweep the reader's attention along.

The underlying facts about the behaviour of rabbits and how they 
organise life in a warren might be made into an interesting book, but it 
wouid have, to be a much simpler story with fewer characters. Here there 
are too many rabbits who are only distinguishable by name, and, talking
of names, I think you are creating unnecessary difficulties by calling a
male rabbit "Haze]”. It means that the reader has to make a conscious 
effort not to think of Hazel as a female; by choosing another name
without associations this problem would not arise.

The rabbit language is, I feel, another mistake. One is constantly
having to turn back to find out what a word means and when one knows
there is a perfectly good English equivalent for the rabbit word, it 
becomes a rather irritating device. 1 can see that it becomes more
difficult when you want to mention concepts that are peculiar to the
rabbits, but I do think an invented language should be avoided if 
possible. It is something that occurs very frequently in the
manuscripts which are sent to me and immediately evokes comparison with 
the work of J. R. R. Tolkien and C. S. Lewis.
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I am sorry to be so discouraging about your work, but quite honestly I 
do not think vou are proceeding along the right lines. I sympathise 
with your aim of wanting to give children a book with dignity and 
stature, but I feel that this has led to the book becoming ponderous. 
If you are thinking of writing further books, I think you should study 
the sort of books that are on the market. Alan Garner, Leon Garfield 
and William Mayne, for example, all demand intelligent reading, 
especially in their books for older children.

And I am afraid we would not be interested in handling THE SHIP'S CAT. 
Books in verse are exceedingly difficult to place and I do not think 
this is sufficiently outstanding to attract a publisher.

I ara returning the material to you under separate cover.

Yours sincerely,

Elizabeth Stevens
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APPENDIX 4

EMGRAPHS.IN FIRST HARDBACK EDITION 

Chapter

1 I Aeschylus, Agamemnon (in Greek)

2 II Henry Vaughan, 'The World'

3 III Xenophon, The Anabasis

4 IV Shakespeare, Hamlet

3 V R. M. Lockley, The Private Life of the Rabbit

6 VI W. B. Yeats, 'A Woman Young and Old’

VII Napoleon Bonaparte (in French)

8 VIII The Acts of the Apostles, Chapter 27

9 IX 'The Twa Corbies' (Child's Ballads, No. 26)*,
Robert Browning, rDe Gustibus'

10 X John Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress

11 XI Malory, Le Morte d*Arthur

12 XII R. M. Lock ley, The Private Life of the Rabbit
Francis Bacon, 'Of Suspicion*

13 XIII Tennyson, 'The Lotus-Eaters'

14 XIV The Earl of Chesterfield, Letters to his Son

15 XV Lorenzo da Ponte, Cosi fan Tutte (in Italian)

16 XVI Sidney Keyes, 'Four Postures of Death’

17 XVII W, H. Auden, 'The Witnesses’

IB XVIII William Blake, The Marriage of Heaver, and Hell
William Cowper, 'Conversation'

19 XIX Thomas Hardy, 'Who’s in the Next Room'

20 XX The Epic of Gilgamesh
Dylan Thomas, 'Over Sir John’s Hill1*

21 XXI Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov
W. H. Auden, The Ascent of F,6
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23

24

25

25

27

28 

2^

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

XXII Byron, Don Juan
Congreve, Love for Love

XXIII Robinson Jeffers, ’Hurt Hawks'

XXIV 'Robin Hood and the Monk', Child, No.119

XXV Gustave Flaubert, Salarombo
Mary Renault, The King Must Die

XXVI (Jno Harvo, quoted by Joseph Campbell in The Hero 
with_a Thousand Faces

XXVI1 'Lord Bateman' (set collected in Nova Scotia by
Mackenzie)
Signor Piozzi, quoted by Cecilia Thrale

XXVIII Walter de la Mare, ’The Pilgrim’

XXIX Shakespeare, Henry V
Traditional Song

XXX Company Prospectus of the South Sea Bubble
Hilaire Belloc, 'Epigraphs' *

XXXI Robert Browning, ’Prospice'

XXXII General Jourdan, Memoireg M ilitaires

XXXIII Kenneth Grahame, The Wind in the Willows

XXXIV Clausewitz, On War

XXXV Dr. Johnson

XXXVI Music Hall song

XXXVII Hal Summers. 'Hinterland'*
Joel Chandler Harris, Proverbs of Uncle Remus

XXXVIII Shakespeare, Julius Caesar
C. F. Adams, Dispatch to Earl Russell, 1863*

XXXIX American Folk Song

XL W. de la Mare, 'Dame Hickory'

XL1 Psalm 59

XL11 Plato, Euthvphro

XL1II W. de la Mare, 'Napoleon'
Charles Kingsley, Westward Ho*

XLTV Robin Redden, Crusader Castles
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45 XLV Shakespeare, Julius Caesar

46 XLVI Duke of Wellington (at Waterloo)

47 XLVII Flora Thompson, Lark Rise [to Candleford]
A. 5. Housman, More Poems

48 XLVIII Dylan Thomas, ’Fern Hill’

49 XL1X Robert Graves, Two Fusiliers

50 L Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey

Epilogue Shakespeare, All’s Well That. Ends Well
Lew is Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass

omitted in all editions after the first hardback edition

Seventeen of the epigraphs are concerned with warfare and ten directly 
refer to death or some kind of terror or suffering, 'the hump-backed 
surgeons/And the scissor man’ for instance (Auden). There are six 
extracts from folksong, ballads and opera. Shakespeare is the most 
quoted author followed by de la Mare. The effect of the epigraphs is to 
much extend the frame of reference of the novel and to call up a wide 
range of literature and music. Greek, Italian and French are used.

The Epigraphs Omitted

Kave Webb reduced the original total of 65 epigraphs to 53 for the 
paperback edition. The 12 omitted epigraphs are as foilows:-

9 Chapter IX Ye’ll sit on his white hause-bane
And I’ll pike out his bonny blue een

'The Twa Corbies’ (Child’s Ballads, No. 26)

12 Chapter XII There is nothing makes a man suspect much,
more than to know little.

Francis Bacon, ’Of Suspicion'

18 Chapter XVIII A fool must now and then be right, by chance.

William Cowper, Conversation
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Chapter XX All praise of the hawk on fire in hawk-eyed
dusk be sung
When his viperish fuse hangs looped with 
flames under the brand wing.

Dylan Thomas, ‘Over Sir John’s Hill'

Chapter XXII And after all, what is a lie? Tis but
the truth in masquerade.

By ron, Don Juan

Chapter XXV If you have a stout heart, I will lead you
into C3rthage

Gust a ve FI aube r t., Sal ammbo

Chapter XXXVII 0 he sailed East and he sailed West
Until he came to fair Tu.rk.ee.

And it’s there he was caught in prison 
Where he could neither speak nor see.

Lord Bateman (set collected in Novia Scotia 
by Mackenzie)

Chapter XXIX 0 who will o’er the downs so free?
0 who will with me ride?

0 who will o'er the downs with me 
To win a blushing bride?

Traditional song

Chapter XXX I said to Heart, 'How goes it?
Heart replied,

'Right as a Kibstone Pippin!' 
But it lied.

Hilaire Be 1 i oc, Ep ijgrams

Chapter XXXVII Dark in dark sliding, unbroken, undividing,
The boat unmoored and gliding upon the infernal 
stream

Dark to dark calling from gulf to gulf 
appalling,

Platform of death by falling and nether heavens 
of dream.

Hal Summers, ’Hinterland’
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38 Chapter XXXVIII It would be superfluous in me t;o point out to
vour lordship that this is war.

Dispatch to Earl Russell, 1863

43 Chapter XL111 Don Desperado
Walked on the Prado
And there he met his enemy.

Charles Kingsley, Westward Ho

Chapter XLVII He to the hill of his undoing
Pursued his road.

A. E. Ho us mar., More Poems
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APPENDIX 5 

PrtGES IN HOLOGRAPH

Part Divisions

End of Part I, p.129H..p.405.

End of Part II, p.260H.,p.406.

End of Part III, p.359H.,p.407.

Description cf River Test, showing level of emendation, 
pp.293-294H.,pp.408-409.
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